Music – Scores (149)
  Digital (91)
  Physical (58)

Other (including films, computer files and three-dimensional objects) (17)
  Digital (11)
  Physical (6)

Music – Sound recordings (68)
  Digital (33)
  Physical (35)

Podcasts and audiobooks (794)
  Digital (793)
  Physical (1)

Books (836)
  Digital (545)
  Physical (291)

Websites and other integrating resources (90)
  Digital (90)

Maps (48)
  Digital (18)
  Physical (30)

Serials (100)
  Digital (66)
  Physical (34)

The New Zealand National Bibliography (NZNB) contains catalogue records for the New Zealand imprint. It is produced monthly (12 issues per year). The National Library of New Zealand has responsibility for producing the Bibliography. Most of the material listed is received by the National Library of New Zealand under the Legal Deposit provisions of the National Library (Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa) Act 2003. It contains New Zealand and Tokelau resources, both physical and digital, including books, serials, newspapers, maps, music, websites and podcasts. Items are included after they have been received at the National Library. The records are created in accordance with international cataloguing standards.

This document contains all the items that have been catalogued during the month of September 2020. The items are grouped by format and then separated into digital and physical. Within each format grouping the items are arranged alphabetically by title.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>14 islands: for flute/bass flute, prepared harp and unpitched percussion / Michael Norris.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Norris, Michael, 1973-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington]: SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Trios (Flute, harp, percussion) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>24 preludes for piano / Anthony Ritchie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Anthony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington]: SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Piano music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preludes (Music)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The abiding tides / Ross Harris - music ; Vincent O'Sullivan - words.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Harris, Ross, 1945-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington]: SOUNZ, [2010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>The morning is clear -- A child at the rail -- Time's slow distant surf -- Remember -- This is a charm I wear -- Attend what you must -- Light -- Into night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Words chiefly English ; last poem in Latin. Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>O'Sullivan, Vincent Musical settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shipwrecks Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Songs (High voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Adversaria : for full orchestra / Chris Watson.
Creator: Watson, Chris, 1976-
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Orchestral music Scores.

Title: After Brahms : nine concert tangos : one piano - four hands / Matthew Davidson.
Creator: Davidson, Matthew, 1964-
Edition: [Revised edition].
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Piano music (4 hands) Scores.
           Tangos.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296303150002836

Title: Alleluia : for SSATB unaccompanied / Mark Smythe.
Creator: Smythe, Mark.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Alleluia (Music)
           Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 5 parts), Unaccompanied.
           Christmas music.
           Scores.

Title: Amokura : for SATB choir and piano / by Carol Shortis ; text by Hirini Melbourne.
Creator: Shortis, Carol.
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Sung in English and Māori, with spoken text in Māori. Staff notation.
Subject: Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
          Lullabies.
          Melbourne, Hirini Musical settings.
          Puoro ōkawa.
          Scores.
          Taonga puoro.
          Waiata tamariki.
          Waiata tira.
Title  Bat fly / Fatcat & Fishface.
Creator  Fatcat & Fishface (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [SOUNZ], [2004]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Children's songs New Zealand.
          Diptera New Zealand Songs and music.
          Humorous songs New Zealand.
          Popular music New Zealand 2001-2010.
          Scores.

Title  The crystal funnel of air 1 & 2 : for soprano saxophone and alto saxophone / Neville Hall.
Creator  Hall, Neville, 1962-
Format  1 online resource
Contents  The crystal funnel of air 1 -- The crystal funnel of air 2.
Language  Staff notation; Graphic notation.
Subject  Saxophone music (Saxophones (2)) Scores.

Title  Double duo : for bassoon, violin, viola and cello / Chris Watson.
Creator  Watson, Chris, 1976-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Quartets (Bassoon, violin, viola, cello) Scores.
Title Double duo : for bassoon, violin, viola and cello / Chris Watson.
Creator Watson, Chris, 1976-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quartets (Bassoon, violin, viola, cello) Scores and parts.

Title The Duke of Northumberland's ale : for two choirs, oboe and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator Camm, Cheryl.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Ale Songs and music.
Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.

Title The Duke of Northumberland's ale : for two choirs, oboe and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator Camm, Cheryl.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Ale Songs and music.
Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.
Title  Etude (Waves) : for piano / Ross Harris.
Creator  Harris, Ross, 1945-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Piano music.
Scores.
Studies (Music)
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21296428440002836

Title  Event horizon : for string quartet / James Wade.
Edition  Score.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  String quartets Scores.

Title  Fantasia for brass octet / John Elmsly.
Creator  Elmsly, John.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [SOUNZ], [20--?]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Brass octets (Horns (2), trombones (2), trumpets (3), tuba) Scores.
Fantasia.
Fantasias (Music)
Title Flashes of iridescence / John Rimmer.
Creator Rimmer, John, 1939-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [20--?]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Piano music.
Scores.

Title George Botsford's Black and white rag : for advanced lever harp trio / arranged by Anna Dunwoodie.
Creator Botsford, George, 1874-1949
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Anna Dunwoodie, [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Plucked instrument trios (Harps (3)), Arranged Scores and parts.
Ragtime music.

Title Henna : for SAA(T) choir and piano with optional bass part / Jenny McLeod.
Creator McLeod, Jennifer Helen, 1941-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Carols, English.
Choruses, Sacred (Mixed chorus, 3 parts) with piano.
Choruses, Sacred (Mixed chorus, 4 parts) with piano.
Choruses, Sacred (Unison) with piano.
Choruses, Sacred (Women's chorus, 3 parts) with piano.
Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Henna : for SATB choir and piano / Jenny McLeod.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>McLeod, Jennifer Helen, 1941-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Carols, English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Mixed chorus, 3 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Mixed chorus, 4 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Unison) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Sacred (Women’s chorus, 3 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hine e hine : inspired by the traditional Māori folk song Hine e hine by Princess Te Rangi Pai : arranged for classical guitar / Bruce Paine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Paine, Bruce, 1963-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Guitar music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hotspur festival songs : for double choir, oboe, piano / words William Andrew Chatto (with snippets from Shakespeare and Froissart) ; music, Cheryl Camm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Camm, Cheryl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northumberland (England) Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Hotspur festival songs : for double choir, oboe, piano / words, William Andrew Chatto (with snippets from Shakespeare and Froissart) ; music, Cheryl Camm.
Creator Camm, Cheryl.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.

Title In friendship : for SATB choir / John Rimmer.
Creator Rimmer, John, 1939-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
Friendship Songs and music.
Scores.

Title Incident tableaux. Part one : excerpted from the one-act opera / Chris Gendall.
Creator Gendall, Chris, 1980-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Contents Prelude -- Donaldson vs. Adachi -- Aria.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Featherston (N.Z.) History Songs and music.
Operas Excerpts, Arranged Scores.
Orchestral music, Arranged Scores.
Prisoners of war Japan Songs and music.
Prisoners of war New Zealand Featherston Songs and music.
World War, 1939-1945 Prisoners and prisons, New Zealand Songs and music.
Title: Iridescent shells : for piano trio / John Rimmer.
Creator: Rimmer, John, 1939-
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Piano trios Scores and parts.

Title: Jade and gold : for SATB choir and piano / John Wells.
Creator: Wells, John, 1948-
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Choruses (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
New Zealand Songs and music.
Scores.

Title: Jet-lag : for string quartet / Tabea Squire.
Creator: Squire, Tabea, 1989-
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: String quartets Scores.
**Title** Kala Danda : for amplified alto flute with backing track / Michael F Williams.
**Creator** Williams, Michael, 1962 July 26-
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2009]
**Format** 1 online resource
**Language** Staff notation.
**Subject** Alto flute and electronic music Scores.
**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21295968340002836

**Title** Kimbolton serenade : for three cellos / John Rimmer.
**Creator** Rimmer, John, 1939-
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
**Format** 1 online resource
**Language** Staff notation.
**Subject** Suites (Cellos (3)), Arranged Scores and parts.
**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA11302878260002836

**Title** Kimbolton serenade : for three violins / John Rimmer.
**Creator** Rimmer, John, 1939-
**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
**Format** 1 online resource
**Language** Staff notation.
**Subject** Suites (Violins (3)) Scores and parts.
**Links** https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21297368040002836

**Title** Kindle a flame : songs, prayers & poems / Philip Garside.
**Creator** Garside, Philip.
**ISBN** 9781988572369 PDF
**Publishing Details** Wellington, New Zealand : Philip Garside Publishing Ltd, [2020]
**Format** 1 online resource
**Contents** Songs. Psalm 63 -- Kindle a flame -- Christmas hallelujah (round) -- Happy are we who have work to do -- Rise up -- Travellin' shoes / Traditional : arrangement, Philip & Heather Garside -- Loving God of Aotearoa / music, Gustav Holst ; words, Philip Garside -- Introit - Praise the Lord / Heather & Philip Garside -- Love grow within us -- Dance with us -- Breath of the Spirit -- Poems. Christmas is ours again -- Healing of the nations -- Jesus is risen, the people rejoice -- Prayers. God is in the small things -- Call to worship.
**Language** Staff notation; Chord symbols.
**Subject** Contemporary Christian music New Zealand.
Hymns, English.
Scores.
Title  Land pictures : for women's voices and harp / Leonie Holmes ; [words] Anne Powell.
Creator  Holmes, Leonie.
Edition  Harp part.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [SOUNZ], [2015]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Land pictures (SSAA, harp) -- Nana's measure (SSAAAA, a cappella) -- Interlude (SSAA, harp) -- Intent (SSSSAAA, harp) -- Blessing (SSSSSSSSAA, harp)
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses (Women's voices) with harp.
Parts (Music)
Powell, Anne, 1948- Musical settings.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/NLNZ:NLNZ:NLNZ_ALMA21296428410002836

Title  Lassitude / Nathaniel Otley.
Creator  Otley, Nathaniel.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
Violin music.

Title  The liquid and rushing crystal : for flute, oboe, clarinet, bass clarinet, trombone, bass trombone, percussion, violin, viola, cello and contrabass / Neville Hall.
Creator  Hall, Neville, 1962-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation; graphic notation.
Subject  Chamber music.
Instrumental ensembles Scores.
Title: Love’s secret : for 6-part choir, piano & cello / Isaac Shatford ; text by William Blake.
Creator: Shatford, Isaac.
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Blake, William, 1757-1827 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
Love songs.

Title: Magnificat ; & Nunc dimittis / by Chris Artley.
Creator: Artley, Chris, 1963-
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Magnificat (3:30) -- Nunc dimittis (2:40)
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with organ.
Magnificat (Music)
Nunc dimittis (Music)
Scores.

Title: Marx or Smith? : for clarinet/bass clarinet, viola and piano / Pieta Haxtall.
Creator: Hextall, Pieta.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Trios (Piano, clarinet, viola) Scores.
Title Marx or Smith? : for clarinet/bass clarinet, viola and piano / Pieta Haxtall.
Creator Hextall, Pieta.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Trios (Piano, clarinet, viola) Scores and parts.

Title Mata[hou]rua : for bass clarinet / Rachael Morgan.
Creator Morgan, Rachael.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Bass clarinet music.
Puoro ēkawa.
Reo puoro.
Scores.

Title Meditasi : for trumpet (or cornet) and piano / Ross James Carey.
Creator Carey, Ross, 1969-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Cornet and piano music Scores and parts.
Trumpet and piano music Scores and parts.

Title Missa brevis : for mixed voices and organ / Joe Gorman.
Creator Gorman, Joe, 1996-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format 1 online resource
Contents Kyrie -- Gloria -- Sanctus -- Agnus Dei.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Choruses, Sacred (Unison) with organ.
Masses (Unison) Scores.
Title Murmurs, whispers... / Nathaniel Otley.

Creator Otley, Nathaniel.


Format 1 online resource

Language Staff notation.

Subject Violin and viola music Scores.


Title Nae stream sae lovely : for SATB choir and piano / Cheryl Camm.

Creator Camm, Cheryl.


Format 1 online resource

Language Words in English dialect. Staff notation.

Subject Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
Fishing England Coquet, River Songs and music.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.
Scores.


Title Noughts and crosses : for orchestra / Alex Taylor.

Creator Taylor, Alex, 1988-


Format 1 online resource

Contents Maestoso; Allegro capriccioso -- Lento serioso -- Presto (like a crazy dance) -- Andante pesante (brooding, introspective) -- Allegro aggressivo.

Language Staff notation.

Subject Orchestral music, Arranged Scores.

Title Organ concerto : for organ and orchestra / John Wells.
Creator Wells, John, 1948-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [20--?]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Concertos (Organ) Scores.

Title Percy, Percy! : for double choir, oboe, bass drum and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator Camm, Cheryl.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Battles Songs and music.
Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.
Percy family Songs and music.

Title Percy, Percy! : for double choir, oboe, bass drum and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator Camm, Cheryl.
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Battles Songs and music.
Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.
Northumberland (England) Songs and music.
Percy family Songs and music.
Title: Piagne e Sospira : for SSATB choir and electric guitar / Mark Smythe ; text by Torquato Tasso.
Creator: Smythe, Mark.
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 5 parts) with guitar.
Scores.
Tasso, Torquato, 1544-1595 Musical settings.

Title: Piano trio no. 1 for Anne Frank : Het achterhuis = The secret annexe / by Colin Decio.
Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Lento -- Allegro -- Moderato -- Lento -- Largo -- Con moto.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Frank, Anne, 1929-1945 Songs and music.
Piano trios Scores.

Title: Piano trio no. 2 : for violin, cello, piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Allegro -- Vivace -- Lento.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Piano trios Scores.
Title  Prelude for Anne Frank : for piano solo / Colin Decio.
Creator  Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Frank, Anne, 1929-1945 Songs and music.
          Piano music.
          Preludes (Music)
          Scores.

Title  The reluctant pitman : for SATB choir, oboe and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator  Camm, Cheryl.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
          Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores and parts.
          Coal mines and mining Songs and music.
          Northumberland (England) Songs and music.

Title  The reluctant pitman : for SATB choir, oboe and piano / Cheryl Camm.
Creator  Camm, Cheryl.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864 Musical settings.
          Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
          Coal mines and mining Songs and music.
          Northumberland (England) Songs and music.
Title Rhapsody for viola and piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format 1 online resource
Contents Andante -- Allegro.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Rhapsodies (Music)
Viola and piano music Scores.

Title Saints and angels : for concert band / Yvette Audain.
Creator Audain, Yvette, 1977-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Big band music Scores and parts.

Title Saints and angels : for mixed octet / Yvette Audain.
Creator Audain, Yvette, 1977-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Octets (Piano, clarinets (2), flutes (2), trumpets (2), drum set), Arranged Scores and parts.

Title Saltatio et saltatus : op. 15 : for string quartet / Andrew Buchanan-Smart.
Creator Buchanan-Smart, Andrew, 1951-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject String quartets Scores and parts.
Title  Sanctus for SATB choir and piano / by Richard Oswin.
Creator  Oswin, Richard.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Arrangements.
          Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.
          Sanctus (Music)
          Scores.

Title  Sanctus for SSATB choir and piano / by Richard Oswin.
Creator  Oswin, Richard.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Arrangements.
          Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices, 5 parts) with piano.
          Sanctus (Music)
          Scores.

Title  Second melody : bass clarinet in B flat and organ / Ross James Carey.
Creator  Carey, Ross, 1969-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2016]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Bass clarinet and organ music, Arranged Scores.
Title: Shuo shu ren = the storyteller: for flute, oboe, violin, viola, violoncello and harp / Gao Ping.
Creator: Gao, Ping (Pianist)
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Overture -- Monologue I -- Tale I -- Monologue II -- Tale II (The myth of Tian Luo) -- Epilogue.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Sextets (Flute, oboe, harp, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title: Sonata for viola and piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Lento -- Lento -- Andante -- Moderato.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Sonatas (Viola and piano) Scores.

Title: Sonata for violin and piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Lento -- Lento -- Presto -- Con fuoco -- Allegretto.
Language: Staff notation.
Subject: Sonatas (Violin and piano) Scores.
Title: Sonatina for alto saxophone and piano / Robbie Ellis.

Creator: Ellis, Robbie, 1984-


Format: 1 online resource

Contents: I. Weird metronomic funk -- II. Rubato -- III. Chickenscratch bluerag.

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Sonatas (Saxophone and piano) Scores and parts.


Title: Sonatina for cello and bass / by Colin Decio.

Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-


Format: 1 online resource

Contents: Lento -- Andante -- Andante -- Andante.

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Sonatas (Cello and double bass) Scores.


Title: Sonatina for violin and piano / Robbie Ellis.

Creator: Ellis, Robbie, 1984-


Format: 1 online resource

Contents: I. Backbeat -- II. Mimes' theme -- III. Skittish.

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Sonatas (Violin and piano) Scores and parts.


Title: Sonatina no. 1 for clarinet in A and piano / by Colin Decio.

Creator: Decio, Colin, 1959-


Format: 1 online resource

Contents: Tempo di marcia -- Lento -- Adagio.

Language: Staff notation.

Subject: Sonatas (Clarinet and piano) Scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title  Sonatina no.1 for French horn and piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator  Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Lento -- Andante -- Allegro.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Sonatas (Horn and piano) Scores.

Title  Symphony for strings : three images of Java : for string orchestra / Nigel Keay.
Creator  Keay, Nigel, 1955-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Java (Indonesia) Songs and music.
Symphonies (String orchestra) Scores.

Title  Symphony no. 4 : to the memory of Mahinarangi Tocker : for full orchestra / by Ross Harris.
Creator  Harris, Ross, 1945-
Format  1 online resource
Contents  The sea mimics a thousand applauding kanuka -- I'm happy, dressed for laughter, cave me wild under tonight's moon -- The window fogs to track my finger, smudge my eyes in mist, in questions asked of beauty -- I'm the only one turning, the world has stopped -- no sky in her day, no clouds below her feet, no body to shroud her, in linen of earth's flax-woven warmth.
Language  Staff notation.
Summary  "Symphony No. 4 is dedicated to the memory of singer, composer and poet Mahinarangi Tocker, who died in tragic circumstances three years ago. The symphony has five sections linked by bell sounds that 'ring the changes'. Each section quotes a fragment of one of Mahinarangi's songs and is also, in the score, headed by one or two lines of her poetry"--Publisher's information.
Subject  Symphonies Scores.
Title Ten duets for lever harp : lockdown music / composed by Anna Dunwoodie.
Creator Dunwoodie, Anna, 1972-
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Anna Dunwoodie, [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Contents The bumblebee (1:05) -- Dancing to a gentle breeze (1:10) -- The open fire [duration not given] -- Crazy kittens (1:20) -- Another cup of tea (1:10) -- The calm moon (1:00) -- Comfy couch (1:12) -- Cover to cover (1:35) -- So many sunsets (0:50) -- Sun showers (1:30).
Language Staff notation.
Subject Harp music (Harps (2)) Scores.

Title Three dances for piano : the diary of a secret dancer : for solo piano / Graham Parsons.
Creator Parsons, Graham, 1941-
Format 1 online resource
Contents Dance fantasy : at home alone and the curtains drawn, the dance begins... -- General float -- Upbeat.
Language Staff notation.
Summary "These three pieces took their inspiration from dance movements, or more specifically 'human movement'; they are not necessarily intended to be music to dance to"--Composer, quoted on SOUNZ web site.
Subject Dance music.
Piano music.
Scores.

Title Three river pieces : for flute, bassoon and violoncello / Ben Hoadley.
Creator Hoadley, Ben.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
Format 1 online resource
Contents Barcarolle -- Idyll -- Aquarelle.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Trios (Bassoon, flute, cello) Scores.
Title  Trio for clarinet, bassoon, and piano / Christopher Norton.
Creator Norton, Christopher, 1953-
Format  1 online resource
Contents  A day out -- An interlude -- Breezy day.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Trios (Piano, bassoon, clarinet) Scores and parts.

Title  Trio for flute, clarinet and piano (1986) / John Charles.
Creator  Charles, John, 1940-
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Trios (Piano, clarinet, flute) Scores.

Title  Triptych : for trumpet, horn and trombone / Nigel Keay.
Creator  Keay, Nigel, 1955-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?] 
Format  1 online resource
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Brass trios (Horn, trombone, trumpet) Scores.

Title  Two sonatas (ca. 1785) for the harpsichord or piano-forte / John Christian Luther ; edited by David Vine.
Creator  Luther, John Christian.
Publishing Details  [Caerphilly, Wales] : David Vine Music, [2017]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  Sonata no. 1 in C -- Sonata no. 2 in C.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Scores.
Sonatas (Harpischord)
Sonatas (Piano)
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21294592870002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Whatungaronga ro te tangata toi tū whenua = As man disappears from sight, the land remains : op. 21 : for full orchestra / Andrew Buchanan-Smart.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Buchanan-Smart, Andrew, 1951-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, [2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wind quintet, op.142 : for wind quintet / Anthony Ritchie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Anthony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Chill winds from the south and west -- By the dry Cardrona -- A procession of clouds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Central Otago District (N.Z.) Songs and music. Wind quintets (Bassoon, clarinet, flute, horn, oboe) Scores and parts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Woodwind trio (1987) for flute, Bflat clarinet and bassoon / Helen Fisher.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Fisher, Helen, 1942-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Woodwind trios (Bassoon, clarinet, flute) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Woodwinds and vibes : for flute, oboe, clarinet and vibraphone / Peter Willis.
Creator Willis, Peter (Composer)
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [2005]
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quartets (Clarinet, flute, oboe, vibraphone) Scores.

Title The wyrd sisters : for clarinet trio / Claire Scholes.
Creator Scholes, Claire, 1980-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Witches Songs and music.
Woodwind trios (Clarinets (3)) Scores and parts.

Title The wyrd sisters : for clarinet trio / Claire Scholes.
Creator Scholes, Claire, 1980-
Format 1 online resource
Language Staff notation.
Subject Witches Songs and music.
Woodwind trios (Clarinets (3)) Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Yet another poem of spring : for full orchestra / by Anthony Ritchie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Anthony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Orchestral music Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The yeti : for piano solo / Helen Caskie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Caskie, Helen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : SOUNZ, Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Piano music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yeti Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ahakoa he iti he pounamu</strong>: for piano trio and taonga puoro / Jeremy Mayall.</td>
<td>Creator Mayall, Jeremy, 1983-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2019]</td>
<td>Format 1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Staff notation.</td>
<td>Subject Chamber music Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assemblage</strong>: for orchestra with painting machine / Alex Taylor.</td>
<td>Creator Taylor, Alex, 1988-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2019]</td>
<td>Format 1 study score (33 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Staff notation.</td>
<td>Subject Mixed media (Music) Orchestral music. Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biosphere degradation</strong>: Nathaniel Otley.</td>
<td>Creator Otley, Nathaniel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format 1 study score (19 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
<td>Language Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject Biodiversity Climatic factors Songs and music. Orchestral music Scores.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bitter cold night</strong>: for violin and piano / Gao Ping.</td>
<td>Creator Gao, Ping (Pianist).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2020]</td>
<td>Format 1 score (9 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Caption title in Chinese and English; some of the playing instructions in the score are in both English and Chinese script. Staff notation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Songs and music. Violin and piano music Scores.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Brass quintet no. 1 : for brass quintet / Kenneth Young.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Young, Kenneth, 1955-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 score (19 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Andante -- Moderato -- Adagio sostenuto -- Allegro moderato cantabile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Brass quintets (Horn, trombone, trumpets (2), tuba) Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Covid chorus (introduction and fugue) : for SATB choir with optional piano accompaniment / Graham Parsons.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Parsons, Graham, 1941-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 score (13 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts) with piano.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fugues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Covid chorus (introduction and fugue) : for unaccompanied SATB choir / Graham Parsons.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Parsons, Graham, 1941-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fugues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Crevices : for trombone and piano / Abby Pinkerton.
Creator  Pinkerton, Abby.
Format  1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Trombone and piano music Scores.

Title  Diana's song : for solo piano / Michael Bell.
Creator  Bell, Michael, 1975-
Format  1 score (2 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Arrangements.
         Piano music.
         Scores.

Title  ...dimension of loss / Nathaniel Otley.
Creator  Otley, Nathaniel.
Edition  Full score.
Format  1 score (18 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Insects Effect of human beings on Songs and music.
         Insects Habitat Songs and music.
         Piano trios Scores.

Title  Dorogoi dliniyu : those were the days : arranged for bass-baritone and string orchestra /
Gerald Ginther.
Creator  Fomin, Boris Ivanovich, 1900-1948.
Format  1 score (21 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Words in Russian (Cyrillic). Staff notation.
Subject  Arrangements.
         Songs (Low voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
         Songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Eclipse : for soprano dizi and zheng / Evangelina Telfar.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Telfar, Evangelina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Di zi and zheng music Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eclipses Songs and music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Elegy / Chris Adams.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adams, Christopher, 1979-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Horn and piano music Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Eventide (Abide with me) : arranged for brass band / Kenneth Young [arranger].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Monk, William Henry, 1823-1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Brass band music, Arranged Scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hymns Instrumental settings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fantail in Tokyo : for piano trio / Rakuto Kurano.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Kurano, Rakuto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 score (26 pages) ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language</strong></td>
<td>Staff notation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fantails (Birds) Songs and music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piano trios Scores.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Folk dance miniatures : 10 short piano pieces for beginner / composed by Andrew Portman.
Creator  Portman, Andrew.
Format  1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Folk dance no. 1 -- Folk dance no. 2 -- Folk dance no. 3 -- Folk dance no. 4 : puppet dance -- Folk dance no. 5 -- Folk dance no. 6 : cha cha cha -- Folk dance no. 7 : hoedown -- Folk dance no. 8 -- Folk dance no. 9 -- Folk dance no. 10 : waltz.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Folk dance music.
          Piano music.
          Scores.

Title  Garden I : for three voices / [music] Alex Taylor; [words] HD (Hilda Doolittle).
Creator  Taylor, Alex, 1988-
Format  1 score (2 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
          Scores.
          Vocal trios, Unaccompanied.

Title  Garden II : for three voices / [music] Alex Taylor; [words] HD (Hilda Doolittle).
Creator  Taylor, Alex, 1988-
Format  1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
          Scores.
          Vocal trios, Unaccompanied.
Title Gyri : for ensemble / Michael Norris.
Creator Norris, Michael, 1934-
Format 1 score (36 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Octets (Piano, clarinet, flute, oboe, trombone, violin, viola, cello) Scores.

Title A handful of false starts and dead ends / Alex Taylor.
Creator Taylor, Alex, 1988-
Format 1 score (22 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Octets (Piano, bassoon, clarinet, flute, oboe, harp, violin, cello) Scores.

Title Hine e hine : arranged for harp and orchestra / Kenneth Young (arr.).
Creator Te Rangi Pai, Princess of New Zealand, 1868-1916
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Harp with string orchestra, Arranged Scores.
Rāngai puoro.
Songs, Maori Instrumental settings.
Walata.

Title Hine e hine : inspired by the traditional Māori folk song Hine e hine by Princess Te Rangi Pai ; arranged for classical guitar / Bruce Paine.
Creator Paine, Bruce, 1963-
Format 1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Adaptations.
Guitar music.
Scores.
Title  Impasto / Nathaniel Otley.
Creator  Otley, Nathaniel.
Format  1 score (22 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Quartets (Clarinet, guitar, violin, cello) Scores.

Title  Impromptu à la Debussy : for solo flute / Matthew Beardsworth.
Creator  Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999-
Format  1 score (2 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute music.
Impromptus (Music)
Scores.

Title  In flexion : for musical saw and tape / Michael Norris.
Creator  Norris, Michael, 1934-
Format  1 score (4 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Electronic and musical saw music.
Scores.

Title  In friendship : for SATB choir / John Rimmer.
Creator  Rimmer, John, 1939-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format  1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 4 parts), Unaccompanied.
Friendship Songs and music.
Scores.
Title  In memoriam David Farquhar : for brass ensemble / Kenneth Young.
Creator  Young, Kenneth, 1955-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2007]
Format  1 score (2 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Brass nonets (Horns (2), trombones (3), trumpets (3), tuba) Scores.
         Farquhar, David, 1928-2007 Songs and music.

Title  Jellyfish/pulse : for B♭ clarinet / Matthew Beardsworth.
Creator  Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
Format  1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Clarinet music.
         Jellyfishes Songs and music.
         Scores.

Title  Jet-lag : for string quartet / Tabea Squire.
Creator  Squire, Tabea, 1989-
Format  1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  String quartets Scores.

Title  Kids' chord course : for piano students / Ron Ottley.
Creator  Ottley, Ron, 1934-
ISBN  9780473499341 book 1 paperback
       9780473499358 book 2 paperback
       9780473499365 book 3 paperback
Format  3 scores ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation; Chord symbols.
Subject  Chords (Music)
         Piano Methods.
Title Londonderry air (D-flat major) : arranged for voice and orchestra / Kenneth Young (arr.).

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2001]

**Format** 1 score (4 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Arrangements (Music)

Songs (Medium voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.

---

Title Londonderry air (F major) : arranged for voice and orchestra / Kenneth Young (arr.).

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2006]

**Format** 1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Arrangements (Music)

Songs (High voice) with instrumental ensemble Scores.

---

Title Longing : for soprano and string orchestra / Gerald Ginther.

**Creator** Ginther, Gerald.


**Format** 1 score (12 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Staff notation.

**Subject** Songs (High voice) with string orchestra Scores.

---

Title Mono no aware : for violoncello and piano / Salina Fisher.

**Creator** Fisher, Salina, 1993-


**Format** 1 score (6 pages) ; 30 cm

**Language** Title in English transliteration and in Japanese kanji. Staff notation.

**Subject** Cello and piano music Scores.
The mosaique of the aire: for soprano and ensemble, (2019-20) / Sebastian Black.

Title The mosaique of the aire: for soprano and ensemble, (2019-20) / Sebastian Black.
Creator Black, Sebastian, 1996-
Format 1 score (99 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Scores.
Songs (High voice) with instrumental ensemble.

Ol' man river: arranged for bass voice and orchestra / Kenneth Young (arr.).

Title Ol' man river: arranged for bass voice and orchestra / Kenneth Young (arr.).
Creator Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Format 1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Arrangements (Music)
Songs (Low voice) with orchestra Scores.

Pastoral in D major for oboe / Matthew Beardsworth.

Title Pastoral in D major for oboe / Matthew Beardsworth.
Creator Beardsworth, Matthew, 1999-
Format 1 score (2 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Oboe music.
Pastoral music.
Scores.

Piccled: for vocalising piccolo player / Michael Norris.

Title Piccled: for vocalising piccolo player / Michael Norris.
Creator Norris, Michael, 1934-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
Format 1 score (2 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Piccolo music.
Scores.
Title Real mature : for 4 violins / Isaac Shatford.
Creator Shatford, Isaac.
Edition Full score.
Format 1 score (19 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject String quartets (Violins (4)) Scores.

Title Rhapsody for viola and piano / by Colin Decio.
Creator Decio, Colin, 1959-
Format 1 score (15 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents Andante -- Allegro.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Rhapsodies (Music)
Viola and piano music Scores.

Title Saffire concerto : concerto for four guitars and orchestra / Kenneth Young.
Creator Young, Kenneth, 1955-
Edition Revised version.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2008]
Format 1 score (96 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Concertos (Guitars (4)) Scores.

Title Schism : for two string quartets / Kenneth Young.
Creator Young, Kenneth, 1955-
Format 1 score (40 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject String octets (Violins (4), violas (2), cellos (2)) Scores.
Title  Sgraffito : for chamber orchestra / Michael Norris.
Creator  Norris, Michael, 1934-
Edition  Full score.
Format  1 study score (38 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Orchestral music Scores.

Title  Soliloquy for cello / Reuben Jelleyman.
Creator  Jelleyman, Reuben, 1993-
Edition  Version 1.3.
Format  1 score (iv, 5 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Cello music.
Scores.

Title  Soliloquy for flute / Reuben Jelleyman.
Creator  Jelleyman, Reuben, 1993-
Format  1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute music.
Scores.

Title  Soliloquy for guitar / Reuben Jelleyman.
Creator  Jelleyman, Reuben, 1993-
Format  1 score (16 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Guitar music.
Scores.
Title  Série Antibes : for piano trio : 2016 / Linda Dallimore.
Creator  Dallimore, Linda.
Publishing Details  Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format  1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Impression : première -- Magique -- Who are you and what is this -- Expectative waiting.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Antibes (France) Songs and music.
          Suites (Piano, violin, cello) Scores.

Title  Theme and transformations : for flute and piano / Nick Hunter.
Creator  Hunter, Nick, 1980-
Publishing Details  Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2010]
Format  1 score (11 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Flute and piano music Scores.

Title  The thing : for orchestra / Isaac Shatford.
Creator  Shatford, Isaac.
Edition  Full score in C.
Publishing Details  Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2018]
Format  1 study score (20 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Orchestral music Scores.

Title  Three folk songs : for violin and harp / Kenneth Young (arr.).
Publishing Details  Wellington : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [1998]
Format  1 score (10 unnumbered pages) ; 30 cm
Contents  Barb'ra Ellen -- O waly waly -- The last rose of summer.
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Folk songs Instrumental settings.
          Violin and harp music, Arranged Scores.
Title  Tidal flow : for amplified percussion quartet & robotic drums / Michael Norris.
Creator  Norris, Michael, 1973-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
Format  1 score (7 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation; Graphic notation.
Subject  Percussion ensembles Scores.
            Tidal currents Songs and music.

Title  To the names that have left : for vocal ensemble / music: Michael Norris ; poem: Pierre Reverdy.
Creator  Norris, Michael, 1934-
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2017]
Format  1 score (8 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Words in French. Staff notation.
Subject  Choruses, Secular (Mixed voices, 8 parts), Unaccompanied.
            Scores.

Title  Tribute fanfare / Kenneth Young.
Creator  Young, Kenneth, 1955-
Format  1 score (3 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Brass band music Scores.
            Brass ensembles Scores.
            Fanfares.

Title  Trio for horn, violin and piano / Kenneth Young.
Creator  Young, Kenneth, 1955-
Format  1 score (41 pages) ; 30 cm
Language  Staff notation.
Subject  Trios (Piano, horn, violin) Scores.
Title Trumpiting : for brass quintet : 2019 / Linda Dallimore.
Creator Dallimore, Linda.
Format 1 score (19 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents You're kidding me, America -- He can't be serious... -- Last campaign speech -- Inauguration -- Horseface -- Paris accord -- Zero tolerance policy.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Brass quintets (Horn, trombones (2), trumpets (2)) Scores.
      Humorous music.
      Trump, Donald, 1946- Songs and music.

Title Two sketches : for solo guitar / Michael Stoop.
Creator Stoop, Michael.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [2016]
Format 1 score (5 pages) ; 30 cm
Contents Dorian -- Lydian.
Language Staff notation.
Subject Guitar music.
      Scores.

Title Wake : for clarinet, guitar, violin and cello / Micah Thompson.
Creator Thompson, Micah.
Format 1 score (15 pages) ; 21 x 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quartets (Clarinet, guitar, violin, cello) Scores.

Title Zali : for baritone saxophone, percussion, electric guitar and piano / Michael Norris.
Creator Norris, Michael, 1973-
Publishing Details [Wellington] : SOUNZ, Centre for New Zealand Music = Toi te Arapūoru, [20--?]
Format 1 score (17 pages) ; 30 cm
Language Staff notation.
Subject Quartets (Piano, saxophone, electric guitar, percussion) Scores.
### Business is boring.

**Title**: Business is boring.

**Creator**: Pound, Simon.

**ISSN**: 2624-4098

**Publishing Details**: [Auckland] : [The Spinoff] ; [Wellington] : [Callaghan Innovation],

**Format**: 1 online resource (audio files)

**Frequency**: Weekly

**Publication Numbering**: Began with [#1]

**Subject**: Business.
Podcasts.

**Dewey**: 338.0993

**Links**: https://thespinoff.co.nz/search/business+is+boring/

### Ciaran McMeeken podcast.

**Title**: Ciaran McMeeken podcast.

**Creator**: McMeeken, Ciaran.

**Publishing Details**: Potosi, Missouri : Ciaran McMeeken, [2019]-

**Format**: 1 online resource (audio files)

**Frequency**: Weekly

**Publication Numbering**: Began with May 6, 2019; ceased with Dec. 13, 2019?

**Summary**: "... hyper personal conversations with thought leaders of today and tomorrow. Artists, Songwriters, Yoga & Spiritual teachers, Entrepreneurs, Influencers, Community Leaders & many more"--File host.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**: https://soundcloud.com/ciaranmcmeekenpodcast

### History of Aotearoa New Zealand podcast / Thomas Rillstone.

**Title**: History of Aotearoa New Zealand podcast / Thomas Rillstone.

**Creator**: Rillstone, Thomas (Podcaster).

**ISSN**: 2703-4712

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Thomas Rillstone], [2019]-

**Format**: 1 online resource (audio files)

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Publication Numbering**: Began with 0.

**Summary**: "The History of Aotearoa New Zealand Podcast is a chronological and narrative telling of the history of New Zealand. Each episode we tell the story of our island nation in an interesting and informative way! Join us to learn more about what made Aotearoa what is today from the first settlement by Tangata Whenua, The Treaty of Waitangi, The Land Wars, The King Movement, WWII and a whole host of other topics!"--File host.

**Subject**: Kōnae ipurangi.
Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
New Zealand History.
Podcasts.
Tikanga.

**Dewey**: 993

Title: Indigenous urbanism.
ISSN: 2703-2124

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Indigenous Urbanism], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency: Weekly
Publication Numbering: Began with S1:trailer; ceased with S1:24.

Subject: Kōnae ipurangi.
Maori (New Zealand people) Housing.
Podcasts.
Whare noho.

Dewey: 363.59460993
Links: http://indigenousurbanism.net/

Title: Musician's map.
Creator: Power, Kane
ISSN: 2624-0343

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Musician's Map, 2017-
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Weekly
Publication Numbering: Began with episode 1.

Subject: Music New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Dewey: 781.630993
Links: https://www.musiciansmap.org/podcast/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71307376600002836

Title: Never repeats
Creator: Frost, Hayden.
ISSN: 2703-2264

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Never Repeats Podcast]
Format: 1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Ceased with Episode 43.

Summary: "Never Repeats Podcast is a film-by-film journey through modern New Zealand cinema, hosted by actor Hayden Frost and author L.J. Ritchie. We will watch, review, and discuss every New Zealand fiction feature film, from 1977’s Sleeping Dogs onwards. Our country has a tendency to exalt a small number of well-regarded films, and allow the rest of our sizable body of cinematic features to be forgotten. Most local films are shown theatrically on initial release, and never repeated. We intend to shine a light on the forgotten corners of our film history, see how these films play to a modern audience, and hopefully find some hidden gems along the way"--File host.

Subject: Motion pictures New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Dewey: 791.430993
Links: https://www.iheart.com/podcast/256-never-repeats-31110430/
Title The offspin.
ISSN 2624-4586
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began with May 30, 2019; ceased with Jul 15, 2019?
Subject Blackcaps (Cricket team)
          Podcasts.
          World Cup (Cricket) (12th : 2019 : England; Wales)
Dewey 796.3580993
Links https://thespinoff.co.nz/author/the-offspin/

Title On the rag.
Creator Casey, Alex.
ISSN 2624-4004
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Spinoff], [2015]-
Format 1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency Monthly
Publication Numbering Began with December 1, 2015
Summary "Every month join Alex Casey, Leonie Hayden and Michele A'Court to look at, laugh at and
  question the state of women in pop culture, news and the world"--File host.
Subject Podcasts.
          Women.
Dewey 305.42
Links https://thespinoff.co.nz/tag/on-the-rag/

Title Plunket parenting podcast / by Plunket New Zealand.
ISSN 2703-2140
Publishing Details [Wellington] New Zealand : Plunket, [2017]
Format 1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency Fortnightly
Publication Numbering Began with October 10, 2017; ceased with November 08, 2017.
Subject Child rearing New Zealand.
          Parent and child New Zealand.
          Podcasts.
Dewey 649.122
Title  Retrogasmic : the retro & vintage podcast.
ISSN  2703-2116
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [D.D. Deluxe]
Format  1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency  Fortnightly
Publication Numbering  Began with Ep. 1; ceased with Ep. 36.
Subject  Kitsch.
Podcasts.
Retro (Style)
Dewey  709.0401
Links  https://retrogasmicpodcast.libsyn.com/

Title  The rubbish trip : two No-waste Nomads talk trash with people.
Creator  Blumhardt, Hannah.
ISSN  2703-2248
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [The Rubbish Trip], [2017-]
Format  1 online resource (audio files)
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with 1.
Subject  Podcasts.
Recycling (Waste, etc.) New Zealand
Waste minimization New Zealand.
Dewey  363.7280993
Links  http://therubbishtrip.co.nz/podcast/
Other (including films, computer files and three-dimensional objects)

Physical

**Title** Bebestyle DVD / Olmecha Supreme.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington, New Zealand] : Afromaen Productions : [2006]

**Format** 1 DVD : sound, colour ; 12 cm

**Contents** Bebestyle / filmed and edited by Aaron Beck -- Schematica / filmed and edited by Aaron Beck -- Appocalypso no. 1 (live) / filmed by Ross Jones ; edited by A. Mahal -- Beatworld (live) / filmed by Ross Jones ; edited by JP.

**Subject** Concert films.

- Dub (Music) New Zealand.
- Music videos.
- Popular music New Zealand.

---

**Title** Life is beautiful ...or is it?

**Publishing Details** [Wellington, New Zealand] : Graphetti Ltd, [2008]

**Format** 1 DVD : sound, colour ; 12 cm

**Subject** Music videos.

- Popular music New Zealand.

---

**Title** Tha naughty / K54.

**Publishing Details** [Northland, New Zealand?] : [UNS Productions], [2006]

**Format** 1 DVD : sound, colour ; 12 cm

**Subject** Music videos.

- Popular music New Zealand.
- Rap (Music) New Zealand.

---

**Title** Nyuujirando matsu : shorai no mokuzai = New Zealand pine : your future solution.

**Publishing Details** Wellington : TradeNZ, [1996?]

**Format** 1 CD-ROM ; 12 cm

**Subject** Pinus radiata New Zealand.

**Dewey** 634.9751
Title Quilt Wellington exhibition 2009.
Format 1 CD-ROM : illustrations ; 12 cm
Subject Quilts New Zealand Exhibitions.
          Quilts New Zealand Pictorial works.
Dewey 746.460993

Title Retro, Splat, X / Bailterspace.
Publishing Details Auckland : Duplicated by Video Distributors Ltd.
Format 1 videocassette : sound, colour ; 1/2 in.
Summary The rock music videos for the songs Retro (from the album 'Wammo"), Splat (from the album 'Wammo"), X (from the album 'Vortura"), by Bailter Space.
          Rock videos.
          Short films.
Dewey 782.42166
Title 45 / The Doll + Stefan.
Creator Doll (Musician)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Stabbiesetc], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://stabbiesetc.bandcamp.com/album/fortyfive-2020

Title Ashes / Decimated King.
Creator Decimated King (Musical group).
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Decimated King], [2012]
Format 1 online resource
Links https://decimatedking.bandcamp.com/album/2012-ashes-ep

Title A beautiful shade of blue / The Floral Clocks.
Creator Floral Clocks (Musical group)
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [The Floral Clocks], [2017]
Format 1 online resource
Subject Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Folk music New Zealand.
Folk music.
Links https://thefloralclocks.bandcamp.com/album/a-beautiful-shade-of-blue
Title  Brainwave dream surf / by Photonic.
Creator  Photonic (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Photonic], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://photonic.bandcamp.com/album/brainwave-dream-surf

Title  Cloned heart, inanimate plokma : ready to exist / by yeongrak.
Creator  yeongrak (Musician)
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://yeongrak.bandcamp.com/album/cloned-heart-inanimate-plokma-ready-to-exist

Title  Come, we must go / Grace Duncan.
Creator  Duncan, Grace.
Format  1 online resource
Language  Performed in English and Māori.
Subject  Taonga puoro.
Links  https://graceduncan.bandcamp.com/track/come-we-must-go
Title: Conflicted ; Catsick.
Creator: Catsick (Musical group).
Publishing Details: [Christchurch, New Zealand] : DU!, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Performed in English and Russian.
Links: https://catsick.bandcamp.com/album/catsick-conflicted-split

Title: A dance without moving / Module.
Creator: Module (Musician)
Publishing Details: [Wellington, New Zealand] : [Module], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://module.bandcamp.com/album/a-dance-without-moving

Title: Desert fire / The Floral Clocks.
Creator: Floral Clocks (Musical group)
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [The Floral Clocks], [2014]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://thefloralclocks.bandcamp.com/album/desert-fire
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Drop Zone / Drop Zone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Drop Zone (Musical group : N.Z.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Drop Zone], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dropzonenz.bandcamp.com/releases">https://dropzonenz.bandcamp.com/releases</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Druids / Truth.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Truth (Musical group : N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[United States?] : [Wakaan], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://wakaan.bandcamp.com/album/druids-ep">https://wakaan.bandcamp.com/album/druids-ep</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Electronomicon live / by Pitch Black.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Pitch Black (Musical group : N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://music.pitchblack.co.nz/album/electronomicon-live">https://music.pitchblack.co.nz/album/electronomicon-live</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Title**: Gas giant / The Floral Clocks.

**Creator**: Floral Clocks (Musical group)

**Publishing Details**: [Auckland] : [The Floral Clocks], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource


**Subject**: Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Folk music New Zealand.
Folk music.

**Links**:
- https://thefloralclocks.bandcamp.com/album/gas-giant

---

**Title**: Ghost Violin / by Ghost Violin.

**Creator**: Ghost Violin (Musical group).

**Publishing Details**: [Bristol, England] : [Liquid Library], [2020]

**Format**: 1 online resource


**Links**:
- https://liquidlibrary.bandcamp.com/album/ghost-violin

---

**Title**: A good keen man / Barry Crump.

**Creator**: Crump, Barry.

**ISBN**: 9780473511623 digital audiobook

**Publishing Details**: [Auckland, New Zealand] : Audiobook NZ, [2020?]

**Format**: 1 online resource (21 files)

**Contents**: I become a deer culler -- Flynn becomes a pig-dog -- That healthy outdoor life -- Some good keen men -- I meet Harry -- Trouser trouble -- I hunt the cocky's pigs with Jim -- I meet legs -- In for my chop -- Harry again -- A good keen dog -- Two prize heads -- Wilmer -- Not quite so keen -- I go to town -- I hunt without Bert -- Fatted calf and brave bull -- I live in Te Whenua o Te Hine Nui o Te Po.

**Subject**: Audiobooks.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

**Links**:
Title  Green blue an palpitttations and then strange taste, just so rotten/crybaby& ill give you something to hooo about hmmmm / by yeongrak.

Creator  yeongrak (Musician)

Publishing Details  [Christchurch? New Zealand] : [Yeongrak], [2017]

Format  1 online resource


Title  Hardcore hog / Modern Chair.

Creator  Modern Chair (Musical group).


Format  1 online resource


Links  https://thebigfreshcollective.bandcamp.com/album/hardcore-hog

Creator: Sarmiento, Emmanuel.
Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Blush Juliet], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Machine-generated: Exit Your Heart -- Below -- Slide Into View -- All is Full of Love -- Speak -- Prom Night.
Audience: Parental advisory: explicit content.
Links: https://blushjuliet.bandcamp.com/album/introducing-blush-juliet

Title: Kiwi animals : future/primitive Aotearoa 82-91.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Strangelove], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://strangelovemusic.bandcamp.com/album/various-kiwi-animals-future-primitive-aotearoa

Title: The line between ocean and land / INH.
Creator: Insert Name Here (Musician)
Format: 1 online resource
Title  A little wave / Popolice.
Creator  Popolice (Musician)
Publishing Details  [Melbourne, Vic.] : [Popolice], [2016]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://popolice.bandcamp.com/album/a-little-wave-live-2016

Title  Ovid banished from Rome / by Photonic.
Creator  Photonic (Musical group).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Photonic], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Links  https://photonic.bandcamp.com/album/ovid-banished-from-rome

Title  Professor Pingwit and the Pungapeople / by Barry Crump ; narrated by Martin Crump.
Creator  Crump, Barry.
ISBN  9780473517830 digital audiobook
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : Audiobooks NZ, [2020]
Format  1 online resource (5 files)
Contents  Opening Credits -- Intro Music -- Story -- Song -- Closing Credits.
Summary  The Pungapeople evade Professor Pingwit who is employed by the local townspeople to help solve their problems with the impish natives -- the Pungapeople!
Subject  Children's audiobooks.
Fictitious characters Juvenile fiction.
Humorous fiction.
Imaginary places Juvenile fiction.
Scientists Juvenile fiction.
Stories in rhyme.
Title: Rootsology / Deep Fried Dub & Isaac Chambers.

Creator: Deep Fried Dub (Musical group)

Publishing Details: [Melbourne, Vic.]: [Deep Fried Dub], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource


Summary: Rootsology features both collaborations as well as bonus dub versions, with the original remix being remastered to 2020 standards.

Links: https://deepfrieddub.bandcamp.com/album/rootsology

---

Title: Stamps.

Creator: Valentine, Fletcher.

Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand]: [Fletcher Valentine], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource


Links: https://fletchervalentine.bandcamp.com/album/stamps

---

Title: Super Doobie Bros.

Creator: Doobie Brothers.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Disasteradio], [2011]

Format: 1 online resource


Links: https://disasteradio.bandcamp.com/album/super-doobie-bros
Title: Time will tell / by Grace Duncan.
Creator: Duncan, Grace.
Publishing Details: [Wellington? New Zealand?] : [Grace Duncan] [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://graceduncan.bandcamp.com/track/time-will-tell

Title: Truth or consequences / Yumi Zouma.
Creator: Yumi Zouma (Musical group)
Publishing Details: [Chirstchurch, New Zealand?] : [Yumi Zouma?], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://yumizouma.bandcamp.com/album/truth-or-consequences

Title: The unexpected EP / Truth.
Creator: Truth (Musical group : N.Z.)
Publishing Details: [United States?] : [Wakaan], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://wakaan.bandcamp.com/album/the-unexpected-ep

Title: Vomit Storm / by Vomit Storm.
Creator: Vomit Storm (Musical group).
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Vomit Storm], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://vomitstorm.bandcamp.com/album/vomit-storm
Title: Wait for it / Superturtle.
Creator: SuperTurtle (Musical group)
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Machine-generated: Best Days Of My Life -- I Love Those Cigarettes -- Wait For It -- Bad For Business-- Dancing In The Hall -- WTFRU -- Dress The Same -- Not My Cup Of Tea -- Take It Away -- Back At You -- Hanging In The Mall -- Watch Your Eyes.
Links: https://superturtle.bandcamp.com/track/wait-for-it

Title: Where the bones are EP / by Blue Sky Hex.
Creator: Blue Sky Hex (Musician)
Publishing Details: [Auckland? New Zealand] : [Fight, Cave Or Hole Records], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://fightcaveorhole.bandcamp.com/album/where-the-bones-are-ep

Title: WLKNZ / Dharmarat.
Creator: Dharmarat (Musician).
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Dharmarat], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Links: https://dharmarat.bandcamp.com/album/wlknz
Music – Sound recordings
Physical

Title 11 frames / Andrew Beer ; Sarah Watkins.
Format 1 audio disc : CD audio, digital ; 4 3/4 in.
Contents Dance of the wintersmith / Leonie Holmes (09:50) -- Tōrua / Gillian Whitehead (05:06) -- Questioning the mountains / Gao Ping (07:06) -- Dance / Josiah Carr (05:53) -- Rhapsody / Anthony Ritchie (09:19) -- Variations / Reuben Jelleyman (02:24) -- Unforeseen evolutions / Gareth Farr (09:24) -- Small excesses / Juliet Kiri Palmer (11:08) -- Water sketch with tui / Philip Brownlee (06:46) -- Concert piece / Anthony Watson (07:08) -- Three endings / Alex Taylor (07:40)
Summary Contemporary works for violin and piano by New Zealand composers.
Subject Violin and piano music.

Title Anthology / The Hamilton County Bluegrass Band.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Universal Music New Zealand Limited], [2014]
Format 2 CDs : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Disc one: Tiger hunting in the Ureweras -- Fox on the run -- Proud Mary -- Hey boys -- Nobody knows -- Carolina in my mind -- Mercedes Benz -- Old times (it's easy to forget) -- Take me home, country roads -- Gotta travel on -- Orange blossom special -- Gentle on my mind -- Irma Jackson -- Alone again (naturally) -- Mama tried -- Kersbrook Cottage -- You -- Ring-a-ding -- Bluegrass express -- You ain't going nowhere -- My old Kentucky home -- Foggy Mountain breakdown -- Down in the churchyard -- Roll Muddy River -- Copperfields -- Barefoot Nellie -- The hip hi theme. Disc two: Sally let your bangs hang down (live) -- Good clean fun (live) -- Down the Hall on a Saturday night (live) -- Long Johns (live) (stage version of Hip hi) -- Fiddle medley (Hens march to the middens/leather britches/ragtime Annie) (live) -- Kentucky waltz (live) -- Reuben James (live) -- Ukulele lady (live) -- Somebody stole my gal -- Salty dog -- Uncle Pen -- Hey train -- Sweet love -- Home sweet home -- Ireland -- Way down south -- You turned your back -- Ever since the day -- There is a time -- The 8th of February -- Get into my boat -- It doesn't matter anymore -- Soaring on the strings -- Ghost in this house (with Pam Crowe) -- Listening to the rain (with Pam Crowe).
Subject Bluegrass music New Zealand.
Country music New Zealand.
Country music.
Title  Bill Murray fan club / Motocade.
Creator  Motocade (Musical group)
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Motocade], [2007]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Bill Murray fan club.
Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.

Title  Billy on the boil / Graham Wilson.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Kiwi Pacific Records International Ltd], [2012]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Brain Bagz / Blood Bags.
Creator  Brain Bagz (Musical group).
Format  1 audio disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm ; 12 in.

Title  Catterina / Noisepussy.
Creator  Noisepussy (Musical group)
Format  1 CD : digital, stereo ; 12 cm
Contents  Black cat -- Mournful & neverending -- House of Usher -- The balloon hoax -- Mesmeric revalation -- Mystification.
Subject  Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Noise music New Zealand.
Title  Elements / Steve Barry, Judy Bailey.
Creator  Barry, Steve (Pianist).
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Magma -- Exordium -- Fairy Goblin's dance -- The witching hour -- Tane-Rore -- The dinosaur plod -- Maelstrom -- New dawn -- The forest sleeps.

Title  Fashion conman / Girl Friday.
Creator  Girl Friday (Musical group).
Publishing Details  Seattle, WA : Hardly Art, [2019]
Format  1 audio cassette : analog ; 10 x 7 cm, 4 mm tape
Contents  Headstones -- Lullaby no. 13 -- Generation sick -- Decoration/currency.

Title  Gold : songs from the New Zealand goldfields.
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Bright fine gold / Phil Garland (Trad. Park/Niland/Colquhoun/Garland) -- Kawarau gold / Phil Garland -- Tuapeka gold / Dave Calder (P. Garland - trad.) -- At the Mataura / Phil Garland -- Hills of Coromandel / Dave Jordan -- Packing my things / Bluegrass Expedition (Trad. - Colquhoun) -- Gold's a wonderful thing / The Song Spinners (Attr. Thatcher - Trad.) -- Wakamarina / Tamburlaine (Attr. Thatcher - Colquhoun) -- My mans gone / Marilyn Bennett (Trad.) -- Shanties by the way / Phil Garland (Trad. - arr. Garland) -- A billy of tea / Phil Garland (Trad.) -- Gin & raspberry / Martin Curtis (M. Curtis)-- Sandy Grant / Canterbury Bush Orchestra (Trad.) -- Old Billy Kirk / Bluegrass Expedition (Cazna Gyp - Edwards) -- Ghosts of Arrowtown / Lydal Howley, Bluegrass Expedition (Hogan - Hudson) -- Murderer's rock / Tamburlaine (N. Colquhoun) -- Campsite / Les Cleveland (Dennis Glover) -- The digger's farewell / Phil Garland (Trad. - Colquhoun) -- She'll be right / Phil Garland (P. Cape) -- No regrets / Phil Garland (Garland - H. Scott) -- Bright fine gold / Dave & Panda (reprise).

Title  Gold and silver / by Les & Sonia Andrews.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Les and Sonia Andrews], [2000]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Title  Here we have a land : folk songs of New Zealand / Mike Harding.

Creator  Harding, Mike.

Publishing Details  New Plymouth, New Zealand : Mike Harding, [2008]

Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Title  Human kindness / Bill Direen.

Creator  Direen, Bill.

Publishing Details  Zurich : Corazoo, [1996]

Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


Subject  Alternative rock music New Zealand.
Title inst.19-20 / Jack Woodbury.
Creator Woodbury, Jack.
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Machine-generated: -- I -- II -- III -- IV -- V -- VI -- VII -- VIII.

Title It is what it is / Corporate Voice Experience.
Creator Wrightson, Daniel.
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title Like birds / Flix Rose.
Creator Rose, Flix.
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title Made with mould, stench ön all, face / Wit cyst.
Creator Witcyst (Musician)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [LifeSpace], [2007]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title Malignment / Monsterworks.
Creator Monsterworks (Musical group)
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Impending doom -- Pre-emptive strike -- Harness the engine -- Post everything -- Ice and awe -- Contemplating godhood -- Eye of darkness -- Golden age.
Title Mongrels / Fraser Ross.
Creator Ross, Fraser.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Fraser Ross], [2015]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title The muse / [text by Rev. Dr. Terry Biddington ; music by Eric Biddington].
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : Eric Biddington, [2020]
Format 1 CD ; 12 cm
Contents Trio no. 1 for two flutes and piano -- Welcoming the muse -- Trio no. 2 for two flutes and piano -- Outsider art -- Trio for violin, clarinet and piano -- Bemused amusement -- Lament for Daniel Johnston for solo bassoon.
Subject Bassoon music.
Trios (Piano, clarinet, violin)
Trios (Piano, flutes (2))

Title Music by Eric Biddington : recorded on the 19th of March 2020.
Creator Biddington, Eric, 1953-
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Eric Biddington], [2020]
Format 1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Trio for oboe, bassoon and piano -- Partita for solo bassoon -- Scherzo for two contrabassoons.

Title Music to be fleeced to.
Creator Biddington, Eric, 1953-
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Eric Biddington], [2020]
Format 1 CD (75 min.) : digital ; 12 cm
Contents Trio for oboe, bassoon and piano -- Scherzo for solo bassoon -- Duet for flute and oboe -- Trio for flute, oboe and piano -- Chamber concerto for clarinet and string quintet -- Chamber concerto for oboe and string quintet -- Chamber concerto for contrabassoon and string quintet -- Song for two flutes and small orchestra -- Trio for two flutes and clarinet -- Partita for solo bassoon -- Two duets for two contrabassoons.
**Title**  My name is K / Victor Dimisich Band.

**Creator**  Victor Dimisich Band.

**Publishing Details**  Port Chalmers, Aotearoa/New Zealand : Medication, [1997]

**Format**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


**Title**  Nerve pluck game / Co., Inc.

**Creator**  Co., Inc. (Musician).


**Format**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

**Contents**  Nagog Woods -- Amway cycles -- IHSSING -- Coex -- Spirit dags -- Common forest looper -- Middle distance -- Vega5 -- POOTY02 -- Eau de Rankin -- BLOOD -- A pop hen.

**Subject**  Avant-garde (Music) New Zealand.
Electronic music New Zealand.
Noise music New Zealand.

**Title**  No closure for open ends / Dead Dreamers.

**Creator**  Dead Dreamers (Musical group).

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : Shock Records, [2013]

**Format**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm


**Title**  Nära / Klara Kollektiv.


**Format**  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

**Contents**  Sonatina for clarinet and piano / Douglas Lilburn -- Violin sonata no. 3, opus 187 / Anthony Ritchie -- Three scenes for solo clarinet, opus 193 / Anthony Ritchie -- Picture stone trio for clarinet, violin, and piano, opus 198 / Anthony Ritchie -- Worldes blis / traditional.

**Language**  Last track has 13th century middle-English text.

**Subject**  Clarinet music.
Sonatas (Clarinet and piano)
Sonatas (Violin and piano)
Trios (Piano, clarinet, violin)
Title  Penman's Homemade Jam.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Penman Family], [2008]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Pororari River Mouth / Paintings of Windows.
Creator  Paintings of Windows (Musician)
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Field recordings
Poroarri River (N.Z.) Songs and music.
Links  http://antonymilton.bandcamp.com/

Title  Snail fever in a flawed system / Mycophile.
Creator  Mycophile (Musician)
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Mycophile], [2010]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Soljak & Barrett.
Creator  Soljak, Katy, 1951-
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  Anna Mae -- Denton -- Is this America -- Mabel's blues -- Molly dancer -- O Billy -- Spider's web -- Simple niceties -- She only drinks champagne -- Apathology.
Title  Take it for a run / Treefoot.
Creator  Treefoot, Linus.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Linus Treefoot], [2015]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Tales from the apathetic anarchist / Derek Jones.
Creator  Jones, Derek (Musician).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Derek Jones], [2006?]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  A thousand stars at night / An Emerald City.
Creator  Emerald City (Musical group)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [An Emerald City], [2008]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Vinty.
Creator  Vinty (Musician).
Publishing Details  [New Zealand?] : [Vinty], [2013]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm

Title  Wool : songs from the New Zealand shearers.
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Kiwi Pacific Records International, [2005]
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Title  The words will write themselves / The Outsiders.
Creator  Outsiders (Punk rock group)
Format  1 CD : digital ; 12 cm
Contents  The other half -- Blue skies -- This house ain't a home -- Voice of reason -- Waiting in line --
          Thanks for the memories -- Freddy Fudd naked again -- Something to hold -- The weight of living large -- The words will write themselves.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>&quot;The plan is working&quot;.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;NZ is down to just 29 new cases and plans are underway to start moving down from Level Four. But new modelling suggests the lockdown may need to be extended an extra week or two to fully eradicate the virus.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200410-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast">https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200410-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast</a> _the_plan_is_working-256.mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018742212/the-plan-is-working">https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018742212/the-plan-is-working</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>02 You Have To Draw A Long Bow.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The Empire State Building, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory-style sleeping arrangements and a prank that might just endear Guy and Carlo to their American friends, only through a shared understanding, a shared goal can the ill fates of yesteryear be repaired. Only through community can the horrors of the past be forgotten. Guy and Carlo have seen and done some terrible things to each other but maybe, just maybe, they're finally starting to see the world from the same side of the coin.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/2edd7f19-c537-4a72-ae40-ab6b00cb931b/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002ab53&amp;t=1583082018">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/2edd7f19-c537-4a72-ae40-ab6b00cb931b/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002ab53&amp;t=1583082018</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/02-you-have-to-draw-a-long-bow">https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/02-you-have-to-draw-a-long-bow</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title 02: John Hughes Was An Ass Man.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim and Guy rip into the film's soundtrack and specifically, dig into the briefly-lived pop punk band, Cartoon Boyfriend. Guy makes the argument once again that Home Alone 3 is a feminist text and Alex's dad is the worst salesman his company has ever seen. The fellaz explore the possibility that Mrs Hess is an absolute sex machine. And is John Hughes an ass man? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/02-johnhugheswasanassman/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/02-johnhugheswasanassman

Title 03 James Bond's Great Sense of Humour.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The progress of a nation, the passengers of the RMS Titanic and a huge update on the fate of Guy and Carlo's excellent prank, the city of New York certainly does not fail to deliver. Only through hosting do we understand the vulnerability of the guest. Only through being a guest do we understand the responsibility of the host. Only when we understand both halves of the equation can we truly learn the true meaning of hosting."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/1de24098-90c0-4954-9530-ab6b00cc6ef0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1583341233
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/03-james-bond-s-great-sense-of-humour
Title 04 The Charm Offensive.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "How to eat a horse, the origins of Seinfeld and one heck of noise from a human being, they say there's always magic in the air on Broadway. Guy and Carlo have stared deep into the pit of despair, the yawning maw of human suffering from which no light, nor joy escapes but the stars are always brightest from the bottom of the well. Sometimes, you have to walk through the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune to realise that fortune itself is a matter of perspective.”--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3e/1f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/bb33f45d-9792-4638-974f-ab6b00ccc11e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/04-the-charm-offensive

Title 05 Lady Liberty.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A trip to visit Lady Liberty herself. Carlo believes the New York City ports are an approximation of Sydney harbour because the boys took a ferry to visit the Statue of Liberty. It is clearly not modelled on York - perhaps instead it should be called Harbour Town or New Harbour Town. Guy and Carlo discuss possible new names for New York and Carlo is blown away by the size of the Statue "Very tall."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3e/1f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/ba570e65-a7a4-4a06-8075-ab6b00cd64c7/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/05-lady-liberty
**Title** 06 With Friends Like These.

**Creator** Ritchie, Carlo

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "The forgotten history of Basketball, the satisfaction of self-directed tours and the true meaning of hosting. They say there are no enemies at the bottom of a bottle shared; even the greatest wrong, the vilest slight, the most vicious blow can be forgiven, if we open our hearts, to love. Guy and Carlo find that just a revenge is best served cold, friendship, is warm welcome."—RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/e954e1c5-7826-4b97-ad1f-ab6b00ce9026/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1584118820
- https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/06-with-friends-like-these

---

**Title** 10: Samantha Jones' F*** Clinic.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Look out because Guy be coming on you. Tim shows off his Wild Hogs knowledge and gloats about the fact that he's watched the film non-solo this time, Guy and Tim's wife are doing SOMETHING behind Timbo's back (possibly tasteful nudes and poetry) and then one of the boiz reveals a real twist for this ep. The beef between SJP and KC is explored and it's time for the Biggest idea of all: Samantha Jones' F*** Clinic. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."—RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/10-samanthajonesf-clinic/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/10-samanthajonesf-clinic
Title 11: Stern Dad.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Tim’s no longer good with this movie (or his health) but maybe he’s getting a dog? Guy’s really pulling his socks up with regards to the project and will NOT entertain the notion of a great glass elevator-style situation in Big and Carrie’s apartment building. Big recklessly throws amount real estate money without a builders report and M Night Shyamalan has some big ideas. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/11-sterndad/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/11-sterndad

Title 12: Juice.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boys are together and off for a walk in a bird park! Guy ponders whether juice is actually good or bad for you and claims milk is only for children (shout out to @TheBroox on Twitter). The pair explore how we got Brady The Rat King and WHO Steve cheated on Miranda with. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/12-juice/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/12-juice
Title: 13: The Impossible.

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Guy is coming to us from Bangalore, India. Tim is outside a live music event featuring Usher in Auckland, New Zealand and facing some troubles from the guards. Unfortunately, this ep is another deep dive into the world of Charlotte’s bowel movements AND Guy’s on his trip in the subcontinent. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/13-theimpossible/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/13-theimpossible

Title: 14: Bum Chin Club.

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Spirits are phenomenally low in this watch (which comes less than a day after the prior viewing) and Tim is desperately trying to find the least intrusive way to fit this project into his life. Meanwhile, Guy is in Goa, India, surrounded by cows. Some of them, ejaculating. We welcome two members to the BCC (Bum Chin Club) and ask (but not answer the question)L How exactly do you market a podcast? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/14-bumchinclub/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/14-bumchinclub
Title 15: Books.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy faces down the duration of this movie and Tim reveals his fear of the Kate Bush classic Wuthering Heights. The boys discover writer/director Mattress has likely never set foot inside a gosh darn cafe in his dang life and we say hello to flesh world. Also Timbo and The Flash get contacted by celebrated Hamilton creator Lin-Manuel Miranda WHO IS IN THIS MOVIE! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/15-books/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/15-books

Title 16: Larry BadClaw (w/ Becky Lucas).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Becky Lucas joins us as the inaugural special guest for this season and it turns out she loved the HBO show but has some notes for the film. Timbo is hungover and fresh off a party where he was freaking everyone out by his fireworks-handling and Guy is trying not to get bullied. Mr Big is revealed to be the original Daddy, everyone in this episode is probably too high and Becky shares her very specific fav SaTC gal. Sponsored by BeckysVapePens See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/16-larrybadclaw-w-beckylucas-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/16-larrybadclaw-w-beckylucas-
Title 17: Outside The Lines (w/ Amy Hoggart).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Writer/actor/comedian Amy Hoggart (Full Frontal with Samantha Bee) does not do stand-up, nor does she sh*t herself. She does however guest on this episode to discuss Charlotte's abs, Lord Byron's philandering, incestuous relationships and Kim Cattrall's breasts and lack of tummy. Also, did someone f*** a dog in this film? Follow Amy: @amy_hoggart (Twitter) @amyhoggart (Instagram) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/17-outsidethelines-w-amyhoggart-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/17-outsidethelines-w-amyhoggart

Title 18: Hat (w/ Mitra Jouhari).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boys are joined by comedian/TV writer Mitra Jouhari for an episode that has been alternatively sound tracked by Guy Montgomery. Today we discover the fifth girl is Lily, but the sixth girl is NYC BUT THE SEVENTH girl is Hat. Let's find out about her journey. Mitra puts forward a strong argument for the gals staying in Mexico and Tim puts forward one for why this movie would benefit from being almost an entire hour shorter. @tweetrajouhari (Twitter) @mitrajouhari (Instagram) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/18-hat-w-mitrajouhari-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/18-hat-w-mitrajouhari
Title 19: Zaddies (w/ Ayo Edebiri).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Comedian Ayo Edebiri guests on this episode and predicts how the post-American implosion will play out regarding Walmart sofas and their owners. Ayo cracks the case on why Charlotte actually shits her pants, Brady is running in 2040 and the guys reveal they have just one listener: a staunch libertarian. Plus, the incredible career of musician Pink and another exciting edition of Inside The Lines. @ayoedebiri (Twitter) @ayoedebiri (Instagram) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/19-zaddies-w-ayoedebiri-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/19-zaddies-w-ayoedebiri-

Title 1: Acupuncture & Spring Rolls (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E1).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Rob\'s back. Guy\'s back. Tim\'s back. And he\'s angry. Writer/producer/director/star/auteur Schneider is up to his old tricks, driving around LA, laughing at someone who has bone cancer and personally overdubbing Asian characters HE CAST with HIS OWN voice. In their accent. I\'m not kidding. It\'s hell to be back. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/acupuncture-springrolls-overlookedandundercooke ds2e1-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/acupuncture-springrolls-overlookedandundercooke ds2e1-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>20 GAY Teen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's a New Year special (admittedly recorded a little before the New Year, sorry!) Chris and Eli are all about self-improvement, resolutions and hearing a little less from Lena Dunham. In this ep we're celebrating EVERYONE involved with making Say My Name, the fabulous Tiffany Haddish, the less fabulous Cat Stevens/Yusuf Islam and ever great Paul McCartney. Plus A HUGE MALE GAYZ ANNOUNCEMENT! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links         | https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/20-gay-teen/media.mp3  
                 https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/20-gay-teen  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>20: Sashi Me.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Guy is getting fed up with America's weird date format and Timbo is packing a bong for this special 420 episode. The Flash is effusive with praise to begin with but soon becomes positively irate with his watch-mate not accepting his Coffee Guy theory. There's stories of careers past in call centres, office crushes, debt collection and a big question: Are Tim and Guy any good at conversation? Hope so! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/20-sashime/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/20-sashime/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/20-sashime">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/20-sashime</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title 21: Toska.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Welcome to Tim’s first ep travelling, he wants to vomit cause Big keeps trying to devour SJP’s nose. We’ve got some readings from the Sex and The City Movie book (which came from the rubbish dump) and much more proof that Big is illiterate. Then, on to the important business of fleshing out the adventures of Rev Chris Noth. Noath? Nowth? What we do know is climate change is simply propaganda from Big Tree! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/21-toska/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/21-toska

Title 22: Monster Shlong.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy wants to home in on some script critique on a lack of food critique in the dialogue. The boiz investigate what else Steve has been up to and wouldn’t you know it, Siri is listening in. A divergent path into the Snowden files, an apology from humanity to rats and explanations on how New Zealand sensibilities are destroying cafes and economies await you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/22-monstershlong/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/22-monstershlong
Title 23: Quiz Night.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim have had a fight but it's OK now. The boiz turn to Cosmo's 'Which Sex and The City gal are you' quiz to pass the time. Timbo's interested in The Flash's dick pics and acting experience (shout out to the Breaker Uperers) and we enjoy some beautiful haiku poems. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/23-quiznight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/23-quiznight

Title 24: Bechdel (w/ Melanie Bracewell).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We've unleashed a plague of mosquitoes in the studio to greet kiwi comedian Mel Bracewell who joins the boiz to discuss dog sexuality, whether Sandy from Spongebob is a woman and Miranda getting the short end of the stick. We ask why/how Carrie is always wearing pearls to bed, instruct Americans (especially East Coasters) to come join the rest of us and bottle your feelings and dig into the difference between Men's and Women's bathrooms. Plus, an out-of-this-world pitch from Mel.@melaniebracewell (Insta) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/24-bechdel-w-melaniebracewell-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/24-bechdel-w-melaniebracewell-
Title 25 Shades Darker.

Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We saw half of the sequel to Fifty Shades Of Grey! No more rules, no more contracts! Many more haircuts, sex-balls, and scary ghost-girls popping in to interrupt all the steamy oral sex. Just what is going on with Christian's chest (aka the bit that would be the windows on Optimus prime)? What is his preferred method of travelling the globe? And what Walk Out Boys alumni lurk in his sordid past...All this and the horrific continuing saga of Captain Joe's Lawn Trimmins!"--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/1ca7f526-3c6f-4227-8460-a71c002a53d1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1487212599

https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/25-shades-darker


Title 25: Director's Commentary.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Honestly, not the boiz' best work. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/25-directorscommentary/media.mp3

https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/25-directorscommentary

Title 26: DirCom Deux.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Honestly, might be worse than part one. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/26-dircomdeux/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/26-dircomdeux

Title 27: Radiation.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Tim is sleep-deprived from humidity and a puppy pooping inside. After reaching out on Twitter to broadcast his dismay, he gets a call from Radio New Zealand to check on him (included at the end of this episode). Meanwhile Guy puts forward a fantasy of seeing Carrie and Big staring death down from his penthouse wardrobe and the pair discuss how to get into the movies if you have $10,000. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/27-radiation/media.mp3

Title 28: Guy's Cancelled (w/ Gen Fricker).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Aussie comedian and broadcaster Gen Fricker is here, revisiting a film she hasn't seen since the big screen watch at the end of a relationship. Gen gives us the most intense turn-of-phrase imaginable to describe what drawing outside the lines means and the trio discuss the gals are doing nothing for anyone. Gen spearheads a dive into the attachment styles of all of the gals pitches for online streaming continuation of this franchise.@genfricker (Instagram) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/28-guyscancelled-w-genfricker-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/28-guyscancelled-w-genfricker-
Title 29: Arise: The Frosty Boys.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Timbo and Guyguy are putting on their running shoes to chat about... SEX AND THE CITY: THE MOVIE. You, sole listener of Libertarian persuasion, will be treated to hearing Guy as Tim does every episode, through a Skype connection. Monty has a crack at a contnuity error, Tim feels bad for Guy getting up at 5am and steadfastly denies that water counts as company. Plus, Harrly's cool sex book: Harry Suits Ya. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/29-arise-thefrostyboys/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/29-arise-thefrostyboys

Title 2: Priorities w/ Stu Daulman (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E2).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Jamie goes on a blind date after an encounter with a spider, something something Miranda is going to school? Who cares? We got Stu Daulman! A true sweetheart of the Australian comedy scene. According to Stu, the comedy in Real Rob is a bit out of touch but at least Rob is happy. It's a happy life. Cheque-eating, comedy guessing fun!Follow Stu on Twitter: @stu_what  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/2-priorities-overlookedandundercookeds2-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/2-priorities-overlookedandundercookeds2-
Title 30 Sustainable Gift Ideas.

Creator Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand’s only carboNZero certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now!30 Personality testMyers Briggs test or Strengths Finder29 Personal Time Voucher Either volunteer hours or quality time. What’s your skill set - tailoring, mending, IT, jamming doors, painting, proofing. 28 Ebooks / vouchers27 Give a goatWorld Vision, Tear Fund, Oxfam26 Restaurant vouchersEspecially local, small, seasonal - organic. 25 DIY Garden giftsIndoor potted plants, second-hand pot, home-grown seedlings, home-made ready to go compost, or worm castings.24 Take away cupor Keep cup.23 Get out on the harbourSailing on harbour or Ferry trip to island, protected bird sanctuaries like Tiri Tiri Matangi.22 Magazine gift subscriptionThe gift that keeps on giving.21 Mason Jar Cake mix (stripy)Soup mix, slices, biscuits, seed bread. Need to add instructions and list what wet ingredients are needed, great for zero waste vegans.20 Colour analysisGetting your colours done. And personal style analysis 19 Massage VoucherShout out to Auckland’s NiceTouch18 Make a mixtapeOr Spotify playlist.17 Bakesomething16 Hand-drawn family tree15 Frozen meals14 Fruit and vegetable bagsSee Rubbish Free website, bags for shopping. Think about the materials, see article.13 Toiletry packIntroduce people to some new products, dental floss, go bamboo toothbrush, or eco-comb/hairbrush. 12 Organic MenswearBarkers have an organic range.11 ChocolateSpecifically, fair trade and organic available at supermarkets including Huckleberry or your local organic shop. Bennetto, Green & Blacks are good brands. Watch the packaging! 11A Good quality kitchen equipmentNo motors, no plastic, good gifts for under 20s. A mortar and pestle, stainless steel measuring cups, spoons, mixing bowl, wooden chopping board.10 LessonsSinging, guitar, mountain bike skills, cooking.9 ShowsThe ballet, live stand up comedy, theatre, dance shows.8 ExperiencesDining in the Dark and Escape Rooms.7 LumosityPurchasable as a gift for others, great for the brain.6 Customisable calendarsSuch as Snapfish (paper based).5 Civil Defence PacksA gift that people really need. Getaway Kit or Emergency Survival Items - person needs to assemble the rest. Civil defence Checklist, Kits to buy, Survive-it. Assemble individual items.4 Squawk squadFund a predator trap from $23 to $420 (one twentieth to one whole trap)3 DNA testingAncestryDNA, 23andMe, FamilyTree DNA.2 Compost systemBokashi Bucket, one bucket and starter for $59.95, set for $111.30. Worm farm $325 - hungry bin, $375 with worms.1 KivaThe loan that keeps on giving, can add to it every year. Remember to watch that wrapping! PRESENT WRAPPING Reuse, brown paper with brown string, (with stencils), material wrap, no sellotape. Furoshiki - The art of Japanese Fabric wrapping."--RSS feed.

Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/c41cec73-8f9b-4a19-a5aa-ab2500a00ed1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1576491022
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/30-sustainable-gift-ideas
Title 30: Long Story Short (w/ PJ Harding).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Our old mate (and current Kiss 101.1FM host in Melbourne) PJ Harding joins the boiz for their 30th watch and asks the question; Does going through with this project watch after watch show weakness or strength? The trio try to get to bottom of Steve v Miranda, discuss solo drinking in airports and hotels, examine the food of Sex and The City and share EVEN more personal stories of self-defecation. @pjdeejay (Personal Insta) & @jaseandpj (Radio Insta) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/30-longstoryshort-w-pjharding-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/30-longstoryshort-w-pjharding-

Title 31: A Dump In The Bureau.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Tim experiments with his blood sugar out of sheer boredom which to the anxiety of Monty, who meanwhile has had a wonderful time on the watch and bails on Tim for a laff. Someone has taken a dump in a bureau, Carry doesn\'t know where babies come from and Coat Check guy is part of a grand conspiracy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/31-adumpinthebureau/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/31-adumpinthebureau-
Title 32: The Louise Conspiracy.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy has struggled through a very difficult watch in Melbourne but Tim has stumbled across one of the single most important theories in the history of The Worst Idea of All Time: Louise is not real. She is a figment of Carrie's imagination, wrought with the guilt of discovering she is a horrible person. It's Fight Club meets M. Night Shyamalan meets Sex meets a City. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/32-thelouiseconspiracy/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/32-thelouiseconspiracy

Title 33: 34th Floor.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are together in Melbourne and recording on a balcony 34 floors in the air. They contemplate the nature of conversation, the value of older men, the Worst Idea project itself, and briefly, jumping to their deaths. Big has no groomsmen. Tim is on the verge of tears over depriving Monty from hitting the beach. The pair delve further into the Louise Conspiracy and low barriers to high buildings. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/33-34thfloor/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/33-34thfloor
Title 34: Broché The Knife.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Recorded in front of a live audience in Melbourne and featuring a new knife! Timbo is afraid Monty resents him. Guy can\'t shine to his brightest and Carrie\'s continuing to do battle with her own psyche in the form of Louise. Mr Big is bad at real estate deals, the boiz get a present from a fan who may have fallen on hard times. Plus Fergie, kerfuffles, and a complete existential break down from Timbo. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/34-brochetheknife/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/34-brochetheknife

Title 35: Late Stage Carrism.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Timbly and GuyGuy are getting too close to the truth now and Zuckerberg is trying to shut the Frosty Fellas down. Turns out Sex and The City: The Movie may actually be satire hitting out against extreme consumerism (but curiously ignoring 9/11). Carrie Bradshaw is taking the piss out of using a Starbucks. And the boiz themselves: They\'re out of runway and out of hours in the day for anything apart from this movie. Good thing there\'s a delicious bow-tie man waiting for them in the back. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/35-latestagecarrism/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/35-latestagecarrism
Title 36: Rainbow Sprinkles.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Welcome to the podcast of Guyguy and Timbo, together with you, the Libertarian and sole listener of this podcast to give an entirely positive review of Sex and The City: The Movie. It is a triumph of cinema. Let’s go down some important cul de sacs together and shine a light on MPK. For He is the way, the truth and the light. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/36-rainbowsprinkles/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/36-rainbowsprinkles

Title 37: Bestiality.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "By and large, it was nice having you there" such was the beginning of perhaps, the boiz most contentious episode yet. This 37th watch quickly veers hard into probing questions about forming a romantic relationship with a non-human. Castaway is too long, a lesser known Willie Nelson hit is mentioned and Guyguy is impressed by Miranda’s ability to act like a human inside of this film. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/37-bestiality/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/37-bestiality
Title 38: The Worst.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Hard to say what is and isn't a new low on this show but either way, things are bleak. Timbo doesn't even know which watch this is. Guyguy is on a kind of holiday in the South Island of New Zealand. Lot of plane chatter. Lot of couple watching. If you're still with the boiz at this point, you deserve a medal. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/38-theworst/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/38-theworst

Title 39: Je suis Charlotte.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Tim got to watch the film with his wife this time and had a very passable time. Guy on the other hand is worrying his mother by his persistence with this podcast. The boiz chat about their dreams, jointly self-identify as Charlottes and discovering some very angering information about a particular Paddy-endorsed pizza chain. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/39-jesuischarlotte/media.mp3
Title 3: 01 Burying the Hatchet in the Brooklyn River.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The beauty of American-made sandwiches, the power of lists and a hilarious prank involving a very special ring, Guy and Carlo are reunited in the Auckland of the North, New York City. A new city, a new hemisphere, two antipodean friends on the wrong side of the globe. Might bygones stay bygones? Can the magic of hosting create a new, stronger bond of friendship? Can something beautiful be forged in the fires of the city that never sleeps?"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/4bc98d4e-fb5-44b1-bd89-ab6b00caf6a9/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1582822854
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/3-01-burying-the-hatchet-in-the-brooklyn-river

Title 3: Best Play Date Ever w/ Carlo Ritchie (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E3).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Child Schneider (Miranda) has her first day at school but who gives a shit. Carlo Ritchie joins Guy and Tim an episode with Tibetan furniture, rockin' musicians who deny their kiwi heritage and a genuine laugh at a scene with a dolphin. The trio build a vision of what the Real Rob world would be like sans Rob and the titular lead meanwhile tries to sell another Deuce Bigalow movie using his platform of a Netflix series. Follow Carlo on Instagram @carloritchie See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/3-bestplaydateeverw-carloritchie-overlookedandundercookeds2e3-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/3-bestplaydateeverw-carloritchie-overlookedandundercookeds2e3-
Title 40: The Musical.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy is in his girlfriend's childhood bedroom in the nation's capital, recovering from hosting a comedy show for new comics that did not go well. Tim's in the sunken place with the film but it's not entirely bad. However the meat of this episode, is Timbo and Guyguy plotting Sex and The City: The Musical. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/40-themusical/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/40-themusical

Title 41: Sledging (W/ Chelsie Crayford Preston).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy's mum and partner are saddened and frustrated by his constant work on the project. Timbo believes he has the solution to this: Guy must cut these people out of his life. Monty's partner, Chelsea steps out of the shadows to put her thoughts on Steve into a microphone. The boiz establish the wedding guests at Big and Carrie's big day and devolve into a full-throated sledging match. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/41-sledging-w-chelsiecrayfordpreston-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/41-sledging-w-chelsiecrayfordpreston-
Title 42: Our Two Dads.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Tim and Guy started the watch separately and have come together to compare dads. Meat Loaf is under rated. Music is under rated. Timbo's been getting electrically shocked, The Flash has a song in his heart. All told, the boiz have done all in their power to avoid chatting about the movie this time. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/42-ourtwodads/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/42-ourtwodads

Title 43: Bored Game.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Auckland Libertarians: Show this SundayA 21.5hr phone call, a half-finished poem and a whole lot of sickness. The boiz are not having fun. Guyguy is sick as a dog, Timbo is frustrated with the film and his podcast partner. Some big questions get asked of Mattress Pikelet King, an attempt is made at deciphering the gals' star signs and there's plans for Sex and The City: The TV Series: The Movie: The Board Game. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/43-boredgame/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/43-boredgame
Title 44: Freight Train.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are coming in hot everyone! Look out for those right-angle erections, unsupportive and yawning podcast co-hosts and a pitch to make this movie 50 minutes long. There's unfortunately not enough shirts to go around and sadly, we've been removed from the social area because someone's having relationship problems. outrageous. Plus, smoking: Why would ya? Come see us live: LittleEmpirePodcasts.com/live See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/44-freighttrain/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/44-freighttrain

Title 45: Carrie's Pawns.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are watching everywhere - they're watching in a Zoomy, they're watching in a room-y. Tim's very tired and booking flights he's not using. Guy is snake charmer now. One thing remains - there are VERY few continuity errors in this movie. HOWEVER TIM FOUND ONE THIS WATCH! Great stuff. You either die the Samantha or live long enough to become the Carrie. All this AND Mattress Pikelet King's face: SEVERE! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/45-carriespawns/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/45-carriespawns
Title 46: Tim’s Credit Card.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "It's watch 46 and Charlotte is a confirmed xenophobe, again. The wait staff are getting treated like garbage, again. Carrie Bradshaw is a confusingly bad writer, again. However, this time the fellas have the aid of a feminist essay! Timbo and Guyguy try to figure out what Monopoly is and isn't, the cultural differences between Americans and Kiwis, and how much disregard one should hold for sharing credit card numbers on a podcast. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/46-timscreditcard/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/46-timscreditcard

Title 47: Super Mario Reboot.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "In this 47th (not 48th, despite what you’ve heard) watch the fellas discuss Timbo’s future plans for tepid baths and VR headsets, the time old question - splitter vs one-hitter and the comedy stylings of Carrie Bradshaw. Then it’s a deep dive into the narration of our aforementioned protagonist who leads a pack of women hungry for adventure and PEEN. Also, Pierce Brosnan and Nathan lane should be the new Mario Brothers. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/47-supermarioreboot/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/47-supermarioreboot
Title 48: Full Immersion.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "LIVE SHOWS: NYC (June 23), Chicago (June 24), Portland (June 26), LA (June 28)Timbo has been sitting in a bathtub wearing a VR headset and plugged into noise cancelling headphones to achieve a fully immersive Sex and The City watch. The results are troubling. After attempting to counter-act the illness-inducing act of being in cold water for an extended period, he's overshot and made the water much too hot, creating discomfort and dehydration. He's knocking over smoothies, burning his body and trying not to faint. Guy, on the other hand, is laughing all the way to the bank.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/48-fullimmersion/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/48-fullimmersion

Title 49: Reunited.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Timbo's fresh off the plane to join Guyguy in New York City and he's coming in pretty hot off the back of a run in with an 8 year old on the flight. The Fellas go back and forth on whether the Batman was in the right to offer a spare (at the time) seat up to a child but one thing's for sure - we need some more time for palship. The specifics of why season four sucks are hashed out again and Monty's trying not to wake up his housemates but IS trying to get in with Tim's wife. Will it work? Time will tell. Live shows: NYC 6/23, Chicago 6/24, Portland 6/26, LA 6/28 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/49-reunited/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/49-reunited
Title 4: Zen What Happens w/ Nina Oyama (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E4).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Who and what IS Rob Schneider? All of us, all the time. This according to comedian/writer/actor Nina Oyama. She’s on board in a big way, 10/10. Nina wants someone to suck her ass. The trio on this ep all think kids should be kept off #SponCon and Tim reckons we should just kill kids early. Plot wise - something happens at some airport and Danny Trejo turns up. He looks like Bob Odenkirk went through the washing machine.Find Nina on Twitter @ninaoyama & Instagram @nina.oyama See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/4-zenwhathappensw-ninaoyama-overlookedandundercooke2e4-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/4-zenwhathappensw-ninaoyama-overlookedandundercooke2e4-

Title 50: One Bat (Live in NYC).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Live shows: Portland 6/26, LA 6/28The fellas are live in NYC, fresh off a magic mushroom trip and very long walk through the Big Apple. AND a watch of Sex and The City: The Movie. Guy thinks bats are cool now and feels very smart for doing the merch math. The gals are up to no good this watch, beating up on Miranda again. Timbo and Flash field a few questions from the crowd and share their first kiss.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/50-onebat-liveinnyc-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/50-onebat-liveinnyc-
Title 51: Sunday in The Park (Live in Chicago).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Please come to our live show in LAThe fellaz have made it to the windy city - Chicago and are performing in front of a live audience who have travelled far and wide to be part of the adventure. In spite of being in the city that's home to Ferris Bueller, this has been a truly harrowing watch for the boiz who watched in their a leaky hostel abode. The knife's here and picking questions, while Tim assembles some clues from the film. Guy wants Miranda's hair and a Worst Idea season two celebrity has made themselves known to The Fellaz via the medium of Instagram DMs. Photo credit: @rosemermaids on Instagram. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/51-sundayinthepark-liveinchicago-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/51-sundayinthepark-liveinchicago-

Title 52: A Wake for The Knife.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim has had too much beer to record a live podcast but has found a new best friend while taking a cab in Portland, Oregon. That's good because he recently lost a friend, The Knife. The fellaz have dubbed themselves Freelance Coalminers. Mattress Pikelet King is a Gray - aliens who assumed human form and took over Hollywood. Timbo and Guyguy try to figure out which of them is Carrie and which is Big in the relationship and the results may surprise you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/52-awakefortheknife/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/52-awakefortheknife
Title 53: End (w Paul F. Tompkins, Live in LA).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This is the last episode of the ill-conceived fourth season, perhaps of The Worst Idea of All Time itself. Special guest Paul F. Tompkins joins the fellaz in front of a live Los Angeles audience to reaffirm his instruction that Guy and Tim never do any more of this project. The trio wax philosophical on the nature of suffering for art and enjoyment, in intimacy of men's feet touching and of course, what it means to colour outside the lines. Who's to say what's next for the fellaz. One thing is for sure, it's been a terrible, terrible ride. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/53-end-wpaulftompkins-liveinla-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/53-end-wpaulftompkins-liveinla-

Title 5: Coffee Business w/ Dan Rath (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E5).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Cuckolding, vaccines, the beautiful art created by the child's mind of Rob Schneider and also, vitamins. Dan is really enjoying this show and is fascinated by the inhuman cruelty Rob enacts on others. Our guest has a run at predicting what's happening next ep and Tim can't get over what Rob says to his wife in this episode. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/5-coffeebusinessw-danrath-overlookedandundercookeds2e5-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/5-coffeebusinessw-danrath-overlookedandundercookeds2e5-
Title 6: Authentic Self w/ Ed Gamble (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E6).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Welcome to Rob Schneider's comedy guesses featuring Ed Gamble. Non-Real Rob virgin Ed tries to figure out the production method for the show and wants to know if Rob really knows the name of the featured chef in this episode or if they're just calling him the name of a restaurant. Hayley Duff is here and so is a cough from Alice Snedden. Catch Ed's comedy special, Blood Sugar on Amazon Prime and follow him on Twitter @EdGambleComedy  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/6-authenticselfw-edgamble-overlookedandundercookeds2e6-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/6-authenticselfw-edgamble-overlookedandundercookeds2e6-

Title 7: Who Loves You w/ Ray Badran (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E7).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Ray looks great but he can\'t understand why Rob\'s gearing a God damn suit all the time. Jamie gets a pass this episode, Rob gets belittled and smashes a guy\'s knees with a bowling ball. Ray can\'t believe a) This show is on Netflix, b) This is season two. We\'ve got a delightful anecdote about comedy classes and bathrooms.Follow Ray on Twitter @RayBadran  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/7-wholovesyouw-raybadran-overlookedandundercookeds2e7-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/7-wholovesyouw-raybadran-overlookedandundercookeds2e7-
Title 8: Now Boarding w/ Emma Sidi (Overlooked and Undercooked S2E8).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Emma brings us tidings of glad joy - Elizabeth McGuire, and then quickly descends into a full on existential artist break down. There's a bear attack, a self-harming woman and of course, Rob Schneider. Guy is worked up over the lack of variety in production music and shot choices. Tim and Emma are not happy with the slowest pace in the history of TV for a dinner scene in this one. The sole saving grace for this one is everyone disrespecting grandma. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/8-nowboardingw-emmasidi-overlookedandundercookeds2e8-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/8-nowboardingw-emmasidi-overlookedandundercookeds2e8-

Title The ACE Controversy: Sex, Robots, and Politics.
Creator Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode tells the story of the infamous ACE2018 conference. If these are not enough publicity buzz words, then I do not know what is. In this episode we will look at the epic events around the Advances in Computer Entertainment (ACE 2018) conference and the associated Love And Sex With Robots Congress. The conferences had to be cancelled following a backlash from academics around the conferences' organisation and in particular in response to the invitation of Steve Bannon as a keynote speaker to the ACE conference. I interviewed Adrian Cheok, David Levy and Yoram Chisik about the drama that unfolded last year. Adrian is now running for office in the Australian elections for the right wing Fraser Anning's Conservative National Party."--RSS feed.
Subject Cheok, Adrian David Interviews.
Chisik, Yoram Interviews.
Levy, David N. L. Interviews.
Podcasts.
Advise for the young at heart.

Title: Advise for the young at heart.
Creator: Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "What advice would you give to your younger self? Completing a PhD is a major accomplishment but it is only the start of an academic career. A study by The Royal Society found that only 3.5% of students that complete a PhD secure a permanent research position at a university. Of those lucky few, only 12% (or 0.45% of the total) make it to professor level. Those lucky few that make it must surely have some wisdom to share. I asked academics in HRI what advice they would give their younger selves. While talking to Rob Sparrow, Alan Wagner, Mari Velonaki, Guy Hoffman, Kimmo Vanni, Amit Kumar Pandey, and Franziska Kirstein about their careers certain patterns emerged. Perseverance, focus, patience and luck are amongst the factors that influenced their academic careers."--RSS feed.

Subject: Human-robot interaction.
Podcasts.
Sparrow, Rob Interviews.
Velonaki, Mari Interviews.
Wagner, Alan (Alan Richard) Interviews.
Links:

The Age of The Twink.

Title: The Age of The Twink.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We have entered The Age of The Twink and it's not even limited to gay guys anymore. Chris and Eli are chatting about how they'd deal with a leaked sex tape AND what's appropriate to eat before getting busy. America's chunky kitchenware is an issue and gay representation in film is ripe some factin'! Plus Queen of the Week: Adam Rippon! Chris' award-winning show is coming to Wellington - click here for ticketsEli has a very good instagram - click here for the link xo See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Links:
https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/the-age-of-the-twink/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/the-age-of-the-twink
Title: Akira Ioane.
Creator: Savea, Ardie, 1993-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "FAMILY, FOOTY, HOBBIES, LIFE LESSONS. Sat down with Aki and touched on some of the above and more. Love how chilled my guy is off the field and to think he's only 24 is crazy. Can't wait to see what the future holds for the Rus. Listen up."--RSS feed.
Subject: Ioane, Akira, 1995- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.
Links: https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/audio_only_aki_spotify.mp3?dest-id=1489661
https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/akira-ioane

Title: The Alienating Episode.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Welcome to episode 52. In this ep, the boys chat Jamaine's electrician issues and James and Pax have the nerdiest Pokemon debate in history.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroFor merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/052-thealienatingepisode/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/052-thealienatingepisode
Title  All Filler No Killer.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this third harrowing pre-recorded episode in a row - the boys start to lose it as they talk James\' basketball confidence, Jamaine\'s holiday that he\'s about to go on and Pax realising that he\'s an old man comedian now. Can you tell they did three and a row and started to lose their mind? Not at all! Enjoy!Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/018-allfillernokiller/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/018-allfillernokiller

Title  Angus Ta'avao - Big time player.
Creator  Savea, Ardie, 1993-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sat down with Angus to chat about his story, his journey in both life & footy. Amazing man and some free style rapping at the end for you. Blessgo!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
       Professional athletes.
       Ta'avao, Angus, 1990- Interviews.
Links  https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/audio_angus_final.mp3?dest-id=1489661
       https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/angus-taavao
Title: Anton lienert-brown.
Creator: Savea, Ardie, 1993-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "ALB came in to chat about his story. Chats about Chiefs haters to finding balance within footy and life, to talking about vulnerability and mental wellbeing. Find out also what he likes to do on his down time and what his go to meal is. Blesgoo!!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Lienert-Brown, Anton, 1995- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.
Links: https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/audio_alb.mp3?dest-id=1489661
https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/anton-lienert-brown

Title: Anyway, I'm Sweet.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.In this ep - James has some surprises for the boys, Jamaine learns its mo' trains mo' problems and Pax's expands the #GapeNation. Plus Jamaine receives some fan art. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/008-anyway-imsweet/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/008-anyway-imsweet
Title: Apps and Technology! (for gayz).
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ

Chris and Eli are back to talk about Grindr, Squirt and an app you haven't even heard of before - Passport (they literally just thought of it now). But before all this modern day tech talk Fact of The Gay is here to teach us about genius man-lover Alan Turing and the sexual habits of macaque monkeys. Also, Pringles plays a surprisingly large role in this ep.

Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/apps-and-technology-for-gayz/media.mp3

Title: Apps, attendance and the WHO.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We check in with Dr Patricia Priest to understand the road ahead for Aotearoa, plus the latest news on a significant WHO meeting."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Priest, Patricia Interviews.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200519-0800-apps_attendance_and_the_who-256.mp3
Title Are rural regions safer?
Creator Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "New Zealand suffers its first death due to the covid-19 coronavirus outbreak, and we ask why rural communities are most at risk from the virus. Plus a pressing question from a younger listener on what lockdown means for the Easter Bunny..."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.
Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200330-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast_are_rural_regions_safer-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018740639/are-rural-regions-safer

Title Are you a Witch or Clown?
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Eli is back from HaNMer Springs with a little suntan and some tea on Matty The Weatherman\'s emotions on getting cut from Celebrity Treasure Island. Chris has found a new position to poo and does NOT listen to actors\' opinions on… Anything? We finally have the receipts on Ellen DeGeneres being trash but The View is actually quite good (shout out, Joy!) Most of this episode is digging through the pseudo-political music of the early 2000s, so enjoy? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/areyouawitchorclown-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/areyouawitchorclown-
Title Arrival (A-leave-al).
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986- 
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016] 
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file) 
Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZNic and Joseph sadly walk out of the excellent Arrival, the movie about squid (or hand)-shaped aliens squirting goo on a wall. But what do you get an alien for its birthday when it has no concept of time? How helpful will they even be in an ET-like crisis? And what hero of the Walk Out Boys podcatic-universe will arrive to save the day YET AGAIN? Featuring our new segment Alive And Cromwell, where we check in on actor James Cromwell to make sure we never incorrectly mistake him for being dead again!Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed. 
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. 
Podcasts. 

Title Art in Human-Robot Interaction.
Creator Bartneck, Christoph, 1973- 
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2019] 
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file) 
Summary "What and how does art contribute to HRI? Many disciplines contribute to the success of human-robot interaction. Computer scientists and psychologist are amongst the most frequent contributors, but their contributions are not necessarily the most interesting ones. Today we are going to discuss what and how art can contribute to human-robot interaction. Robots have been used in the theater, exhibitions, comics and music, to name just a few. Getting them into the limelight does take various skills. Team work is often a challenge, but collaborating across disciplines adds a layer of complexity to the dynamics. I talked with Mari Velonaki, Guy Hoffman, and David St-Onge about art and its relationship to HRI."--RSS feed. 
Subject Hoffman, Guy (Assistant professor) Interviews. 
Human-robot interaction. 
Podcasts. 
St. Onge, David Interviews. 
Velonaki, Mari Interviews. 
Artificial Artificial Intelligence.

Summary

"Did Zach pass the Turing test? Alan Turing devised the Imitation Game as a test the intelligence of machines. This test is also used in human-robot interaction. But what happens if not a computer is trying to convince you that it is a human, but a human is trying to deceive you in thinking he is an artificial intelligence? In this episode we will discuss the Turing Test, the Zach super computer and what it means to think. I interviewed Diane Proudfoot and David Farrier about the Terrible Foundation, Turing Test and Artificial Intelligence."--RSS feed.

Ask your librarian.

Summary

"In this episode we discuss the evolving landscape of academic publishing. Publishing scientific papers and books is a difficult task. The arrival of the internet has the potential to dramatically change the business models, but also the review and publishing process. I discussed the changing world of publishing with Anton Angelo, Data Librarian at the University of Canterbury. We discussed Open Access, Print-on-Demand and the changing roles of libraries. We even spotted some dangerous predators in the publishing jungle. And in case of any trouble, always ask your librarian!"--RSS feed.
Title  #AskAGay.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZThis episode of The Male Gayz is a beautiful crowd-sourced basket of curiosities from the kiddies online! What are poppers? How do you feel about teenagers' derogatory use of the word 'gay'? What do you get for a mother-in-law for a gift? We're about to find out via the beautiful tones of Eli Matthewson and crackly Skype tones of Chris Parker (via satellite). Trailer: Walk Out Boys See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/askagay/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/askagay

Title  Atomic Wigs.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Atomic Blonde: After a trip to the depths of the South Island to pointlessly record Alive and Cromwell Live in Cromwell the boys are back in the saddle, seeing half of ATOMIC BLONDE! Charlize Theron plays Lorraine...uh...Blonde(??): an ass-kicking, vodka drinking, cold bath-taking, girl kissing super spy who's been sent to Berlin to find a watch and throw away every hose she finds. The big question though: is honey a drink? A very loose episode from two Walk Out Boys who maybe did not pay as much attention to this movie as they should have."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/81f41750-245f-4f87-846c-a7c8015a9511/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1502144512
        https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/atomic-wigs
Title Back to School.
Creator Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The government's announced its new plan for learning under lockdown. Plus what's the future for business after level four?"--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200518-0800-back_to_school-256.mp3

Title Bad Boys Three Life.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this episode - the boys review the new sequel to one of their favourite childhood franchises Bad Boys. This is their review of Bad Boys For Life.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your everyday life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/062-badboysthreelife/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/062-badboysthreelife
Title: Bad Hair Day.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Surprise surprise Chris is talking about the tony awards. Eli watched every movie "the other day" and we pledge to both become the first openly gay men to win best actor. Eli has a huge Broadway role planned and Chris has developed a chaotic daily plan. Is this our last Zoom podcast? Plus a queen of the week you know, you love, and you'll be surprised to hear Chris read her entire IMDB herstory.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/badhairday/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/badhairday

Title: Bad Mums.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZBad Moms: In the beautiful and possibly abandoned cinema of Wairau Park on a Monday night Nic and Joe walk out of Bad Moms, a quite fun comedy about moms getting drunk. But what is the difference between a Bad Mom and a Good Mum? Is the internet all around us or just in one single cable? What was the original Bad Mom of Ancient Egypt? And how many douchebag men must die for Mila Kunis to become President of the PTA. All that and some more in this week's Walk Out Boys!Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time"--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/89c551d7-e567-49ef-aa47-a6810084793/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1473844911
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/bad-mums
**Title**  
Bad Mums 2.

**Creator**  
Sampson, Nic, 1986-

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"After barely a year of waiting the sequel to Bad Moms is here! Nic and Joe try to form a coherent story out of the first-halves of two different movies and fail miserably. It's Christmas time in Chicago (Antarctica) and the Bad Moms are fed up! But when all their Bad Moms arrive for the holidays things go from Bad, to Badder. And somehow the animated pig from Sing gets involved. This one is quite confusing."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**

- https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/6ffa2236-260f-4c73-a888-a834004b8616/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1511411808

---

**Title**  
Bad Offers and Bails.

**Creator**  
Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"This week, James talks mattress anxiety, Pax chats turning vegetarian and after last weeks disastrous turn, will Jamaine finally get Mandarin Chat out? Who knows? The suspense is killing us too.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbroomer https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA11348766670002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

**Subject**  
Podcasts.

**Links**

- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/051-badofferandbails/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/051-badofferandbails
The Baggage of Flying.

Sponsored by Ethique - a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. Waveney and Tim confess their flying sins and dig into just how harmful plane travel is to our planet. We chat about how the effect of releasing harmful substances at high altitude is even more damaging to the atmosphere, how gains in plane designs have been gobbled up by huge increase in air travel and how planes' emissions alone could make up our entire carbon budget by 2050. Wavel's gran was right along - it's the planes changing the climate!

Top tip: Try traveling by plane less and always offset with you fly. Think about having a holiday closer to home and using rail when possible.

Links:
- Carbon Calculator by Enviro-Mark & A Free Ride campaign.

Bagging The Single Use Bags.

As of 1 July 2019, New Zealand has banned the use of single-use plastic bags at shops and other businesses. But just what's so bad about these bags? Waveney and Tim get into it.

Our big tip this episode: Use a jute, cotton or hessian bag for your groceries.

Links:
- How to save the world/bagging-the-single-use-bags
Title: Barbie Boys.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this Aqua-riffic Male Gayz ep: Kiwi talkback legend Marcus Lush is a surprising pick for Queen of The Week, Brokeback Fact of the Gay, a new summer fruit sponsor and conversion therapy is a still a thing? Plus, all-male Shakespeare shows are dumb and Barbie is *THIS CLOSE* to coming out. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/barbie-boys/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/barbie-boys

Title: Barefoot Bandits (please don't sue us).
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The shoes are off in this steamy episode about Chris'l naughty dream, group sex and gay Olympians. The Queen of The Week is a SAG Award-worthy teenage actor from The Crucible.PLUS come and see us live. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/barefootbandits-pleasedontsueus-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/barefootbandits-pleasedontsueus-

Title: Beautiful Gowns.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The gayz are back one of them is becoming a vegetarian - Maybe! Comedy fest has almost wiped the guys out but there's a lot of ground to cover now. Auckland's getting a new old gay bar. There's YouTube beauty beef, the Met Gala, Rocketman is out and The Male Gayz are officially pro-Thanos and anti-Beatles. Plus, the latest Queen of The Week: Nina West! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/beautifulgowns/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/beautifulgowns
Title Beautiful Wedding Gang Bang.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Chris challenges Eli to find the articulate gay porn stars, an old woman gets stuck in a fence and Britney is the queen of smell. Also, can we please finally stop the gay jokes about Trump and Putin and finally explore the sexual possibilities of Obama hooking up with Biden? Thank you. Watch The Male Gayz now on TVNZ OnDemand or YouTube. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/beautiful-wedding-gang-bang/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/beautiful-wedding-gang-bang

Title Beauty and The Beast Soup.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's a tale as old as time: a prince is given a terrible curse along with his swan-loving staff, reading eight books somehow makes you a scholar, and being gay is a great punchline. You'd think it would be easy to make up the second half of a very faithful adaptation of an animated movie that Joseph and Nic have already seen. Somehow they still manage to get hung up on soup for the second week in a row. Featuring the worst song to ever appear in a Disney movie. Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/25049f98-6c78-4c31-9bba-a74c017c26ee/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1491434320
Title  Beauty and The Gay.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZThis week the Male Gayz explore the struggle of finding a holiday in the middle of unemployment and the simple pleasure of fast food on an empty stomach. Chris and Eli get great lady info from the original lesbian website; Wikipedia! Then it's off to the races with chat about the recent Beauty and The Beast flair up, Anne Hathaway and the phenomenon of taking down vocal, progressive women and a grand re-imagining of Tom Thumb. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/beauty-and-the-gay/media.mp3

Title  Being a PHD student in HRI.
Creator  Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A discussion about being a PhD student in the field of HRI and what happens afterwards. Most research at universities is done by PhD students. They are an essential part in the progress of science. The relationship between a PhD student and his or her supervisor is not unlike a marriage as Jorge Cham pointed out. It lasts for a couple of years, starts with a proposal, and culminates in a ceremony where you walk down the aisle dressed in a gown. Naïve young people enter, and around 50% end up in bitter remorse. In today's special episode I talk to three of my former PhD students, Omar Mubin, Eduardo Sandoval, and Jakub Zlotowski, whom I met at a conference in Sydney. We talk about live during and after a PhD."--RSS feed.
Subject  Human-robot interaction.
Mubin, Omar Interviews.
Podcasts.
Sandoval, Eduardo (Eduardo B.) Interviews.
Zlotowski, Jakub Interviews.
Title  Best of Season 1 (Part 1).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week, the boys take a look back at their favourite moments of the first year of the podcast. Come and listen to three guys listening to themselves. Enjoy!Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." -- RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/058-bestofseason1-part1-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/058-bestofseason1-part1-

Title  Best of Season 1 (Part 2).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week, its the second half of the best moments of the first season of the show. Thanks for listening to the first year - we really appreciate it.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." -- RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/059-bestofseason1-part2-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/059-bestofseason1-part2-
The Beyonce Question (feat Itonyah).

Creator: Ross, Jamaine

Summary: "In this episode Jamaine proves to be a madman who is apparently better than Pax and James. Also - they discuss Pax\'s thirst for his kids to be sports superstars. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/022-thebeyoncequestion-featitonyah-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/022-thebeyoncequestion-featitonyah-

Big Chips (w/ Rhys Nicholson).

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Summary: "Chris and Eli are live in Melbourne with special guest Rhys Nicholson! They\'re on the vinos and talking rainbow babies (it\'s not what you think), a lack of human intimacy and lacking physical contact while away from home and straight vs gay drinking during your teens. The Queen of The Week is a historical Myers Man and the lyrics to Shallows are effing insane. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/bigchips-w-rhysnicholson-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/bigchips-w-rhysnicholson-
The Big D Jamaine Episode.

Creator: Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Wow! What an episode title. Strap in cause in this ep - Pax talks auditioning, Jamaine solves an Instagram mystery and James gets political (what else is new!?). Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/019-thebigdjamaineepisode/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/019-thebigdjamaineepisode

Big, Gay Christmas.

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ. It's the most wonderful time, of the year! Unless you're in church and suddenly it becomes apparent that you are the only gay in a conservative part of New Zealand! But it's not all bad. In this festive Male Gayz, Eli and Chris chat about what presents gay men get from their friends and family, family traditions of grave singing and Eli's fav christmas movie (which you will NOT guess!) All this and as always, Fact of The Gay plus the solution to the problematic lyrics of the Pogues' yuletide classic. Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/big-gay-christmas/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/big-gay-christmas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bin Herre (2016).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZ Ben-Hur - Will this movie change the size of steaks and stakes for ever? Nic and Joe attended the first half of their favourite bible fan fic remark and here to remind you of a few things. Things like WHICH historic figure invented the table. Things like how Kong: Skull Island is creating an awkwardly non-convincing excuse for actors in Hollywood. Things like what will happen if Muhammad won't go to the circus. All these answers lay at your feet. Just try not to step in any dog poo. Cause that stuff's the worst. Worse even than crucifixion. Plus even more additions to the Walk Out Boys Podcatic Universe!&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/d82a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44a-a51e0019bc3c/da8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/3fb2b5de-a084-4db1-9428-a674006011e2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1472709926">RSS Feed</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Biology of Being Bottom (w Rhys Nicholson).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Summary       | "Sponsored by COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZ Eli and Chris are joined by Australian comedian Rhys Nicholson to discuss who has the gayest country: New Zealand or Aus. Rhys shares delightful tales of being offered meth while on tour, the boys collectively pick outfits for their open coffin funerals and select plastic surgery enhancements for their time among the living. Plus - the biology of being a bottom, handjobs in the Big Brother house and WTH is a dolmio grin? Trailer: Walk Out Boys See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
| Subject       | Podcasts.                                             |
| Links         | [RSS Feed](https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/the-biology-of-being-bottom-w-rhys-nicholson/media.mp3) |
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Title: A bit of clarity...doesn't that sound yummy! - with Callie Brown.

Creator: Marnie, Ms.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Ms Marnie], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In this episode babes I am so stoked to introduce you to Callie Brown who is a clarity & connection coach but also I truly believe is like the big sister everyone dreams of having. She is so wise and talking to her is like drinking a warm cup of hot chocolate BUT she's also absolutely hilarious and seriously does not give ANY FUCKS! My kinda gal right. Today Callie and I talk about how her growing up as a child actress and the pressure to perform & "get the role" lead to a mental/physical/emotional breakdown in her early 20s and how she then literally started her journey to figuring out who she truly is underneath the many masks by going to back to her first breath - to her birth story. We talk motherhood, conscious parenting (and how we fuck our kids up a little no matter how well intentioned we are), and what it takes to dig down through that deep shit and do it with a sense of lightness. I cannot recommend enough getting some Callie in your life so please visit her website and Instagram for some daily goodness! http://calliebrown.com.au/ https://www.instagram.com/calliecoach/"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/A_little_bit_of_Clarity_-_doesn_t_that_sound_yummy.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/61644249/a-bit-of-clarity-doesn-t-that-sound-yummy-with-callie-brown/

Title: Blended families under lockdown.

Creator: Stewart, Indira.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Radio NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "How are parents and children in blended families coping with the lockdown? Plus, the government faces tough questions on its support of GPs, pharmacies and the aged care sector."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200423-0800-blended_families_under_lockdown-256.mp3
Title Bonus Episode - The Night Vet.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A special bonus episode of Walk Out Boys! We watched half of a short film starring none other than the pig-whisperer himself James Cromwell! This is a must for fans of the WOB extended universe as we meet James Cromwell's arch nemesis, and find out who was really responsible for Sully!'s plane crash..."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/605d8fa9-b021-4197-ac65-a730015b7873/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1489186856
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/bonus-episode-the-night-vet

Title Bonus Episode! Small Business Innovators.
Creator Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this bonus episode we ask small businesses how they are innovating to help themselves and support one another during the Covid-19 Coronavirus lockdown."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200413-0800-bonus_episode_small_business_innovators-256.mp3
Title  BONUS: New rules for Bubbles.
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Health Minister David Clark explains the new rules for bubbles once we get to level three."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Clark, David, 1973- Interviews.
Podcasts.

Title  Bourne Again.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZThis one is for fans of USB sticks! No first half of one film has done as much for the computer peripheral since 2014's LUCY. This latest edition to the Bourne spy thriller series has it all: birthday parties, face punching and so man Wikileaks! Everything will be wikileaked! We are all Bournes, waiting to be Bourned. And to be invited to birthday parties where you'll get a pizza of your very own OR win lots of money from rigged casino games."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/a37ed8f6-bb8-49f7-ab12-a6590075d10a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1470381106
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/bourne-again
Title       Boys Gone Wild.
Creator     Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details   [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format      1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary     "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZThe boys recount their biggest partying years including who they pashed and where they vomited! Plus an App that can tell if you're gay by your face? Also: a ferocious competition for Queen of the Week, and Eli might have thought of his first good drag name. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject     Podcasts.
Links       https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/boys-gone-wild/media.mp3
             https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/boys-gone-wild

Title       Brat.
Creator     Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details   [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format      1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary     "Eli has lost his mind and can't do math and Chris turns the clock back to when he first came out and that time he was doing synthetic cannabis? Turns out giraffes are REALLY intense and whoever wins their fights picks whether they want to top or bot. Pokemon are all queer, don't @ us and if you're Barbara Streisand or Diana Ross, consider going one step further and deleting your account.Australia: Go to LittleEmpirePodcasts.com/live for tickets to our shows! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject     Podcasts.
Links       https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/brat/media.mp3
             https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/brat

Title       Bridget Jones' Boss Baby.
Creator     Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details   [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format      1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary     "Sponsored by COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZIn this live episode the boys review the first half of The Boss Baby with the help of a fan's parents in the audience. There is also a public apology from one of the Walk Out Boys for betraying the trust of his fellow boy and his loyal fans (hint: it's not Nic). Plus extra special James Cromwell news!Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject     Motion pictures Reviews.
Links       https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/2c4a58eb-3e8c-43f8-b6c3-a771005f9ab/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1494566861
             https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/bridget-jones-boss-baby
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Britney, Barb and Sodom By The Sea.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZWelcome to the first ever 'Gay Icon or Trycon' themed episode. Up for decision first is that most gorgeous construction of the gay community, for the gay community - Barbra Streisand! Along the way we find out why she hasn't performed live in decades and which Hollywood star loved her more than her own daughter. Next up, young Britney Spears. The blonde bombshell with a Grammy AND a conservatorship from her dad is definitely a lost soul but is she an icon to boys who love boys? Let's find out! Plus the always informative, Fact of The Gay featuring San Fransisco and same sex couples in advertising.Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The Brown Avengers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;It's episode 30 of the Frickin Dangerous Bro - and tell ya what, these boys are just getting sillier and sillier. This week they talk Jamaine's gag bad attitude, the Netflix hit Always Be My Maybe and Pax takes his new segment for a spin.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit <a href="http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro">http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro</a> or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/fdbs/030-thebrownavengers/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/fdbs/030-thebrownavengers/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Call The Midwife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's almost New Years and time to revisit Chris' acidic Appletiser vom that's powerful enough to strips paint. Your fav gayz ask: Was this the boys' gayest year yet? Also in this ep, scary fashion, the history of the jockstrap, bike riding and Glenn Close's time is coming in 2019! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/callthemidwife/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/callthemidwife/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/callthemidwife">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/callthemidwife</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Camp Villains.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZChris is trying to free the male nipple and spread a little body positivity after an adolescence of self-consciousness about his chest and Eli is salivating over every single person who's ever played Robin in a Batman movie. The look, wardrobe and comparative campness of film villains are explored, from the Wicked Witch of The West to Heath Ledger's Joker. Plus - what happens when Chris Parker plays a Nazi? The Nazi gets less nasty! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/camp-villains/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/camp-villains/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/camp-villains">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/camp-villains</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cars 3: Old Cars.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Lightening McQueen and the other cars are back to tackle the kid-friendly issue of impending retirement! We answer some of the long-puzzled over questions of the Cars cinematic universe like: What is inside a Car? Which is the most oppressed Car minority? And Is there a Car God? In the second half the cars encounter a tear in the fabric of reality that leads to a horrifying discovery and another brave Pixar Art House ending. Also out in the real world our good friend James Cromwell has been sentenced to a week in jail! Godspeed in there James Cromwell, please stay #aliveandcromwell&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/93b22de4-728d-4edf-9d17-a7ae008fd6f6/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1499849397">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/93b22de4-728d-4edf-9d17-a7ae008fd6f6/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1499849397</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/cars-3-old-cars">https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/cars-3-old-cars</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Cash Trapped.

Creator: Mathewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The gayz talk game shows, fantails and if time even exists in this lockdown. We share what we can tentatively call "facts" about the Statue of Liberty and Michelangelo. Plus the coveted "Worst Celebrity of the Lockdown" is awarded... We love you! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/cashtrapped/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/cashtrapped

---

Title: Chasing ghosts : murder in the Sounds.

Publishing Details: [Auckland, New Zealand] : [New Zealand Herald], [2017?]

Format: 1 online resource (1 file)

Contents: nzh_chasing_ghosts_s2ep1.

Series: Herald investigation and podcast (Series)

Summary: Bobbing in the waters of Waikawa Bay, is the scene of the crime. Painted white and brown, 26 ft. long, with a single mast jutting into the skies above Picton. To the locals walking their dogs along the shore, or kids fishing from the jetty, there’s nothing to distinguish the steel-hull sloop from the dozens of boats moored nearby, or tethered in the marina. Just another yacht owned by a sea-loving local.

Subject: Criminal justice, Administration of New Zealand.

Hope, Olivia, -1998.
Murder Investigation New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Smart, Ben, -1998.
Trials (Murder) New Zealand.
Watson, Scott, 1972- Trials, litigation, etc.

The Child Bachelor (Live in Christchurch).

Matthewson, Eli

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Chris is back home at his parents\' house and reverting back to his teenage self in record time. Eli\'s bringing a sassy Fact of The Gay about Queer Christchurch\'s most underappreciated icon; Dame Ngaio Marsh, who kept her partner Silvia Fox in a bungalow out the back of her house. Then it\'s time to weigh all things Chch on the Kinsey Scale: From The Palms to the Port Hills, every local mall, landmark and venue is getting assessed on its queerness.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Chris Hormann on the Wellington Film Society 2019 programme & Catherine Deneuve.

Hormann, Chris.


1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Wellington Film Society President Chris Hormann talks about films in the 2019 programme and three films he\'s adopted at AroVideo starring Catherine Deneuve."--RSS feed.

National Library of New Zealand

Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Cinema Enemas.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Your favourite gayz are back after the world's longest hiatus. Chris and Eli can't wait to chat GAY CINEMA off the back of scoring free tickets to Love Simon (not even sponsoring this podcast - the boys just had a good time!) It's all Batmans and Birdcages in this hot poddy, plus the most contentious Queen of The Week yet (she's a Trump supporter) AND a young Eli being Clueless about Clueless. Go to Eli's website for tickets to his upcoming NZ and Sydney shows. Go here for tickets to Chris' upcoming NZ show. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/cinema-enemas/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/cinema-enemas

Title: Claire Harris on Lindsay Lohan.
Creator: Harris, Claire, 1982-
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Back to the disc-player podcast : episode 1.
Summary: "Claire Harris has adopted the entire catalogue of films starring Lindsay Lohan in the AroVideo library, and talks to us about her extended art project/tribute to the Hollywood child and teen star."--RSS feed.
Subject: Harris, Claire, 1982- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.
https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-1-Claire-Harris-on-Lindsay-Lohan-e21ggi
Title: Cleaning House.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Today we're cleaning house. Tim has offered up all the products used in his flat to clean, disinfect and scour and Waveney has researched the harmful ingredients in each and has some VERY simple and cost-effective solutions to replace them. We dig into the personal and environmental hazards of everything from Spray and Wipe to oven cleaner, to household stain remover and dishwashing liquid. Thanks to the great website Wellness Mama for simple solutions for healthier families and local legend/author Lyn Webster of Northland who wrote Save, Make, Do (aka Pig Tits and Parsley Sauce). Also thanks to Vicki Lansky who wrote Baking Soda: Over 500 Fabulous, Fun, and Frugal Uses You've Probably Never Thought Of and Vinegar: Over 400 Various, Versatile, and Very Good Uses You've Probably Never Thought Of."--RSS feed.
Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/ed524bd-8fb9-45d7-8c62-ab72003fab16/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1583121354
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/cleaning-house

Title: Coffee.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Coffee; We humans drink 2.25 billion cups of it per day but it turns out the method we use to grow the majority of it is pretty harmful to trees, birds and soil. Tim drills into the specifics of how a change in the way we grow coffee that happened in the 1970s shifted farmers away from biodiverse, tree-shade grown coffee plants to Full Sun Cultivation, which requires lots of fertilizers and pesticides. Our solutions for coffee drinkers;- Try find shade grown coffee (quite tricky because the only certification is the Smithsonian's Bird Friendly Coffee)- Always buy Fairtrade and certified organic- Don't use disposable coffee cups"--RSS feed.
Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/ca11f2c0-39b7-4912-80b9-ab6500011fd1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1581984603
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/coffee
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Is New Zealand's environment benefiting from the lockdown?&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Contact Tracing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Should we have privacy concerns over an app and how do you keep a contact tracing diary? Plus businesses plead for rent relief and cash grants.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200429-0800-contact_tracing-256.mp3">https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200429-0800-contact_tracing-256.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018744351/contact-tracing">https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018744351/contact-tracing</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Coronavirus Budget.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;We break down the the budget, plus take a look at life for foster parents and the children they have been caring for during the lockdown.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200515-0800-the_coronavirus_budget-256.mp3">https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200515-0800-the_coronavirus_budget-256.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Coronavirus Podcasters.

Stewart, Indira.

[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"For our final episode, Indira and the rest of the team behind the Coronavirus Podcast get together for a chat about their experience making the show."--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200522-0800-the_coronavirus_podcasters-256.mp3

Covid-19 industry response.

[Auckland] : [HERA], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Stirring the pot; episode 28.

"In this episode of Stirring the Pot we talk about what the recovery process for the building & construction industry looks like post Covid-19. To help explore this, we're joined by Warwick Quinn of BCITO and Graham Burke of NZCIC. To give some background, Warwick is Chief Executive of BCITO and works with his team to ensure the construction industry has a skilled workforce full of confident, capable and motivated professionals. Driving on-the-job training and guidance alongside industry employers. Graham brings context to this conversation as Chair of the Construction Industry Council. A not for profit industry association of associations in the building and construction, design and property sectors. Their focus being to create a collaborative voice of the built environment industry in New Zealand and operate as an interface between them and government. Connect with Warwick LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/warwick-quinn-80950282/ Connect with BCITO Website: https://bcito.org.nz/ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BCITO.org.nz Twitter: https://twitter.com/BCITO YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8MYeLVyuNppZjia4MbtncQ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bcito/ Connect with Graham LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/graham-burke-a611ba11b/ Email: graham@grahamburke.co.nz Phone: +64 21 249 3459 Connect with NZCIC Website: https://nzcic.co.nz/ Connect with Greg to find out more about Kotahitanga - HERA's People and HR innovation cluster Website: https://www.hera.org.nz/team-member/greg-buckley/ LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/greg-buckley-nz/ Email: greg.buckley@hera.org.nz Phone: +64 21 299 6167"--RSS feed.

Burke, Graham (Construction consultant) Interviews.

Metal trade New Zealand.

Quinn, Warwick Interviews.

https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/s32avv/COVID_response_podcast_FINAL_7k255.mp3
https://stirringthepot.podbean.com/e/covid-19-industry-response/
Title Crochet Underwear.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boys left for a few weeks and all hell has broken loose in NZ's queer community. The police force were asked to attend the pride parade not in uniform. In response, they bailed and took a bunch of sponsors with them. What's the official position of The Male Gayz? Wear an effing t-shirt, mates. It's Feb! Also, Tumblr ditches adult content; Hot takes on Trixie, Bianca Del Rio and Alaska's shows post-Drag Race, and which drugs does Meryl take? Believe it or not, this podcast is not sponsored by Nando's. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/crochetunderwear/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/crochetunderwear

Title CROSSOVER: The Worst Cult Popture of All Time.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "What is this a crossover episode? YES! Fellow Little Empire podcast Cult Popture and The Worst Idea of All Time watched 9/11 movie starring Charlie Sheen. The whole thing is a bit of a hot (but low budget) mess, although Tim didn't think it was altogether that bad. Who will emerge cancelled from this crisp one-hour review of a movie that bit off more than it can chew? Check out Cult Popture Check out AJ's American Pie video  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/crossover-theworstcultpoptureofalltime/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/crossover-theworstcultpoptureofalltime
Title    Cult Popture (presented by TWIOAT).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format   1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The fellas present an episode of fellow Little Empire Podcast Network show, Cult Popture. If movies and TV mattered, they'd be talking about the issues that matter. Home of Film Franchise Fortnights, our podcast where we watch and discuss a randomly chosen film franchise every two weeks! Make sure to subscribe to Cult Popture on your podcast app, or check them out on iTunes (https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/cult-popture/id1124261917) Facebook (http://goo.gl/9EFEla) Youtube (http://goo.gl/ITdEhK) Twitter/Instagram (@Cultpopture) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links    https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/cultpopture-presentedbytwioat-/media.mp3

Title    Cut the Shit! (I Love Tofu).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format   1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's time to get on with it! This week, the boys are back full force and not weirdly exhausted. They talk acting agents, going vegetarian and helping young kids be better. Damn, on paper that actually sounds like a pleasant chat. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links    https://media.acast.com/fdbs/029-cuttheshit-/media.mp3
Title: The Dark Ones.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this ep - more from the mail bag, James shares an embarassing story, Jamaine talks games with kids (that came out weird) and Pax talks muting R Kelly for his horrible actions.Oh and the Gape Nation hierarchy grows.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/011-thedarkones/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/011-thedarkones

Title: The Dark Umbrella.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Stephen King's gigantic, beloved fantasy saga THE DARK TOWER is brought to life in this short and utterly baffling movie! Idris Elba plays the gunslinger, a man who loved guns just as much as he hates the Man In Black. Matthew McConaughey plays the Man In Black, who hates the gun slinger just as much as he loves shooting kid brains at a weird tower so that it's protective umbrella will fall. Also there's a kid from New York with a dead dad and a dimensional portal run on a dial up modem and a demon made out of wood chips."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/447464b9-3b1c-4bfc-8c02-a7e800b7d9f1/audio.mp3?utm_source=PodcastSt&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1504869103
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-dark-umbrella
Title  David Summerfield on The Thing about VHS.
Creator  Summerfield, David.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 3.
Summary  "Avid film buff David Summerfield talks film fests and formats, The Thing, and the two films he’s adopted on VHS (!) before venturing into the AroVideo attic where we rummage for forgotten gems."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Summerfield, David Interviews.
Video recordings.
https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-3-David-Summerfield-on-The-Thing-about-VHS-e28fao

Title  Day 1.
Creator  Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "All is forgiven! It seems silly how nervous I was. Great first day with Carlo, very generous. Few cultural oddities (Australia Tourism pays everyone to act!?!) but that is by the by. Happy to be here, excited for the week."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/bdb3e982-f69b-4ba4-b3bb-a81e00618c56/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1511364721
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Day 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Having a little trouble keeping track of time but Carlo seems to be a very genuine and well intentioned host. My body clock has gone haywire, still haven't done anything on the tourism list but we've got a whole week to look forward to! I am very tired.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/20503786-1eff-4339-b6e2-a81e0061d544/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/20503786-1eff-4339-b6e2-a81e0061d544/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast</a> &amp;in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&amp;t=1511364848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-2">https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-2</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Day 3.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;I seem to be struggling with the climate or the time difference, I am constantly very tired. Carlo by all accounts seems to be a gracious host (fixing my watch etc) but we seem to be having trouble getting on the same page. It feels like the trip is getting away from me.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/06ea33d5-2cb8-44fc-9d7c-a81e0061fb3a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/06ea33d5-2cb8-44fc-9d7c-a81e0061fb3a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast</a> &amp;in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&amp;t=1511364926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-3">https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Day 4.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ritchie, Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;How many tears are in a bottle of gin? I can no longer tell what is real and what isn't. Carlo assures me we went to the beach today but everything is dry.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/dfcb9751-ffc6-407b-9cf1-a81e0062354a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/dfcb9751-ffc6-407b-9cf1-a81e0062354a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast</a> &amp;in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&amp;t=1511365140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-4">https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-4</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Day 5.
Creator: Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "It feels like there is a lot more planning than holidaying happening. I am feeling quite frail but luckily Carlo is taking a lot of notes and helping me out to get around. We took two trips outside today."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/3508fe5a-c461-405b-9cb9-a81e0062955a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Day 6.
Creator: Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "I don't know what any of these words mean. Everything has lost meaning. I miss New Zealand."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/75abadaa-e1dc-4899-b104-a81e0062e18f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Day 7.
Creator: Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "I know it is ending. It has to be ending because my arm says so. I have made a bad decision. Whoever is reading this must know I have made a mistake in coming here."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/75abadaa-e1dc-4899-b104-a81e0062e18f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Dear Diary, A change of fortune and a new lease on life! Medical breakthroughs, a trip to the beach and a lesson in compound interest. With a new resolve I go into the second half of the trip with a great sense of purpose a broader outlook on New Zealand and indeed, New Zealanders.

Trailer: The Male Gayz
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett

Title Day Five.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dear Diary, A change of fortune and a new lease on life! Medical breakthroughs, a trip to the beach and a lesson in compound interest. With a new resolve I go into the second half of the trip with a great sense of purpose a broader outlook on New Zealand and indeed, New Zealanders.

Trailer: The Male Gayz
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/b9f44dad-5012-4c8b-9206-a6df040b0d/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1481950188
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-five

Title Day Four.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dear Diary, I feel as if I am fading away on the wind as I watch Guy and his well dressed friends from the window of my room, made cell. Food poisoning is to be expected in overseas travel but it still comes as a shock, much like the traditional “water hazing” I was forced to endure this morning. I fear to sleep, for when the waking day becomes nightmare, what horrors wait in sleep? Love, if I even exists, Carlo

Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/58e9d2ba-a13e-487e-a926-a6dd0178c681/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1481842506
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-four
Title  Day One.
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's day one of the Covid-19 Coronavirus lockdown. We break down the latest news and get some advice from a self-described expert in social isolation."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Links  https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200326-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast_day_one-256.mp3
        https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018740171/day-one

Title  Day Seven.
Creator  Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Dear Diary, Homeward bound and I would be lying if I said I was happy to be leaving, mostly due medical advice that I shouldn't travel. A sad morning, an early start, suspicious packages and in just a few moments Guy and I will make our way to the airport. Aotearoa, it's been an adventure. Love, A truely changed CarloMusic credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/cbd83423-0f5e-4896-b6d3-a6e3004121cc/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1482293078
        https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-seven
Title Day Six.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dear Diary, A new best friend has certainly brought a glimmer of joy into my life, though with every silver lining, there is still a cloud. Sampling Guy's homebrew certainly proved more risky than expected and unexpected financial solution, while welcome, also raises questions about family history. A bittersweet day, but sweeter than most so far. Love, albeit cautious, Carlo. Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/f92c2146-32cd-4576-9cc8-a6e00169db1a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1482099092
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-six

Title Day Three.
Creator Ritchie, Carlo
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Dear Diary, Last night was one of the most emotionally difficult and indeed, physiologically damaging moments in my life. A lamb's life was wasted and a familial relationship was cut off in its infancy. Physical distress should also be acknowledged and I now move on in life forever changed, forever scarred. All for the price of 9 tins of rip and dip. Love, for you appear now my only friend Carlo. Trailer: Walk Out Boys
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/64741f10-d2ed-4c11-a99b-a6dc017b004d/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1481764658
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-three
Title: Day Two.  
Creator: Ritchie, Carlo  
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]  
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
Summary: "Dear Diary Why are there so many New Zealanders? Why are they here? Why am I learning about their presence for the first time now? These are just some of the questions I asked myself as we trekked through Auckland's most vibrant shopping plaza, the Great North Road. Perhaps Guy can elucidate further on this as we get to know each other better. Love, your only other Australian voice in a sea of strange vowels Carlo  
Trailer: The Male Gayz  
Music credit: Talk Samba (Parliamo un pò) by Boom Boom Beckett"--RSS feed.  

Subject: Podcasts.  
Links:  
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/b81a0a8b-9199-4e40-8c3a-a6db0156ac4c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=827b27c1-94ca-4f76-a4f0-a6da002abc53&t=1481671957  
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/day-two  

Title: Dead Men Spread The Word.  
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-  
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]  
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
Summary: "PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: DEAD MEN SPREAD THE WORD With guest Walk Out Boy Tim Batt (Worst Idea Of All Time) the crew get shipshape for half of the new Pirates Of The Caribbean movie. Does this new entry to the franchise adhere to Joseph's three rules of POTC movies? Are fish submarines? And what does documentary filmmaker Michael Moore have to do with this movie? All this and a very creepy new sponsor in this week's episode!  
Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.  

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.  
Links:  
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfbd-a64201809d36/e269769a-3b3c-46e9-89a7-a786016b155b/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1496441878  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Decision Day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;By 4pm today we will know when we are making the shift down from Level Four. So what are the criteria that need to be met? Plus, how are Zoo animals faring without any visitors?&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Decision Day 2.0.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Stewart, Indira.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;We're waiting to find out when the level two will happen... But in the meantime, we look into the future of packaging and a new plan for treating Covid-19 in NZ using blood plasma&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>DirCom: Baby Geniuses 2 - Superbabies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Originally recorded and released for our Patreon supporters in April 2017. The ghost of director Bob Clark is joined by Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2 producer Steven Paul in a vocal booth to lay down the audio commentary for their 2004 sequel to family-friendly hit of the 1999 hit of the summer, Baby Geniuses. Sadly, Mr Clark’s untimely departure from the mortal world is worsened by a tequila addiction and the toll on his voice is audible. Marvel in wonder at how a set of film makers manage to cram the delightful duo of Trump supporters (Scott Baio and Jon Voight) against Weird Science’s Vanessa Angel set against rotating backdrops of modern day childcare facilities and cold war-era East Germany. See <a href="https://acast.com/privacy">acast.com/privacy</a> for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title DirCom: Batman and Robin.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Originally recorded and released for the Patreon supporters in Jan 2017. Join the film\'s director Joel Schumacher and screen writer Akiva Goldsman for this bluetooth audio commentary track to accompany your watch of 1997\'s Batman and Robin. If you want to attempt to sync up your tracks, kick that movie off when you hear these filmmakers start talking. Enjoy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.\"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Title DirCom: Gods Not Dead.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally recorded and released for our Patreon supporters in May 2017. Sadly, the writers, director, producers or anyone else associated with God\'s Not Dead were not available for this audio commentary for Guy Montgomery and Tim Batt from The Worst Idea of All Time podcast have stepped in. This 2014 Christian film (currently 14% on Rotten Tomatoes) features an all star cast including Lois and Clark\'s Superman: DEAN CAIN vs. Hercules: The Legendary Adventure\'s KEVIN SORBO. It\'s Faith vs. Atheism, Guy vs. Tim, Son of Krypton vs. Son of Zeus. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.\"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>DirCom: Home Alone 3.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Director Raja Gosnell and the ghost of screenwriter John Hughes overcome the thwarting of YouTube.com and their repressive live-streaming rules to bring you the Director's Commentary for the Blu-ray of Home Alone 3. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>DirCom: Southland Tales.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Originally recorded and released to our Patreon supporters in March 2017. Director/screen writer/visionary Richard Kelly is joined by producer/associate/offensive character Bo Hyde for this exclusive HD-DVD audio commentary for their 2006 epic Southland Tales. Starring some of the world's biggest stars of the day, this comedy/sci-fi/thriller/apocalypse movie has something for everyone and a hell of a lot of juggling. For audio syncing, please start this HD-DVD track at the conclusion of the trailer. Music credit: Canon in D Major - Composed by Pachelbel, Performed by Kevin MacLeod. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>DIRECTOR’S COMMENTARY (FOUR).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Well this is it. After 3 years, hundreds of episodes, days worth of recording - your two boiz have hit their lowest ebb. Guy continues to discuss his favourite life experiences. Tim analyses the statistical probability of forty nine dice all coming up with the same number. There's empty beer cans as far as the eye can see, a bit of salad and too much technology. All capturing a frankly horrific podcast episode. What a trainwreck.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-four/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-four/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-four">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-four</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>DIRECTOR’S COMMENTARY (ONE).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's been a long time coming but the boiz have managed to secure director Maximum Joseph and writer Meaghan Oppenheimer for a director's commentary. Enjoy.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-one/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-one/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-one">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-one</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: DIRECTOR'S COMMENTARY (THREE).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Did Guy ever tell you about the time he saw Liza Minnelli perform Beyonce's smash hit single 'Single Ladies in Sex and The City 2'? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews, Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-three

Title: DIRECTOR'S COMMENTARY (TWO).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Tim and Guy enter the studio to provide an audio commentary for the film, We Are Your Friends. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews, Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/directors-commentary-two

Title: Dirty Little Nerds (LIVE!).
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Chris and Eli are LIVE from Auckland's Basement Theatre in front of a sold-out audience. They talk celebrity gaybaiting, coming out as far more than just gay and the ocean being filled with single use sex toys. NZ listeners: Please support OutLine (a free phone service for queer people) by texting MALEGAYZ to 2256 to donate $3. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/dirtylittlenerds-live-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/dirtylittlenerds-live-
Title: Disability and Trauma.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Some disability carers left their families and moved into the bubble of their clients - how is the sector coping? Plus, harrowing stories from Kiwis with other health problems during covid-19."--RSS feed.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200507-0800-disability_and_trauma-256.mp3

Title: Domore 1: Digital Fur Technology.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The fellaz take a surprisingly long amount of time to start talking about Dolittle after their first watch of the Robert Downey Jnr epic. Discussions on cinema temperature and how nice it is to be in a dark room eventually makes way for disappointment at everything in the movie that comes after the intro cartoon. We learn not to mess with Disney and Guy reveals his juicy inside info.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/domore1-digitalfurtechnology/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/domore1-digitalfurtechnology
Title  Domore 2: Stubbins.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Turns out getting high before the film makes it better. We discuss two amazing characters, Jeff (Geoff?) and the dancing monkey. Tim unveils an incredible theory tying a family tree together and Guy shares disappointingly missing parts in the film that ARE in the trailer. The wastage of a ship has really captured the boys' imagination. Guy explores how it is that everyone agrees this is bad. Tim digs into the not-so-hidden-colonial themes. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/domore2-stubbins/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/domore2-stubbins

Title  Domore 3: CATS (2019).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "What's with dragons in movies? Tim and Guy CANNOT stop singing songs from CATS and rank the CGI'ed animals (the monkeys were great). Tim pitches a prequel to Dunston Checks In. Guy wants Marvel to chill out on the muscles and Tim wants fat and skinny X-Men! Also a definitive explanation of why The Wild Thornberries was a better execution of the Talks-To-Animals format than this movie. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/domore3-cats-2019-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/domore3-cats-2019-
# The Double Trouble Bangers (Part 2) (feat Pax’s Banana Bread)

**Title**: The Double Trouble Bangers (Part 2) (feat Pax’s Banana Bread)

**Creator**: Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: This week, it’s the second part of the Double Trouble Bangers! If you haven’t heard the first one, it’s probably cause you have heard it but it wasn’t labelled the part 1. This week we chat how to slice banana bread, we open the mail bag and Jamaine talks furniture shopping. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro or visit http://frickindangerousbro.com. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/048-thedoubletroublebangers-part2-featpaxsbananabread-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/048-thedoubletroublebangers-part2-featpaxsbananabread-

# Dr Strange (Glove)

**Title**: Dr Strange (Glove)

**Creator**: Sampson, Nic, 1986-

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZ Marvel’s Dr Strange, a film about incredible possibilities and a doctor who is AT LEAST a little bit strange. In this epic journey of getting hand injuries, Nic and Joseph have learned that reading books doesn’t necessarily make you a wizard. Sometimes your dad being rich will make you a wizard! Nic reveals his very rebellious past as a sparkling-wielding a-hole of a kid and Joe is really enjoying all the cogs that are present in the fight scenes of this first half of a movie. Don’t miss the fantastic assumed second half of this adventure delivered by your Walk Out Boys but also really REALLY don’t mention Inception. Trailer: Boners of The Heart

**Subject**: Motion pictures Reviews, Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://traffic.ommen.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201890d36/5efefe16-b3b2-4b31-b67d-a6b4000f0732/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast
t&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1478221058
- https://ommen.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/dr-strange-glove
Title: Driving With Hope on Your Side.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Eli goes to his first gay wedding and finds out turning 30 means passing the point of no return. The Fact of The Gay centres around Richard O'Brien (Rocky Horror) who... Maybe we need to talk about? Speaking of musicals, Ellen Greene is a beautiful queer icon and QoTW, specifically for singing Suddenly Seymour FOR DECADES NONSTOP! Also oscar-winning performances in trashy films and for the love of God, rate us 5 stars. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/drivingwithhopeonyourside/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/drivingwithhopeonyourside

Title: Drugs, small business and the WHO.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The government has announced more support for small and medium sized business but does it go far enough? Plus we ask about the plight of drug users under lockdown."--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200416-0800-drugs_small_business_and_the_who-256.mp3
Title Du'Plessis Kirifi.
Creator Savea, Ardie, 1993-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sat down with the brother and chatted away about his career and off field interests. Mean to see a humble dude striving to be the best. Up & coming star. BLESSGOO!--RSS feed.
Subject Kirifi, Du'Plessis, 1997- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.

Title Early Morning Musical.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZIt's brutally early and Chris' deep timbre is even lower than usual. There's a lot of singing, a Fact of The Gay featuring the earliest trans people we have records of AND love for the new Netflix series Riverdale. Chris is competing against straight boys for parts in Les Mis and NOT happy about rogue high school teachers are adding songs to Andrew Lloyd Webber shows - which just so we're clear, IS NOT ALLOWED. Potential musicals are pitched featuring music from WHAM! and forgotten Danish pop sensations Aqua because... Apparently that's a better idea than a Michael Jackson show. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
"We got a listener question from Jules, asking us what careers or tertiary education choices can kids focus on with the view to aiding positive climate change action?" Great question! In this episode we talk about what constitutes a sustainable or green job, discuss the automation threat (and opportunity) and chat about the circular economy. Jobs you do with your hands are pretty safe for the immediate future - that includes permaculture, earth-building, conservation, waste-to-resource jobs and traditional tradie jobs. Also careers that involve so-called Left-side brain skills, such as people management and creative problem-solving. There's also entirely new fields inside of STEM opening up for future and present technologies, including hardware and software. We also discuss eco-friendly side hustles to supplement your income, career and training paths. We've even found free online aptitude tests to help start you thinking about what you may be best suited for.

Sources:
- World Economic Forum's 2017 Future of Work report
- Foundation for Young Australians' New Work Order report (PDF)
- NZ Productivity Commission's 2020 report: Technological Change and The Future of Work (PDF)
- Global Strategic Trends - The Future Starts Here video
- Picking a career
- Do What You Are book (Amazon link)
- Free Career Tests
- Green jobs list (UK)
- Fastest growing green jobs
- Jobs in electric vehicles (USA)
- Job Vacancy Websites
- Global Environment Jobs / USA Green Jobs / UK Green Jobs / Canada Good Work / Australia Green Jobs / NZ conservation jobs / Do Good Jobs NZ
- Training Resources
- Training from the Zero Waste Network
- Permaculture Design Certificate
- Circular Economy Resources (from Sustainable Business Network (SBN), New Zealand)
- What is a circular economy? (SBN)
- Emerging jobs in the circular economy (Greenbiz)
- 3 essential elements for future circular jobs (Greenbiz)

Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Elric Kane on Film Podcasting &amp; Cult Movies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Kane, Elric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Ex-patriot Kiwi Film Podcaster Elric Kane talks about living in L.A., Danny Peary's influential Cult Movie books and the five films he's adopted in the AroVideo library - Possession, A Place in the Sun, Cockfighter, The Swimmer, and The Seventh Victim. Plus an afterword about Andrew's meeting with the NZ Film Censor.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Kane, Elric Interviews. Podcasts. Video recordings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-7-Elric-Kane-on-Film-Podcastings-Cult-Movies-e2jecq  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The End of an Era.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;After a long absence, the boys make an announcement. Thanks for being amazing listeners.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor merch and info visit <a href="http://frickindangerousbro.com">http://frickindangerousbro.com</a> Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: <a href="https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43">https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43</a> See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links                 | https://media.acast.com/fdbs/064-theendofanera/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/064-theendofanera  
Title  End of the Beginning?
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It’s the final full episode of the Coronavirus Podcast, we take a look back at some of the changes kiwis think they’ll keep even after this crisis is over"--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand. Podcasts.
Links  https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200521-0800-end_of_the_beginning-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018747307/end-of-the-beginning

Title  Entertainment Tonight.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Chris and Eli have both watched the Superbowl Halftime Performance because they wanted to do it for each other. Pride Festival is in full swing in our city of Auckland and so are straight people trying to make money from it. We find out if Stan Walker would FINALLY take out Queen of The Week. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/entertainmenttonight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/entertainmenttonight

Title  Ep 52 Susie Anderson: At LitCraw 2017.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Susie Anderson talks about her work at the LitCrawl 2017 Pop-Up"--RSS feed.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/y9uywh/Ep_52_Susie_Anderson_LitCrawl.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ep 54 Eamonn Marra: Cream Reaper by Julie Koh and Dog Farm, Food Game by Eamonn Marra.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Cream Reaper by Julie Koh and Dog Farm, Food Game by Eamonn Marra are the subject of today’s discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam.&quot;—RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Marra, Eamonn Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xdhicp/Ep_54_Eamonn_Marra_Julie_Koh.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xdhicp/Ep_54_Eamonn_Marra_Julie_Koh.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ep 55 The Next Word LIVE with Tayi Tibble, Freya Daly Sadgrove and Hera Lindsay Bird.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Adam, Pip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>“”—RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bird, Hera Lindsay Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sadgrove, Freya Daly Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tibble, Tayi, 1995- Interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/p2qjim/Ep_55_The_Next_Word.mp3">https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/p2qjim/Ep_55_The_Next_Word.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Ep 56 Kirsten McDougall talks to Pip Adam about The New Animals.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Writer Kirsten McDougall interviews Pip Adam about her novel The New Animals."--RSS feed.
Subject McDougall, Kirsten, 1974- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/5e5dw9/Ep_56_Pip_at_Unity.mp3

Title Ep 57 Morgan Godfery: The Interregnum edited by Morgan Godfery.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Interregnum edited by Morgan Godfery is the subject of today\'s discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject Godfery, Morgan Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/4kk5an/Ep_57_The_Interregnum.mp3

Title Ep 58 Helen Heath talks to Pip Adam about \'Gas\' by Fleur Adcock and \'Are Friends Electric?\' by Helen Heath.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The poem \'Gas\' by Fleur Adcock and Helen Heath\'s Are Friends Electric? are the subject of today\'s discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject Heath, Helen, 1970- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/qebad4/Ep_58_Are_Friends_Electric_by_Helen_Heath.mp3
Title  Ep 59 Elizabeth Heritage talks to Pip Adam about Copyright.
Creator Adam, Pip

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Copyright is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject Heritage, Elizabeth Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/5b3prq/Ep_59_Elizabeth_Heritage_Copyright.mp3

Title  Ep 60 Anne Kennedy talks to Pip Adam about The Ice Shelf at Unity Books Wellington.
Creator Adam, Pip

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The Ice Shelf by Anne Kennedy is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject Kennedy, Anne, 1959- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/vthwwe/Ep_60_Anne_Kennedy_The_Ice_Shelf.mp3

Title  Ep 61 SPOILER Episode - The New Animals by Pip Adam.
Creator Adam, Pip

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPOILERS - Pip Adam answers questions from people about The New Animals"--RSS feed.
Subject New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/bfntd8/Ep_61_TNA_Spoiler.mp3
Title  Ep 62 Brandy Scott talks to Pip Adam about Not Bad People.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Not Bad People by Brandy Scott is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Scott, Brandy Interviews.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/49ckq7/Ep_62_Brandy_Scott_Not_Bad_People.mp3

Title  Ep 63 Sora Kim-Russell: Nowhere to Be Found by Bae Suah.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Nowhere to Be Found by Bae Suah is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Kim-Russell, Sora Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/xkm7v/Ep_63_Sora_Kim_Russell_Nowhere_to_be_Found.mp3
https://PipAdam.podbean.com/e/ep-10-sora-kim-russell-nowhere-to-be-found-by-bae-suah/

Title  Ep 64 Sharon Lam and Murdoch Stevens: Lonely Asian Woman by Sharon Lam.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Lonely Asian Woman by Sharon Lam is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Lam, Sharon Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Stevens, Murdoch Interviews.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/w4954i/Ep_64_Sharon_Lam_and_Murdoch.mp3
Title Ep 65 Giacomo Lichtner's Essay '100 Years of Primo Levi'.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Giacomo Lichtner's '100 Years of Primo Levi' on If This is a Man by Primo Levi is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject Lichtner, Giacomo Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.

Title Ep 66: AUP New Poets 5 - Carolyn DeCarlo.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Part 1 of a three part series speaking to the poets from AUP New Poets 5."--RSS feed.
Subject DeCarlo, Carolyn, 1988- Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/pbcn52/Ep_66_AUP_NP_5_Caro_DeCarlo.mp3

Title Ep 67: AUP New Poets 5 - Rebecca Hawkes.
Creator Adam, Pip
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Part 2 of a 3 part series speaking to the poets from AUP New Poets 5."--RSS feed.
Subject Hawkes, Rebecca Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/fq9cpg/Ep_67_Rebecca_Hawkes.mp3
Title  Ep 68: AUP New Poets 5 - Sophie van Waardenberg.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Pip Adam talks to Sophie va Waardenberg about poems Patricia Lockwood's 'Why Haven't You Written' and 'does a potato have a heart' by Sophie van Waardenberg"--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Van Waardenberg, Sophie interviews.

Title  Ep 69 Madison Hamill: Specimen by Madison Hamill.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Specimen by Madison Hamill is the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hamill, Madison Interviews.
New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/tdukxx/Ep_69_Madison_Hamill_Specimen.mp3

Title  Ep 70 Oscar Upperton: \'Kevin\' by Bill Manhire and \'Two Thieves\' by Oscar Upperton.
Creator  Adam, Pip
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The poems \'Kevin\' by Bill Manhire and \'Two Thieves\' from Oscar Upperton's collection New Transgender Blockbusters are the subject of today's discussion about reading and writing with Pip Adam. "--RSS feed.
Subject  New Zealand literature.
Podcasts.
Upperton, Oscar Interviews.
Links  https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/9bzhdF/Ep_70_Oscar_Upperton.mp3
Title Ep 71 Jackson Nieuwland talks to Pip Adam about Crispin Best's 'gently' and Jackson Nieuwland's 'I am a photographer.'.

Creator Adam, Pip

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode includes the poem 'gently' by Crispin Best\[https://thequietus.com/articles/14067-two-poems-by-crispin-best\] and Jackson Nieuwland's book 'I am a human being'[https://compoundpress.org/books/i-am-a-human-being/].--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand literature.
Nieuwland, Jackson, 1990- Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/5azy8n/Ep_71_Jackson_Nieuwland.mp3

Title Ep 71 Sinead Overbye talks to Pip Adam about Bernadine Evaristo's novel 'Girl, Woman, Other'.

Creator Adam, Pip

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Pip Adam], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Bernadine Evaristo's novel 'Girl, Woman, Other' is the topic of this episode with Pip Adam and Sinead Overbye."--RSS feed.

Subject New Zealand literature.
Overbye, Sinead Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/wg82pq/Ep_72_Sinead_Overbye_Girl_Woman_Other_5zt6k.mp3
Title Ep03: The Tech Ep.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim ate a chicken but it's okay cause the chicken was basically a fascist for a bit. Guy tries to figure out what nationality the baddies are. According to Guy, the technology in this film SCREAMS Tim Batt. Wrist cam. Microchips. More laptops than a Neil Breen movie. We chat about whether Sony is till a good brand and if we're allowed to speak ill of Steve Jobs. Guy remembers seeing an old man almost perish at a performance of The Curious Case of The Dog In The Night and Tim HATED the Green Day musical. At least we can all enjoy the beautiful sound of a boy hitting a pillow. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep03-thetechep/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep03-thetechep

Title Ep04: Screensavers.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy outlines how Home Alone 3 came into being and there were MISSED OPPORTUNITIES, y'all. We're worried about the marriage of Mr and Mrs Pruitt Apple, and suburban Chicago's top sex therapist, Mrs. Hess. Plus a chat about level of violence and prevalence of guns in this family friendly flick. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep04-screensavers/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep04-screensavers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ep05: Choose Your Own Adventure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Hey, guess what? Tim lost his audio so it's up to you to use your IMAGINATION! This episode's audio is available for download here: <a href="https://www.dropbox.com/s/sf4s7sy1125r93e/TWIOATES05.mp3?dl=0">https://www.dropbox.com/s/sf4s7sy1125r93e/TWIOATES05.mp3?dl=0</a>  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep05-chooseyourownadventure/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep05-chooseyourownadventure/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep05-chooseyourownadventure">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep05-chooseyourownadventure</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ep06: Dingo and Guy, The Moustachioed Captain of the Airwaves.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Tim and Guy ponder what would have happened if they had never stopped watching Grown Ups 2. Tim and Guy have a heated debate about whether Home Alone 3 is a feminist text or not. Is Brady going to team up with Brady the Rat King? And how WELL is a donkey doing to have sex with horse?! Also, Tim introduces Stuck With Stuckey.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep06-dingoandguy-themoustachioedcaptainoftheairwaves/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep06-dingoandguy-themoustachioedcaptainoftheairwaves/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep06-dingoandguy-themoustachioedcaptainoftheairwaves">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep06-dingoandguy-themoustachioedcaptainoftheairwaves</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Ep07: American Bread.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "It's lucky number seven on the Home Alone 3 watches and Tim is not having fun. America has an incredible issue with their bread. The fellaz tuck into a new episode of Stuck With Stuckey, then discuss Beefhouse, Full House and ultimately Aunt Becky going to prison. Guy is very critical of the Chicken Pox make up on this film and Tim breaks down the budget for Home Alone 3.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep07-americanbread/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep07-americanbread  

Title  Ep08: A Coat Space.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "The fellaz do the math on Worst Idea in totality and try to figure out what the podcast should be able to do by this stage. A pal of the pod, David Correos weighs in on this film (and loves it). Some fantastic eye acting from Alex in this watch and you simply can\'t put this kind of pressure on Karen (or can you?!)  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep08-acoatspace/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep08-acoatspace  
Title  Ep09: Oceans 11 vs Monty's 5.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are back in the same room for the first time in a long time and frankly, it's a beautiful thing. The fellaz are still going toe-to-toe with Home Alone 3 and discussing the finer points of Jelly vs Jam. A decision is made to make Jeff Bezos as rich as possible, as quickly as possible, and then end him. Guy finds the best actor in the movie. A new addition of Stuck With Stuckey and we find out where Langley is. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/ep09-oceans11vsmontys5/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/ep09-oceans11vsmontys5

Title  Episode 30 - Whaaaaaaaaaaaaat!
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim have descended from the giddy heights of last week's episode to analyze the film in brutal detail. There's singing, there's a new segment and there's questions about what may have happened in Grown Ups 1! Also look forward to the boys attempting Arnie voices as part of the Paddy Swartz, Party Time segment. So much going on, hurry up and listen. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode30-whaaaaaaaaaaaaat-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode30-whaaaaaaaaaaaaat-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Eight - Drummer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A live at Montecristo watch of Sex and The City 2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-drummer/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-drummer/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-drummer">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-drummer</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Eight - Forty Eight.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Fresh from a weekend of film making in the 48Hour film competition, Guy has convinced Tim to do the podcast sleep deprived and with a room full of friends on a Sunday night. They don't join us for the podcast, but their spirit certainly comes through this episode. With a renewed vigour and thirst for adventure, the lads!' morale has never been higher. Tackled this week - a new theory: Adam Sandler only wrote half of a movie...  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-fortyeight/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-fortyeight/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-fortyeight">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-fortyeight</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Eight - Nutella Town.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Tim attempts to become the Zacole. He's dived right into the soundtrack of We Are Your Friends which is setting a dangerous precedent for absorption of the product. Meanwhile, in the movie, phone calls start crossing interdimensional bounds and land in the Entourage universe. Johnny Depp is a tiny ant man. Tim Gunn is a ham. &quot;Improv is a tragedy within comedy&quot; - Tim Batt; June, 2016. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-nutella-town/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-nutella-town/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-nutella-town">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eight-nutella-town</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Episode Eight: Guy Montgomery; Sh*tless Wonder.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Fatigue is setting in. Which SaTC gal is Barry Obama? Tim posits that Tiger Woods sh*ts himself on the reg. Guy shares a delightful story about him defecating inside of skin coloured tights. Is Tim a misogynist because he doesn't enjoy women crapping themselves in films? It's basically all poo chat in this one. Also, this season needs more weed! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-guymontgomery-sh-tlesswonder/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeeight-guymontgomery-sh-tlesswonder

Title  Episode Eighteen - Bees and Ants.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "AIN'T SPONSORED BY BLAZE PIZZA YET, THAT'S FOR SURE!!It's the second watch in one day and the boys are trying to talk about anything that isn't the movie. The Knife is back! Death Blart gets a shout out. The Maximum Joseph film making philosophy is explored - It's every department out for themselves! Is Timbo on a No Fly list? What's on Guybo's internet history? How do you act eating a birthday cake? It's all under the intense spotlight this week. #PayTheBoiz #GetBlazedGetPaidTrailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eighteen-bees-and-ants/media.mp3
Title  Episode Eighteen - JoHos.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "A fairly insensitive 18th watch of Sex and The City 2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eighteen-johos/media.mp3
          https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eighteen-johos

Title  Episode Eighteen - Production Values.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Guy and Tim are back with beers, pizza and a new lease on the movie they're putting themselves through by watching 52 times. After four weeks, the lads have resorted to counting up every line of various characters and replacing the movie's soundtrack with music of their own choosing. A discussion on Apple, IBM, mushrooms, LSD, friendship, Europe and some of the film's deleted scenes are awaiting you.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeeighteen-productionvalues/media.mp3
          https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeeighteen-productionvalues

Title  Episode Eleven - Gold Star.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Do sex toys come to life in the Toy Story universe? Is Johnn Depp a knifeguy? What's the audience for a Swiss Army knife? Probably the Swiss Army! But those other two questions stand. With renewed vigour, your favourite fucoiz run into battle against Zacole, Jarhead and the rest of the gang for the 11th time. Shining lights are casting a harsh light on the lack of plot and Tim seems to think Pixar doesn't make films. Or something. It's all a bit hard to follow. The only thing you need to remember is: Mouth full of concrete, dick full of diamonds (that's the Gold Star Reality difference!)  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eleven-gold-star/media.mp3
          https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eleven-gold-star
**Title**  
Episode Eleven - #NtoF.

**Creator**  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"A darkly fanciful watch of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-eleven-ntof/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-eleven-ntof  

---

**Title**  
Episode Eleven - Wellington.

**Creator**  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"Guy and Tim are in Wellington facing technical issues and a comedy festival. But in spite of all these trials and tribulations the boys have pressed through with another viewing of comedic shit fest Grown Ups 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeeleven-wellington/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeeleven-wellington  

---

**Title**  
Episode Fifteen - Fruit Burst.

**Creator**  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format**  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  
"Guy and Tim have watched Grown Ups 2 again. They drank beers. They've eaten Shewsbury's. They've been thinking about the film and lots about things that aren't the film. During this episode, they're eating Fruit Bursts and discussing the theme song from St Elmo's Fire. Great stuff. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  
Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefifteen-fruitburst/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefifteen-fruitburst  
Title Episode Fifteen - iPhone4.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "An Apple-flavoured fifteenth watch of the movie See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifteen-iphone4/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifteen-iphone4

Title Episode Fifteen - MaximumJosephsMagnumOpus.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Spindly has had the rare treat of watching the film with his girlfriend, a viewer who is in the Learner's Jacuzzi (never seen WAYF before). Flash, meanwhile has watched the film solo in Lambourn, England. This week there's a new-found empathy for the most punchable face in the film. There's anger. Timbo's lashing out at GuyGuy again but this time, he hasn't been drinking. The terms 'failing out' and 'spin' get a jolly good airing as does some MAXIMUM VOLUME for MAXIMUM JOSEPH. And just what in the heck has happened to Guy's sister? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifteen-maximumjosephsmagnumopus/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifteen-maximumjosephsmagnumopus

National Library of New Zealand 175 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Episode Fifty - Captain Red Shorts.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are on a plane. They are nearing the end. Tim is reaching very deeply to find a shining light. Guy is crossing the seasonal streams by introducing Steve Buscemi to Mr Big. The pilot is mic'ed up and NZ superstar Kim Crossman is also on board. Not long to go now folks. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-captain-red-shorts/media.mp3

Title  Episode Fifty - Futon.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Against the odds, Guy and Tim have made it to LA. They've eaten some Blaze Pizza and now it's time to tick some other bucket list items off the list; Namely, watching Grown Ups 2 in a Kmart. That's right, the lads have watched the entire film inside of a Kmart and recorded an episode in the terrible, dirty walls of the quintessential department store of yesteryear.Guy's approaching unattended kids, Tim's distracted by all the fantastic colours and products on offer. It's almost the end of the nightmare so get in while the getting's good. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodelfifty-futon/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodelfifty-futon
Title Episode Fifty Four - Origins.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy and Tim watch Grown Ups (the first one) for the first time ever. Recorded live at Upright Citizens Brigade with a full audience just after the viewing, things get very low energy and tired and depressed. Featuring a birthday boy! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftyfour-origins/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftyfour-origins


Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are joined by a packed out Bell House theatre and fantastic Irish comedian Maeve Higgins. The journey is fast drawing to a close and it\'s time to try and tie up some loose ends. Like getting in touch with Paddy Schwartz and finding people who care about Squirrel\'s death. Monty looks like an accountant for a donkey sanctuary in Ireland. Maeve is suggesting Timbly needs to watch the film again to truly assess whether Zacole and Somily had sex. And someone ate a magic mushroom... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-nine-nyc-live-ft-maeve-higgins/media.mp3
Title Episode Fifty One - Coyote.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy and Tim have taken their camper (thanks Jucy Rentals!) to Joshua National Park, California. It's late, it's isolated and the boys are getting a little freaky. In this episode, the movie appears to have taken a backseat to delightful stories ranging from childhood bike injuries to a very recent adult pant-craping incident. We find out what happened to Patty's grandparents and hear some positive words about Braden's acting ability. We're having a WONDERFUL time. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftyone-coyote/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftyone-coyote

Title Episode Fifty One - Reporting In.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy and Tim are watching Sex and The City 2 for the second to last time EVER! It's an exciting time, producing a surprisingly low energy episode. Beaten and battle-worn, the lads have allowed the Sandlerverse to pop its head back into the fold and Guy has an insane theory about what background characters on the phone are doing. Whitecliff Jean features, as does Roald Dahl. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-one-reporting-in/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-one-reporting-in
Episode Fifty Three - Q&A.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This episode of the podcast is Guy and Tim's Question and Answer session at Cinefamily, LA that was immediately before the final watch of Grown Ups 2. A packed out audience of about 150 fans had their opportunity to ask what needed to be asked. Where's the knife? Where's Tanya? Where are the tattoos? All will be revealed. As best as Tim can hear them, here are the questions which were off-mic from the crowd: 1) How are you enjoying Los Angeles? 2) Are you guys as excited about Grown Ups 2 as we are? 3) What do you do in New Zealand, when you're not watching the movie? 4) Guy went to Europe for a month. I was wondering if Tim could give a Mystery Tour as to why. 5) Why did you do this? 6) Given the way you feel about the movie, what do you want us to take away from this viewing? 7) When this is over, what's next? 8) You've seen this movie a lot of ways at this point, but never with this many people or in a cinema so how do you feel about that? 9) Was there any reason why Guy kept falling asleep? 10) When you guys encounter this movie in the wild, like a friend's house or on TV, what's your gut reaction? 11) Do you feel any guilt for the amount of people that are now watching Grown Ups 2? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftythree-q-a/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftythree-q-a

Title Episode Fifty Two - Finale?

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy and Tim have finally made it. It's the last viewing of Grown Ups 2, exactly one year after they started. Recorded live in front of a soldout CineFamily crowd on Sunset in Los Angeles, California. After a public viewing of the movie the lads have finally seen the backend of the movie. What ensues is an elated, nonsensical final romp through a film that's been a part of the boys' life for a long time. It's time to say goodbye. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftytwo-finale-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefiftytwo-finale-
Title Episode Fifty Two - The End.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Live from The Bell House in New York City, home to the Sex and The City gals, Guy and Tim are putting a bow on it in front of a live crowd. The knife is replaced, the Brady v Dickbot fight is ending. It's truly the end of an era. Listen with love in your hearts and hope for the lads as they briefly rest before setting out for one more final season. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-two-the-end/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-fifty-two-the-end

Title Episode Five - Acaster Dos.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "A familiar and yet strangely different watch of the film See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-five-acaster-dos/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-five-acaster-dos

Title Episode Five - DadHead.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZAnd brought to you again through the magic of Skype. The boys have been listening by themselves, an ocean apart but nothing can stop them! Tim\'s making a roast with chilli potatoes, Guy is researching press junkets pre-watch. Guy and Tim introduce the concept of DadHead (JarHead\'s dad). Page is back and this week, he\'s trying to have sex with diamonds. The lads also lay down a heavy theory about America exporting propaganda using annoying preppy college boys. You\'re going to enjoy this, we\'re all going to have a lot of fun. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-five-dadhead/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-five-dadhead
Episode Five - Frayed.

This week, Tim and Guy attempt to drill into the accounting practices of Hollywood, animal cruelty on screen and also attempt to name five characters from the film. One thing is clear, Tim and Guy's relationship is growing strained. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

Episode Five: It's Duck.

Tim has been on his honeymoon and had a three week break from the movie. Upon his return to hanging out with the gals, he discovers the boys have been watching different cuts of the film (maybe?) Guy is discovering Pamplemousse-flavoured La Croix and Bigi's breeding rats. Some highly blasphemous business pitches are chucked around and we dive into what Timbo has deemed 'The Deep End of The Pool'. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
Episode Forty - LoaferCrocStocks.

Guy and Tim have watched the movie 40 times now and this time, they've recorded an audio commentary. This isn't that audio, it's the episode they decided to record AFTER the commentary. Was it a good idea to do an episode after the commentary? You be the judge. The lads try to nut out how to get to LA, Tim needs caffeine, Adam Sandler has some comfy footwear and if you want some Paddy - you WON'T be disappointed. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

That's right listeners, Mr Paul Scheer (host of How Did This Get Made) - the reason you probably know about Tim and Guy whatsoever, is finally on the podcast. And it's his third time watching Sex and The City 2! Paul joins the lads from Los Angeles and discusses men's packages, the general apparent loathing among the girls that seems to have spilled into the movie and a lack of desirable male partners for the film's protagonists. Thanks to KARMA COLA for their support of this episode. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.
Title  Episode Forty - Tom Walker.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by The New Zealand International Comedy Festival
Your boiz are joined by Aussie comedian Tom Walker and it's a cozy watch of WAYF for the gents in The Lucky Country with a healthy heaping of snuggling and real lack of clothing from Flash. The Fuccboiz are assessed through the lens of DnD via Toml's head and we see how close Zacole came to NOT being a homophobic villain. Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty---tom-walker/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty---tom-walker

Title  Episode Forty Eight - Matinée.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Just what comes of two men when you sit them in front of Grown Ups 2 for the forth dozen time inside a year? Apparently, it's sour relationships, lots of singing, lots more swearing, rumination about their self-imposed prison and chats about the mighty Haast Eagle. If you weren't worried about Guy and Tim before this episode, you swear as hell will be now. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyeight-matinee/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyeight-matinee
Title  Episode Forty Eight - XXXL Pool Party.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are surrounded by summer. Deciding to open their hearts (and the studio door) to the surrounds welcomes in a bunch of neighbourhood kids cooling off in the pool and the sounds of cicadas. The Knife is also back in the co-host hot seat this week. Regular segments checking in with Brady, Dickbot and everyone's favourite big ideas man, Mr Big combine with discussions on Obama's weed smoking habits, Borat and Jamie Oliver. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-eight-xxxl-pool-party/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-eight-xxxl-pool-party

Title  Episode Forty Five - 5 Stars.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This tank is running low on gas folks. But luckily, the end is in sight for our two kiwi battlers. The Church of Noeth(spelling?), the ire of Nicky, the superior swimming skills of Guy - all are on show in this episode. A web-enabled rat super species are now a terrifying possibility and the wedding was probably expensive. ALSO - Guy and Tim are coming back to America for the finale episode. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-five-5-stars/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-five-5-stars
Episode Forty Five - Cup.

Guy and Tim are back and they're suprisingly upbeat! Far from the nightmare depression the pair experienced in the last episode, both lads are back in action and armed with notes aplenty! This week, G and T continue to guess at what happened in the first Grown Ups, the Braden Warlock Theory makes a reappearence and we all find out how to spell our favourite brand in the film! Monty's impressed with the soundscape, Tim is taken with David Spade's dramatic chops and Patty's got jaguars! #BlazePizza

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information. --RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyfive-cup/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyfive-cup

Episode Forty Four - 2015.

It's the first day of 2015 and in New Zealand, a wonderful summer day has gripped the whole country. But Guy and Tim aren't at the beach! Or even a park! They're indoors, watching the movie again and BOY is Tim unhappy about it (again). One of the lowest ebbs in the project so far. Guy stages an intervention to deal with Tim's drinking (which he does to deal with the movie), a book club of sorts breaks out midway through and you'll be treated to two kiwi men struggling through the 44th watch of a movie while hung over. HAPPY NEW YEAR! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information. --RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links:
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyfour-2015/media.mp3
Title  Episode Forty Four - Yabbering.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim\'s in Wellington, Guy\'s in Christchurch. But one thing won\'t change: These boys are spending the morning with MPK and four lovely ladies travelling to Abu Dhabi. The mood is low but shining lights still find a way to punch through. The movie\'s structure is discussed at a length it doesn't deserve and Brady\'s out to play. Shout out to Joshua Peters who provided a brand new outro on this episode. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-four-yabbering/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-four-yabbering

Title  Episode Forty Nine - BirdmanSpoilerMan.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "ATTN: DO NOT LISTEN TO THIS IF YOU HAVEN\'T SEEN BIRDMAN YET Fresh from the table read of the script Guy and Tim wrote from memory being performed in front of 150 people in their hometown of Auckland, the lads immediately went home and chucked on the movie for the fourth to last time ever. It\'s 2am. It\'s an emotional podcast this week, Montgomery is mainly waking up for most of it and what is exposed is a raw, unguarded side of a man who is so near the finishline he can almost taste it. Voices are croacky, spirits are mixed and Guy and Tim are just trying to live every moment. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/abirdman-ruining49thwatchofgrownups2/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/abirdman-ruining49thwatchofgrownups2
Title Episode Forty Seven - Becky Lucas.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This ep brought to you by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ. The boys have enlisted the assistance of bloody excellent Aussie comedian Becky Lucas (@becky_lucas89) and she has watched the film hung over and emotional. Crying no less than seven times during the film, Becky is bringing some spicy, fair dinkum suggestions to Coffee Guy and Mr Big\'s Big Book of Ideas. Also on this week\'s venture; understanding ISIS, sympathy for Carrie and the continuing debate of the Sand Wedge (sandwich?) joke (joke?) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-seven-becky-lucas/media.mp3

Title Episode Forty Seven - Germans.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim are on the road again, the road to watching Grown Ups 2. With just 5 episodes to go - the boys\' mental sanity appears to be at an all time low. The boys momentarily become German tourists, Tim reminds everyone that Stone Cold is in the movie and there\'s a serious questions asked of the co-hosts\' parents. Plus a confusing toilet paper themed shining light and a beaut of a Steve Buscemi Mystery Tour. And you know what else? You do not mop tar seal. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyseven-germans/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefortyseven-germans
Title Episode Forty Six - Shrunken Heads.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boys are back in town after an accidental hiatus which Timbo feels strongly about punishing the pair for. Guybly is back from the hot, hot soil of West Australia and not thrilled to be back in front of our 4 FuckBoiz. However, THE EXPERIMENT MUST CONTINUE. Lots of math chatter, incorrect identification of the origin and use of shrunken heads and hot tips on how to stay warm on a cold winter's night! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-six---shrunken-heads/media.mp3

Title Episode Forty Six - ThompsonWood.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim are joined by their friends and NZ comedy people Dai Henwood and Josh Thompson for an extended guest episode. In the Grown Ups 2 arena this week, the boys hit some familiar terrain such as Kmart, product placement, racial stereotypes and a perceived lack of plot. Plus some curveballs get thrown, including why does Principal Tardio makes no moves to avoid getting paint dropped on him and quick drying deer piss. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortysix-thompsonwood/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodelfortysix-thompsonwood
Title  Episode Forty Three - Machetski.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Twas the morn before Christmas
And all through Tim's flat
Nobody was home
And he was down with that.
He drunk beer after beer while he watched Grown Ups 2
While his friend Guy Montgomery was watching it too
But alas, the lads were apart for their viewing this week
And over Skype, using computers, did the boys online speak.
And Tim had had beers, too many to count
And Guy was in the South Island, next to a Mount!
So they watched and they chatted and it all turned to shit.
So they tried once again to record and, HEY!
This is it! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortythree-machetski/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefortythree-machetski

Title  Episode Forty Three - Magda.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This ep possible thanks to BIGPIPE.CO.NZ (and our gorgeous donators/merch buyers) features an all too overlooked character - Magda, the housekeeper. Is she a competing robot vying with Dickbot for domination? Is she a Russian spy? Miranda's importance to the Rat King arc is drawn out. Mr Big is splitting his focus between deadliest catch and a new idea: retractable, blendable knives in a pack the size of a deck of cards. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-three-magda/media.mp3
Title  Episode Forty Three and a Half - Coal.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Episode 43 of the podcast was recorded on Christmas eve. Guy was in New Zealand's beautiful South Island, near his family home for the holidays. Tim meanwhile was still in the North Island, interrupting wrapping presents and drinking beer with another watch of Grown Ups 2. They recorded the audio separately while speaking on Skype, with a view to stitch it together at the end. However Guy's laptop crashed, leaving the finished product as a solely one-sided (and rather drunken) wonder through the movie by Tim. The boys decided to record another podcast immediately after and that is episode 43. But this is the first, failed attempt. This is the coal in your podcast stocking. Why anyone would listen to this is beyond Guy and Tim's comprehension. But someone asked for it... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefortythreeandahalf-coal/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefortythreeandahalf-coal

Title  Episode Forty Two - Merch.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode made possible by KARMA COLA! Guy and Tim dig into a very heavy Dickbot v Brady episode discussing the possibilities and probabilities of a Rat King going toe-to-toe with a cold, electronic maniac. The Pretender makes an appearance also, as does Viper and some Nickelodeon childhood memories. The boys sell out well and truly with merchandise now available on the website (worstideaofalltime.com if you're curious). See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-two-merch/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-forty-two-merch
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Forty Two - PartyShwartzanetor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Guy and Tim attempt a new method of 'reverse-advertising', Paddy Shwartz has a new name! Most importantly however, Tim has drunken entirely too much gin the night prior and is suffering the consequences. Chris Rock is on form with his PR blitz and the lads are following the wake. Tim gets punchy. There's also an ocelot guitar solo. Enjoy! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links | https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/episodefortytwo-partyshwartzanetor/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideofalltime/episodefortytwo-partyshwartzanetor  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Four - Deadliest.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A Melbournian 4th of Sex and The City 2 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links | https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/episode-four-deadliest/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideofalltime/episode-four-deadliest  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Four - Dread (Dredd).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Guy's found a way to digest the film; Alcoholic ginger beer. Also discussed Guy's childhood, Tim's musical information nobody cares about and we dig into Sandler's rich film history. Also, Shaq features as one of our Shining Light moment. Also, hotcakes. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links | https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/episodefour-dread-dredd-/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideofalltime/episodefour-dread-dredd-  
**Title** Episode Four - Sentimental.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZGuy and Tim are back in the pool and trying to describe the plot of WAYF in a few short minutes. Someone's playing baseball, there's extensive moustache chat. The boys beg the question - What is a comet? GuyGuy attempts a new recurring segment but Timbo is fair from convinced this one is going to go the distance. Also, our main man Monty has lost his underwear.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

**Links**
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-four-sentimental/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-four-sentimental

---

**Title** Episode Four: PeterKimPeterKim.com.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Welcome Canadia-dians. In this fourth watch and review, Guy joins a pyramid scheme and Tim becomes a Coffee Guy. But where is THE Coffee Guy? Sex and The City becomes an announced enemy of The State of Tim and we introduce a new friend, Paul. The glossy Hollywood depiction of packing and moving is ripped apart by the boiz and they discuss who Richard Scarry is, leading to an even better question: Have adults simply been doing mindless busy work since the 1960s?  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

**Links**
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodefour-peterkim/peterkim.com/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodefour-peterkim/peterkim.com
Title Episode Fourteen - Buffy.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A gellarific watch of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Title Episode Fourteen - Chandelier.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Kearny (Guybo) is beaming in from Rome, Italy and Jimbo (Timbo) is in Auckland. Together, yet apart, they've just watched We Are Your Friends for the 14th time this year. This watch is all about the social melting pot of suburban life and Guy's design for New Zealand's new flag, which involves lyrics written in the man's own blood. A lot of attention on that birthday cake this week. And strippers. AND surrendering to Adam Sandler/Netflix. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Title Episode Fourteen - Matrix.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim are back at it again and there's no guest to hide behind, no special format to break up the monotony, just a straight, back-to-basics watch of the movie. The vibe is a little grim however Guy endeavours to invent new ways to absorb the movie to increase enjoyment and the gents ponder a few future episode ideas. A discussion of A-class drugs, the nature of intellectual orientation and The Simpsons features. As per usual, Sandler is a terrible man, Becky is great and don't watch the movie. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Title Episode Fourty Six - Slummer Party.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim sounds like he’s in a box. Why? Because apparently after over 100 episodes, the boys still haven’t figured out how to record properly. After disabling his own microphone and having to come through Guy’s, Tim is hyped up for The Worst Idea of All Time slummer party. It’s a late night viewing and a pitch black podcast record. Another discussion of the ‘sandwich’ joke, a deep dive into the world of MKP (MPK to the uninitiated) and some bold claims about Runkle’s acting ability are abound. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-fourty-six-slummer-party/media.mp3

Title Episode Nine - Dressing.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It was the worst of times, it was the worst of times. The boys are at their wits’ end and the light at the end of the tunnel is still an incredibly long way off. Tim and Guy attempt to temper their depression by visiting the reviews from actual film reviewers and struggle to come up with a Shining Light moment this week. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodenine-dressing/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodenine-dressing
Title Episode Nine - Minimum Joseph.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZGuy is trying to show the movie the respect it has shown him on this, its ninth outing, which ain't a ton. Tim is addressing questions of why the boys didn't pick a sequel for this season (sort of) and opens up a can of worms trying to guess at what WAYF2 would even be. Paul McCartney conspiracies, talk of James Cameron's Titanic and what is a peanut? It's the final single digits watch of Zacole's ticket to DJ fame. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-nine-minimum-joseph/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-nine-minimum-joseph

Title Episode Nine - Mouse.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "An exhausted watch of Sex and The City 2 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-nine-mouse/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-nine-mouse

Title Episode Nine: Brendan Fraser and His Horses.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy Montgomery is coming in hot with some positivity after hearing the McElroy brothers will be in Trolls 2. Timbo is chasing that good, good feeling by trying to take a leaf out of Samantha's post-flight fabulousness. Unfortunately, moods sour when it comes to Harry's tie and the Baha Men but at least we can all agree that Steve looks super cute in therapy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodenine-brendanfraserandhishorses/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodenine-brendanfraserandhishorses
**Title** Episode Nineteen - Dalai Lama.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "A New Hampshirian 19th watch of the movie See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-nineteen-dalai-lama/media.mp3

---

**Title** Episode Nineteen - Fragility.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "It's the last episode before Guy goes to Europe and the mood is low. Guy and Tim have watched the film at night in bed together after a couple drinks. Observations this week range from Guy's flatmate Max needing to clean a pan to Guy's flatmate Max being a snappy dresser. Also, a fun activity ensues where the boys try to identify what each movie would be like if it is focused on one of the other lead characters instead of Lenny Fader. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodenineteen-fragility/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodenineteen-fragility

---

**Title** Episode Nineteen - Lusty Movements.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "NOT SPONSORED BY BLAZE PIZZA GODDAMMIT! Do you know how many cats died in the making of Milo and Otis? Let's find out. The Knife joins Timbo and GuyGuy and it's making everyone a little nervous. But it's also fun. In this tired ep, hear Timbly recount an amazing account of someone's life which hopefully doesn't exist in the real world and join The Flash as he shows his anger at app developers again. Is Elon Musk a cool name? Probably. Go to www.blazepizza.co.nz for live show tickets for San Fran and Portland! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**

---
Title Episode Nothing.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim and Guy have blown their storage budget on the five hour episode so have to wait for a new month to click over to upload the new episode. Meanwhile, TWIOAT Experience Vol 1 is available now on Bandcamp. A $5 minimum Best Of collection of Season One of the podcast. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-nothing/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-nothing

Title Episode One - Difficulties.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Production note: Apologies for the terrible audio quality (especially on Guy's voice) - had some technical issues but it'll be better next week. Welcome to our first attempt at watching/reviewing Grown Ups 2 (2013), the $80m comedy which garnered 7% on Rotten Tomatos. The film features comedy greats Adam Sandler, Kevin James, Chris Rock and David Spade. We will be watching the movie each week and bringing you a review each time. Pray for us. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeone-difficulties/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeone-difficulties
Title  Episode One - Zacole Pasta.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are back in front of the screen. A screen that will be playing WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS, the Zac Effron 2015 DJ movie once a week, every week, for the next year. It's an exciting time. A brand new shiny and altogether shorter adventure awaits our heroes. With no Sandler or Sex gals to hold the boys back are we in for a free and easy ride? Only one way to find out. Welcome to Season Three. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-one-zacole-pasta/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-one-zacole-pasta

Title  Episode One: Dante's Peak.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boys are back in town. After promising to not return to the Worst Idea format, Guy and Tim are back in the mines. This time, 52 reviews of Sex and The City. In this exciting first watch, Guy has thrilled to see some peen, has extreme issues with Big's fashion and is legitimately touched by Steve and Miranda's relationship. Tim can't get over the terrible timing of this film's release, loves Jennifer Hudson's character and welcomes to return of the Runkle Crunkle. Let's dig in. This is gonna hurt. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeone-dantespeak/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeone-dantespeak
Title: Episode Seven - Fricker.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A post-modern feminist viewing of Sex And The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-seven-fricker/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-seven-fricker

Title: Episode Seven - Godot.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Tim and Guy are back and more miserable than ever. Having watched another 101 minutes of the god awful Grown Ups 2, the lads have also instituted a new 'no phone' rule during the movie. This has had dire consequences on morale. This week, Guy's dark reading of the ice cream scene, a new theory from Tim and the studio is falling to bits around the two of them. Join in! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeseven-godot/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeseven-godot

Title: Episode Seven - Roy Sullivan.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZThe boys get railroaded immediately away from discussion of WAYF and on to the topic of Roy Sullivan - a man who's been struck by lightning seven effing times. We learn a little more about which of the fuckbois is university educated, which meal is by far the fanciest of the day AND a new musical act is introduced to the fold. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-seven-roy-sullivan/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-seven-roy-sullivan
Title  Episode Seven: The Volume Thing.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim is in power pose with all the drinks, ready for another review of Sex and The City. He's once again broken the movie into bite-sized chunks so he doesn't choke on it. Monty isn't happy with Carrie not getting recognised for her great joke. Charlotte definitely got ebola. Anthony is a wedding gift. What's too big to be a chair and too small to be a couch? Plus, the correct order of acceptable numbers on a volume slider. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeseven-thevolumething/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeseven-thevolumething

Title  Episode Seventeen - @BlazePizza.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "NOT SPONSORED BY BLAZE PIZZA (yet)The boiz are back together in the flesh at last and they're so excited about it they confidently f up which episode they're up to, right outta the gate. United, Guybo and Timbly turn on Zacole and deconstruct the flaws behind this issue-ridden 'hero' of the film. They then turn their critical eyes to the problems with Summerfest (and there's a lot). Also this week - is this truly Page's film? The Flash turns out an amazing sentimental prank and #TWIOAT is back to courting Blaze Pizza. So please, tweet a selfie and tag in @BlazePizza @GuyMont and @Tim_Batt. Together, we'll get these boys paid.Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-seventeen-blazepizza/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-seventeen-blazepizza
Title: Episode Seventeen - Agent.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this edition of the podcast, Guy and Tim do a little role-play. Guns are discussed. The delicate subject of necrophilia is apporached and the question is finially asked: How many times do you need your characters to talk about a critical plot point to set up your ending? It's three. The answer is three times. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeseventeen-agent/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeseventeen-agent

Title: Episode Seventeen - Wings.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A Paul McCartney-featured 17th watch of the film  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-seventeen-wings/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-seventeen-wings

Title: Episode Six - Dust.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A bedridden sixth viewing of Sex and The City 2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-six-dust/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-six-dust
Episode Six - Launder.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ More #DadHead, more discussion of how these fucbois make their $$$, more people having sex live on Guy\'s end of the convo. It\'s a brand new exciting WAYF watch and the lads are still miles apart. Tanya Ramero is back struggling with that shoebox of cash, Page is still trying to copulate with rare and precious minerals and Timbo and GuyGuy are trying to stay positive in the face of a less than ideal situation. A plodding, math heavy episode. The boys hope you like it. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-six-launder/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-six-launder

Episode Six - Mum.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "We go further down the rabbit hole with regard to Hollywood accounting, Guy receives a phone call from his mum and Tim floats another conspiracy theory related to the film. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodesix-mum/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodesix-mum
Title Episode Six: Auld Lang Syne.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand]: [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Timbly and Guybo watch Sex and The City just hours after recording the last episode and the reviews are in: It's no good. You simply need more time between watches. Guy self-identifies as a Miranda and takes a trip down Warcraft lane. This episode also has a lot of love for Runkle, Monty giving the vocal performance of a lifetime and the boiz swapping stories about their children. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodesix-auldlangsyne/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodesix-auldlangsyne

Title Episode Sixteen - Knife.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand]: [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's Winter, it's Queens Birthday Weekend. The stage is set. A roaring fire. A glass of red. An apple crumble (made from scratch by Tim). The lads have set in to discuss Grown Ups 2, a recent near death experience of Guy’s, the radioactivity of bananas and Tim’s brand new knife. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodesixteen-knife/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodesixteen-knife
Title: Episode Sixteen - Smooching.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "A Cheap and Tuesday-y 16th watch of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links

Title: Episode Sixteen - Soft Serve.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Guybo and Timbo conclude their latest long distance watch of WAYF with an extended discussion on the nature of soft serve, ice cream and the use of these labels. Is a sexual revolution coming to musical instruments thanks to James Reed and Zacole? The merits of a Steak and Shake's hand-dipped milkshakes are chewed over and the return of a very special guest THE KNIFE 2.0! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-sixteen-soft-serve/media.mp3

Title: Episode Sixty: Bloody Money (ft. Matt Gourley).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Guybo and Timbly are joined by the lovely and talented Matt Gourley for a live LA show to end this God forsaken project. Let's not beat around the bush, Monty is hammered, Tim is a rambling shambles but luckily Matt's sharp mind is able to deliver the most incisive deconstruction of WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS to date. Also, one banging hot pitch to executives, periodically interrupted by two dumb boiz. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links
Title  Episode Ten - 420Fuccboiz.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ - they\'re the internetOh boy, what a stinker. Bring on the drinks cause this episode is just a sad little convo between two sad little boys. Why are we all still here doing this? It's unconscionable. The only way this would be any sadder is if you weren't here listening. ANYWAY.Guybo and Timbley Wimbley are back at again, praising Page - everyone's favourite 2D character. The stars are engaged in a talent quest with backflips, whistling and cry-Djing. Mayor Steve from NYC makes a brief appearance. It's all a bit of a mess really. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-ten-420fuccboiz/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-ten-420fuccboiz

Title  Episode Ten - Drinking.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "DOUBLE DIGITS BITCHES! They said it couldn\'t be done, but guess what? Guy and Tim have now watched Grown Ups 2 once a week for ten weeks in a row. To spice up and celebrate, the lads introduce the rules and fallout, for the GROWN UPS 2 DRINKING GAME! Enjoy their suffering. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeten-drinking/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeten-drinking
Title Episode Ten - Dutch Sniper.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "A double digits viewing of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-ten-dutch-sniper/media.mp3

Title Episode Thirteen - FitzHigham.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Guy and Tim are struggling to hold on so they've brought another special guest into the fold: This week, British comedian, multiple world record holder and Commodore of the Royal Navy, Tim FitzHigham. Also, as part of the NZ International Comedy Festival, the boys have recorded the episode live in front of an audience in downtown Auckland at New Zealand's only full-time comedy club, The Classic. Enjoy. Somebody should. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirteen-fitzhigham/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirteen-fitzhigham

Title Episode Thirteen - Heron!

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Ryan Heron (I dunno, Guy's mate? He makes movies, get over it) joins us for a Skype watch of We Are Your Friends split between NZ and Spain where Guy and Ryan are. Knowing no Spanish. Like, none. Tim's been doing some lonely drinking and finds a new appreciation for the film. Ryan muses on the possibility of JarHead losing his life rather than Squirrel, or possibly multiple boiz. The looking pool is back and we have (from memory) the first ever unsuccessful pitch session on the podcast. #JarheadsGonnaBeJarhead #DickFullOfDiamonds See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-heron-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-heron-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Thirteen - Horse Punch.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A violent animal flavoured 13th watch of the movie. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-horse-punch/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-horse-punch/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-horse-punch">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirteen-horse-punch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48767990002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Thirty - Memory Lane.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMTimbley and Flashman have decided to take a brief detour from the streets of WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS and stroll down Memory Lane to visit Carrie and the girls. The boyz are having trouble listening to each other and Dickbot’s bot dick gets a lot of chatter. Plus some armchair psychology on Adam Sandler!Trailer: Boners of The Heart. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty---memory-lane/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty---memory-lane/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48688610002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Thirty - Paul F (Part One).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A special 30th watch featuring THAT Paul F. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-paul-f-part-one-/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-paul-f-part-one-/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-paul-f-part-one-">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-paul-f-part-one-</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48701010002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
"Guy\'s back and more awake than ever. He didn\'t go to sleep for the whole movie this time! And he\'s bringing the Paddy Shwartz noise! Facts on where Paddy works out, where Paddy eats and more! Plus the age old question: Would you eat a placenta? The boys also fondly remember Sandler\'s hit comedy song \'Piece of Shit Car\' and a bygone era of Napster and Limewire. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

"The boiz are together in the city of Melbourne, Australia watching WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS in a hotel room. Taking their microphones to the streets have left some audio quality lacking but plenty of sunny insights from the boys; Johnny Depp is Tim\'s true star of the 38th watch of the film, Guybo is swimming in rivers he shouldn\'t and the pair are being interrupted by fellow street walkers in the great city.Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Title | Episode Thirty Eight - Walk.  
---|---  
Creator | Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)  
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]  
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
Summary | "Brought to you by BIGPIPE! Guy and Tim got bored so they\'ve grabbed the microphone and roamed the streets of suburban New Zealand. Their trip includes fireworks blowing up in the background and a quick shop at the supermarket. While freaking out passers by who are watching two men with headphones on talking into beanie, a lot of ground is covered. Tim digs into SJP\'s comparative acting strengths and weaknesses. He then proceeds to fill in some blanks on Coffee Guy\'s past. Guy is the smartest man in the room. Enjoy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.  
Subject | Motion pictures Reviews.  
Links |  
  - https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-eight/media.mp3  
  - https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-eight  

Title | Episode Thirty Five - Bathroom.  
---|---  
Creator | Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)  
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]  
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)  
Summary | "Penny Farthings, got em. Hypothetical yet lengthy discussion about a deer dying in the front yard of the main character? Yup. Appreciation for Stone Cold Steve Austin\'s pronunciation of \'sack of potatoes\'? Almost present. Plus, Guy\'s musings on the pom and ceremony associated with modern professional sports and Peter Dante sings the hits! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.  
Subject | Motion pictures Reviews.  
Links |  
  - https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyfive-bathroom/media.mp3  
  - https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyfive-bathroom  
Title  Episode Thirty Five - Sushi Delivery.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "KARMA COLA showers the boys in sponsor kisses this week. Guy takes us back to his Canadian adventures, Tim is now working in a bar. Mr Big meanwhile has found a way to sell octopus feces to the masses. Coffee Guy is putting rockets in shoes, on account of his inventor father, ya see? Meanwhile Carrie and Big have been spotted off the usual film set and they have NOT been well received. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-five-sushi-delivery/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-five-sushi-delivery

Title  Episode Thirty Five - The Briefcase.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The sound of crickets accompanies the boyz on a walk in the sunshine as they take their recording gear to greener pastures. Terrifyingly large geese, numerous pooping ducks and very noisy cicadas meet the boyz on their travels but they will not be stopped! Guybo gets philosophical about which members of society are performing a job of importance, Timbly pitches a sensational idea for a movie about a briefcase. Somily delivers a solid performance, continuity is on point and we all have a think about bulls inside of china shops. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-five---the-briefcase/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-five---the-briefcase
### Episode Thirty Four - Bit German.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMTimbly is at a Tokyo airport, Guybo is in a hot Auckland flat. Both are united in their fight against WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS, a movie that has now had its wicked with the brave boyz 34 times. A deeper dive into the Devil Narrative, an investigation into strip malls, Monty speaks German and Batman gets on a plane, leaving about 10 minutes of this episode as a one sided convo. What will be revealed? LICK IT (with your ears) AND SEE (with your ears)! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-four---bit-german/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-four---bit-german

### Episode Thirty Four - Corry.

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Guy and Tim are joined by New Zealand’s greatest film reviewer and connoisseur of terrible comedies, Dominic Corry. In an authoritative and wide-ranging conversation the three lads cover the Netflix/Sandler deal, the strangeness of Adam Sandler’s mind and what it’s capable of creating and Rob! Schneider. Plus a new big scam involving the movie (kinda). See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtyFour-corry/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtyFour-corry
Title: Episode Thirty Four - Subtitle.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This ep is brought to you by Bigpipe so suck on that! Tim and Guy are back to the banal normal vanilla viewings at home and it's not going well. Talk about chimps ripping faces off, musical motifs and far too much time spent discussing whether Sex and The City 2 should have had a subtitle. Coffee Guy has a 4 metre wing span OR DOES HE?! There's a treasure map now and Dusty Springfield makes an appearance. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-four-subtitle/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-four-subtitle

Title: Episode Thirty Four and A Half - More Corry.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In all their excitement, the lads forgot to do this guest segment with Dominic Corry. So here it is. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyfourandahalf-morecorry/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyfourandahalf-morecorry

Title: Episode Thirty Nine - Boners.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Your fav fuccboiz are joined by sister podcast Boners Of The Heart's Rose Matafeo and Alice Snedden for a one-off Little Empire extravaganza taped live in Melbourne, Australia. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-nine---boners/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-nine---boners
Title  Episode Thirty Nine - Southern.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim seem to have subbed out for two good ol boys from the American South - Stevenson and Warren. They share stories from their past, their family and their unique perspective on the film shaped by their southern upbringing. BIGPIPE BROADBAND supports this episode, Brady watches over it and Warren and Stevenson wrap it on a musical number. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-nine-southern/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-nine-southern

Title  Episode Thirty One - Club Remix.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMThe boys have decided to take the movie into its natural environment: Da Club. Recorded in downtown Auckland city at a underfilled club on a Friday night, Timbo is sharing personal tales of drug busts at music festivals and Guyguy is coming in hot with da club commentary and questioning Shakespeare\'s utility. Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-one---club-remix/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-one---club-remix
Title  Episode Thirty One - Experts.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim engage in an adventurous and barely comprehensible watch of the film. Welcome and apologies to all the new listeners. There is a Clint Eastwood impression to look forward to. Not a lot else. This episode is recommended for seasoned Worst Idea listeners only. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyone-experts/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyone-experts

Title  Episode Thirty One - Paul F (Part Two).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Paul F Tompkins joins the lads for the second part of this special two part episode. Bigpipe.co.nz also joins the fray in the form of a great sponsor. In this edition: PFT takes the lads through a cultural maze including a Streetcar Named Desire and a horror film called Thinner. The Dickbot v Brady rumble gains exciting new perspectives and there\'s one hell of a three-way scat off as the trio delve into what that crazy coffee consumer is up to this week. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-one-paul-f-part-two-
Title  Episode Thirty Seven - Drowning.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy\'s in Melbourne, Tim\'s in New Zealand. The latter of the boys has strayed and briefly bailed to the glorious internet during this watch as he just couldn\'t take it anymore. Off the back of this diversion, we\'ve got some IMDB facts about the film this week. A frank discussion on the nature of death by drowning, another chapter in the Brady v Dickdot battle and a flick through Big\'s Big Book of Ideas ensues. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-seven-drowning/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-seven-drowning

Title  Episode Thirty Seven - Mel Gibson.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hey, did you know that Mel Gibson is a creature born of a hellscape called Australia which Satan forged himself and populated with deadly animals? It\'s true. Also true; the story \'arc\' of WAYF is actually a very flat hill. The boys chat renaissance art, MTV products and the actual artist genius of Maximum Joseph. Plus, James Reid from The Feelers is converting to catholicism and bringing Zacole The Crying DJ with him! Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-seven---mel-gibson/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-seven---mel-gibson
Title Episode Thirty Seven - Shade.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This episode the podcast has taken a turn. The boys decided to record during the last half hour of the film, while they watch the remainder of the party scene play out. Plus Guy has decided to fall asleep during the first hour of the film. Luckily, a plucky Tim is attempting to pull the pair back from the edge of despair in spite of not just a tired co-host but also people on the internet trying to cease the project. An depth discussion on Paddy Swartz and Miley Cyrus' rumoured romantic union, a shout out to all builders and an intro provided by amazing comedian and musician Reggie Watts awaits you! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyseven-shade/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtyseven-shade

Title Episode Thirty Six - Hand Awards.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim have been sent a Elton John-flavoured Coffee Guy (Man) theme song from a fan. It's time for the Annual Hand Awards, the mere mention of Brady's name is eliciting fear all over the shop and Guy is tickled by an drink pouring extra in the wedding scene. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-six-hand-awards/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-six-hand-awards
Title Episode Thirty Six - Salmon.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Oh no, Guy is very upset. First at the prospect of seeing Grown Ups 2 36 times since the start of the year, then because Tim is trying to shoehorn dental jokes into the podcast. But it's ok, because there's a lot of questions in this episode. Questions like, 'How large a town could the frat boys realistically overthrow?' and 'Do Americans really talk like on the phone to each other?' and 'Does Guy's dad listen to this podcast?' You may, or may not get the answers by listened to episode 36 of The Worst Idea of All Time. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtysix-salmon/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtysix-salmon

Title Episode Thirty Six - Spag Bol.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Timbly and Guyguy are now so bored of We Are Your Friends they are literally discussing the weather. Three dozen watches is brutal. Not as brutal as the hot new game, Big Pesky Moths though. You gotta cover yourself in meat and just wait for the king moths. It's terrible. Don't worry though, there's some show tunes and also a new game show featuring people from Sussex and a grubby beach! Trailer: Walk Out Boys See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-six---spag-bol/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-six---spag-bol
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Thirty Three - Intergalactic Gloryhole.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Guy and Tim are back home. There's no guests. There's no flashy location. There's no live audience. Just two guys, one movie, 32nd watch. Mr Big has a sixteen piece ska band. Guy flips his mattress because of French crumbs and possibly human discharge. A lot of whispering going on. Plus Coffee Guy has started educating children! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-three-intergalactic-gloryhole/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-three-intergalactic-gloryhole/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Thirty Three - Lambourne.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Tim Lambourne, New Zealand television and radio personality joins Guy and Tim for a lovely wee watch of the pearl of a film, Grown Ups 2. Lambo shares his stories of American frat boys, Guy notices an amazing post-production edit to mask a big muck up and Tim delves into the potential use of a little person used as a stand in for one of Sandler's kids. Most importantly, the boys delve into the recently announced four movie deal Sandler has struck with Netflix and suffice to say, they're not happy about it. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtythree-lambourne/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtythree-lambourne/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtythree-lambourne">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodeThirtythree-lambourne</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Episode Thirty Three - Satan Himself.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMGuybo has returned to Auckland so Tim has had to leave for another country and is watching WAYF in a bullet train from Tokyo. In this episode, the pair lay out the pieces for a grand new unifying theory; James Reed (from The Feelers) and Paige from (Gold Star Reality Solutions) are the devil. Not figuritively, litterally. In this trip into Judeo-Christian mythology, Zacole suddenly becomes Jesus(?) and we are still left wondering - Did Somalie and Zacole actually bone? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-three---satan-himself/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-three---satan-himself

Title Episode Thirty Two - Glamourpuss.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's 1:30 in the morning, do you know where your children are? Guy Montgomery is asleep on the couch at Tim Batt's flat. Tim is watching Grown Ups 2 again, trying not to cry. What ensues is a discussion about life and death, 1970s soul singers, paintings of tigers, the possibility of being an All Black and Grown Ups 2. All your favourite bits are here, The Shining Light; The Steve Buscemi Mystery Tour; Paddy Schwartz Party Time and so much more. Cherish these moments. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtytwo-glamourpuss/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethirtytwo-glamourpuss
Title  Episode Thirty Two - Night Ships.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMWelp, Old Timbo and Guyguy gone goofed on this one. After a mistake in what time they were going to watch WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS and record the podcast - the pair decide to record separate halves of an episode and stitch them together. The result is a decidedly down beat, low energy podcast which just goes to prove that sometimes two people are more than the sum of their parts. Which is two peoeple. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-two---night-ships/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-two---night-ships

Title  Episode Thirty Two - Tokyo Drift.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are in LA doing a live record during the #Audible LA Podcast Festival 2015. AND WHAT AN EPISODE! Guy talks masturbating to Lizzie McGuire, Tim\'s theory on where cheese comes from (again), the Grown Ups/Sex and The City cross over, random audience member\'s opinion on whether or not we\'re comedy geniuses (spoiler: we are) and all the Brady-loving, Mr Big Idea-ing, Shining Lighting, Coffee Guying updates you know and love.Special thanks to our sponsors Karma Cola and Audible.com! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-two-tokyo-drift/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-thirty-two-tokyo-drift
Title Episode Three - Croissant.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's awards season so we discuss the 8 awards Grown Ups 2 was nominated for. We also go deep on the purpose/justification for this damn movie. Also, a new segment is introduced called Shining Light. We float an idea for episode 25 and evaluate each others mental health as we cross the 300 minute mark of watching this hot mess of a film. Also, a delicious croissant. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Title Episode Three - Egyptian Cotton.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A four thirds watch of Sex in The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Title Episode Three - Maximum Joseph.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ. Third watch of the film and the boys' enthusiasm is palpably slowing. Gone are the confident calls of 'Citizen Kane of our generation' and in their place is questioning commentary. Questions about whether Zacole is really the hero we thought OR instead, a homophobic punchy man. Jarhead gets some much deserved spotlight in this ep as does one other quarter of the boys' quadrant, Johnny Depp. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Episode Three: One-Rat Town.

Summary
"Our third episode and what have we learned? Almond Milk doesn’t work in coffees. Guy loves St Louise’s playfulness but little else, AND Tim is renting the movie every watch? Some strong acting from a fur protestor. Who knows if it's good but it definitely is STRONG. Checking in on our future Brady, it seems he’s modelling himself on Bruce Wayne? Let’s see where this goes. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.

Subject
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodethree-one-rattown/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodethree-one-rattown

Episode Twelve - Acaster.

Summary
"Guy and Tim have done a double hitter, back to back watches of Grown Ups 2. And they’ve got special guest, UK comedian James Acaster in the studio. A thorough analysis of the how the film might have come to be is investigated and Tim’s mental state is rapidly deteriorating. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.

Subject
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwelve-acaster/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwelve-acaster
**Title**  Episode Twelve - Boners.

**Creator**  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "Guy and Tim close to blows in the twelfth watch of the film See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twelve-boners/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twelve-boners  

---

**Title**  Episode Twelve - Snedden.

**Creator**  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ - the only internet provider who will throttle neither you, nor your family. This week the boys are joined by their first guest for the season: Alice Snedden of the newly released Boners of The Heart podcast (out now!) This week\'s ritualistic act of cinematic self-flagellation is thankfully detoured by a delightful anecdote delivered by Alice about a production of High School Musical she\'d just seen, put on by a bunch of apparently lackluster kids. A return to Gettin\' Sentimental and at long last THE PITCH segment is back too. Enjoy, and listen to Boners Of The Heart and go to Facebook.com/BonersOfTheHeart too. Good on ya.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twelve-snedden/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twelve-snedden  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Twenty - Corry.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A critical 20th watch of Sex and The City 2 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-corry/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-corry/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48753180002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Twenty - Echo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Plauged by technical errors and conflicting time schedules the boys finally found time to watch the movie simultaneously on Skype with each other and record the podcast. Guy is coming to us live from London town on a beautiful crisp British Friday morning. Tim is depressing using his Friday night to watch Adam Sandlers paycheck sequel one more gosh darn time. Nobody is particularly happy but then, that's not the point. Is it? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwenty-echo/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwenty-echo/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwenty-echo">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwenty-echo</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48701470002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Twenty - Third Amendment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Oh boy. Guybly and Timbo have returned to Prawn Salad territory and they've brought their friend (comedian &amp; Two And A Half Count podcast co-host) Rhys Mathewson out to play. This episode is not recommended for new listeners. Tickets for Portland &amp; San Fran Oct 2016 shows: blazepizza.co.nzNow Hear This Podcast Fest: use the code 'WORSTIDEA' to save 25% (the boys are Sunday @ 11am): nowhearthisfest.comTrailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-third-amendment/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-third-amendment/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48686390002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Episode Twenty Eight - Dickbot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A sponsored 28th watch of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-dickbot/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-dickbot/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-dickbot">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-dickbot</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Twenty Eight - Family First.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COM Are you all still here? It's 2017 now. Tim and Guy are still watching the movie. if you've had a longing for a Worst Idea episode that discusses the 1986 family-adventure-robot hit Short Circuit or for a literal shining light or for the boiz to really bring it to NZ-based conservative political action group Family First? Have you got some curiosity about what happens when a human corpse goes into a dehumidifier? Then this one is for you. Trailer: The Male Gayz. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot; --RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-family-first/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-family-first/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-family-first">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-eight-family-first</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Episode Twenty Eight - Return.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy has triumphantly returned from Europe and guess what? He hasn't slept. Not barely a wink. But he's joined by a pretty positive Tim Batt and together they've ripped up another watch of this fine piece of cinema we call Grown Ups 2. Topics covered in this ep include (but are not limited to): Paddy Schwartz Party Time, the pace of Hollywood, love interests AND the acceptable length of an intermediate school ballet recital. Enjoy! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/wrostideaofalltime/episodetwentyeight-return/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/wrostideaofalltime/episodetwentyeight-return

Title Episode Twenty Five - Box Office Gold.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLETimbo is a guest of this episode of Guybo's poddy - The Worst Idea of All Time. Ole Monty ain't happy because his co-host is now ONE WATCH AHEAD in his WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS viewing. The boiz are talking The Sandler Approach to film-making and the biggest thing missing from WAYF - Efron's erect noodle. Some great character play coming out again from Flash himself and a take on the best bit about young kids from the Battman.Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-five---box-office-gold/media.mp3
Title Episode Twenty Four - Milk.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMThe boys are up to their 24th watch (though this is news to Timbo) and it is becoming apparent they have no any desire to engage with the film. What they would prefer is to talk about milk. The nature of it, the social propriety attached to its consumption and the changing appropriateness of it as one ages. Guyguy lays down a framework for a good omelette and confesses to a heavy sugar intake during his university years while trying to impress children with his reckless diet. A bet is placed which backfires spectacularly for Spindley and this week, we've got a special, sentimental cocktail with a lot of diary and a little narcotics.Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-milk/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-milk

Title Episode Twenty Four - Shit.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A fecal-themed 24th watch of the film See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-shit/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-shit
Title  Episode Twenty Four Point Five - SOLO (Lost Bet).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMTimbly ventures in the cold We Are Your Friends wilderness by himself after losing a bet in the previous episode. Talk of super villain baby cryers, vomit-filled bathrooms and dried up cake await you. Plus, an overly extended metaphor to describe the film involving aeroplanes. Let Batman's despair be your podcast enjoyment!Trailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-point-five---solo-lost-bet/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-four-point-five---solo-lost-bet

Title  Episode Twenty Nine - Altitude.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A sky high 29th watch of SaTC2 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-nine-altitude/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-nine-altitude
Title  Episode Twenty Nine - Prawn Salad.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this episode of the podcast, bare audio witness to the complete breaking down of Guy and Tim's mental function. This is the first episode of the podcast which had its hosts asking whether or not they should release it after it was recorded. Guy and Tim have decided they should release it as it would be against the spirit of the project to without an episode. So enjoy it, with our sleepy co-host Nick. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentynine-prawnsalad/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentynine-prawnsalad

Title  Episode Twenty Nine - Vanessa.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMTempers are frayed and temperatures are hotter than ever - the boys are back for 2017 and sweating their little tushies off in the studio to watch Zacole fail to make good music again. Tim decapitates a mosquito, leading the boys to discuss the relative measure of heroics and bravery in the context of the insect world and Illuminati comes up a bunch. Basically, to try and not discuss the movie again.Trailer: The Male Gayz  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-nine---vanessa/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-nine---vanessa
Title  Episode Twenty One - Drinking Day.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The lads experience a drunken 21st watch of Sex and The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-one-drinking-day/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-one-drinking-day

Title  Episode Twenty One - San Fransisco.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Recorded live at The Children's Creativity Museum in front of a live audience. Spindley and Guybo have just watched the film in a self-contained fartbox, partially at 120% speed; A real game changer! Hear a story about Rugrats ill-conceived sequel series (which may or may not be real), a rant against the 49ers and James Reid's secret masturbatory preferences. Trailer: Boners of The Heart. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-one-san-fransisco/media.mp3

Title  Episode Twenty One - Stye.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy continues his march through Europe. Tim is moving house. Nobody is happy. But the boys have been brought together by that gem of a comedy flick Grown Ups 2 one more time (and will again 31 more times). On the agenda today: eye styes, Beethoven symphonies and the huge fight scene from Adam Sandler's indisputable worst film. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyone-stye/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyone-stye
Title Episode Twenty Seven - Off-duty.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Episode Twenty Six - K-Mart"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyseven-off-duty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentyseven-off-duty

Title Episode Twenty Seven - Shadie Christmas.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMIt's Christmas time, Timbo and Guy - two guys watching a Max Joseph crime...Watch 27 is hot on the heaps of Santa's sleigh this year and we're joined by Batman's houseguest: Shadie. And what better time to introduce a brand new religion within the world of WAYF? Guitars, behind the scenes chicanery and finding out what Jarhead really thinks a party: These are #Just27thWatchThingsTrailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-seven---shadie-christmas/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-seven---shadie-christmas

Title Episode Twenty Seven - Unsympathetic.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A cross-over 27th watch of SATC2 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-seven-unsympathetic/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-seven-unsympathetic
Title  Episode Twenty Six - Kevin.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COM Fusion reactors, super computers and alchemy: This is the ultimate goal of Gold Star Realty Solutions. Peter Thiel, immortality and self-experimentation. ALL OF THESE THINGS ARE TALKED ABOUT IN A PODCAST ABOUT WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS. A reverse Medusa has been created in the Worstiverse and his name is Kevin - a product of attractive people screwing, leading to a dark and powerful set of powers - partially imbued by Lucifer himself. What is becoming of our heroes, TimGuy and GuyTim? Have they finally unravelled? They're only at the halfway mark and it's all getting pretty weird. Trailer: The Male Gayz  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-six---kevin/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-six---kevin

Title  Episode Twenty Six - The Fuck.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "An aggressively exhausted 26th watch of SaTC2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Title Episode Twenty Three - IMDB.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's the middle of the night in New Zealand and Tim has to keep his voice down for fear of waking his flatmate, because Tim is one of two men who has to watch Grown Ups 2 again. The other is one Guy Montgomery, an intrepid ex-pat kiwi who's currently in Copenhagen. This week, flaunting of rules results in Tim looking up the Internet Movie Database while the film is playing, to hilarious results. Guy's travels through Europe continue and Denmark sounds fabulous. The movie, on the other hand, still does not. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentythree-imdb/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentythree-imdb

Title Episode Twenty Three - McMillian.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLE.COMRecorded at the Now Hear This festival in Anaheim, California - the boiz are joined by actor, funny human and dreamer of dreams Michael McMillian. After the best laid plan of the boiz to watch the film early in the morning with their guest go awry, a new plan is laid down to haul their hungover guest host across and coals and have him watch the film while Timbo and Flash talk through their 23rd viewing. There'l's highs, there'l's lows and you better believe there'l's threats involving The Knife. Trailer: Walk Out Boys See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-three-mcmillian/media.mp3
Title  Episode Twenty Three - Rage Train.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A decidedly pissed off 23rd watch of SaTC2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-three-rage-train/media.mp3

Title  Episode Twenty Two - Burginoff.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A trustworthy 22nd watch of the film  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-two-burginoff/media.mp3

Title  Episode Twenty Two - Portland.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY AUDIBLEWelp, our boiz done goofed the recording and failed to hit the record button on their magic speaky machine and as a result, this live episode is brought to you with all the clarity of an iPhone accidentally taping a conversation in someone's pocket in a busy nightclub. Enjoy the highs and lows of this fabulous foray to Portland and feel like you're right there in the room with Guybo and TimTam as they dig back into that classic, We Are Your Friends - this time with added Portlanders!Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-twenty-two-portland/media.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Twenty Two - Projector.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The boys are back. Monty in Berlin, Timbo in his new abode. The stakes have never been higher. The boys are on the cusp of world records here (probably). And who just bought a projector to watch the movie for the next 30 times? Well, that would be telling. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentytwo-projector/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentytwo-projector/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentytwo-projector">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwentytwo-projector</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Episode Two - Ballet.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;A discussion on the talented Jon Lovitz and his role in the film, the strange ballet recital scene and the best analogy for this film. Also, a revelation that this entire podcast is simply a ploy by Guy for his own gain. Soundwise, we're sounding echo-y as all hell but at least you can hear us both this week. Better next week, promise. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-ballet/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-ballet/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-ballet">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-ballet</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 236 Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title Episode Two - Live Disaster.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Guy and Tim have done a live record and it's all a bit shambolic. The audio quality is abysmal, the lads are far from perfect too. In a late night, in a comedy club, the second watch has yeilded strangely positive views of the film. Tim called it "the Citizen Kane of our time". The death of Squirrel and it's necessity to the narrative is discussed, as is the asshole-ness of (newly minted character) Jar-head. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-two-live-disaster/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-two-live-disaster

Title Episode Two - Red Herring.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A plodding second watch of Sex In The City 2  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episode-two-red-herring/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episode-two-red-herring

Title Episode Two: Wholegrain, B!tch.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim faces a grand choice - does he destroy his morning or his marriage with Sex and The City viewings? The boys wonder why SaTC2 was made at all, Guy recounts the time he picked up a pretty scary hitchhiker while Timbo downs his brekkie. WHERE IS COFFEE GUY?! Why is string so important to helping crack a conspiracy theory? Who cares, because ultimately we need to congratulate to Jonathon Filey and Dana Robin. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-wholegrain-b-tch/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/episodetwo-wholegrain-b-tch
Title  Epsiode Thirty Nine - Farrier.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are joined by beloved kiwi journalist David Farrier. This week: Tim has to buy a $250 T-shirt; enthusiastic letters from fans, some Insane Clown Posse, rampant capitalism and more Paddy Shwartz! Also, physics, CGI animals, #instagramchat, more defence of David Spade and what's the deal with cross-dissolves? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/epsiodethirtynine-farrier/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/epsiodethirtynine-farrier

Title  Even More Good News!
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Ethique - a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. Waveney is absolutely stoked about that the NZ government is implementing a beverage container return scheme after many, many years of hard fighting by sustainability advocates and activists. She also been chatting to her green mates who are suddenly experiencing a huge and universal uptick in public engagement with environmental causes and organisations. Tim is chatting about the incredible discovers scientists have made by observing the exclusion zone at the site of the world's worst nuclear accident, Chernobyl. By all accounts, nature is thriving there and large land mammals are reclaiming the land faster and stronger than anyone hoped, now that humans aren't around. He also digs into the story of LA's historic smog problem and how they tackled it. It serves as a reminder that when science and politics come together, huge positive change is possible."--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3ce621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/f5d795e5-5345-49b8-913b-aafa007c3dd0/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1572767177
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/even-more-good-news
Title: Everyone In History Is a Jerk.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Please note: This episode is being released over a week after it was record. In this episode, we've got internet addiction, pimple popping videos and Eli's doing his part to protect the planet by taking the bus for the first time in half a decade (and buying his third keep cup). Casper is a dead kid, Eli's biopic is Inside Out and Nicholas Sparks is CANCELLED! Queen of the Week is Randa who's got a hot new single out: Rock Bottom. Taylor Swift is not. And if you loved Rate The Underwear Model, you're going to love Rate My Way of Coffee. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/everyoneinhistoryisajerk/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/everyoneinhistoryisajerk

Title: Extended interview with Bernard Hickey.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Our extended interview with business journalist Bernard Hickey from Newsroom and host of RNZ's Two Cents Worth Podcast."--RSS feed.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200416-0800-bernard_hickey_interview_01-256.mp3
Title Extra Long Christmas Extravaganza.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode - it's Christmas! May the gape be with you (and Merry Christmas, assholes!) Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram at @frickindangerousbr. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/007-extralongchristmasextravaganza/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/007-extralongchristmasextravaganza

Title F The Monarchy But Not The Queens.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Support Eli's moLove to our trans fam! Israel Folau is back in the news but should we talk about him? Why is Christchurch's only gay bar anti-trans? Ugh. Meanwhile, Eli's doing corporate work today and looking forward to getting paid in three months (and being fired by his agents tomorrow!) We find out what the most eco-friendly way to clean up after sex is and what Eli's various medical conditions are. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/fthemonarchybutnotthequeens/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/fthemonarchybutnotthequeens
Fan Fiction (LIVE!).

Creator Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Chris and Eli are in front of a live sold out crowd to discuss Dolly Parton appreciation, group chats, targeted advertising and truly THE MOST incredible fanfic you will ever hear. NZ listeners: Please support OutLine (a free phone service for queer people) by texting MALEGAYZ to 2256 to donate $3. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/fanfiction-live-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/fanfiction-live-

Fan/s.

Creator Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "It is too hot to be gay podcasting but here are the boys anyway! Today we're talking male cheerleaders, a journey of discovery through teenage porn-viewing and what is up with the British doing dumb effing cameos? Plus, Eli doesn't want anything to do with you if you're not a Mac user and Chris is trying to shake off his angry boi past. Need a Queen? Sarah Paulson is with a woman 30 years her senior, need we say more? Plus... Ellen is probably a baddie... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/fan-s/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/fan-s
Title  Fantastic Glued-Together-Animals.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZThe Harry Potter world is back! But did it ever leave or are all movies actually Harry Potter movies? This one stars Eddy Redmayne as a weird wizard in a brave new world of weird wizards proving possibly that wizard schools might not be producing the most well-rounded adults. The second half gets bogged down heavily in the baking of pastries and the cooking of pizza, and there are some hideous revelations about the true nature of these fantastic beasts and the supposed 'heroes' of the story. Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/b114ec46-6043-4419-9ba3-a6c80038ad66/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1479958807
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/fantastic-glued-together-animals

Title  Fashion!
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Ethique - a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. It's Fashion Week in New Zealand so Waveney and Tim dive into the world of clothing, textiles and apparel to figure how to behave more sustainably as consumers. We discuss globalised supply chains, the recent creation of synthetic fabrics, and remember the days of sewing and fixing your own clothes! Journalist/author Elizabeth Klein's investigations into the Fast Fashion industry are laid bare and we compare the impact of polyester, cotton and linen. Some heartbreaking stats from India about the disappearance of the Aral Sea and the wave of suicides from Indian farmers. Top tip: Buy less, buy second-hand and buy linen! Image credit: The Golden Book Gown by Ryan Jude Novelline"--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/dde23b7c-d734-4d22-83ad-aab6001e7893/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1566871387
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/fashion
Title  Fashion.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Just how gay was Honest Abe? Will Trump and Pence share a bed, and more importantly have Obama and Biden done that already? Eli wants a life partner to stay in their own room and Chris is NOT on board. Hot takes on the label WORLD, the concept of zip offs and the utility of functional fashion items from kids TV show monkeys! Amazing haircuts (including fauxhawks) and your fav gays hocking their VERY cool merch at you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/fashion/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/fashion

Title  Fate Of The Furious Deep Space 9.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZDominic Toretto and the gang are back and more driving-cars-over-things-that-shouldn't-be-driven-over than ever! Nic and Joseph watch half of the 8th movie in the best movie franchise ever. But is it losing steam? Are there too many bald guys now? Should Dom just give up the life of an outlaw and focus on what really matters: raising an aging backwards child version of The Rock...all this and your most up to date James Cromwell news on this episode of Walk Out Boys.Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bf0-a64201809d36/5d8bf787-3982-4488-a96e-a7660057cbc5/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1493616362
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/fate-of-the-furious-deep-space-9
Title "Feel The Vibes" Secret Santa (2019 Christmas Extravaganza).

Creator Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "It's Christmas! (or whatever holiday you celebrate - do you!) This week we find out the result of the boys' "Feel the Vibes" Secret Santa game. Plus we look ahead to the future...Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats.For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro Follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.


Title Fifty Eight - A Review (ft critic Richard Lawson).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are together in NYC and joined by real life film critic for Vanity Fair, Richard Lawson (@rilaws). Together the trio take a loving look at everyone's favourite crying DJ, green-light an amazing sequel to WAYF and tug at a few potential love stories that Timbly and Guybo may have missed over the last year. Come to T.W.I.O.A.T final ever live shows in LA and NYC! Go to worstideaofalltime.com for tickets. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/fifty-eight-a-review-ft-critic-richard-lawson/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/fifty-eight-a-review-ft-critic-richard-lawson
Title Fifty Five - Kind Eric.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sponsored by DollarShaveClub.comMonty and the Batman have just watched a strange version of the film in black and white with no dialogue but with all the soundtrack remaining. Milk chat, vampire talk and far reaching critique of the podcast project itself await you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/fifty-five-nice-eric/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/fifty-five-nice-eric

Title Fifty Four - Failed Taxidermist (Ft. Carlo Ritchie).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The boiz are joined by another great boi. A boi from Australia. A boi named Carlo Ritchie. The guy sure kills a lot of cats but he's a lovely host to Monty and friend of the podcast. In this episode, Timbly has created a too-hot and very lonely viewing environment. The trio are pressing on, nevertheless, with explorations into taxidermy, comedy, mirrors and importantly, (deserved) Squirrel's death. Our new recruit (who himself claims to have seen the film 55 times now) also gives us the very clear parallels between WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS and early 20th century revolutionary Russia. What a treat. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/fifty-four-failed-taxidermist-ft-carlo-ritchie/media.mp3
Title  Fifty Seven - Uncharted Waters.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by DollarShaveClub.comThe boiz are really digging deep this week. The Flash is sharing some stories of his adventures in NYC and corn chip inspectors, the pair question whether sneezes appear much in film and the Batman is combining seasons' worth of theme songs into one heart-felt acapella disaster. He's also found Tayna in a whole different franchise! Fugue states and its spelling are under the microscope and you'll never guess what's in the MacBook Pro box this episode! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/fifty-seven-uncharted-waters/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/fifty-seven-uncharted-waters

Title  Fifty Six - Guy-tmare.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by DollarShaveClub.comTimbly awakens Guyguy (who is sleeping off a boozy night of activities) with an early morning watch of WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS. Guy's fragile emotional state leads to tears, pleas and hilarity. Timbly believes Squirrel should be renamed Cody and loves his shirt. Guy can't understand how Dunston Checks In was a hit and gets caught up in the career of young Ben from Friends. But mainly, this is just all about Guy being deeply distressed. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/fifty-six-guy-tmare/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/fifty-six-guy-tmare
Fifty Three - Fruit Loops and Ice Cream.

Recorded live at Christchurch's Dark Room live venue in front of a live audience, the boiz are back in their hometown. Guybo is trying to describe the film in 60 seconds, Timbly is trying to describe the phenomenon of Detroit Rock City. The 18 year old Monty's diet is atrocious and also it's Tim's final day of being in his 20s. How about that?! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

Fifty Two - Ant Marathon.

Timbly and Guybo are in their native's capital: Wellington, talking to a sold out audience of snivelling public servants about what it's like to keep watching We Are Your Friends too many times. Timbo attempts an old vaudeville trick on his podcast partner and Monty introduces a brand new concept to describe TV static that is positively poetic. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
Finding Montell (James, Are You Free?).
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week, the Montell Jordan saga continues on the boys weigh up the ethics of...getting a cleaner? Man, on paper that doesn't sound riveting AT ALL.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/031-findingmontell-james-areyoufree-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/031-findingmontell-james-areyoufree-

Fine, I'm Shit, I'm Old.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this goofy episode - we open up the mailbag and finally reply to a bunch of our listener mail. Also - Jamaine has tonal issues, Jamesmeets Northland, and Pax has a different kind of bomb scare.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/013-fine-imshit-imold/media.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fiona King on Funeral Directing and Funeral Films.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>King, Fiona (Funeral director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Funeral Director Fiona King talks about her late entry and contemporary approach to running a funeral business and the inspiration behind adopting 10 funeral-themed films in the AroVideo library.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>King, Fiona (Funeral director) Interviews. Podcasts. Video recordings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fine Sully.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZSully: The courageous story of the pilot who landed his plane on the Hudson river is apparently just as heroic as walking out of a movie halfway through. But what next for Sully? Well, lots of jogging, staring out windows and being told he's a hero it seems. The second half turns into an action packed revenge thriller featuring a vengeful bird and the forced mid-air marriage of many pilots. Just try not to miss your fishing trip AGAIN!&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Flatlinerz 2017.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Beloved (presumably) 1990s thriller Flatliners has been rebooted for a new generation! It's got all the things you loved (we assume) from the first one: flatlining! Kiefer Sutherland! Raves? Who knows! Ellen Page stars as a renegade medical student obsessed with stopping her heart so she gain the ability to play the piano, bake bread, and rave! Did we mention rave? So many raves! But does flatlining have a dark consequence? We literally don't know! We only saw half the film!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/2d381e18-ab66-47ed-a265-a803017e5321/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1507245263
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/flatlinerz-2017

Title  Flatpack Jokes.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kia ora! This week the boys discuss James' body falling apart, Jamaine getting into some fitness classes and Pax gets a little serious on the boys.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro visit http://frickindangerousbro.com See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/049-flatpackjokes/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/049-flatpackjokes
Title  Food On A Journey (w/ Alex Ward).
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Chris and Eli are in Melbourne and they found a hilarious lesbian to join them on the poddy - comedian Alex Ward! The trio cover buffets, sushi and missing out on joining the soccer team populated exclusively by hot girls (which in retrospect, highly problematic). Eli attempts to explain Cats: The Musical: The Movie and Alex chats the boys through how the Aussie government orchestrated a gay equality plebiscite just to catch her out!See The Male Gayz Live (Melb)See Alex in No Flirting (Melb only) and on Insta @wardyaknowSee Chris in Camp BinchSee Eli in An Inconvenient Poof  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/foodonajourney-w-alexward-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/foodonajourney-w-alexward-

Title  Forty Five - Solo Drunk.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Timbly has been doing some solo drinking. Yet miraculously, he wasn't the one who screwed up the record - Guybo was! Not to worry though, these are the kind of boiz to be set back by a failed record or the fact that they're not together to form a drinking game based on watching WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS. Oh no, not these boiz. These are brave boiz. Good boiz. Adventurous boiz. Trailer: The Male Gayz  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/forty-five---solo-drunk/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/forty-five---solo-drunk
Title  Forty Four - Conversion.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "In this 44th watch of WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS, Timbo reckons he\'s cracked the real story arc of Squirrell; his conversion to Judaism. Guyguy has been looking at online reviews of a certain North Hollywood cafe (which turns out to not be in North Hollywood) which is fraught with credit card theft! Maximum Joseph may not know his drugs too well and one of the boiz decides the movie is great. Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/forty-four---conversion/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideofalltime/forty-four---conversion

Title  Forty One - Kidnapping.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by ComedyFestival.co.nzRecorded in a kitchen because someone lost their keys to the podcast studio; It\'s TWIOAT! In this episode, the man known as Guy Montgomery\'s dark and hidden past is alluded to. As is Tim\'s dark centre. The boys have many announcements this week; Such as WE NEED MORE SQUIRRELS, and WE NEED LESS JOHNNY DEPP. A new, not-quite-new segment is (re)introduced involving a grandfather clock. Plus Spindly won a fridge. Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/forty-one---kidnapping/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideofalltime/forty-one---kidnapping
Title Forty Seven - Land Sharks.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Timbo imparts a huge lot of knowledge about bears in this episode. Pretty much all he can talk about. Guy's attempts to explain what's in the Macbook Pro box even gets derailed by bear facts. Also, regret is expressed over the 60 watch decision, the strength of said commitment is questioned and the boiz throw a spotlight on the forgotten heroine of the film, Sarah. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/forty-seven---land-sharks/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/forty-seven---land-sharks

Title Forty Three - Dinner.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boiz are live in SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA! In front of a sold out crowd Timbo and Guyguy are throwing a lot of ideas around and paying scandalously low amounts of time focused on the movie. Instead, it's all about intelligent water, killing cats and the boiz having dinner together. Plus - what animal could peak Zac Efron take down? Also, a bit of tit talk. And drugs! And who's the smartest boi? Let's find out.Trailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/forty-three---dinner/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/forty-three---dinner
Title Forty Two - Party's Over.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "GuyGuy is back and Timbo is back and they're not happy to be back because WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS is also back. Our podcast hosts are crest-fallen and truly clutching at straws now. Gone are the carefree days of Adam Sandler and Shaq. Wistful, are the memories of Carrie and the gals. But alas, this film has no Coffee Guy. OR DOES IT?! After an extended metaphor about the washed out party this podcast adventure has become, Timbly decides WAYF is actually about dads and Guybo share personal stories of poo and strip clubs. Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/forty-two---partys-over/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/forty-two---partys-over

Title Frickin Dangerous Teaser.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Coming soon - a brand new podcast starring Kiwi sketch comedy legends Frickin Dangerous Bro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/frickindangerousteaser/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/frickindangerousteaser

Title Friendzone 74.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Time to find out what happened to Monty's teeth! Let us also band together in defence of Jonathan Lipnicki. We've got mail from 30,000 feet in the air, mail from partners and Tumblr enthusiasts. Enjoy. Guy's Shows in NYC: September 15 and September 18 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-74/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-74
Title  Friendzone 82.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Fellas are sifting through some beautiful (though slightly dated) mail. In this Friendzone, we've got a feminist essay, a teacher using the podcast to impart English lessons and a missed Sandler opportunity. Let's get converting out there, everyone! Otherwise this pair of podcasters will forever feel bad about their kiwi accents! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone82/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone82

Title  Friendzone 99.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tonight we gonna party like it's Friendzone 99 - CAUSE IT IS! Ya boiz have been reading like a pack of nerds and shout out to Eamonn Marra's 2000ft Above Worry Level. Also shout out to Kiera's BIG HONKING $200. And to Guy Mont-Spelling Bee and to Tim's HAPPENING live streams. And most of all... TO YOU! xo See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone99/media.mp3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Eight.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Shout out to KIRK LINDSAY for the Gameboy intro/outro based on season two's theme. In the friendzone this week, our good wee boys are separated by a big stretch of water known as the Tasman Sea. Using their wits and technology though, this has proved no match for them. References to Guy's university career, flashback cuts of season one, excellent fan mail and a political ending await you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eight/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eight/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eight">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eight</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Eighteen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;DO NOT LISTEN TO THIS EPISODE IF YOU HAVE A WEAK STOMACH! Midway through this Friendzone, your boy Flash regales an increasingly quesy Timbly with a story of European medical misadventure. Thanks to Keith Stebor for providing a new theme this week that goes some way to bringing us back from the horrible, disgusting abyss. Also a lovely wee sample of WALK OUT BOYS is what you're hearing at the end. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eighteen/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eighteen/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eighteen">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eighteen</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Friendzone Eighty.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim is looking after his new puppy and Guy is being coached through his tax return by the world's oldest man. Out friendz on the other hand are being forced to watch Happy Feet, rejoicing over Linux references and relishing life imitating art in the form of a judge's orders. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeighty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeighty

Title  Friendzone Eighty Eight.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's late at night (NZT) and Timbo's birthday; Where else WOULD he be but recording a Friendzone with Guyguy? The fellas are competing with dodgy internet, chewing over the beautiful peace in the skies, opening up some gorgeous donations and ripping the lid off what the upcoming London Live show will actually be: All four movies, back to back, watched before the live show. It's going to be something, so make sure you nab a ticket here. Full power to our sole, libertarian listener - as per usual.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyeight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyeight
Title  Friendzone Eighty Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The fellaz are in a dog park in Chicago enjoying the sights, sun and canines while going through a few unanswered questions from the live show the night before. But in actuality, it's mainly Tim getting distracted by lovely dogs. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyfive/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyfive

Title  Friendzone Eighty Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Please come to our live shows this month in NYC, Chicago, Portland and LATimGuy and GuyTim are together in Guy's NYC apartment, just hours ahead of their live show in the big Apple. A selection of uplifting letters are in the FZ mail bag today including a coming of Worst Idea age story, a generous equivalence drawn between a trans woman's journey and that of the fellas' AND a great theory about how Charlotte did NOT shit herself after all. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyfour/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyfour
Title  Friendzone Eighty Nine.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The fellaz are back in the studio desperately trying to catch up with your beautiful correspondence after a break. It's as if no time has passed at all, more sharing stories of gastro, more promises of content to come, more threats of divorce. Here's a link to the merch store we talked about and here's a link to the Little Empire Pals group on Facebook! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightynine/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightynine

Title  Friendzone Eighty One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Mattress Pikelet King's house has been visited by a listener! Our memories of The Never-ending Story have been revisited! We get explanations on 76 Trombones, Tim's great movie recommendation, a brief history of Blockbuster Video, some shade thrown at Matthew Broderick and correspondence from an honest to goodness Master Sergeant. If you're in Melbourne, please come to our show: LittleEmpirePodcasts.com/Live See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyone/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyone
Title  Friendzone Eighty Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Come to our London show / Check out Cult PoptureThe fellas are in Montreal and Auckland respectively and enjoying a bit of a rest from the hell that was TWIOAT. Time to do the best thing there is - hanging out with friends. Non-binary friends who are going through break ups, friends questioning the Louise Theory, artistic friends. We love our friends. For they are the best. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyseven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightyseven

Title  Friendzone Eighty Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The fellas are still alive! It\'s true. And they have some mail from you. Breaking news regarding Grown Ups 3, incredible meta-theories about St Louise, plus A LONDON LIVE SHOW COMING UP. Plus Guy\'s recorder stopped halfway through so there\'s a cool transition to Skype call quality at the end.London show tickets See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightysix/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightysix
Title Friendzone Eighty Three.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Spindly and Flash share some touching, hilarious and informative mail from some Friendz™. This time we got some juicy-sized (but under-producing) nuts, exasperated listeners who cannot recommend the pod to others and standby paint foremen and their son/boss. Please come to our live shows this month in NYC, Chicago, Portland and LA. Every Stupid Question can be heard here. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightythree/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightythree

Title Friendzone Eighty Two.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim and Guy are hanging out and feel reeeeeeal good about it. Timbly is dodging media requests after socking it to a conservative church trying to become a political party and Guybo is nursing some ailing loved ones. But what it's all about is the friendz and they have truly blessed us with their messages. Come see us live in Auckland, NYC, Chicago, Portland OR and LA! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightytwo/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneeightytwo
Summary
"Hello to you, friend of TWIOAT. Hopefully. Here’s who else made it into the zone: Vanessa Hudgens, Zac Efron, Curious Charles, a poet named Patrick AND Beyoncé. Guy and Tim also discuss the man from Nantucket, Hamilton and The Comedian’s Comedian podcast. Everything, that’s anything, that’s not watching We Are Your Friends. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eleven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-eleven

Title Friendzone Fifteen.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guybo and Timtim are apart again. Separated by great distances but draw together by their journey in cinema. The Friendzone is a zone for theories, letters and every now and then, Guy’s mum to join us. Can Tim sing? Are all the WAYF boys warlocks? Not sure - some these letters are very long! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifteen/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifteen
Friendzone Fifty.

"It's all Kimchi and bad weather with the boiz this week. Sweet, innocent weather. UNTIL BLOODY CLIMATE CHANGE! Monty and Batman are busting out a lovely array of letters including someone endevouring to smoke just as much as Barry O and someone else who witnessed in real time, the life in Guy\'s eyes dying. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty

Friendzone Fifty Eight.

"Sponsored by DollarShaveClub.comTim guy and Guytim are in the studio reading fan mail in synnecrosis, which is terrifying. But before that nightmare, shout outs to Kind Eric, queires about Monty\'s on and offstage height and Timbly\'s fun with words. And idioms. And catchphrases! Also, tender hooks or tenterhooks? The answer may suprise you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-eight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-eight
Title  Friendzone Fifty Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boiz are post-brekkie and ready to attempt a Ulysses S Grant impersonation that will shock and hororify. Today we hear from champion marathon runners, lunatics wanting to Worst Idea, The Worst Idea and a person in Switzerland. Also, is Zac actually hot? Let's find out! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-five/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-five

Title  Friendzone Fifty Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Grab your Highlander-style Claymore and get a Stitcher Premium free trial cause it's time to jump into the Friendzone! Set theory jokes are completely beyond your boiz but it doesn't mean they can't enjoy other people's enjoyment of it. You'll never guess which Sex and The City gal is running for Governor of New York (or maybe you will, there's only four gals). Plus where are the other season's theme songs? Somewhere. Hopefully. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-four/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-four
Title  Friendzone Fifty One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Bruce Wayne and Barry Allen are back to field questions, accept praise and continue to antagonise people with their mixpronunciation of Raleigh. There's a lot of good stuff happening on there this 'zone - including more people sharing a shining light with their dear child. Bloody gorgeous. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-one

Title  Friendzone Fifty Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by www.DollarShaveClub.com/WorstIdeaThe boiz have taken the poddy on location! To a bar! Timbo's gone hog wild and starts eating on mic and Guybo is upset that the letters are addressed to him. This week the mailbag has delivered us an incredible gun that shoots rats and some incredibly salty language from someone who watched Sex And The City 2. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-seven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-seven
Title: Friendzone Fifty Six.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Timbly is gonna need to lay low for a while, he's getting all ready to rob a bank. And Guybo is in Australia among the criminals already, so no need to hide. The boiz are hit with TV recommendations, donations and lovely messages of support from the Americans, the kiwis and even the Dutch! Could you believe it? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-six/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-six

Title: Friendzone Fifty Three.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Timbly is oscillating for knife advice and the masses are happy to oblige. We got kiwi fans in Slovakia, we got short films starring Guy Montgomery, we got it all baby! Also, if you're in Christchurch or Wellington - please see us live this week! blazepizza.co.nz for tickets! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-three
Title Friendzone Fifty Two.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boiz are in front of some mics and discussing shampoo and conditioner and the order of their application. There's an expensive flask and a ghost and people getting married! I'll tell ya what there isn't though; A Ghetto dairy/milk bar/7-11. Anyway, a dude has won a marathon and Timbly and Guyguy are doing some live shows in NZ. Let's all get together and get friendly. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-fifty-two

Title Friendzone Five.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SEE THE MIGHTY BOYS LIVE THIS SATURDAY IN AUCKLAND!Guy and Tim are back in the friendzone rummaging through some listener-created intro track submissions. They're pretty bloody excellent TBQH IMPO. Also - a very expensive prop from Grown Ups 2 is on the market and the Paddy/Zac bro-down experiences an early hurdle. There will be a live recording of their second watch at 11pm this Saturday at Monetcristo Comedy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-five/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-five
Title  Friendzone Forty.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Come in from the cold and pour yourself a cup of friendship everybody. Friends talk about things like the Seattle Seahawks and send messages through time and space to communicate between past boyz and present boyz. There's a lot of devil talk, lot of warlock chatter and drop ins from Mavericks, plus sneaky stuff in the bathroom and the academic merit of watching Sex and The City 2. Most importantly however, new instructions the Pay The Boyz Revolution.Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-1/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-1

Title  Friendzone Forty Eight.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim has sobered up but something is sticking him in the butt. Don't worry about it too much though because Guy's here too. Except that he isn't. He's in Australia. Talking about his thoughts on Eurovision. Plus, Jimmy Carter shakes everyone's hand on a plane? You be the judge. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-eight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-eight
"Timbly is in Sydney seated right next to the most kick ass reggae sound system ever and Guybo beams in direct from beautiful Blenheim. The fates did not allow the original recording of this Friendzone is remain in its digital form so the boiz try to bouy their excitement while reading messages for the second time and make a big announcement regarding CHARITY - ever heard of it? Trailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."

"Sponsored by COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZ Best friends Timbo and Guyguy have just woken up and results have varied! Monty\'s rocking a crocky voice and troubles with technology, Tim is adorning an upbeat attitude and a bright business idea involving desserts. Great letters this week and too many shout outs for live shows. Plus technical errors a plenty - enjoy. Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."
Title  Friendzone Forty Nine.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hello to Facebook, Reddit, Twitter and Patreon party people! The boys are here in the Friendzone to allay fears of their untimely demise. They\'re not dead. Far from it. Listeners have been floating theories, involving orphans and sailor men but the real story is far more boring. Timbo and Guybo are two friends sharing messages of support for their now SIXTY watches of We Are Your Friends. You are their friends. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-nine/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-nine

Title  Friendzone Forty One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Why do we need to keep discussing the nature of time? Because people keep writing us letters about it, that\'s why. A poem emerges to defend/make good from a prior poem which Timbly did not take kindly to. A Wellington man comes out of the shadows to announce he has lapped the boys and a discussion on a season two supercut is contained within. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-one
Title  Friendzone Forty Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Timbly\'s sick and surrounded by tissues that definitely only have nose goo in them, not the other goo! And Guybo is in Australia about to see a bit hole. But before he does, it\'s time to dive into letters about fans completely recutting their own version of WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS to watch. Also, people who know people who are very rich and famous film makers, originally from New Zealand. Also, MONEY - some of it BIG. What shall the boiz do with the June donation money? Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.\"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-seven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-seven

Title  Friendzone Forty Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Friendzone is in a backroom at the tremendous Enmore Theatre in Sydney this week as The Flash tries dominate wee Timbo. The pair are talking deers, cold pools and most importantly LETTERS AND STUFF! Fan mail! Messages of support. Offers of big cinemas for one off events. Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.\"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-six/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-six
Title  
Friendzone Forty Three.

Creator  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  
"Sponsored by COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZFriends, Guy Montgomery and Tim Batt are together to discuss friends and friendship. They're joined by another friend, Henry Stone. But enough about him. This is a complex Friendzone with some dicey behaviour by Guybo and many failed attempts by Timbly to reign the boy in. Pull the bloody head in, Montgomery. Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-three

Title  
Friendzone Forty Two.

Creator  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  
"SPONSORED BY COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZAright sports fans, buckle up cause it's time to hear from athletes of all stripes from all across the world. The single thing that unites them? They listen to The Worst Idea of All Time enough to write to Timbo and Guyguy. Timbly is questioning the third season, Flash is defending it. Together they are supported by a mailbag of threats, compliments and a Trojan Horse.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-forty-two
Title  Friendzone Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim pop back in to your ear holes to say hello and fill you in on what's coming soon. Recorded in a Melbourne AirBNB, on a bed, for you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-four/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-four

Title  Friendzone Fourteen.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Well it's the Friendzone, with Tim and Guy. Come to the Frienzone, and have a good time. Yes, it's the Friendzone, with Tim and Guy. Cause making friends is the best idea of all time! Taxes, letters of love, people named Alasdair - this Friendzone truly has it all. Tim needs to warm up before launching into the mailbag, Guy is happy as Larry due to running, a slice from Alice and not having just watched We Are Your Friends. We learn the German for 'punchable face' and a dope potential sequel for WAYF is submitted from a listener. Also, Guy does more accents! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/twioat-friendzone14/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/twioat-friendzone14
Title Friendzone Nine.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy's nickname, celebrity high school bullies, calling people 'bro' in Tim's voice; And that's just the first 3 and a half minutes! The Friendzone is the zone for friendship. It's also a space for Timbo and Guyguy to read listener mail, thank contributors and muse on the nature of NZ's potential political landscape (if you combined Lord of The Rings lore and the Flight of The Concorde universer). See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-nine/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-nine

Title Friendzone Nineteen.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY OMNYSTUDIO.COMGuy and Tim are still apart but the Friendzone is a big enough zone to ignore that physical limitation. This zone's got celeb friends, conspiratorial friends, 80s pop music friends. The lads discuss how you should probably approach the drinking games. Pokemon Go gets some time on the zone. Guybo gets his geography corrected and Timbly appreciates funding for snacks in the asylum this year of WAYF will surely send him to. Plus, we're getting back over to the /r/TWIOAT sub on Reddit! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-nineteen/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-nineteen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Ninety.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Get in the Morning Friendzone - a happy space for reading without judgement, getting compliments from people trying to do work and lots of lovely feedback. Today we're joined briefly by Aussie legend, Sam Campbell (see his special here) too. And soon, we'll also be joined by Overlooked and Undercooked Season Two. We are blessed (by Brady) to hear from listeners near and far, especially those chasing a reply when the first time didn't elicit one. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninety/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninety/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninety">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninety</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Ninety Eight.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Bit of a big announcement at the end of this one so stay tuned till the end! The boys are doing well; Tim's eating porridge and a friend directed Guy in a movie that he doesn't remember starring in? A fantastic dad is going Worst Idea method on a film with his teenage daughter and now HATES THE MOON! Also, if you met Guy and were worried you weren't cool enough, rest assured - you f***ing are! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyeight/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyeight/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyeight">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyeight</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National Library of New Zealand 275 Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
Title  Friendzone Ninety Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "WOOPS - recorded this a month ago and forgot to upload it. The dudes are together in a studio where they can smell each other\'s farts. Does Sandler deserve all the money he gets? Can TWIOAT episodes exist in a dream? The fellaz get the inside word on Hot Air Balloons and Paul Blart and Guy\'s podcast series HOSTING (which you\'ve probably already heard). Some big ole donations and lovely messages. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzonenintyfive/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzonenintyfive

Title  Friendzone Ninety Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hello Friend. This FZ has been video recorded for the Patreon Pals, who you can join. Guy and Tim are falling to bits, their bodies are failing them. But they encourage all men to get their prostates checked. The fellaz\' friends are checking in and reminding them they don\'t have to keep punishing themselves (but they will). We have gusto! Sponsored by MeUndies. Well, not yet but maybe one day. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyfour/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyfour
Title  Friendzone Ninety One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Just call us Staind cause... It's been a while! The fellaz are reconnecting over a Thanksgiving Day cocoa and letters from the beautiful fans. Monty has picked up a book of life advice from a man named Phillip. Emails from June, Facebook messages from June. What a time portal! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyone/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetyone

Title  Friendzone Ninety Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Lockdown Friendzone with a plus one! Guy\'s partner, filmmaker Chelsie Preston-Crayford joins us for the Friendzone (watch her film Falling Up here if you\'re good with watching something beautiful and a bit intense). Guy\'s taken a pro-book stance and is apparently, suddenly anti-COVID. Meanwhile everyone\'s thirsty for CATS (2019)\'s buttholes and we\'ve got ANOTHER fantastic PhD student to throw on the pile. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetysseven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetysseven
Title  Friendzone Ninety Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim and Guy have been separated by world events but they are together FOR YOU. Guy is trying to outrun his friend, Tim has created a new streaming webshow (Facebook.com/ThisIsHappeningShow). Some great support for the CATS (2019) mini series, Ph.D holders get in touch with the fellaz and we also get the feline goss from a cinema-worker. We also hear a totally heart-warming letter from a new mum. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetysix/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetysix

Title  Friendzone Ninety Three.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The frosty fellaz got themselves a camera and are testing out a new way to bring you into the zone: Crispy video. (Video available to all Patreon supporters). Enjoy garage chat, damp banter, electric facts and sub-par Dr Phil impressions. We also hear from our beautiful friends - friends with Ph.Ds, friends who are doing better than they were, and friends with the middle name Jelf. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetythree/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetythree
Title  Friendzone Ninety Two.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode supported by PodFaves.com Here we are, hung over Timbo and a very friendly Guyguy. It's been a minute and we've got some beautiful letters to share. We've also got some devastating news about Monty's mate who was supposed to join a great American Roadtrip. Today we're hearing from an Ol Lang Syne celeb-adjacent listener, a big fan of our musical ideas, Squirrel supporters and much more. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetytwo/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneninetytwo

Title  Friendzone One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim release a mini episode of the podcast to thank people who have been giving us money and let you know our impending plans! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-one

National Library of New Zealand  279  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  Friendzone Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We’re back in the friendzone but Guy’s missing some underwear! Trapped at the hands of dastardly technology, it was. But don’t worry cause we’ve got donations and new intros to share. International shout outs, academic references, Gameboy music and your two best brave boys from New Zealand await your audio embrace. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seven

Title  Friendzone Seventeen.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Spindly Timbly Wimbly has been in the wars and his body is giving up on him. But that will not stop him offering a full troated apology to all in sundry for his unnecessarily agressive performance on the last episode. Guy continues to be thwarted by subpar European internet connections and your favourite hosts of a show where-they-watch-and-review-the-same-film-every-week-for-a-year have a big announcement regarding HOWL.FM! All this and more listener mail than you can shake a stick at [though technically, at what point can you NOT shake a stick at something because of its size? What a strange idiom]. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventeen/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventeen
Title  Friendzone Seventy Eight.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "Guy and Tim say hello to some friends, goodbye for other friends and Please get off your phone\' to potential live comedy punters. How\'s Tim? How\'s Guy\'s literary knowledge? How high were the boys when we recorded Prawn Salad? Well, let\'s find out! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyeight/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyeight

Title  Friendzone Seventy Five.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "We got some good cogs in the \'zone in this addition and we got a birthday boi coming up on a big number. The Flash is off to Toronto for the Justin F*cking Lounges Festival (JFL) and it\'s gonna be hot. Most importantly however, we hear from our pals. Some even have gifts from AOL\'s ancient email service!Please use the post office.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyfive/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyfive
Title Friendzone Seventy Nine.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Welcome back to the Friendzone, making a return due to tepid demand. Guy and Tim are addressing some slightly dated correspondence because IT'S WHAT THE PEOPLE WANT! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventynine/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventynine

Title Friendzone Seventy One.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Good whatever to you, it's the boiz! Here they come, with a pocket full of dreams and a briefcase full of mergers. In this 'zone we hear from the best new podcast out there involving dinosaurs, a great critical take down of WAYF and the horror of admitting out loud that you're in an improv troupe. Over Looked and Undercooked can be found here on iTunes and here on the web. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-one

Title Friendzone Seventy Seven.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We're having a baby See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyseven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzoneseventyseven
Title  Friendzone Seventy Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Check out our friends at The Ersties Podcast - a feminist sex and relationship podcast. It's also Guy's birthday and in his new found old age, he's forgetting all kinds of things. Things like the fact we have a merch store and that he recently attended the premiere lounging festival in the world. If you're in New Zealand and would like to see Guy, check out his shows in Auckland and Wellington. Always remember: The idea is best at the start, before you have to do anything about it. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone75/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone75

Title  Friendzone Seventy (take two).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Fun story: Timbo and Guyguy recorded a FZ a few days ago but the old wide-brim-hatted adventurer Mr Montgomery gone done deleted it. Please enjoy this collection of correspondence from listeners who are going through good times, hard times and Disney times. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-take-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-take-two
Title  Friendzone Seventy Three.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Timbo's back from his honeymoon so welcome back to The Friendzone! And this just in: one of our friends has watched Sex and The City 2, 72 times! #PrayForKai We also hear from friends who've been mugged (and blog about it), friends who've dug into Real Rob (see the podcast Overlooked and Undercooked) and friends who'd like to correct Timtim's understanding of how a tracheotomy works. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-three

Title  Friendzone Seventy Two.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Well it's the 72nd Friendzone and it's a beautiful time in winter New Zealand and summer New York City. Guy's been hosting some kiwi pals stateside and Timbol's gearing up for a trip to Asia BUT IT'S ACTUALLY ALL ABOUT THE FAN MAIL! Some truly top notch communiques in the bag this 'zone, including a profanity-laden intro Tim loves, Deep Blue Sea flashbacks and a delightful story about people who watch movies repeatedly PROFESSIONALLY! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-seventy-two
Title  Friendzone Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome back to the friendzone. A zone where we talk as friends. Timi’s got a bee in his bonnet and can’t remember which Friendzone it is. Guy’s on the top of the world and fears the friendzone turning into a popular comedy podcast from one Marc Maron. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-six/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-six

Title  Friendzone Sixteen.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY OMNYAPP.COMIt’s symbiosis, it’s a laggy connection to Spain, it’s bongo drums, it’s fudging your birth certificate cause you’re an Olympic athlete from a developing nation. It’s The Friendzone, is what it is. In this obscenely late to be released update to the TWIOAT canon; The Flash and Timbly Wimbly are sharing recent tales of medical woe, letters from people who don’t know what Bongo Drums are AND trying to improve the American banking system. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixteen/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixteen
Title  
Friendzone Sixty.

Creator  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  
"Tim and Guy may now be thousands of miles apart but the Friendzone knows no physical boundaries! Lovely kitchen noises pervade a Friendzone this week with not one, but TWO pieces of correspondence from Ph.D students and an ARIA award winner. Also, one of the most astute observations on Sex and The City 2 ever recorded! A concerned fan also writes to concede they didn't mind We Are Your Friends. That's ok! Everything's ok - you're in the Friendzone! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty

Title  
Friendzone Sixty Eight.

Creator  
Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format  
1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  
"Joined by their friend Rose Matafeo in a room inside Australia's city of Sydney, Guy and Tim are digging through memories, messages, human biology and... Themselves. Not literally. That sounds disgusting. But metaphorically. Catch the boiz live in New Zealand and Sydney right now by Googling their names and seeing that comes up or going here on Little Empire's Website. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  
Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-eight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-eight
Title  Friendzone Sixty Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy's in New Zealand and the microphones are turned up a bit too high (sorry about that) but we've got more enthusiastic messages from support from fans of the boiz. Timbly descends into a horse race announcer while Guybo chills out to some intense rocksteady jams. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-five/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-five

Title  Friendzone Sixty Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "THE BOYZ ARE BACK! Guy's feeling under the weather but the people miss his cyst. Timbo is just Timbo. In this Friendzone, we've got answers to Jewish questions correspondence from across continents and great rugby knowledge from Old Monty. Plus; The future of this podcast. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-four/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-four

Title  Friendzone Sixty Nine (nice).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's a small world after all, especially when Timbo and Guyguy are singing over the telephone to each other. In this promotional-heavy 'zone - the boys are digging through Disney properties, Yu-Gi-Oh! plotlines and as always, lovely correspondence from the friends who are still with us. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-nine-nice/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-nine-nice
Title  Friendzone Sixty One.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "On the Friendzone this week - someone has written the boiz to let them know they've made a gross error for the last three and a half years. Tim reveals the Nexus theory. Fan Ben was too nervous to approach the dudes but serves as a warning for other people who come to live shows. Plus our first voicemail on the FZ! Please send more.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-one

Title  Friendzone Sixty Seven.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "All you need to know is that Timbo and Guyguy have saved a life (maybe). Stay tuned for the gripping and efficient tale.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-seven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-seven

Title  Friendzone Sixty Six.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tickets to Guy's shows can be found hereTickets to Tim's shows can be found hereIt's the last of the summer wine. Please enjoy a private discussion between Guy, Tim and you, our friend on the trajectory of The Worst Idea of All Time, on live comedy shows from the boiz, speech impediments, the health of Montgomery and a teaser of some Neil Breen flavoured content.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-six/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-six
Title  Friendzone Sixty Three.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boiz recorded this Friendzone AFTER the final episode, which isn\'t out at the time of this Friendzone\'s release. Bit of a headf*ck. In this lovely \'Zone, our beloved brave boiz hear an incredibly detailed and well written account of Justin McElroy\'s potential Sex and The City/Transformers mash up/sequel. Also some good news and less good news from an old pal and his wife\'s medical plight, a listener who appreciate the boiz\' lack of discrimination and rugby chatter PLUS an impending honeymoon in New Zealand. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-three

Title  Friendzone Sixty Two.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "NYC and LA live shows are days away: Tickets from worstideaofalltime.comGuybo and Timbo are in Huntington, West Virginia staying with their friend, Justin. This drop of friendliness features notes of possum fur, irony, Southern accents and shouting. Discussion of the pronunciation of certain homophones also pops its head up again and even Cpt Beefheart has made it into TWIOAT canon. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-sixty-two
Title  Friendzone Solo Announcement.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-solo-announcement/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-solo-announcement

Title  Friendzone Ten.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A friendzone in the ten zone, Timbo and Guy Guy are still in different parts of the world but luckily, also still friends. Fan mail this week from Wisconsin, Ah Kansas and SUMMERFEST! A special, brief and quiet return to a certain Partier time in our lives for a funky lil one year also. It's good to be friends. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-ten/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-ten
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Friendzone Thirteen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Timbo needs some alone time, Guybo is trying to find the best party convo locale. Here in the Friendzone we're always looking to meet new friends and sometime, fall asleep immediately. Big ticket items on the menu this week, Guy has a gig in Welly coming up and Tim is starting a podcast network (Insta @LittleEmpirePodcasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Friendzone Thirty.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Flashbo and TimGuy are back in their friend seats with their friends in the Friendzone. We've got MacBooks at the end of their life cycle, we've got letters from Worst Idea fans, we've got A NEW MUSIC THEME from Christopher Brown (not the bad one). Also, mediocre brothers, fantastic sisters and Guy and Tim trying to dissect each other flaws and skills. PLUS blast from the past to our Blaze Pizza sponsorship.Trailer: Walk Out Boys. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title   Friendzone Thirty Eight.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Timbo's pining for his Louisville Slugger of yore and GuyGuy is baffled by time. It's another Friendzone over the internet and the boyz are letting letters from as far afield as Bhutan! Imagine that. This fast running train is derailed briefly by a Beatles title being worked into a message from a fan and there's contact from Grown Ups 2 staffers! Lots of excitement, lots of friendship. Jump aboard. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-eight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-eight

Title   Friendzone Thirty Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A surreal dream, a sentimental and Presidential moment, more pizza; Welcome back to the Love Zone. Spindly and Guybo share technical specifications of Patreon podcasting (soon), hats, other stuff. Chook-full of love! Auckland Poddy Fest tickets here See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-five/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-five
Title  Friendzone Thirty Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Join Timbo and Sean Paul as they attempt a variety of voices reflecting the beautifully diverse range of locales from which they receive correspondence. Of particular note: Timbo's extended run at a Russian affectation and Sean Paul scolding the boyz in a refined British accent regarding where the school term sits in different parts of the world. Trailer: Walk Out Boys. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-four/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-four

Title  Friendzone Thirty Nine.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to the Love Nest, with Tim and Guy. The boys try to pin down a definition of 'regular' and finally, the boyz find a listener who got turned onto How Did This Get Made from Worst Idea. There!'s some great letters, there!'s some incredible theories. Come get some in the Friendzone. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-nine/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-nine
Title  Friendzone Thirty One.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "An extended plug for Guy's new side-poddy HOSTING preceeds a lovely sit down with a beer as the Worst podcasters of all time pour through lovely messages, donations and letters from the best listeners of all time. In the zone this week, we've got haters, Norbit haters and THEN IT ALL GOES MR MONTGOMERY! A phone call from Guy's dad, live in the Friendzone record takes over and is now yours to enjoy. So enjoy! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-one

Title  Friendzone Thirty Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "It's all jacuzzis and diamond rings in Osaka, Japan for your friend Timbly and rainy days and no sports for The Flash as the boys dive into the Friendzone to thank their friends very much for their support. Listen to this ep to find out what the perfect amount of coffee is and what a quilt is! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-seven/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-seven
Title  Friendzone Thirty Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Your friends are separated by the Tasman and terrible audio quality! But don\'t worry about it because one ship that is unaffected by these challenges is FRIENDship! This was recorded at the immediate conclusion of Superbowl 51! So get ready for some instantly dated #SportsChat. Plus your usual assortment of wonderful letters, messages and online communiqué along with Batman questioning how to pronounce aluminum. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-six/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-six

Title  Friendzone Thirty Three.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Tim threatens another Worst Idea-inspired tattoo and lovely listeners (AND SNAKES) from across the entire planet of Earth get in touch with the boys to share stories of sporting woe, film cameos and showing off with their use of the word morose. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-three
Title: Friendzone Thirty Two.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Time of the annual 2016 Friendzone/TWIOAT Top Seven Countdown for The Year! Timbo and Flash undertake bringing you the best seven moments of 2016 in between giving you letters of car crashes, hats, Grown Ups 2 watches and more! Enjoy as we usher in 2017 and even more watches of We Are Your Friends. Not for you though - just for your humble fucboiz - G&T! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-thirty-two

Title: Friendzone Three.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Guy and Tim share are in NYC! The pair share their epic travelling tales in this mini episode and shower their appreciation on all the contributors to the show. Thank you one and all! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-three

Title: Friendzone Twelve.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "HEY, THERE'S A THEME SONG NOW! The Friendzone is really coming of age. Lots of lovely letters, donations and theories about the film in this zone AND more talk of the elusive NZ hardcore/grind metal scene. Immigrants and emigrants and podcast shout outs for all! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twelve/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twelve
Title  Friendzone Twenty.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "A zone in which Guy and Tim plug comedy gigs that have now already happened (sorry, little late to publish this one) and Tim reveals what lies in waiting at BlazePizza.co.nz - a domain he personally owns. A national kiwi shaming of our whacky naming scheme for sports teams is shouldered by the boiz and the concept of a Very Grown Ups Christmas is suggested by a listener. Ultimately, it's all about LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP.Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty

Title  Friendzone Twenty Eight.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "GuyGuy and TimTim are very thankful for all their lovely fans and their excellent messages of support. The Flash is back to doing voices, Batman is delving into horoscopes. There are some truly, TRULY excellent fanmail in this zone so: Get. It. In. You.Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-eight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-eight
Title  Friendzone Twenty Five.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY OMNYSTUDIO.COMIt's a Friendzone on the road, recorded in West Hollywood, Los Angeles as Guy and Tim share a bed in the led up to their Now Hear This appearance in Anaheim. Get set for a wild ride with milk, Lions and bluetooth speakers. Trailer: The Male Gayz  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-five/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-five

Title  Friendzone Twenty Four.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SOON TO SPONSORED BY BLAZE PIZZA (if there is a God)The boys open the mail bag and guess what? People are listening to the other LittleEmpirePodcast.com podcasts. Guybo is pulling out a fairly questionable \'Texas\' accent and Timbly wants to hear from more people who have approached the void. American West Coasters, come see us live: San Fran (21 Oct), Portland (22 Oct) and at NOW HEAR THIS in Anaheim (30 Oct). All info at BlazePizza.co.nz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-four/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-four
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Twenty Nine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Guy and Tim are just two friendly friends, hanging out with their other friends - The listeners of TWIOAT. Great meta theories in this ep, a good shout out to the great weather and a huge thank you to all the contributors. Plus PATREON!&quot;s a coming so stay very tuned to the Facebook.com/WorstIdeaOfAllTime page. Trailer: Walk Out Boys  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-nine/media.mp3">media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-nine/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Friendzone Twenty One.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The old Timbo is running out of coffee and it&quot;s creating a heated intro to the Friendzone. Things continue to get teste when Guybo questions the validity of syncing Led Zep&quot;s Dark Side of the Moon to the original Wizard of Oz movie. Last names are accidentally spilled, cysts are further discussed and one of the boiz is fearful of committing to the L word. Plus, Monty reaches DEEEE into the accent bag at the end of the ep. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one/media.mp3">media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one">play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Friendzone Twenty Seven.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "GuyGuy\'s dropping names with reckless abandon and Timbo\'s got socks full of loose change. The boiz tackle questions such as: Where should four Samanthas and one dog go to vacation? Is Cheaper By The Dozen 2 a good movie? What does it mean to be \"a card\"? Letters from truck drivers, particle physicists and everyone in between. We really have the best friends, don\'t we folks? Trailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-seven/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-seven

Title  Friendzone Twenty Six.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY OMNY (use code \"WORSTIDEA\" at sign up) Your boiz are back in New Zealand and Guybo couldn\'t be happier to see Timbly after a mere day and half spent apart. In this Friendzone we explore the business model of TWIOAT, travel to far off lands like Savannah, Georgia and explore the deep emotional recesses of Spindley and Flash\'s minds. Trailer: The Male Gayz See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-six/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-six
Title  Friendzone Twenty Three.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are attempting to WARN YOU about the upcoming episode of Worst Idea and promote their upcoming trips to Portland and San Fran (grab your tickets now). There're also lovely messages of support, not so lovely (but ultimately lovely) messages of terrible Christmas presents AND big news for the business of #TWIOAT!  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-three/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-three

Title  Friendzone Twenty Two.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In a #TWIOAT first, the Friendzone was recorded live in front of a global online audience. This episode is an unedited and unabridged copy of the audio from the broadcast from International Podcast Day 2016 (Oct 1). It long, it is winding, it is an all time blow for audio quality. This one is for real fans only, I'd say. #PayTheBoiz  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one-1/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-twenty-one-1
Title: Friendzone Two.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Guy and Tim are back in The Friendzone, enjoying some lovely music (courtesy of Mild 7 via Lotus Pool Records) and diving into some listener support, chatter from sub Reddit (r/TWIOAT). Intergallatic Gloryhole appears in the stars, Tim cannot remember Guy AND MORE SANDWICH JOKE EXPLAINATION! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/friendzone-two

Title: From The Past (To The Future).
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZThis ep was recorded ages ago! But it's finally coming to your ears. Chris and Eli are predicting what's ahead for 2017 and congratulating Taiwan on (hopefully) becoming the first Asian government to legalise same-sex marriage. Chris shares a tale of going back to talk to his famously-excellent-at-rugby high school and Eli has been in Thailand with a straight and getting cut by having food poisoning!Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/from-the-past-to-the-future/media.mp3
Title Gadoosh! Gadoosh! (The Swear-Free Episode).
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Welcome to the Swear-Free Zone! Due to a request from a listener, this week the boys are trying to not swear for the whole show. Spoilers: it doesn't last. Also in this ep: Jamaine has some punctuality issues, Pax flexes that he might be a home owner soon and James meets some new family members. Gadoosh! Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Title Gape Nation.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comics who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode Pax sends the boys a cryptic text, James shares a story about a party that gets deep and Jamaine has a super serious, super important segment. Sit down, Brian! For more information on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches check out http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
**Title**: Gay Bars (and The Men Who Love Them).
**Creator**: Matthewson, Eli
**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary**: "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZThe gayz are back! Kicking off with a hot new segment, Eli's Fav Tweet of The Week (from his own account). The beautiful foreign tongue of masc being spoken by personal trainers is music to Chris' ears. Eli takes us through his night last night and guess what everyone - HE SAW STRIPPERS! Naked, female strippers. But as for the main course of this episode: It's all about the gay bars. What makes a good one? What would Eli and Chris' dream one be? Let's find out! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
**Subject**: Podcasts.
**Links**: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gay-bars-and-the-men-who-love-them/media.mp3

**Title**: Gay Elves.
**Creator**: Matthewson, Eli
**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary**: "Chris and Eli are here to try and find some Christmas/Hanukkah joy at the flicks but WHERE ARE THE QUEER XMAS MOVIES? We get treated to a very good Santa voice, find out THE card game to play with your partner over the holiday season (that won't break you up) and hear the final word on Ru Paul's Christmas album (it's fine, lay off!) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
**Subject**: Podcasts.
**Links**: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gayelves/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/gayelves
**Title** Gay Music Vidz.

**Creator** Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Boys wearing dresses and girls kissing girls - it's a music video special featuring iPod nanos! A frank discussion about Lena Dunham's dog ownership surrounded by walks down Memory Lane about Hanson, Blink 182 and more! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gay-music-vidz/media.mp3

---

**Title** GAYmers.

**Creator** Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Australia: What the f is going on with you guys? A $120m non-binding postal vote on Marriage Equality? Just use Twitter, ya dummies! Also in this fine episode - pigeon trading, N Korea and Christchurch's rainbow laws compared AND a roll call on NZ Labour's policies. Then it's all about the GAYmes, namely Dream Daddy! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gaymers/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/gaymers

---

**Title** Gays On Tour.

**Creator** Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ & COMEDYFESTIVAL.CO.NZ Eli is so sexually frustrated that is actually audible (but only to his podcasting co-host). Chris encounters homophobes in small town NZ, a legendary lesbian from the 1800s called Anne Lister is uncovered and our lovely boys are chattin Kirsten Dunst taking on the Civil War. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gays-on-tour/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/gays-on-tour
**Title**: Gayz Don't Cause Earthquakes.

**Creator**: Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**

"SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZIn this emergency broadcast of The Male Gayz, Eli is in studio in Auckland and Chris is on tour in Wellington but that won't stop them putting out an emergency broadcast addressing certain idiot New Zealand self-appointed pastors who claim gays are causing earthquakes. On this Bad Religious People v The Gayz ep we also learn who the true enemy of the Westboro Baptist Church is, find out the secret malevolence of Urban Outfitter AND talk a lot about wizards - both good and bad ones.Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gayz-dont-cause-earthquakes/media.mp3

---

**Title**: The G.C.O.A.T.s (This Acronym Doesn't Work).

**Creator**: Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**

"This week, in another edition of Large Chatty Chat Chat Bingo Cha-Ching, the boys talk their Top 5 Cartoons from their childhoods. Aka the Greatest Cartoons Of All Time (or G.C.O.A.T.s)Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor merch and info visithttp://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your everyday life? Get them here:https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/063-theg.c.o.a.t.s-thisacronymdoesntwork-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/063-theg.c.o.a.t.s-thisacronymdoesntwork-
Title | Ghost In The Chocolate Shell.
---|---
Creator | Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary | "The live action remake of Ghost In The Shell has got everyone talking, and one of the Walk Out Boys sleeping! In the future a robot with a person-brain and her friend 'microscope-eyes' are tasked with tracking down a robot with tattoos. At least that's what we think happened, one of us was asleep for a lot of it. Then later on there's some real ghosts and some exciting computer typing. Plus a demonic baby and the president of all animals: James Cromwell.Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time"--RSS feed.
Subject | Motion pictures Reviews.
Links | https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a642018909d36/561ffab6-d9be-41b6-8942-a75800a143b2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1492422560

Title | Ghost Passengers.
---|---
Creator | Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format | 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary | "We took half a ride aboard a sexy spaceship to a distant planet with Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence. But is this a sleeping beauty tale, a goldilocks tale, or something more sinister? The second half really kicks into gear with some cameos from old Walk Out Boy alumni as well as a horrific and possibly much deserved comeuppance for one of the passengers. Also James Cromwell followed Nic on Twitter!Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time"--RSS feed.
Subject | Motion pictures Reviews.
Links | https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a642018909d36/66b7c5bc-b92d-4547-a3f6-a704015b0020/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1485378059
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Give Me The Highest Number!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This week - James looks at upgrading his car, Jamaine makes a bumble and Pax has appliance woes. Here at the podcast - we only talk about things THAT MATTER. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit <a href="http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor">http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor</a> follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/fdbs/033-givemethehighestnumber-/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/fdbs/033-givemethehighestnumber-/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/033-givemethehighestnumber-">https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/033-givemethehighestnumber-</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>GO SPORTS!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Welcome to the sports episode! After a brief divergence about the Superbowl halftime show and a fact about Pornhub doing good, it's off to the races! Both Eli and Chris reveal they've done ads with the All Blacks. Eli reveals he's played a surprisingly large array of sports (though none of them super well) and teenage Chris gets advice from his Principal regarding the age old debate of Theatre v Athletic sports. Then his 10 year old self falls in love with his tennis coach and he's forced into becoming a hockey goalie. To top it all off - a huge announcement: Chris and Eli are starting an all gay diving duo! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/go-sports/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/go-sports/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/go-sports">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/go-sports</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  God's Plan.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Chris and Eli are celebrating NZ's trans weight lifter Laurel Hubbard, calling out kiwi radio DJs and figuring out what the fabric of society is (spoiler: It's cotton). Our fave edition of Barbie's on-again-off-again boyfriend Ken and then do the opposite of celebrate Israel Folau's statements this week. Plus: fate - is it real? The definitive answer. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/gods-plan/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/gods-plan

Title  Good News!
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand's only carboNZer certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now!Waveney and Tim have decided it's time to celebrate some environmental successes. We discuss Colmar Brunton's recent polling that shows pretty much all groups in New Zealand (except white middle class men) are prioritising Climate Change as a TOP issue. The tide of public consciousness is changing - rapidly!We also dig into the success of defeating Acid Rain, a terrible coal-caused phenomenon that dominated news cycles and the public imagination through the 1970s, 80s and 90s before scientific research and good old diplomacy actually got on top of it!Lastly, we celebrate Happen Films - a kiwi film production house that exclusively make environmental documentaries that are solutions-focused, inspiring and hopeful. Their latest title, Fools & Dreamers: Regenerating a Native Forest is the amazing story of botanist Hugh Wilson who regenerates forests in the south island using the much hated 'weed', gorse!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/c30063c6-bf8e-4b41-8453-aadf007977c1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1570433487
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/good-news
Title: Good News #3.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This episode is focused on good news in sustainability. Waveney and Tim trade big stories on oil staying in the ground in Norway, battery breakthroughs, and how the flow of global capital is starting to move away from ecologically unsustainable business practices. We also celebrate the incredible work being done by NZ's Environment Centres. You can check with 350.org to see how your bank ranks on becoming fossil free, and with Mindful Money to see if your Kiwisaver is environmentally responsible."--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/2a04652a-8624-45f7-a76b-ab2c00b7f74e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1577741986
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/good-news-3

Title: Good News #5.
Creator: Warth, Waveney

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Time for some GOOD NEWS. In this episode Waveney and Tim discuss the positive things happening in sustainability, at home and around the world. First up; the CEO of Black Rock, the largest managed fund in the world (looking after US$7.4T in assets) giving strict guidance to global megacompanies and corporations on the importance of climate change to the future of their business survival. See the letter here. Next up, a huge victory for 350.org and others who have pressured the Government into dropping any default fund in KiwiSaver that has fossil fuel investments. That's over $1.15 billion of New Zealanders' savings, or 715,000 individual kiwis' savings. We also discuss Microsoft's commitment to going Carbon Negative - that is, their commitment to remove the net amount of all the carbon the business has been responsible for putting into the atmosphere since it began in 1971. We also have a progress update from Wellington-based Mint Innovation, the company reclaiming minerals from discarded electronics using a brand new and eco-friendly process. In 2019, Mint raised $5m and they’ve now built a precommercial factory in East Tamaki to validate their concept and test equipment and processes. On 13 Dec they announced they’d stuck gold! Links to organisations and companies we mentioned are here: Repair Café Auckland The Right to Repair from the Electronics Frontier Foundation Spirit Festival 350 Aotearoa Organics: Eco Spoto Organic NZ Magazine Farmers Market Findero Dunedin: Taste Natureo Christchurch: Piko o Christchurch Wholefoodso Common Sense Organics o Huckleberry Aucks: Good Foro the Sourceo Palmerston North: Be Free Grocero Wellington: Hopper Eco Shop"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/442b58b0-c06f-42b4-bda2-ab8000ab27ba/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1584354692
"Waveney and Tim have some sustainability good news from over the world, including: A reduction in stresses on the environment during COVID-19 lockdowns, plus bike sales are way up, Amsterdam is trialing using Kate Raworth’s Donut Model of economics for policy-making and investors flocking to green energy as a save-haven through these troubling economic waters. Planet-based meat is having a meteoric rise in popularity. USA sales are up almost 300% since March this year and people are normalising the new products as part of their daily diets. Bubble bees know how to stimulate plant flowering and a research team in Zurich are the first scientists to observe this incredible abee-ility (sorry). It shows bees are more able than we knew to change their environments to help them survive and flourish. Renewable energy is on the up. The Guardian reports that "Renewable sources made up 72% of new energy added in 2019", meaning a third of the world’s energy is now generated from renewable sources. An increasing number of countries are recognising legal rights for nature. Starting with Ecuador in 2008, and followed by New Zealand and Columbia in 2017 - there is an increasing groundswell of support to protect nature in our courts. A project to build our planet’s eighth largest solar array has just been approved by the US government and will be built in Las Vegas. It’ll supply enough power for 260,000 homes and will be the largest solar farm in America when it’s completed next year. Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!" --RSS feed.
Title: The Good Robot.
Creator: Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "How can a robot act ethically? Humans have asked themselves since the beginning of time "What is good"? While we have some consensus and even laws, teaching a robot to act ethically remains a delicate problem. It certainly requires more than three laws. How can a robot know what to do while operating in an uncertain world? I interviewed Sean Welsh on Ethics in Human-Robot Interaction."--RSS feed.
Subject: Human-robot interaction.
Podcasts.
Welsh, Sean, 1963- Interviews.

Title: Got A Problem?
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Kia ora! In this special Te Wiki o te Reo Māori episode of the show, the boys discuss Pax being stepped out at the beach, Jamaine's very personal journey and James' addiction to Stardew Valley. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/042-gotaproblem-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/042-gotaproblem-
Title  Graeme Cowley on his career in Film, Utu Redux & Apocalypse Now.

Creator  Cowley, Graeme.


Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 10.

Summary  "A "feature length" discussion with Graeme Cowley, who talks about his adventures in the New Zealand screen trade that spans six decades, including his key roles at the epicentre of our most iconic films, as well as his adopted movie in the AroVideo library: Apocalypse Now."

Subject  Cowley, Graeme Interviews.

Podcasts.

Video recordings.

https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-10-Graeme-Cowley-on-his-career-in-Film--Utu-Redux--Apocalypse-Now-e3cjt6

Title  The Great IKEA Wall.

Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "In an ancient time (possibly the 1960s), a heroic traveller named Matt Damon joined a mysterious army to defend the Great Wall of China from an army of lizard-dogs. Will bungee cords, scissors, and magnets be enough to stop these bad, bad dogs? Or will Matt Damon need to find the courage to build some budget furniture out of arrows? What is the mysterious origin of these lizard-dogs? Is pasta more deadly than noodles? Have we seen the last of Captain Joe's Lawn Trimmings? What news does James Cromwell have for us? Does any of this show make sense any more?!

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/d13f9a63-59d9-4cca-8e5a-a72300a52674/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1487844791
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-great-ikea-wall
"Guyzzz I am so incredibly excited to bring you the amazing chat I had with Zoe Blaskey who is the host of the Motherkind Podcast, which has honestly been SUCH a guiding light for me over my Mamahood journey. Zoe has been on her own rollercoaster ride of figuring out the F she really is for over 12 years since a breakdown/breakthrough she had at the age of 23. Since then she’s become a mum to two beautiful girls Jessie who is 4 and Rose who is 5 months, she coaches Mums, and of course interviews incredible guests such as Gabor Mate, Dr Shefali and Glennon Doyle for her podcast. But the things I love most about Zoe is that she is SO freakin’ passionate about helping women navigate motherhood by taking the journey BACK TO THEMSELVES. Today Zoe and I chat about: How our childhood experiences and the pain of our parents can shape the masks we wear as adults What it means to “wake up” and start to question everything about our lives and start the journey of uncovering true selves Martyrdom and the f-ed up messages that sacrifice = love give to children and to mothers What it means to our children when we walk this path of truly loving ourselves and living our truth The true meaning of self-care (not the BS one sold to us by capitalist culture!) I hope you lurrve this episode as much as I lurrved chatting to Zoe. And if you’ve been living under a rock and haven’t completely binged all of the episodes of the Motherkind podcast then follow the link below and you are in for SUCH a treat You can also find Zoe through her Instagram page https://www.instagram.com/motherkind_zoe/ or through her website https://www.motherkind.co/ where she also has an amazing online course about giving the big ol’ finger to perfectionism! If this episode gave you some lightbulb moments then I would LOVE to hear all about them! Hit me up on my Instagram @msmarnie_is_here or leave a review with all the juicy goodness you squeezed from our chat"—RSS feed.
Greenwashing.

Creator: Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary:
"Sponsored by All Heart NZ - helping corporates to redirect, repurpose and reduce their waste while supporting communities throughout Aotearoa and globally. Greenwashing: The nasty practice of companies marketing their environmentalism to sell stuff, when they're actually not being good friends to the planet at all. It's complex and it's an increasing problem as more people become aware and focused on sustainable practices and products. Waveney and Tim try to give you the red flags on when you might be being greenwashed (pictures of barns, "100% natural", literally the colour green) and what you can do to combat it (look for certification, try to parse the language, do your research into the company!)"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links:
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/379c80a5-86ef-4fd8-a0e9-aaa000cbe7f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1565008421
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/greenwashing

Half of Deadpool 2.

Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary:
"The Merc With The Mouth is back to kick ass and crack wise about overseas box office revenue in this sequel that stars a true blue goddamn New Zealander! Go kiwi! Featuring some classic deadpool meta jokes that get all a bit too real for the walk out boys, and some piping hot casting news about James Cromwell."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links:
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201890d36/77b0a6ad-dad3-4d5f-8d80-a90d00138250/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1530149300
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/half-of-deadpool-2
Title Half Of SOLO.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Nic and Joe are back in the saddle ready to walk out halfway through any movie no matter how much they don't want to. Luckily for them Solo: A Star Wars movie is FINE only. Ever wondered where Han got his gun? Or if his last name was a family name or just some random name given to him by a customs agent? Or if Han's pants are actually another Star Wars creature? Or what happened to Junkens, Han's beloved sidekick we made up? Find all the answers and more in this week's show!"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/daec8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/1c43a29d-de36-44a9-b1b9-a8ff00272c59/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1528943636
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/half-of-solo

Title Hallow-QUEENS.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by Bigpipe.co.nzTime for some spooky tales from the closet for all hallow's eve! A new one-off segment Celebrity Whore Binge includes a Happy Birthday to Zac Efron and Chris really hoping that Justin Bieber is kissing his Christian pastor. Fact of the Gay is a reminder; lots of gay men aren't doing anal. Lots are too! The boys also tackle tips in how to top someone in various ways and a recognition that with bottoming; The power is yours! Chris pitches a new horror film called Grindr and there's some amazing Halloween costume ideas (and their ethno-specific). See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/hallow-queens/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/hallow-queens
Title Happy Death Day.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Happy Death Day (i can\'t think of a joke can you Joseph): What would you do if every day was the same and also you got murdered by a giant baby? The boys saw half of \"Happy Death Day\", a fun horror flick that follows a girl named tree who just can\'t stop getting murdered! But just who is the murderer? A friend in a baby mask? A baby in a baby mask? Or a beloved comedian who is notoriously elusive... Also featuring the animals from ice age for some reason that we can\'t remember."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/906f08a2-ec17-41cb-bdd1-a81001399745/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1508373928
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/happy-death-day

Title Happy Gay Year.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ\"\'s the dawn of a brave new year and Chris and Eli have decided they\'re both straight now. YAY RESOLUTIONS! Let\'s talk about Transparent, bi-sexual X-Factor contestants and a bunch of celebs who came out of the closet in the last 365 days. Trailer: Boners of The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/happy-gay-year/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/happy-gay-year
Title: His Name is Lee God Damnt.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comics who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode, Jamaine reminisces about AND1 streetball, Pax reveals why he's weirdly into Trump and James schools everyone on MSG. Plus - we got drops! For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro and to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/003-hisnameisleegoddamnt/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/003-hisnameisleegoddamnt

Title: Hocus Penis.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Words matter so the gayz are talking the use of the word 'gay', 'poof' and 'poofter' and 'queer' off the back of Rainbow Youth's great new ad. Also in this ep; where in the world can you still be killed for being gay? What killed the Sex and The City 3 movie (and on a related note, can we leave Kim Cattrall alone please)? The Christchurch bar scene, Dream Girls and the new adventures of Bunty the Lamb. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/hocus-penis/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/hocus-penis
Title: HOSTING 3: 01 Burying the Hatchet in the Brooklyn River.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The beauty of American-made sandwiches, the power of lists and a hilarious prank involving a very special ring, Guy and Carlo are reunited in the Auckland of the North, New York City. A new city, a new hemisphere, two antipodean friends on the wrong side of the globe. Might bygones stay bygones? Can the magic of hosting create a new, stronger bond of friendship? Can something beautiful be forged in the fires of the city that never sleeps? Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hostingseason3-1buryingthehatchetinthebrooklynriver/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hostingseason3-1buryingthehatchetinthebrooklynriver

Title: HOSTING 3: 02 You Have To Draw A Long Bow.
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The Empire State Building, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory-style sleeping arrangements and a prank that might just endear Guy and Carlo to their American friends, only through a shared understanding, a shared goal can the ill fates of yesteryear be repaired. Only through community can the horrors of the past be forgotten. Guy and Carlo have seen and done some terrible things to each other but maybe, just maybe, they're finally starting to see the world from the same side of the coin. Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hostingseason3-02youhavetodrawalongbow/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hostingseason3-02youhavetodrawalongbow
HOSTING 3: 03 James Bond\'s Great Sense of Humour.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "The progress of a nation, the passengers of the RMS Titanic and a huge update on the fate of Guy and Carlo\'s excellent prank, the city of New York certainly does not fail to deliver. Only through hosting do we understand the vulnerability of the guest. Only through being a guest do we understand the responsibility of the host. Only when we understand both halves of the equation can we truly learn the true meaning of hosting. Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews, Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-03jamesbond-sgreatsenseofhumour/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-03jamesbond-sgreatsenseofhumour

HOSTING 3: 04 The Charm Offensive.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "How to eat a horse, the origins of Seinfeld and one heck of a noise from a human being, they say there\'s always magic in the air on Broadway. Guy and Carlo have stared deep into the pit of despair, the yawning maw of human suffering from which no light, nor joy escapes but the stars are always brightest from the bottom of the well. Sometimes, you have to walk through the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune to realise that fortune itself is a matter of perspective. Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews, Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-04thecharmonoffensive/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-04thecharmonoffensive
Title  HOSTING 3: 05 Lady Liberty.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "A trip to visit Lady Liberty herself. Carlo believes the New York City ports are an approximation of Sydney harbour because the boys took a ferry to visit the Statue of Liberty. It is clearly not modelled on York - perhaps instead it should be called Harbour Town or New Harbour Town. Guy and Carlo discuss possible new names for New York and Carlo is blown away by the size of the Statue "Very tall”. Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-05ladyliberty/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-05ladyliberty

Title  HOSTING 3: 06 With Friends Like These.

Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "The forgotten history of Basketball, the satisfaction of self-directed tours and the true meaning of hosting. They say there are no enemies at the bottom of a bottle shared; even the greatest wrong, the vilest slight, the most vicious blow can be forgiven, if we open our hearts, to love. Guy and Carlo find that just a revenge is best served cold, friendship, is warm welcome. Support us on Patreon here: https://www.patreon.com/TWIOAT Catch up on Hosting on its own stream here: (iTunes) (RSS) (Web Player) See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.

Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-06withfriendslikethese/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/hosting3-06withfriendslikethese
**Title** Hosting 3: 07 The Prestige.

**Creator** Ritchie, Carlo

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Strawberry fields forever, plans for the ultimate wedding and a sad farewell. All good things must come to an end and just so, all good hosts must speed their guests safe to home. In this final episode, Guy and Carlo learn that friendship conquers all, no matter the cost, no matter the casualties. Keep on hosting, keep on riding, keep on living, baby."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e1fc9fc9-f81a-4ff8-bd9d-a6da00256197/7f661cd8-ee45-458a-abfa-ab6b00cf767c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast
https://omny.fm/shows/hosting/hosting-3-07-the-prestige

---

**Title** The Hotshot Trilogy Part 1 of 3.

**Creator** Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "It's the first part of a trilogy of short eps for you guys because the boys are all going on holiday so they have to pre-record. In this ep, Jamaine FINALLY sees Avengers: End Game. Spoilers for Avengers Endgame. But let's be real if you still haven't seen it - it's on you. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
https://media.acast.com/fdbs/untitledepisode/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/untitledepisode
"This week its part of 2 of the Hotshot Trilogy! And by "hotshot" we mean we had to record a batch of episodes for you guys cause the boys are on holiday, but we didn't have enough time for full ones. In part 2 - Pax has a run in with a hot doctor and Jamaine reaches new levels of anger.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/038-thehotshottest2of3/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/038-thehotshottest2of3

"It's the finale of the Hotshot Trilogy! This week we jump straight into it as a crazed and tired James tries to discuss Rich Brians new album The Sailor and racism in hip-hop.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/039-thehotshottest3of3/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/039-thehotshottest3of3
Title: How becoming a parent can force us to stop running and to face our true selves with Em Holdaway.

Creator: Marnie, Ms.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week I have a SUPER special guest - the one and only Em from the Raising Ziggy Blog and the Instagram page Officially Em. Em and I have been friends for a couple of years and instantly bonded over having two crazy AF sons & our passion for sharing our journeys in the real way possible. Today Em & I chat about how becoming a Mum was something that she never wanted for herself and what the journey looked like to questioning where this came from. She also shares the turning point for her and her partner AJ and the work that it took to get to that place. We also dig into our Mother's intuition and connecting to our innate knowing of what feels right for our family but also all the things that can challenge that sense of confidence in ourselves as mamas. Em shares the personal journey she has been on to work through her childhood trauma and how starting a Patreon page to be her safe space to share has been amazingly healing for her as well as the community she has found online. If you loved hearing from Em & want more of her goodness in your life you can find her at Instagram @officiallyem. Facebook Raising Ziggy. And you can join her Patreon where she is writing her life story and whose membership gives you access to her online community EmBassy."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Stop_Running_-_Em_Holdaway.mp3

Title: How do we come out of lockdown?

Creator: Stewart, Indira.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "We're a week into the lockdown, so what does life look like on the other side? Will we flick a switch and go back to normal?"--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200401-0824-the_coronavirus_podcast_-how_do_we_come_out_of_lockdown-256.mp3
Title: How Do You Do That?
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Catch Chris' unique story of two dudes hooking up on Tinder, Eli's trials and tribulations of deciding between story and a post and the joys of a spotless a-hole. It's fun-filled Happy Women's Day episode with great naming schemes for children's names, Captain Marvel (very brief) review and the biggest single pressing question for people in New Zealand: How the f do we watch content? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themategayz/howdoyoudothat-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themategayz/howdoyoudothat-

Title: How I Connected To My Inner Badass Goddess Through Growing A Baby & Pushing It Out.
Creator: Ms. Marnie
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Growing a baby - BIRTHING a baby! Jayyyyysus... talk about taking a few quantum leaps into the really big guns of figuring out who I truly am through figuring out what I'm made of when going through one of THE most mentally and physically challenging experiences of life.My first pregnancy, with my son River who is now 4 and a half, was honestly the most connected I've felt to my true self, and SUCH a huge period of growth for me.In this episode I chat about my experience at my sister's hypno-birthing class that blew my mind and got me started on the journey to discovering the incredible power of birth to be a transformative process, and about the tools I learned and the key ideas that brought me to a place of having complete and utter trust in my body and my baby to have an incredible, intervention free birth at home.And of course I blimmin' sit you down for story time to hear about the day that River made his way into the world and how I had an amazing out-of-body experience as I got out of the way of my body doing its thaaaaang.If you would like to learn more about the books I mention I've popped the details and links belowIna May Gaskin's Guide to Childbirth by Ina May GaskinGentle Birth, Gentle Mothering: The Wisdom and Science of Gentle Choices in Pregnancy, Birth, and Parenting by Sarah J. BuckleyAnd also a link to an article about the Khundalini Yoga exercises called Keep Ups:https://www.elephantjournal.com/2016/06/how-kundalini-kriyas-or-keep-ups-prepare-mam as-for-birth/ "--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts, Self-actualization (Psychology)
Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Ep3_Riv_Birth_Story.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/58192180/how-i-connected-to-my-inner-badass-goddess-through-growing-a-baby-pushing-it-out/
How To Be Happy.

Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

In this episode, Waveney and Tim tackle an issue we rarely talk about; How can we make ourselves happy without punishing the planet and environment? Humans are social creatures and we crave interaction. While we're locked down for a bit, why not take the time to listen and think about what makes you truly happy? We've got loads of suggestions, including exercise, visiting nature, volunteering and more PLUS we've got the science to back up which of these are most effective. Time to stop using shopping as a way to bring us short term contentment, let's try and reach for sustainable joy! Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.

Environmental protection New Zealand.

https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/0740dd47-8cae-4011-ab2f-ab87006c809c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-8040-aa5e002ea629&t=1584945627

https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/how-to-be-happy


How to homeschool your kids.

Stewart, Indira.

[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

The police have made their first arrests of people breaching the lockdown, and we get some top tips for homeschooling your kids."--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200331-0840-the_coronavirus_podcast_how_to_homeschool-256.mp3

https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018740800/how-to-homeschool-your-kids

How To Pride Parade.

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ This week we're talking Pride Parades and why banks feel the need to be so involved. Eli’s just seen Chris Rock live and Chris found out Germans want to marry their same sex partners. Plus Jay Z/Beyonce's twin's names are out and the reviews are brutal and why can't drag queens represent a wider spectrum of women? Let's find out! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/how-to-pride-parade/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/how-to-pride-parade

How To Save The Bees.

Creator: Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "In this episode, Tim is joined by Margaret from Kiwimama Buzz and Jess from Bees Up Top to chat about how we save the bees! Bees are an absolutely critical part of our environment and food chain but facing multiple pressures from human encroachment, industrial mono-culture food production and pesticide exposures, their numbers are in serious trouble. Our top tips for helping the bees are planting a diverse range of flowers, herbs and spices in your garden (heritage, if possible) and avoid using pesticides. If you see swarming bees, google beekeepers in your area who'll be happy to help take them away. And consider putting a hive in your workplace or home! It's fun, helpful, educational and you'll get honey! Kiwimana Buzz' s website / Instagram / Facebook / Twitter / Podcast Kiwimana are beekeepers who have bees located in the wild west coast of Auckland, New Zealand. We teach, we sell beekeeping supplies and provide information to help you keep honey bees. Bees Up Top's website / Instagram / Facebook Bees Up Top aims to increase New Zealand's bee population by supplying healthy, happy hives to urban areas and to educate our future generation on the importance of keeping our little workers around. Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!!"--RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clip/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/97babbe0-9a28-4ed8-bcf9-abd400c24a79/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1591617865
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/htstw-bees
"Welcome to the absolute rock bottom beginner guide to gardening. This episode is for you if you expect it to take about 5 minutes a day to garden, don't compost properly, don't particularly love the idea of gardening, and think you can put a seedling in an abandoned old garden bed and it will have everything it needs. We asked 20 of New Zealand’s top gardeners from around the country to share the very best of their advice. Top suggestions on what to plant going into winter:

- Leafy greens (e.g. Silver beet, kale, spinach, winter lettuce, pak choi, rocket)
- Broad beans
- Parsley
- Herbs
- Garlic chives
- Spring Onions
- Choko (didn’t say on the episode but well worth checking out - it grows like an out of control weed, so perfect for a beginner gardener - follow advice from rediscover.co.nz: https://rediscover.co.nz/oh-the-places-youll-grow-choko/

How to beat slugs and snails:

- Healthy mature plants can beat slugs (learn how to sheet mulch and compost)
- Number one tool is picking off at night with a torch
- Make a beer trap from a 4cm high saucer sunk into the soil, clean and refill weekly if populations are high.

More tips here: https://rediscover.co.nz/natural-ways-to-deter-slugs-snails/Recommended resources for beginner gardeners, in New Zealand. Kiwi’s first What to grow in winter by NZ region from edible backyard:


Connect Organic Edible Garden Sign up to the newsletter here and connect on Facebook here. Taranaki based Farm Next Door, sign up to their newsletter coming soon. Best of The RestSquare Foot Gardening (USA). Good overview of the method from this Australian site. Eliot Coleman’s book, 4 Season Harvest. Works well for South Island (Maine, USA)

Anything by Charles Dowding on Youtube. Somerset UK. Excellent videos. "His method is the easiest I've see anywhere - and with great results!" Thank you to the gurus, market gardeners, educators and communicators who gave their time. Here they are with links to any helpful projects they are involved with - heaps of great resources: Sophia Xiao-Colley, organic market gardener Caity Endt, organic market gardener Judy Keats, Compost Collective Te Radar, broadcaster and comedian Therese Mangos, Pacific Vision Aotearoa, and @pacificvisionaotearoa Richard Main, Gardens4Health Permaculture guru's Betsy Kettle and Trish Allen. Lynda Hallinan Carl Freeman Estella Lee, Chinese Conservation TrustSally, Waimarama Community Garden Team from Organic Edible Garden Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.
Title  Hugh Macdonald on his career in Film, No Ordinary Sheila & From Beyond the Grave.
Creator  Macdonald, Hugh, 1943-
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 11.
Summary  "A conversation with another stalwart of the local film industry, Hugh Macdonald, best known for directing "This is New Zealand" (1970) and "No Ordinary Sheila" (2017), who talks about his career in documentaries, his tenure with the National Film Unit and his experience on the set of his chosen Adopt-a-Movie made by British cult film production house, Amicus."--RSS feed.
Subject  Macdonald, Hugh, 1943- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.

Title  Humans and/or Robots at ATR.
Creator  Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We talk about the people at ATR and the robots they created. The Advanced Telecommunication Research Institute International in Japan is a major contributor to Human-Robot Interaction. I interview Takayuki Kanda, Michita Imai and Dylan F. Glas about their work on robots at ATR. How was Robovie developed and what is the goal of the Erika android? In two episodes we will have a closer look at the people working at ATR and the robots they created. We will also discuss what it means to work for a research lab like ATR in Japan."--RSS feed.
Subject  Glas, Dylan F. Interviews.
Human-robot interaction.
Imai, Michita Interviews.
Kanda, Takayuki Interviews.
Podcasts.
Title "I Suck The Lord\'s Dick".
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Chris and Eli are now a Pentatonix tribute group. Join them as they discuss the Grey\'s Anatomy musical episode, Eli\'s regrettable internet habits (RIP IMDB forums) and the world\'s first openly gay reverend. Also Chlöe Swarbrick is Queen of The Week, the boys talk about weed and Kiwi porn stars. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/isuckthelordsdick/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/isuckthelordsdick

Title I Want A Mandarin!
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week, Jamaine returns! He hops in the booth to discuss drive thru etiquette, the violent video game debate and being addicted to entertainment. Jeez on paper that sounds really heavy and serious - rest assured it\'s as silly as ever.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/041-iwantamandarin/-media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/041-iwantamandarin-
Title: I Won\'t Lip It.

Creator: Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "This week, Jamaine starts reading, Pax reveals he\'s secretly a green thumb (I think I got that right?) and James asks the Kanye question we\'re all thinking. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/056-iwontlipit/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/056-iwontlipit

Title: I\'m Blood Red Mad and I Will Fight You.

Creator: Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Please enjoy this very tired, loopy episode of this podcast. This week, James talks comfy shoes, Pax talks being a parent and Jamaine tries to campaign for those damn mandarins again. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro Follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/044-imbloodredmadandiwillfightyou/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/044-imbloodredmadandiwillfightyou
I've Only Read The Headline.

Matthewson, Eli

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Chris and Eli are chatting Fudge Culture, lightly dragging Out.com and Tik Tok, and recounting a child's birthday party gone HORRIBLY wrong. Plus, Phoebe Waller Bridge is a Goddess but Devil Wears Prada may not be the best source material for a musical. In politics (sort of) Queer Eye hates Bernie Sanders and Why is Kamela Harris a cop? Tweet Eli and let him know! The Queen of the Week: GRETA! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Podcasts.

https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/iveonlyreadtheheadline/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/iveonlyreadtheheadline

Ian Pryor from NZ On Screen on Eric Rohmer, The Motorcycle Diaries & Gremlins II.

Pryor, Ian

Wellington : AroVideo, [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 12.

"Film scribe and former AroVideo staff-member Ian Pryor talks about writing his Peter Jackson biography, working for NZ On Screen, bingeeing on Eric Rohmer, and his affection for his disparate adopt-a-movie choices, Walter Salles' The Motorcycle Diaries and Joe Dante's Gremlins II."--RSS feed.

Podcasts.

https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-12-Ian-Pryor-from-NZ-On-Screen-on-Eric-Rohmer--The-Motorcycle-Diaries--Gremlins-II-e3n2qk
Title Ice Rage.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZIce Age Colon Collision Course is a needlessly complex tale of science, the entire concept of mammals taking the place of humans and thinly veiled celeb cameo voices. In this partially hung over and all parts exhausted ep of #WalkOutBoys, Nic and Joe struggle to explain what happens in the first half of IACCC (which they did see) but have no issue threading together a fantastical vision of what might comprise the concluding half. Spoilers: Unexpectedly, 12 Angry Men makes an homage-y appearance and there\'s a sexy nut rival! There\'s 12 nuts (some are sexy) and there\'s also a Few Good Angry Men."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/41ef6d51-b717-4a47-b82a-a665001e9ddd/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b02a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1471399319
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/ice-rage

Title In My Gay Opinion.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Eli needs to remember his swipe card and start believing in himself to identify as a solid bowl guy. Today\'s episode mood is a combo of: spicy, fine and Adele. Chris and Eli discuss how often they think about being gay, Tay\'s new queer-baiting track, whether Eli does/would fist and an upcoming Dan Carter movie. Love Island is simply too much of a commitment and Laura Daniel is the Queen of The Week!Tickets to Eli\'s show at The Basement in AucklandTickets to Chris\' show Hudson and Halls LIVE! in Sydney See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/inmygayopinion/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/inmygayopinion
Title  Inaugural is a Tame-Ass Word.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to the first episode of The Frickin Dangerous Bro Show. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comics who come together and form sketch comedy supergroup - Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this ep - James discusses the death of Fortnite, Pax brags about how he's a celeb at his school and Jamaine has some great news. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more about FDB or to watch their sketches check out www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/001-inauguralisatame-assword/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/001-inauguralisatame-assword

Title  Infernono.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZ. The boys saw half of Da Vinci Code 3 and just like Tom Hanks are left with more questions than answers. Why does Dan Brown hate art so much? Why is there a drawer full of swords? What is art? Why are the canals of Florence filled with paint? And why is the greatest puzzle of all a Wasjig? All these questions and potentially no answers on this week's Walk Out Boys."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bf0-a64201809d36/d4b33a46-32a3-4669-a380-a6a6012f77d4/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1477074582
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/013-infernono
Title Infiltration.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZOh no, someone left a straight (mainly) cis-woman on The Male Gayz! But don't worry cause it's Alice from Boners of The Heart and she's got a big bag of hot takes for you. In this juicy ep; Thank God, Power Rangers is coming out in film form. Continuity is a huge issue in porn. There's an extended chat about NZ's favourite gay yodelling sisters, The Topp Twins and Chris' confusing sexual feelings about it. The males throw a bunch of gay men at Alice to figure out what she's in to and Alice gets careful with language around gender. Plus Adam Lambert hit on Eli one time?Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/infiltration/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/infiltration

Title Inside Your Smartphone.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tim's in the expert chair today as he shares his research into the impacts of the object we use more than any other, every single day; Our phone! We explore the three major life stages of a phone, 1) Mineral extraction for components 2) Assembly 3) Disposal. The true cost of mineral extraction to get the rare Earth minerals needed to make all the different parts of a phone are hidden from us and there's a good reason. Child labour, dangerous conditions and underpaid workers in developing countries are all part of the smartphone production line. The (largely) Chinese-assembled smartphones are also produced in very dubious conditions. The disposal of these devices (and e-waste in general) needs to be considered because these toxic elements can leach into soil, groundwater and even start fires at dump sites. On the positive side of things; NZ's own MINT Innovation claims to have developed a revolutionary process for recapturing rare Earth elements from reclaimed electronics including phones, which reduces our need to harvest more from the Earth and could prevent huge amounts of e-waste going to landfill. Then there's Fairphone, the Dutch smartphone maker who are mindfully producing devices using best worker practices and environmental sustainability at its core. Their phones also use a modular design so you won't have to throw away phone because the screen's cracked or battery barely holds a charge, you can just order that component from Fairphone and slot it in. This can extend the life of the device many times over and reduces the amount of devices purchased/produced by consumers. For details on how to responsibly dispose of your mobile devices in New Zealand, check out ReMobile."--RSS feed.

Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/37f7a07a-a37d-4683-bb6-ab3d0023eff1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1578859242
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/inside-your-smartphone
Title: An Interview with Dr Bloomfield.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Director General of Health Ashley Bloomfield stops by the Podcast for a chat about his experience of the crisis and the way forward from here."--RSS feed.
Subject: Bloomfield, Ashley Interviews.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200520-0800-an_interview_with_dr_bloomfield-256.mp3

Title: Introducing: Legal Wars (AN AD?!).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Welcome to a podcast that gave us some money to advertise them: Legal Wars - it\'s good! The courtroom can be a battlefield over money, people\'s rights, and even their lives. For some cases, the consequences can affect us long after the verdict is read. Based on extensive interviews and court transcripts, Wondery\'s new podcast LEGAL WARS puts you inside the jury box of some of the most famous court cases in American history. Subscribe to Legal Wars today at wondery.fm/ See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/introducing-legalwars-anad-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/introducing-legalwars-anad-
Title  Is Recycling Legit?
Creator  Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by Huckleberry - Your organic grocer and one stop shop for better food and living. Recycling - is it a crook or not? Turns out the answer is a complicated NO but also a very interesting story. Today we tap into Waveney's years of expertise on this issue to discover what ACTUALLY happens when you throw items into the recycling. We discuss the difference between recycling and downcycling, what a MRF is and figure out why Malaysia is buying bails of materials and the burning them. Ministry for the Environment are calling for submissions on setting up regulated stewardship for six particularly problematic waste streams. This is a game changer for waste in Aotearoa and such a relief that its finally on the table. If you have 2 mins, go in and just say yes, yes, yes to everything. Its time well spent because the government may get industry back lash and they need to know they have a mandate - that's how plastic bags got over the line. If you want to engage a bit more the Zero Waste Network have put together a simple guide to making a submission and there is also this video from Grey Lynn 2030. Submissions aside if, like Waveney, you have a geeky level of interest in recycling in New Zealand, check out: Waste MINZ, (New Zealand's representative body of the waste, resource recovery and contaminated land sectors in New Zealand) and the Zero Waste Network (Aotearoa's network of community based recyclers). Also if you live in Auckland, Auckland Council has a good online search tool for what you can do with unwanted items, although like we say in the show, we recommend landfilling tetrapaks, cartons and plastics #3,4,6,7 until there are better options for the end products."--RSS feed.
Subject  Environmental protection New Zealand.  
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/995715e8-4076-46d9-9d88-aad1002eac9e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1569208007  
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/is-recycling-legit  
Title: Is the Council Listening? (w/ Cr. Richard Hills).

Creator: Warth, Waveney.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Tim and Wav are joined by Auckland Councillor Richard Hills. Richard is the Chair of the newly formed Environment and Climate Change committee and is passionate about public transport, stopping urban sprawl and protecting our environment. We discuss what it's actually like to work in local government, if the council actually cares what we have to say, and how to effectively lobby for change in your region. We also chat about how seriously the Council takes climate change, what declaring a climate emergency actually means and the anticipated effects of climate displacement on New Zealand, especially on our biggest city. Find out more about Richard here and learn about Generation Zero here." --RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019c3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/950b7233-bb70-42f8-bb61-ab47017e571c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1579476634
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/is-the-council-listening-w-cr-richard-hills

Title: It Ain't Easy, Being Cheesy (Also That's What the Girls Say!).

Creator: Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Episode 16 time! That's right - sweet 16. In this ep; and Pax finds out his daughter is a Slytherin, Jamaine airs his gripes with McDonalds and James brings his immigrant AGENDA again. Ugggh. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/016-itainteasy-beingcheesy-alsothatsthatwhatthegirlssay-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/016-itainteasy-beingcheesy-alsothatsthatwhatthegirlssay-
Title  It's A Coffee, B*tch!
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to 2019, or maybe 2009 if you ask Chris. Either way it's out with the old (Lady Gaga and her dead horse) and in with the new (Glenn Close's wardrobe and Gayz in Tech!) This ep features a look at Logan Paul's Gay for a Month BS, some great (and not great) summer reads and boogie boarding. Biggest lesson though: A coffee with your mate is NOT a meeting. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/itsacoffee-b-tch-/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/itsacoffee-b-tch-

Title  It's MOO-ving!
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week, we take an even deeper dive down the rabbit hole of the Gape Nation story as the boys devolve into complete madness.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/028-itsmoo-ving-/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/028-itsmoo-ving-
Title  Jack McGee on Shaun of the Dead, A Ghost Story & his film about AroVideo, "Knowing Tubbs".

Creator  McGee, Jack (Film student)


Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 19.

Summary  "Film student Jack McGee talks about his mini-documentary about a prolific user-reviewer on the Arovideo website and challenges some of the choices made on the 100 Films in 30 Years of Arovideo List. A playful yet insightful conversation about a wide range of movies loathed and loved, including his two Adopt-a-Movie choices."--RSS feed.

Subject  McGee, Jack (Film student) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.


Title  The Jamaine and Method Man Show Ep 001.

Creator  Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary  "No new episode of The Frickin Dangerous Bro this week. However Jamaine was left with all our equipment. He messaged James and said "hey bro can you upload this?" and of course - James obliged. So we have no idea what this is. Enjoy! We'll see you in a couple of weeks. Stay tuned. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject  Podcasts.

Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/thejamaineandmethodmanshowep001/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/thejamaineandmethodmanshowep001

National Library of New Zealand  340  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title The Jamaine and Method Man Show Ep 002.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "So here's the thing - there's still no Pax and James as they're off galavanting in Australia doing comedy and all that. So Jamaine got a hold of the login for our account and has uploaded a new episode of his podcast with his wife Method Man. Again Pax and James want to stress - we do not know what we have uploaded here. But enjoy! And see you soon. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/thejamaineandmethodmanshowep002/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/thejamaineandmethodmanshowep002

Title James Partridge on his Terror-Fi Festival & Candyman [+bonus].
Creator Partridge, James (Festival director)
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 6.
Summary "Terror-Fi Film Festival director James Partridge talks about the joys and challenges of running his own festival and previews some of the films in his 2018 line-up, as well as his Adopt-a-Movie selection: Bernard Rose's Candyman. Then stay tuned for the episode afterword on our continued censorship woes..."--RSS feed.
Subject Partridge, James (Festival director) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.
https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-6-James-Partridge-on-his-Terror-Fi-Festival--Candyman-bonus-e2frum
Title  Jeremy Returns (For The First Time).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comics who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode the boys bring an old friend to the show - Jeremy "Facts" Lawry. Listeners of The Issues Podcast rejoice! Jeremy\'s back. Also in this ep - Jamaine has a new job! Plus, the #GapeNation leader Pax brings controversy to the pod. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroo See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/005-jeremyreturns-forthefirsttime-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/005-jeremyreturns-forthefirsttime-

Title  Jingle All The Way.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Your boiz have a Patreon and on that Patreon, some contributors decide a different movie for Timbly and Guybo to watch. In this first episode (released a year ago for the Patreon subscribers) the pair sat down to watch 1996\'s Jingle All The Way featuring the completely all-American sounding Arnold Schwarzenegger. It was a delight.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/jingle-all-the-way/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/jingle-all-the-way
Title: Jobs on the Line.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Hundreds of Kiwis face an uncertain future for work - how are they doing? Plus controversial advice to shut borders to NZers and why physical distancing is still important at level 3."--RSS feed.
Links: 
https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200430-0800-jobs_on_the_line-256.mp3

Title: John Bach on Acting and King & Country.
Creator: Bach, John
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 4.
Summary: "Veteran New Zealand actor John Bach gives us a rare and exclusive interview about his professional career spanning five decades and the British WWI drama he chose to adopt in the AroVideo library."--RSS feed.
Video recordings.
Links: 
Title  John Horrell on his Martinborough movie cottage & The White Ribbon.
Creator  Horrell, John.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 8.
Summary  "John Horrell talks about his rental cottage in Martinborough (which offers guests access to his extensive personal DVD collection) and his admiration for Michael Haneke's The White Ribbon and other meaningful movies related to his native South Africa."--RSS feed.
Subject  Horrell, John Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.

Title  Joooones BABY.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZBridget Jones' Baby - Bridget Jones is back and this time she's up the blimmin duff! But who IS the father? Nic and Joseph will never know the answer because they only saw half of Bridget Jones' Baby. Is it the old-fashioned Mark Darcy? Or the new old-fashioned McDorky? Or the corpse of an old flame reanimated by Satan to bring about the end of the world? halThe Walk Out Boys Podcatic Universe is expanding, so look out for some cameos from some old friends!Trailer: Tim Talks To"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/c6cde4a5-0e78-4b25-b281-a68f0094fffa/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1475053862
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/joooones-baby
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Jump On The Train! Join the Stupid Gang.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;In this episode of the show, its a special first part of a &quot;sorry we're going away&quot; trilogy. The boys are about to be away from each other for a while so they thought they'd make a special ep for you before its just sad radio silence for a couple of weeks.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit <a href="http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor">http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor</a> follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/fdbs/021-jumponthetrain-jointhestupidgang/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/fdbs/021-jumponthetrain-jointhestupidgang/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/021-jumponthetrain-jointhestupidgang">https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/021-jumponthetrain-jointhestupidgang</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Kenneth Chapman on his Video Staff Crush, Julia Roberts &amp; other Magnificent Obsessions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Chapman, Kenneth, 1992-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Art and life imitate one another in this freely confessional interview with aspiring film-maker Kenneth Chapman who confesses his doomed crush on a former AroVideo staff-member, and his more appropriate obsession with the romantic comedy genre, especially his two adopted movies starring Julia Roberts.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-20-Kenneth-Chapman-on-his-Vide">https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-20-Kenneth-Chapman-on-his-Vide</a> o-Staff-Crush--Julia-Roberts--other-Magnificent-Obsessions-eb6f3r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  King Arthur: Legend of the Shoe.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The story of King Arthur you know and love, now with giant elephants and octopus women! Guy Ritchie's paws are all over this film, as are the paws of giant wolves, the wings of giant bats, and the scales of giant snakes. And that's just the first half before it all really goes off the rails and slides into a multidimensional clusterfuck that can only be saved by something big (but not too big). Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/62c3afce-eef3-43ed-b1e4-a78c00bb371a/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1496921794
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/king-arthur-legend-of-the-shoe

Title  The King Kong's Speech.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boys saw half of Kong: Skull Island while on different islands. One of them liked it, the other did not, one of them thinks Kong should be a bit smaller, the other thinks Kong should be a lot smaller. But one thing Joseph and Nic can both agree on is that animals the size of buildings love receiving literary prizes and there definitely should have been more than one woman in this entire film. Sponsored by a baby called Maurice. Trailer: The Male Gayz"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/ff24e8a0-0466-4588-9443-a73b0023b61c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1489889579
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-king-kongs-speech
**Title**  Kiss Of The Mummy.
**Creator**  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary**  "It's the mummy reboot the world has presumably been crying out for! This summer blockbuster has everything: a mummy, Nick from New Girl, Tom Cruise as Nick not from New Girl, half of Russell Crowe's face, and of course...a fresh batch of messed up kids from Miss Peregrine's school for messed up children." --RSS feed.
**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
**Links**  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/28a3cd2c-1391-4794-98cd-a79900979bd1/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1498036434
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/kiss-of-the-mummy

**Title**  Kiwi (Laura Daniel) Christmas (w/ Laura Daniel).
**Creator**  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)
**Summary**  "A star of Kiwi Christmas joins the boys for a real Christmas miracle of an episode!" --RSS feed.
**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
**Links**  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/19a0f91e-929d-4234-8d89-a85300ca8561/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1514118021
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/kiwi-laura-daniel-christmas-w-laura-daniel
Title: Knitting in Parliament.

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "It's a non-live episode and there was a lovely dog! Eli recalls the centre of all his childhood trauma but REFUSES to stay in his lane. The boys explore the crazy laws of NZ, what #BDMRR is all about and Huge Jackman is coming out… To New Zealand. Please buy your lovely trans folks a coffee and get us tickets to see Huge live! See Chris and Eli live in upcoming shows in Auckland, Wellington and Melbourne. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/knittinginparliament/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/knittinginparliament

Title: Kupu, Kupu, Kupu - Ētahi hapa o te reo.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Taringa; ep 147.

Summary: "We go though some common mistakes in Te Reo such as whakahua (pronunciation) and plurals, the use of 'āhei' and 'taea', 'ī' and 'kī', statives, mai and atu and some good tips for online resources to help your Reo learning. This week's kīwaha is "Māna" (I could be wrong...) "--RSS feed.

Subject: Kōnae ipurangi.
Maori language.
Podcasts.
Reo Māori.

**Title** L'OdysSEA.

**Creator** Sampson, Nic, 1986-

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Needing a break from American blockbusters, we took in half of the French biopic of Jacques Cousteau! A gorgeous looking film about a man who loves the sea more than he loves his sons or his wife. Nic and Joseph butcher the beautiful French language and the life of this venerated explorer, the podcast gains a young new sponsor, and please James Cromwell if you're out there let us know that you are alive! Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- [https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/e3236c33-b903-4114-9bd6-a7310073e325/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1489043118](https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/e3236c33-b903-4114-9bd6-a7310073e325/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1489043118)
- [https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/odysseysea](https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/odysseysea)

---

**Title** Large Chatty Chat Chat Bingo Cha-Ching!

**Creator** Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "In this late addition of the pod - the boys delve into Jamaine's high school life on a new segment. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBroLove the show drops and want to use them in your everyday life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
- [https://media.acast.com/fdbs/061-largechattychatchatbingocha-ching-/media.mp3](https://media.acast.com/fdbs/061-largechattychatchatbingocha-ching-/media.mp3)
Title The Last Emoji Movie.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "After weeks of anticipation and critical panning, The Emoji Movie finally arrives in little ole New Zealand. Was it worth the wait? Probably not if you were hoping for nice animation, fun, adventure, or jokes. In the second half Nic and Joe fill in the gaps of some of the obvious Apps the film should have visited and come up with about 30 Emoji-based jokes that are better than the ones they saw in the first half (obviously apart from Patrick Stewart as the shit)."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/e1c6e775-33f4-4d3a-acdb-a7fc01550851/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1506631606
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-last-emoji-movie

Title The Late Night Wholesome Affair.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week, the boys stay up late to do a steamy late night special of the pod. In this steamy (not at all steamy) episode, they discuss James\' winding down technique, Pax\'s architectural dreams and Jamaine\'s radio adventure. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/thelatenightwholesomeaffair/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/thelatenightwholesomeaffair
Title Late Podcast This Week and It's All Pax's fault.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Hi listeners! Pax here, explaining why the podcast being late is all my fault. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/latepodcastthisweekanditsallpaxsfault/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/latepodcastthisweekanditsallpaxsfault

Title Laundry.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "PLEASE NOTE: This episode was recorded before things escalated regarding COVID-19. Please follow the health and hygiene advice of your local government, and/or WHOAs an addendum to our episode on cleaning products, this week Wave is focusing on keeping your clothes clean while keeping the planet happy. Laundry Detergent SolutionsSoap nuts, kiwis can buy them at Ecoware house or grow your own tree. You can check out Green Goddess' Laundry Powder DIY Kit or products at Ecostore. Stain RemovalCheck out Ethique's Solid Laundry and Stain Remover Bar - no plastic, no palm oil. General tips on stain removal are available here and here's a useful super infographic. Most eco-friendly bleaches contain Sodium Percarbonate, because it's way better for the environment than regular bleach. However Wave still has reservations and try and live without it. Here is the Safety Data Sheet for Sodium Percarbonate [warning: PDF], Bluing Powder takes the yellowing out of sheets. We love it. Kiwis can grab it from Green Goddess Outsmart Green Washing Words like Natural or Biodegradable don't mean they are good for the environment! Take it as a warning sign if companies haven't listed, (or plainly listed) their ingredients. Take a moment to think about what they are silent on. Watch out for SLS's: Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate. These are super common nasties because they are cheap and they work. You can also wade through EcoStores ingredients index. It's the best we've seen for summarizing health and safety information on common household chemicals. Its alphabetical, non searchable but thorough, and based on independent industry findings. Google the product you would like to check + Safety Data Sheet (SDS) to find the low down. If you can't find an SDS (assuming you are a competent Googler) it probably means the product doesn't need one, which is good - only hazardous substances (a lot cleaners in the supermarket) need them. STAIN REMOVALFOOD and WINE STAINS: Club Soda & Salt (sit overnight and then wash regularly.). Vinegar (Soak then wash as normal) White Wine on RED wine SWEAT AND YELLOWING STAINS: Lemon Juice & Salt Baking Soda (Make a paste Let sit for an hour) Aspirin (Crush and mix with warm water until a paste forms. Let it sit for an hour before rinsing it off) SHEETS & PILLOWCASES YELLOWING: Bluing powder!! Green Goddess. Needs SUNDIRT: Vinegar (just swap out your detergent for a cup of white vinegar); Shampoo; Stale Bread (If you have stale bread around just gently rub the bread - gluten absorb the dirt. Gluten free bread will not work). BLOOD: Lemon Juice Salt & Cold Water Baking Soda Thanks to Auckland Council and Live Lightly for supporting this podcast!"--RSS feed.
Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-
Title: Leah McFall on Nora Ephron and Bright Lights.

Creator: McFall, Leah, 1972-.


Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Series: Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 5.

Summary: "Newly-published author, columnist and mother-of-two Leah McFall talks up the enchantment of the Romantic Comedy and three Hollywood women who are no longer with us - Nora Ephron, Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds."--RSS feed.


Links:

Title: Let's talk about the stories we make up as children...

Creator: Marnie, Ms.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Arrrright so you know how I warned you it was gon' get a lil deep. Well time to head down the rabbit hole me thinks. In today's episode I share a mega awakening I whilst escaping from my mumlife breakdown when Riv was just under a year old. It has to do with a story that I had been telling myself (and trying to compensate for) since I was six years old. I realised that this story that I made up almost 30 years ago has been the root cause for so much of my internal suffering over my life and also that simmering discontent I have felt for much of my adult life no matter how "successful" I became or the relationships I had seemed to be. These realisations had to do with what people call a "core limiting belief" which I explain more about in the episode and then also the counter to that - which I know as a "winning formula". Understanding where these stories and the resulting patterns of behaviour came from, and why as a 6 year old girl it made TOTAL sense to create them, has really fucking helped me understand MYSELF and have compassion for myself AND a feeling that now as an adult I can gently let those stories go and not be a slave to them anymore. If you have any questions about ideas I bring up in the episode or would like to share your own revelations I would LOVE to hear from you on holla@msmarnie.com"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts. Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links:
https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Stories_we_make_up_as_children.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/60751462/lets-talk-about-the-stories-we-make-up-as-children/
Summary  "We've finally moved to level 3 - how have businesses prepared for contactless delivery and what about tech issues? Plus news about NZ's contact tracing app and reaction to Trump's disinfectant suggestions."--RSS feed.

Summary  "RNZ's podcast on the Covid-19, Coronavirus outbreak, hosted by Indira Stewart. This episode we have audience Q+A with Otago University Epidemiologist Dr Patricia Priest."--RSS feed.
Title: Life's a Witch.
Creator: Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Chris and Eli finally found time amidst their flat out lockdown schedule to pod, and they have both made the very unique choice to fill the time by watching movies. The boys chat Lord of the Rings, Riccarton Mall and check in how Fran Drescher and Robbie Williams are handling quarantine. Ever wondered how LGBT+ fit in the Pagan community? We discuss in an actually pretty interesting Fact of the Gay! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links:
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/life-sawitch/media.mp3

Title: Listener Questions #2.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Wave and Tim open up the virtual mail bag and dig into your questions. We chat about Project Drawdown, Dr Paul Hawken and regenerative farming. Dr Hawken is on a mission to remove existing carbon in the air (rather than just reducing what we're putting out in the air now). Short answer: Have a listen to our soil episode! We cover a lot of ground (lol). We also chat about the effect of plastic containers on your recycling and wonder how far we can move the waste behaviour needle. We explore why is NZ so far behind in banning single use plastics and learn what Wave's pet plastic peeve is. Also in this ep; how to combat single use plastics in the supermarket and what comes after we win that battle; How businesses can do the right thing; And is government conducting effective public information/behaviour change campaigns? The Rethinking Plastics report: https://www.pmcsa.ac.nz/our-projects/plastics/rethinking-plastics-in-aotearoa-new-zealand/Plastic bottle return scheme: https://www.nz.co.nz/news/national/399547/plastic-bottle-return-scheme-to-put-value-back-into-recyclingWasteminz's Guide on Composability [PDF]: https://www.wasteminz.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Its-complicated-guide-Final-2019.pdf The Rubbish Trip's Shopping Guide: http://therubbishtrip.co.nz/regional-shopping-guide/regional-zero-waste-shopping-guides"--RSS feed.
Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links:
- https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a3bf7a-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298a9/7e62cbf3-d4f8-4c5f-9f26-ab4c00ba1f78/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1580079633
Title The Literal Mountain Between Us.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Idris Elba and Kate Winslet star in this tale of survival and romance and delicious cougar-meat. Trapped on a literal mountain with a figurative mountain, Idris and Kate must make it back to New York before their tasty cougar-meat runs out. With nothing but their wits and a backpack full of scrumptious cougar-meat, can our heroes survive all these mountains between them? And above all odds, will sparks fly (apart from the sparks being used to cook tender cougar-meat)?"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/47f251f2-4194-4fe6-9c91-a82201126a5d/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1509901091
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-literal-mountain-between-us

Title Little Richard.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Porn is the foundation of our society and Chernobyl rules (the show, NOT the event) but stay off your phone! In this Male Gayz, we get into the confusing statuses of Little Richard, Stage Challenge and Pride at Disney. Katy Perry is Queen of The Week but also, SHE STUPID! We want 90s Elton John and we wish Rainbow Youth a big ole HAPPY QUEER BIRTHDAY! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/littlerichard/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/littlerichard
Title  LIVE at the Beer Jerk Bunker!
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In their first ever episode recorded in front of a live audience, the boys get wild as they talk wardrobe control, pop music and the Gape Master has a special announcement. This episode was recorded live on the 19th of May 2019 at the Beer Jerk Bunker in Auckland. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/026-liveatthebeerjerkbunker-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/026-liveatthebeerjerkbunker-

Title  LIVE Podcast Show Announcement!
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Hey there Auckland podcast fans! We have great news for you. We are doing a FREE live record of the podcast on May 19. Come hang out with your favourite boys. Make sure you book your free tickets as seats are limited. You can find more info on eventfinda.co.nz or on our Facebook page. See you there! May the blue flame flicker forever. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/livepodcastshowannouncement-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/livepodcastshowannouncement-
Title: The living building challenge.
Creator: Cooper, Paul (Professor).
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [HERA], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series: Stirring the pot; episode 27.
Summary: "In this episode of Stirring the Pot, we talk with Former Director of Australia's Sustainable Buildings Research Centre (or SBRC for short) - Professor Paul Cooper. His work was focused on bringing together a wide range of researchers to holistically address the challenges of making our buildings sustainable and effective places to live and work in. SBRC has a specific focus to retrofit existing buildings to make them more sustainable. Connect with Paul LinkedIn for Paul: https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-cooper-06ab623a/ SBRC Website: https://www.uow.edu.au/sbrc/ Info about Paul: https://scholars.uow.edu.au/display/paul_cooper Video on SBRC: https://vimeo.com/408230724 Connect with Troy LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/troy-coyle-8202b912/ "--RSS feed.

Subject: Cooper, Paul (Professor) Interviews.
Metal trade New Zealand.
Podcasts.

Title: Lockdown.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "The whole country is bracing go into isolation. We break down what you need to know. Plus, tips and tricks to keeping children calm and happy."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Title: Lost in Time.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "It's been an awful week for NZers. In this episode, the boys do their best to provide some comic relief for this hard time. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links:
https://media.acast.com/fdbs/020-lostintime/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/020-lostintime

Title: The MacGyver of Hate.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this episode - Jamaine celebrates a big marital milestone, Pax deals with a big personal milestone and James celebrates...a movie that he likes. No milestones for him. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links:
https://media.acast.com/fdbs/012-themacgyverofhate/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/012-themacgyverofhate
Title Magnificent Eighty-Three.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZMagnificent Seven - When the first half of your movie is about a cowboy assembling a team of 7 (or 9) other cowboys, it probably pays to watch the second half for all the pay off. Too bad for Nic and Joseph that's the whole point of this stupid podcast. The Walk Out Boys version of Magnificent Seven involves excessive shooting, counting, walking, reading, bathing, activewear, more counting and big questions like 'Who is the real villain?' and 'What is the Wild West version of Instagram'. Yeehaw?Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/e5835608-62f0-423f-9819-a6960070ad4d/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1475650676
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/magnificent-eighty-three

Title Making Change with Robyn Malcolm.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by All Heart NZ - helping corporates to redirect, repurpose and reduce their waste while supporting communities throughout Aotearoa and globally. National treasure, actor, activist, and Greenpeace spokesperson Robyn Malcolm joins Tim for a chat about saving dolphins, protecting our national parks against mining and her life of activism. Robyn is world famous for her role as Cheryl West on Outrageous Fortune and so many other roles in TV and film."--RSS feed.
Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/3958d2bb-52e3-4f13-9bb6-aabb0032455d/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1567439823

National Library of New Zealand 359 Te Puna Matarauranga o Aotearoa
Title Mall Sh1ts.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The gayz are back and haven't seen each other in ages! Time to catch up on gastro woes, share trading and vapes. We're banning masc energy in the bedroom and maybe kiwi reality stars Art and Matilda for their very straight energy. Sam smith has adopted they/them pronouns. Plus, musical theatre - should you listen to the album before seeing the show? Are hetros coming for our fetishwear, and how many men has Batman and Robin director Joel Schumacher slept with? (HIS answer will shock you). See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/mallsh1ts/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/mallsh1ts

Title Marketing, PPE and Accountability.
Creator Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "A new investigation is being launched into PPE, and opposition MPs grill ministers on the shift down from level four. Plus we ask John Miles of Marketing NZ for tips on pulling in business during the pandemic."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Miles, John (Chief executive officer) Interviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200422-0800-marketing_ppe_and_accountability-256.mp3
Title Mary Fawcett on Opening a Bookstore & Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown.
Creator Fawcett, Mary.
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 17.
Summary "Mary Fawcett from the soon-to-be-opened Schrödinger's Books talks about her new business venture in retail, thought experiments, her passion for running, and her adopt-a-movie choice of a 1980's classic from illustrious Spanish director, Pedro Almodóvar."--RSS feed.
Subject Fawcett, Mary Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.

Title Media, Trade and Anzac Day.
Creator Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The government's revealed a $50m package for media - but will it actually help newspapers? Plus how is our trade sector doing and don't forget, it's Anzac Day tomorrow."--RSS feed.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200424-0800-media_trade_and_anzac_day-256.mp3
Title Men In The Shower.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We're back and missed you heaps! Time to catch up on Troye Sivan's career, The Beatles wacking off together, NYC gay bars (*cough* which Eli went to *cough*) and the gayz' introduction to softcore p0rn! Plus - just how many spectators can you fit in a bathroom to watch a guy shower? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/men-in-the-shower/media.mp3

Title Metrosexuals.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZThe verdict is in for Tom Daley's wedding and it is GUILTY AS CHARGED! Captain Planet makes an appearance to tell Australia to sort its shit out and then we find out, our own male gay Eli IS Captain Planet (basically). We also find out Eli's drag name, hear his terrible Joan Rivers impersonation and dive into music artist Pink's aerial career before exploring the weird 90s phenomenon of the Metrosexual. Also DINOSAURS DOING IT! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/metrosexuals/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/metrosexuals

Title Miss Peregrine Has Too Many Children.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZWelcome to Miss Peregrine's School For Peculiar Children, where the children are peculiar and so is the school and so is every aspect of the movie. What makes Florida such an attractive opening location for movies in 2016? Just how many peculiar children can Nic and Joe come up with in one relentless go? And what does Bill Paxton's character from the Titanic have to do with balloon girl, lead character boy, and girl with a stomach full of necklaces? If you're confused then don't worry so are the Walk Out Boys."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/6fbb830ba-131d-46cd-b02f-a69d0177111f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1476313278
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/miss-peregrine-has-too-many-children
Title  Mission Impossible 6: Fallout.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Mission Impossible: Fallout. Ethan Hunt is back to his old tricks of making it seem like he
doesn't know what he's doing when he does in fact know what he's doing! A real nightmare
to work with probably. Nic and Joe come up with a clever workaround for Henry Cavill's
moustache problems and congratulate themselves for finally getting James Cromwell verified
on Twitter!"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-
bf0d-a64201809d36/0ed29e6d-df1d-42ec-89fb-a94200669b30/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podca-
st&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1534746358
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/mission-impossible-6-fallout-2
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48771090002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Mistoffelees Is Gay.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to 2020 and Golden Globes season, bbz! Cats is out and it's just as incredible as
the trailer promised; So incredible that Dame Judi Dench is undeniably Queen of The Week!
We look forward to the year ahead and also, the end of the world ahead! Fact of The Gay, you
say? How about a 19th century essay on same sex love? And finally, Phoebe Waller-Bridge:
IF YOU ARE READING THIS, PLEASE ADD SOME BOND BOYS TO NO TIME TO DIE,
THANKS! xoEli's Instagram: @elimatthewsonChris' Instagram @chrisparker11: See The Male
Gayz Live See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/mistoffeleesisgay/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/mistoffeleesisgay
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48702290002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title: Moving down.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "We finally have a date to move down for the level four lockdown, plus we hear an interview with the author of a report into the governments Covid-19 tracing system."--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200421-0800-moving_down-256.mp3

Title: Murder Is Great (Please Listen We Swear There's Context To This).
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This week, we have no Jamaine due to a work emergency but you know what they say in show business, "If you don't have Jamaine, record a pod anyway"! Pax and James soldier on to talk about subliminal messages in cartoons and Pax's big live TV blunder.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/040-murderisgreat-pleaselistenwesweartherescontexttothis-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/040-murderisgreat-pleaselistenwesweartherescontexttothis-
Music under lockdown.

Creator Stewart, Indira.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Music 101's Yadana Saw tells us how musicians have coped with life under lockdown and what covid-19 means for the future of live events."--RSS feed.

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Saw, Yadana Interviews.

Links https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200513-0800-music_under_lockdown-256.mp3

MWWC1: "What a film!".

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This is the first time your dear brave Jellicle fellas set out to watch CATS (2019) at the cinema and they're just trying to figure out what the f*** is going on here. How big are these cats? Is this CGI technology just an Instagram filter? Tim makes a fast enemy of Rebel Wilson and begrudging fan of James Cordon. This promises to be one hell of a ride.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwmc1-whatafilm-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwmc1-whatafilm-
**Title** MWWC2: "Immensely watchable".

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Tim and Guy are nestled in the roots of a large tree in the beautiful Auckland domain. This second watch has drawn the fellas into the world of CATS (2019) like a cinematic siren. Leaving the horrifying CGI and confusing storyline at the door, the fellas have been left to enjoy the spectacle of this star-studded $100... Spectacular? Guy canvases some fellow CATS (2019) watchers and Tim feels very bad for Dame Judi Dench. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwmc2-immenselywatchable-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwmc2-immenselywatchable-

---

**Title** MWWC3: "I want to leave" (w/ David Farrier).

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Filmmaker/journalist David Farrier (Dark Tourist, Tickled) joins the fellas to see CATS (2019) for a second time. His initial screening resulted in a drunken tweeted review that went viral, and landed Dave in trouble with the film\'s NZ promoters. Dave is no friend of musicals generally; They creep him out. What\'s up with the three names that cats need? We don\'t know. What we do know; Taylor Swift\'s dad had a BIG impact on this movie. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwmc3-iwanttoleave-w-davidfarrier-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwmc3-iwanttoleave-w-davidfarrier-
Title MWWC4: "CGI WILL get there" (w/ Laura Daniel & Joseph Moore).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Musical comedy superstars Two Hearts are Laura Daniel and Joseph Moore. Today they are also two-time CATS (2019) watching moviegoers. In a packed group session featuring Tim’s wife and Guy’s partner plus our musical comedy guests, Joe’s wondering if the rest of the audience also have podcasts requiring them to come to the film. The Rum Tug Tagger is in the crosshairs, Tim doesn’t know what a pound is and Laura can now understand the horrifying and disgusting decision to keep the human hands.Laura Daniel’s Instagram / Twitter
Joseph Moore’s Twitter
See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwmc4-cgiwillgetthere-w-lauradaniel-josephmoore-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwmc4-cgiwillgetthere-w-lauradaniel-josephmoore-

Title MWWC5: "An abomination" (w/ Brynley Stent).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Comedian and self-confessed Cats fanatic Brynley Stent did NOT join the fellas but has seen CATS (2019) separately and she has some notes on the film! Bryn educates the boys on the wafer-thin plot of the original musical and why that’s a good thing. She also dreams of being the world’s first female Skimbleshanks. Meanwhile, Guy is entirely focused on a disappearing CGI tap shoe.Brynley Stent’s Instagram / Twitter
See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwwc5-anabomination-w-brynlyestent-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwwc5-anabomination-w-brynlyestent-
**Title** MWWC6: "Comedy's hard" (w/ Guy Williams).

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Comedian Guy Williams aka G Dubs joins the fellas for their sixth (and his first) watch of CATS (2019). Musical fan Guy W finds himself in the incredible position of defending the movie as good and expounds on a self-defence against accusations of being a bad man with a long-winded and non-sensical hypothetical scene of Ronald McDonald taking a shower. The trio explore the racial dynamics of the film and celebrate James Cordon's performance once again. Guy Williams' Instagram / Twitter  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwwc6-comedy-shard-w-guywilliams-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwwc6-comedy-shard-w-guywilliams-

---

**Title** MWWC7: "You are responsible".

**Creator** Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "We end as we have begun. Just Tim and Guy. Minus about $400. As the boys round the end of this perilous journey (dressed in shabby rented cat costumes) they ponder the effect their daily watches have had on the box office success of CATS (2019). Some true upsets in the Jellicle stakes and Guy has damaged his eye. This was a regrettable endeavour. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Motion pictures Reviews.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/mwwc7-youarereresponsible-/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/mwwc7-youarereresponsible-
Title My Week With Cats: A Pur-amble.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This is My Week With Cats, a reunion of Tim Batt and Guy Montgomery on a cinematic journey that pits the pair against daily watchers of CATS (2019) - a film that cost $100m and is on track to be one of the critically and financially unsuccessful films of the decade. With a glint in their eye and open heart the Worst Idea fellas are ready to tango with Andrew Lloyd Webber\'s strangest creation. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideofalltime/myweekwithcats-apur-amble/media.mp3

Title Naomi Cancelled.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Tickets to Chris and Eli\'s upcoming live shows are here. Chris and Eli are trying to figure out exactly WHAT Sports Illustrated is, in possibly the gayest convo on the podcast yet. This episode we\'ve got first person Courtney Cox sightings at airports, third party Naomi Campbell cancellations in airports and MDMA therapy. The gayz have almost entirely revolved their beef from last episodes, which is important because we need to figure which characters are queer in the new Lion King. Fact of The Gay lets you know how bad streaming porn is for the environment, the Queen of the Week is the US Womens Soccer team and we find out if Chris is a royalist. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/naomicancelled/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/naomicancelled
Title Nehe Milner-Skudder.

Creator Savea, Ardie, 1993-

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sat down with Skudz to chat about his fresh start to the landers and reminisced on his past as well as his as life and journey through mental wellbeing. So good. check it out BLESSGOO"--RSS feed.

Subject Milner-Skudder, Nehe, 1990- interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.

Links https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/nehe_full_spotify_audio.mp3?dest-id=1489661
https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/nehe-milner-skudder

Title NERVEous.

Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZ NERVE - yet another neo-noir techno-thriller adventure film\' to add to the pile? Or the first movie the boys didn't want to leave halfway through? Noive\' is a rollercoaster journey into the lives of cool teens doing cool dares, so naturally Nic and Joe spiral into a panic about being out of touch. The second half of Noive sees the film invaded with blatant homages to films that teens haven't seen, a horrifying journey into the Dark Web, and the shocking origins of the poop emoji that will change the way you see it forever...so are you a Watcher or a Player?End Trailer: Two and A Half Count"--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bf0-a64201809d36/293edea6-67f0-4d99-93a8-a67b0061df4e/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1473316032
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/nerveous
Title: The New Gape Guru.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this tornado of an episode, the boys wade through exhaustion to deliver a podcast this week. Enjoy the madness! Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/027-ththenewgapeguru/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/027-ththenewgapeguru

Title: New Rules.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "As New Zealand prepares for Level Four, we break down the latest news and give a Q+A on how the new rules will work"--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
New Year, Same Boys.

Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this ep - new year, same boys! The boys talk new years resolutions and all sorts of other shenanigans. #GapeNation baby! Music by S.F.T Beats

For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information. -- RSS feed.

The Next Level.

The Prime Minister has outlined what life will look like once we leave lockdown. Plus we do audience Q+A with Dr Patricia Priest -- RSS feed.

National Library of New Zealand

Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title  The Night Is Young! (and on fire).
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The city (Auckland) is on fire and Eli is gutted his photos of it didn't pick up online! In this episode we got Lady gaga ice baths a Fact of The Gay ft. Leonardo da Vinci was a gay! Dick size doesn't matter and neither does Miley Cyrus, plus there's too many drag shows now?! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/thenightisyoung-andonfire-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/thenightisyoung-andonfire-

Title  Nina & Anton from Photonflux talk Alien & Sci-Fi.
Creator  Human, Nina.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 2.
Summary  "Nina Human & Anton Sounes talk about their unique retro Sci-Fi themed bar, creative enterprise, and the three feature films they've adopted at AroVideo."--RSS feed.
Subject  Himan, Nina Interviews.
          Podcasts.
          Sounes, Anton Interviews.
          Video recordings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>No Geostorm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's the future and Gerard Butler has covered the earth in satellites that shoot storms with bullets to make them stop storming. Sounds great right? Unfortunately the boys saw the one half of Geostorm that didn't have a single goddamn Geostorm in it, just scientists checking emails and talking about their ties. We also find out who James Cromwell's most famous friend is. Hint: you will not guess who it is.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/9f9cd8eb-ba02-44d1-9696-a819000d8c4c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1509085887">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/9f9cd8eb-ba02-44d1-9696-a819000d8c4c/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1509085887</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Title       | The Noise.                                        |
| Creator     | Matthewson, Eli                                  |
| Publishing Details | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020] |
| Format      | 1 online resource (1 audio file)                 |
| Summary     | "Our gayz are back in the studio and the energy is zinging. In an episode that is 80% about spooky noises only Chris and Eli can hear, we also learn about whether Chandler was meant to be gay on Friends, shout out our favourite local businesses (Eli has realised his shout out is definitely an Australian business since recording) and somehow don't award Jacinda Ardern Queen of the Week. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed. |
| Subject     | Podcasts.                                        |
| Links       | https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/thenoise/media.mp3 |
|             | https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/thenoise     |
Non-vascular Plants.

Kelly Frogley is an expert when it comes to non-vascular plants. In this episode, Kelly explains what exactly they are, and shares some stories about unexpected discoveries and making the most of non-optimum spaces for optimum plant identification. She also talks about green-blindness and the importance of looking down. And up. And around - well, you get it. www.doc.govt.nz/podcast

Endangered species New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links
https://mcdn.podbean.com/mf/web/e9t3pp/Ep_9_Kelly.mp3
https://departmentofconservation.podbean.com/e/episode-9-non-vascular-plants/

Nurse Jenny, Onions and Immunity.

Four more people have died from Coronavirus this long weekend but the nation has been buoyed by a shoutout to a kiwi nurse who helped the British PM back to health. --RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links
https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200414-0800-nurse_jenny_onions_and_immunity-256.mp3
OCD in a pandemic.

An obsession with hand washing might seem like a boon in the middle of a global pandemic, but the reality of living with OCD right now is a very difficult experience. --RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease), New Zealand, Podcasts.

Links:
- https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200506-0800-ocd_in_a_pandemic-256.mp3

The Ocean is Gaping.

In this ep - a certified member of the #GapeNation gives the Nation a gift, James brings up his beef with the other two, Pax discovers he has a new phobia and Jamaine struggles with a new title bestowed upon him. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information. --RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links:
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/theoceanisgaping/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/theoceanisgaping
The Old 23 Finger Reach-around.

Ross, Jamaine

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

This week, Pax is away, so luckily we have Method Man (Jamaine's wife, not the actual rapper) joining the boys. Strap in as they chat road rage, holidays to Bali and voting. Please stop sending us #FreeTheMandarin, you're enabling Jamaine. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDANGEROUSBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro or visit http://frickindangerousbro.com. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

Eli is late, apologetic and caught in the headlights of Chris' revelations of unprofessional podcast behaviour AND unsafe sex from yesterday. Tim's dog is semi-on blast, and so is one of Auckland's only gay bars FAMILY (details inside, check the sealed section). Priscilla Queen of The Desert is celebrated though not as much as our Queen of the Queen. Plus, Harry Potter is a straight man failing up, superheroes are hot and Old Town Road f***ing rules! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.

Old Town Code.

Matthewson, Eli

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.
Title  On losing myself in motherhood & the 12 words that snapped me out of my crippling anxiety.
Creator  Marnie, Ms.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "After all that oxytocin had worn off and the sleep deprivation had set in I started to find that confidence in myself as a mother crumble away. Today I talk about the first 6 months of River's life and how severe sleep deprivation and having my connection to my mama intuition slowly being chipped away at lead me to a harrowing journey with a sleep consultant which pushed me over the edge. This manifested for me in severe anxiety and I was existing day and night in that fight or flight mode with my monkey mind running the show. Until one day I had a lightbulb moment while listening to a podcast when the host said "You cannot think your way out of a prison made of thought". I also share how I disconnected I felt from my true self and how this lead to me to start my Statement T-shirt brand Eskimo Nell (now called Ms Marnie) to help women who felt lost reconnect with their true badass selves. If you're interesting in listening to anything by Krishna Das who I mention in today’s episode - below is the link to his podcast https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/pilgrim-heart-with-krishna-das/id923018685"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.  Self-actualization (Psychology)

Title  One Thousand.
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Aotearoa officially has over a thousand cases of Covid-19. But as the increase stays steady, the government is beginning to look toward leaving level four. Plus, how to garden under a lockdown."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.  Podcasts.
Our Mums Could Tell.

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Taped in front of a live studio audience, the boys spend Mothers Day drinking a few Chardonnays dissecting female pop stars. Ranging from Paris Hilton to Lindsay Lohan to the Spice Girls - there's hot takes for all! Plus what obvious signifier movie did Chris watch hundreds of times as a kid? Let's find out in this live episode about when Eli and Chris' mamas knew that their boys were gay. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/our-mums-could-tell/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/our-mums-could-tell

Overlooked and Undercooked: 01 Pilot (w/ The Boiz).

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Rob considers replacing his incompetent personal assistant Jamie with his punctual and detail minded stalker, Steve. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-01pilot-w-theboiz-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-01pilot-w-theboiz-

Overlooked and Undercooked: 02 The Penis Episode Part 1 (w/ Tom Walker).

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Patricia hires Udo, a male stripper, to be Miranda's live-in nanny and talks Rob into having a vasectomy. Tom Walker has a Facebook and a podcast called bigsofttitty.png which he co-hosts with Demi Lardner. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-02thepenisepisodepart1-w-tomwalker/-media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-02thepenisepisodepart1-w-tomwalker-
Title Overlooked and Undercooked: 03 The Penis Episode Part 2 (w/ Cameron James).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Rob advertises a male enhancement product, thinking it only be shown in Asian territories. When a giant billboard pops up in Hollywood, he tasks Jamie and his agent Andy to do get rid of it as soon as possible. Cameron James is good on Twitter and hosts two podcasts: Total Reboot and Mike Check. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-03thepenisepisodepart 2-w-cameronjames-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-03thepenisepisodepart 2-w-cameronjames-

Title Overlooked and Undercooked: 04 VIPTreatment (w/ Rose Matafeo).

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Patricia thinks Rob is taking his VIP status for granted. Jamie forgets to feed Patricia's fish and needs to get a replacement. Rob takes a mime class. Rose Matafeo is a London-based kiwi comedian who enjoys tweeting and hosting her podcast Boners of The Heart, which is co-hosted by Alice Snedden. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-04viptreatment-w-rose matafeo-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-04viptreatment-w-rose matafeo-
Title Overlooked and Undercooked: 05 Gaying in Shape (w/ Becky Lucas).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Trying to get back in shape, Rob feels he has to prove that he's still attractive, even to gay men. He and Jamie also have to organize Miranda's birthday party. Becky Lucas can't stop tweeting and doing comedy so you should definitively follow her. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-05gayinginshape-w-beckylucas-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-05gayinginshape-w-beckylucas-

Title Overlooked and Undercooked: 06 Cleaning House (w/ Alice Snedden).
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Patricia orders Rob to get rid of all his old stuff in a garage sale. Rob invites a shaman into the house to get rid of 'bad energy'. Alice Snedden writes a column (apparently) but more importantly, writes tweets and hosts Boners of The Heart with Rose Matafeo. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-06cleaninghouse-w-alicesnedden-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-06cleaninghouse-w-alicesnedden-
Title: Overlooked and Undercooked: 07 "What's My Thing?" (w/ Carl Donnelly).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Rob is looking to invest in his own celebrity endorsed product and promises to get Ryan Gosling to appear at the opening of Patricia's male revue. Carl is British comedian man who can be found on Twitter and hosts a podcasts with Chris Martin. One is named the Carl and Chris Podcast and the other, Baby Sitting Trev. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-07whatsmything-w-carl donnelly-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-07whatsmything-w-carl donnelly-

Title: Overlooked and Undercooked: 08 Opening Night (w/ Carlo Ritchie).
Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Angered that zombies and vampires have been added to his semi-autobiographical sit-com, Rob quits the show, then finds out he's broke. It's Patricia's opening night and a personal appearance by Ryan Gosling is too expensive so a replacement has to be found. Carlo is a talented improviser, musician and comedian who hosts a live show and podcast named The Bear Pack with Steen Raskopoulos, and HOSTING with Guy Montgomery. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-08openingnight-w-carl oritchie-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/overlookedandundercooked-08openingnight-w-carl oritchie-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Overlooked and Undercooked: Welcome (w/ Guy and Tim).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Guy Montgomery and Tim Batt, the pair behind The Worst Idea of All Time have a new podcast series wherein they watch and review the critically panned Real Rob - a Netflix series by Rob Schneider. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/welcome-w-guyandtim-/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/welcome-w-guyandtim-/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/welcome-w-guyandtim-">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/welcome-w-guyandtim-</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Palm Oil.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Warth, Waveney.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Sponsored by All Heart NZ - helping corporates to redirect, repurpose and reduce their waste while supporting communities throughout Aotearoa and globally. Palm Oil: It’s got hundreds of uses and names, and is in half of all packaged goods in supermarkets. It’s also partially responsible for the recent extinction of half of all vertebrate on Earth. Scary stuff. Waveney and Tim chat about the pitfalls of monoculture farming and deforestation, palm oil alternatives (and their risks) and five tips to beat the problems of palm oil! The show’s palm oil facts came from Wikipedia, the World Wildlife Foundation, Auckland Zoo and Consumer.org (consumer institute). We also mention the palm oil ingredient finder: 300 names for palm oil; NZ’s Unmask palm oil Facebook page; and palm oil v coconut oil (the comments on this page highlight some of the issues). Image credit: Photographer: Kabir Bakie, used according to Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Environmental protection New Zealand. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e0029aa9/ee3df8c-80c7-4dc5-b1a8-aa72000301fa/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=40bbeac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&amp;t=1560991488">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e0029aa9/ee3df8c-80c7-4dc5-b1a8-aa72000301fa/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=40bbeac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&amp;t=1560991488</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/palm-oil">https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/palm-oil</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hanlon, Chris.

[Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris Hanlon and Sam Elton-Waters], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

This week Sam found a docking simulator to test your skills at docking a SpaceX craft with the ISS, it's apparently not that easy, check out the link below to see how you fare with it. We learned about Nau Mai Ra power company, and the way they run their power company to help people in need during this current crisis, they have a Give a Little page to help. A treasure chest that was hidden away for 10 years has been found after one person cracked the clues. How many people died trying to find it? You'll have to have a listen to find out. In content we have consumed this week, we watched a crappy Netflix movie with no real redeeming features at all, we read or shall we say listened to Kevin Pollak's book How I Slept my way to the Middle. And talking about Netflix, find out how their show Space Force is moving faster and doing better than the actual Space Force in getting their name patented. Want to own a DeLorean but don't have much money, check out this homemade conversion on a Mitsubishi, it might just be the thing you are looking for. And Chris went to the gym where he blew the old owners mind with his really old T-Shirt. All of this and much more in your favourite weekly podcast covering randomness, technology and life."--RSS feed.

Title Perk.

Creator Matthewson, Eli

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"PLEASE NOTE: This was recorded some time ago and does not reflect current events of... You know, the pandemic we're in. The boys are back, ones off caffeine and one is drinking at home alone and honestly - the vibes are electric. We've got two new catch phrase, takes on Drag Race, House of Drag and personal training using Star Wars catch phrases. The boys dish the piping hot tea on what Invisalign smells like and what skin care is too scary to use. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Title  Peter Hassall on Disaster Films and Bad Movie appreciation.
Creator  Hassall, Peter
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 14.
Summary  "Voracious movie buff and stunt professional Peter Hassall talks up the Disaster Film genre including his adopted movies, When Worlds Collide (1951) and Miracle Mile (1989), as well as the not-so-guilty pleasure of \'Bad\' movies."--RSS feed.
Subject  Hassall, Peter Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.
https://anchor.fm/back-to-the-disc-player/episodes/Episode-14-Peter-Hassall-on-Disaster-Films-and-Bad-Movie-appreciation-e466uq

Title  Pixels: The Worst 28 Plays Later of All Time.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZThe lads are back in the saddle. But a different saddle. A Pixels saddle. They're joined by Paul Verhoeven of the 28 Plays Later podcast in a very strange hotel room in central Melbourne to watch the 2015, 17% Rotten Tomatoes-awarded film PIXELS. In this podcast mash up (ft a very disturbing mash up intro) Guy, Tim and Paul delve back into the Sandlerverse replete with a Lamensoff, the usual sexism we've come to except AND a beautiful shitworld built on top of beloved franchises. Enjoy the terrible audio quality, a burned out Montgomery and three men united by hate. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Title Plato Up In Here!

Creator Ross, Jamaine

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This week James talks entitled fandoms, Jamaine talks bad journalists and Pax brings some stand up woes. Plus - we discover one of the boys is secretly the reincarnation of the philosopher Plato! Oh snap! Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/034-platoupinhere-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/034-platoupinhere-

Title Pokemon, Potters and Rugrats: A Gay Perspective.

Creator Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Chris and Eli are put forward some incredible fan theories about sexuality and gender identity of characters from Pokemon, Rugrats, Powerpuff Girls and Harry Potter. Along the way, they identify which ones were actually probably gay and which ones Eli was just projecting himself onto. The boys also dig into pronouns for different folks and a re-watch of The Secret Garden! Trailer: Boners of The Heart See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Power Rangers Soup.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;POWER RANGERS SOUP: The Power Rangers are back on the big screen and we saw the first half! Did you know Nic was a Power Ranger? Don't worry he'll remind you constantly as the boys discuss rangers, sexism in archaeology, and Joseph's violent childhood tendencies. In the second half a blast from ranger past appears to join the new team as they face Rita Repulsa and her most dangerous monster yet...Sponsored by a baby named Maurice.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td>[Link to RSS feed](<a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c</a> dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/12369727-2971-42c4-bea9-a74400b2a9e2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1490739331) <a href="https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/power-rangers-soup">Link to Omny FM show</a> <a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA11348644570002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US">Link to National Library of New Zealand</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The Pungapeople of Ninety Mile Beach / by Barry Crump ; narrated by Martin Crump.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Crump, Barry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473517847 digital audiobook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Auckland, New Zealand] : Audiobooks NZ, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (4 files)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>The Pungapeople want to keep Ninety Mile Beach unspoilt, and play all sorts of tricks on the people who come there and leave a mess behind them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Queen For A Day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ Chris and Eli are back! This week we learn about the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>history of pride flag (she's younger than you think), the sexuality of Siegfried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Roy (I reckon you can guess this one) and what the US Military's 'Queen for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a day' clause was. The gayz also chew over marriage equality in New Zealand and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Australia, Chris drops a fantastic alternative ceremony to getting hitched and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eli asks the question - so what if Elsa from Frozen was gay? See acast.com/privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/queen-for-a-day/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/queen-for-a-day/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/queen-for-a-day">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/queen-for-a-day</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Queerentine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Chris is on a felting journey, Eli doesn't know would to do with his ear and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Reaching Jack.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZThe format of the podcast is really wearing down Nic and Joseph's concentration, so explaining political popcorn thriller Jack Reacher: Never Go Back is a tough ask for the boys. But not as tough as Tom Cruise's many films and many film jobs, as we find out in the second half! Trailer: The Male Gayz"--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/13de4bcc-bcaa-4d80-a07d-a6ba0089ef7/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1478766269
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/reaching-jack

Title: Relentless : how a mother and daughter defied the odds / Lisa Tamati.
Creator: Tamati, Lisa.
ISBN: 9780473517991 digital audiobook
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Audiobooks NZ, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (28 files)
Summary: "When extreme endurance athlete, Lisa Tamati, was confronted with the hardest challenge of her life, she fought with everything she had. Her beloved mother, Isobel, had suffered a brain aneurysm and a stroke, resulting in massive brain damage. The prognosis was dire. Relentless tells a story of despair, hope, love and the incredible insights found in the darkest of moments. It not only shares the difficulties of going against the medical fraternity, but provides information on the treatments used, expert advice, and key principles in overcoming obstacles. It will inspire and guide anyone who wants to succeed, no matter what the challenge. This book is for those who are facing terrible odds; for those who can't see light at the end of the tunnel; for those who need to know about courage, self-belief, mental toughness, and being vulnerable when being relentless is the only option"--Provided by publisher.
Subject: Audiobooks.
Intracranial aneurysms Patients Rehabilitation.
Intracranial aneurysms Patients.
People with disabilities Rehabilitation.
Tamati, Lisa Family.
REVIEW: Book of Henry.

Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

New Zealand : Little Empire Podcast Network, [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. What happens when you get a tonally confused movie about a dying, genius 11 year old who gets French kissed by a drunk Sarah Silverman, but Guy only watches the first hour of it? THIS FREAKING EPISODE. In what could be described as a coup for the boys, we get treated to a film with real actors, a real story and real stakes. Doesn't make it good but it makes it GREAT compared to all the other pieces of trash the Club provides. "Not featuring Cate Blanchett". See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Motion pictures Reviews.

https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-bookofhenry/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-bookofhenry

Title REVIEW: Bucky Larson.

Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

New Zealand : Little Empire Podcast Network, [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Your boiz have dived head first into a crazy loss-generating comedy (hold the comedy, thanks) about a small town boy turned porno star. It is an interesting ride. Christina Ricci is in this movie. So is Richard Gilmore (from Gilmore Girls). So is Nick effing Swardson in fake buck teeth. Timbo and Guyguy turn themselves inside out discussing this film, this genre of entertainment and the world at large that created this flick. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Motion pictures Reviews.

https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-buckylarson/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-buckylarson
Title REVIEW: Christmas Nightmare Edition.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. You maniacs couldn’t decide on which Christmas-themed movie we should watch so WE WATCHED BOTH! Kirk Cameron’s Saving Christmas & Rapsittie Street Kids: Believe in Santa. Saving Christmas is Kirk’s earnest and Christian attempt a convince his even more earnest and even more Christian co-star, named Christian, that modern Christmas is an earnestness Christian holiday. Rapsittie Street Kids: Believe in Santa is a project starring Nancy Cartwright and Mark Hamill that defies description and belief. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Title REVIEW: Christmas With The Kranks.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Jamie Lee-Curtis? Sure! 3/4s of a scene dedicated to Tim Allen not wanting to donate to charities on Christmas? WHY NOT! This is a movie brought to you by the mind of John Grisham(!) and starring a man who thought it’d be a brilliant idea to do a massive coke trade inside an International Airport. It also featuring Worst Idea’s own Arden Myrin, fellow Felicity Huffman and Ghostbuster Dan Aykroyd. Plus that old yuletide trope, a woman dying of cancer. What’s not to love?! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Title REVIEW: DC Cab.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. DC Cab aka Street Fleet is a beautiful piece of 1983. Mr T? Check. Gary Busey? BELIEVE IT! Bill Maher? Sure, why not?! This is a movie of a different era and it is jolly good fun. Low stakes, crazy antics and about 100 different characters solely existing to bring laughter and light. Timbo and Guyguy are SO GRATEFUL for this OASIS in the desert of relentless Sex and The City watches. THANK YOU xoxoxox See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-dccab/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-dccab

Title REVIEW: Deck The Halls.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Matthew Broderick and Danny DeVito are engaged in a suburban pissing match, the likes of which Massachusetts has never seen before. Some dickhead (Broderick) is gearing up for a family-focused tradition Christmas when another dickhead (DeVito) moves next door and makes it his mission for his house to be visible from space. Here!\'s some other people who are in this movie: Kristin Davis, Kristin Chenoweth, Alia Shawkat, Fred Armisen, Jorge Garcia. Outrageous. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-deckthehalls/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-deckthehalls
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Review: Double Down.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;It's the final Neil Breen picture to be reviewed by the boiz but the first feature made by the Machine himself. This movie, as per usual, challenges the very notion of motion picture production. Breen places himself, and his floating balls in a pool, in a heroic role where he definitely has no interest in underage women. Strap in. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links           | https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-double-down/media.mp3  
                     https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-double-down  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>REVIEW: Ernest Saves Christmas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Guy would like you know that the Lamont Landers Band rules. What happens when you take a human billboard and plop him inside a Christmas movie where Santa goes to jail, a 16-year-old runs away from home and ad exec John R. Cherry III just wants to get paid? The opening is a Coke ad, the man is potentially a coke addict and all I can think about is a certain coke plot at a certain airport by a certain other Tim. This movie is warm piss. Not overly offensive but nobody!s asking for it. Enjoy our third edition of the Christmas Treehouse Festival of Shit. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Links           | https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-ernestsaveschristmas/media.mp3  
                     https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-ernestsaveschristmas  

National Library of New Zealand 393 Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title REVIEW: Foodfight.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Universally considered the worst animated kids film to ever be released to the cinema; Foodfight! A $75m budget and 10 year long production period could only deliver 90 minutes of PS1-era visuals, an indecipherable plot and sexual overtones wrapped in the greatest marketing opportunity for large corporations which unfortunately failed to materialise. Please watch this film as soon as you can. The mentioned website for the film (via The Wayback Machine) is here: http://web.archive.org/web/20060421111622/http://www.foodfight.com/FF-flash.html See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-foodfight/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-foodfight

Title Review: From Justin to Kelly.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Selected and funded by the Patreon.com/TWIOAT contributers, TimGuy took the last poll's runner up and watched 2002's American Idol's runner up Justin Guarini AND WINNER Kelly Clarkson do a movie together. And you want to know something? The boiz bloody loved it. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-from-justin-to-kelly/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-from-justin-to-kelly
Title REVIEW: Gigli & Jersey Girl.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. You absolute monsters. By popular decree Tim (and sort of Guy) watched Jersey Girl and Gigli back to back. It was not pretty. These Bennifer vehicles are poorly remembered in the halls of cinema history and the boys found out why. While Jersey Girl is pedestrian and slightly annoying, Gigli is confusing, offensive and downright disgusting. Enjoy your democracy. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-gigli-jerseygirl/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-gigli-jerseygirl

Title REVIEW: Hard Ticket to Hawaii.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Hard Ticket is the pinnacle of 80s cinema. That is assessment of your frosty fellas. This movie stars four Playboy bunnies, one bazooka, a soap opera icon, and a snake infected by cancer-ridden rats. Truly, it has it all. The film doesn't make a whole lot of sense and it that's okay. The characters talk about 'doobies', it's got a badass 80s soundtrack and a man inextricably rides a skateboard while doing a hand stand. Why it missed an Oscar nod, we shall never understand. 10/10 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-hardtickettohawaii/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-hardtickettohawaii
Title: Review: Jack and Jill.

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The boiz have dipped back into the Sandler well to sip from a cup that was oft wished for by Worst Idea fans. Roundly considered the worst Adam Sandler film ever made, and according to some - in contention for the worst film ever produced, Jack and Jill sees Adam Sandler play himself and his twin sister. Because what every Adam Sandler movie needs, is twice the Adam Sandler. Spoiler: This film isn't great. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-jack-and-jill/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-jack-and-jill

Title: Review: Lost In Space (1998).

Creator: Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "The Decider's Club has ruled, and the boiz have obeyed. It's time to check out the Matt Le Blanc-led Lost in Space big screen adaption, starring a sex-pest and co-starring a weird CGI monkey! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. podcasts.

Links: https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-lost-in-space-1998/media.mp3
**Title**  REVIEW: Love On A Leash.

**Creator**  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Sweet baby Jesus, this was a curveball. Take a fantasy rom-com, add a dog, subtract a soundtrack and you're halfway to figuring out Love On A Leash. This film is brilliant and recommended to all. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-loveonaleash/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-loveonaleash

---

**Title**  Review: Nacho Libre.

**Creator**  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

**Format**  1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**  "This film was selected by the Decider's Club at Patreon.com/TWIOAT. You picked it so they watched. It's time for a critical analysis of the Jack Black vehicle Nacho Libre, written and directed by the guy who made Napoleon Dynamite. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**  Motion pictures Reviews.  
Podcasts.

**Links**  
https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-nacho-libre/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-nacho-libre
Title Review: Pass Thru.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally recorded and released for our Patreon supporters in December 2017. Neil Breen’s 2016 assault on the mind is Pass Thru; An alien Artificial Intelligence attempts to correct humanity’s ill-fated plight by committing mass genocide while hanging out with babes and living in a van in the desert. This film is equal parts confusing, surprising and whatever the opposite of uplifting is. Truly, one for the books. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-pass-thru/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-pass-thru

Title REVIEW: Primer.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Holy shit - what is this movie?! The fellaz don’t know but they sure loved it anyway. What an amazing 1 hour, 19 minute gift from the Patreon pals - This 2004 time travel movie is as confusing and dense as it is beautiful. Aiding the exploration of this complex sci-fi is the fact that Timbo and Guyguy are recording in a car on their way to LAX at the end of their USA tour. Will the boiz figure out the plot? Will they miss their highway turn offs? Only one way to find out! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-primer/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-primer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>REVIEW: Santa With Muscles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. It's 1996 and Hulk Hogan is a big, big star. Jordan Belfort is a film producer. And a young girl named Mila Kunis has just landed her first big screen role. Now it's 2019. A devastatingly hung over man named Tim Batt and his airport-dwelling pal, Guy Montgomery attempt to unpick the convoluted plot of a film involving four different mad scientists, an orphanage and, for some reason, quartz crystals. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-santawithmuscles/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-santawithmuscles/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-santawithmuscles">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-santawithmuscles</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>REVIEW: The Emoji Movie.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Hey man, fuck you folks - this movie full sucked. It's a quagmire of terrible story, corporate intrusion and unbelievably bad decision-making across the board. Hoisting a whole film's story on an emoji? Dumb. Putting it on the 'Meh' emoji? Insane. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-theemojimovie/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-theemojimovie/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-theemojimovie">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-theemojimovie</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REVIEW: The Watch.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Take Ben Stiller, Vince Vaughn, Jonah Hill, Richard Ayoade, $68,000,000 and put on a very low heat. You've now made The Watch, a decidedly mediocre 2012 film about a neighbourhood watch group taking on an alien invasion. It's fine! See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-thewatch/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-thewatch

REVIEW: Tiptoes.

Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Welcome to the 90 minute (or 91 if you watch the French version) Gary Oldman internet-loved treasure, Tiptoes. It's a movie about little people. It's a movie with a lot of stars. It features possibly the most abrupt ending in cinema history. Timbo and Guyguy dig into family dynamics of Matthew McConaughey coming from a family of little people and hiding it from his partner, Kate Beckinsale. Including his brother, Gary Oldman. I mean... Just how? You know? See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Motion pictures Reviews.

Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-tiptoes/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-tiptoes
Title  Review: Toys.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This was originally recorded and released for our Patreon supporters in August 2017. Tim and Guy finally sat down to watch the Barry Levinson directed film, Toys (1992). When Robin Williams’ father (or something) dies and his uncle (or something) arrives to take over the family and Claire Underwood turns up to do some photocopying and LL Cool J’s there - you know what you have? You have Toys. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-toys/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-toys

Title  REVIEW: Twisted Pair.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. Jesus H Christmas - this latest (final?!) instalment in the Breeniverse is a doozie. This time we've got double the Breen and half the sanity. The big BreenThemes™ are well and truly on show as we deal with an alien(?) transhuman(?) AI(?) semi-human pair of twins - one good and one evil, but both BREEN. We battle through 90 minutes of 'film' while Breen goes back to battle with the banks, Government and lawyers (I guess?!) Look - the whole thing is a fucking mess. Enjoy. We didn't. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-twistedpair/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-twistedpair
Title REVIEW: Van Wilder.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This was originally a pay-walled episode available only to Patreon supporters. Please consider if you can #PayTheBoiz at patreon.com/join/TWIOAT. A love letter from Timbo and a somewhat scathing critique from Guybo on the matter of 2002's Van Wilder. This film has a special place in Tim's heart but that is not enough to elevate Guy's true ambivalence for this piece of early 2000's cinema gold. Incredible stereotypes, terrible acting from Tara Reid, problematic jokes and the undeniable charm of Ryan Reynolds await you. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/review-vanwilder/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/review-vanwilder

Title Rings.mp4.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Our first live episode! Just when you thought it was safe to watch a video on your computer...Samara the piracy-hating ring ghost is back to put her whole ghost fist in your mouth and either kill you or get you into the shape of your life! Featuring cameos from all your walk out boys favourites, and of course...Alive And Cromwell. Trailer: The Male Gayz"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/10595ee5-f870-4cc7-aae0-a72b0043ae23/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1488514205
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/rings-mp4
Title  The Rise And Fall of ATR.
Creator  Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We discuss the conception, rise and fall of ATR. The Advanced Telecommunication Institute International (ATR) in Japan is a major player in the field of human-robot interaction. Its early history was described by many who worked there as a paradise. After many changes to its funding and subsequently to its organization it remains a pretty strong research organization, but it is only a shadow of its early glory. Many researchers left this highly volatile and competitive environment. In this episode of the Human-Robot Interaction Podcast we will try to understand what the changes of a research organization means for its employees. I interview Takayuki Kanda, Michita Imai and Dylan F. Glas about their work at ATR and their lives afterwards."--RSS feed.
Subject  Glas, Dylan F. Interviews.
Human-robot interaction.
Imai, Michita Interviews.
Kanda, Takayuki Interviews.
Podcasts.

Title  Robots and Racism.
Creator  Bartneck, Christoph, 1973-
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : [Christoph Bartneck], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Why are robots subject to racial and gender bias? Racism is a major problem in our society and it is an issue from which the HRI community cannot shy away from. Several studies showed that people transfer their racial biases onto robots. In this episode we will talk about these difficult topics of racism and sexism. My guest are Kumar Yogeeswaran, Friederike Eyssel and Megan Strait. They all work on racism among humans and towards robots. Besides identifying the biases we also talk about how and if robots might be able to help reducing them."--RSS feed.
Subject  Eyssel, Friederike Interviews.
Human-robot interaction.
Podcasts.
Strait, Megan Interviews.
Yogeeswaran, Kumar Interviews.
Title Rogue 0.5.

Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by FLICKS.CO.NZWe saw the first half of Star Wars spinoff/prequel Rogue One and let me tell you, it sure seemed like some good stuff was going to go down in the second half! Featuring another embarrassing attempt by Joseph to explain the Star Wars universe, more discussion on why old white CGI actors are getting all the roles, and a climactic finale involving a famous coffee chain and the return of an old Gungan friend!Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/8481fd1d-05b3-4d21-9cf8-a6e400269d59/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b02a2-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1482373374
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/rogue-0-5

Title Ross Harris on his Career in Music, Composing & Burnt By the Sun.

Creator Harris, Ross, 1945-

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 16.
Summary "Arts Laureate Ross Harris talks about his many years as a composer, lecturer and performer of music, and his approach to composing his many symphonies and chamber works. He's also ventured into electronic experimentation and Klezmer folk music, and gives sound reasons for adopting Nikita Mikhalkov's 1994 Oscar Winner for Best Foreign Language Film, "Burnt By the Sun", in the AroVideo library."--RSS feed.
Subject Harris, Ross, 1945- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.

Title  Sealed Section (Part One).
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ
Time to grab your flash light and get under the covers
cause this ep is a steamy Sealed Section special! Chris and Eli discuss sexual experiences
with men, women and in the great outdoors. Also in this mix this week, dream celeb orgy lists -
who makes the cut? Plus the first ever openly gay celeb, the real number of queer folk living in
the country AND which social media platform is best for sending messages? Trailer: Boners of
The Heart  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/sealed-section-part-one/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/sealed-section-part-one
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48771170002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Season Two - Episode One - Piggies.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2015]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The start of a brand new adventure...  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out
information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/season-two-episode-one-piggies/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/season-two-episode-one-piggies
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48686750002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  The Seven Scenarios.
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The Treasury has released seven scenarios for the economic fallout from Covid-19. Plus, we
chat to a school principal about the first day of distance learning under lockdown."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200415-0800-the_seven_scenarios-256.mp3
       https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018742636/the-seven-scenarios
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48633350002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  ShakesQUEER.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZWe thought we should shake things up and swap seats, and all hell broke loose. We talk Shakespeare or should we say ShakesQUEER and wonder if Dunkirk would be 10 times more successful with Batman in it. This episode is sweeter than Britney Spears'l,s latest perfume. Fact. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/shakesqueer/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/shakesqueer

Title  She Who Shall Not Be Named.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/shewhoshallnotbenamed/media.mp3
        https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/shewhoshallnotbenamed
**Title**: Sheryl Crow's Chapel.

**Creator**: Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "Call him Chrisderella cause on of these Gayz has found the right shoe. Renee Zellweger has become Judy Garland and Mr and Mrs Parker are into it. Choose your emoji, grab your lovely wired headphones and share in a moment of silence for the boys' upcoming 40th birthdays. This is a Martha Stewart episode that is very anti-iCloud but very pro the New Zealand Dotterel. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**:
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/sherylcrowschapel/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/sherylcrowschapel

---

**Title**: Shoutouts to Microsoft Publisher.

**Creator**: Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "In this weeks wild ass ep. The Gape Master, Pax opens up in his segment, James talks about ticket woes and Jamaine brings back a topic from last week. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**:
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/025-shoutoutstomicrosoftpublisher/media.mp3
Title Simon Haxton on Pinball Wizardry & Culture.
Creator Haxton, Simon.
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 15.
Summary "Pinball collector and entrepreneur Simon Haxton talks all things pinball as well as his career from greenhorn insurance clerk (in the same office as our host) to Mental Health professional, following his own personal trauma. Simon is also the proud adopter of the pinball documentaries, "Special When Lit" and "Wizard Mode"."--RSS feed.
Subject Haxton, Simon Interviews.
Podcasts.
Video recordings.

Title SING! TALK!
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "We saw the first half of animated animal X-Factor movie 'Sing!' about an Australian Koala with Matthew McConaughey\'s American voice who hosts a singing competition for some incredibly sad animals with nothing to lose. Just DO NOT mention the fact that they are animals!!! The second half delves deep into the true nature of the baffling world this movie has set up, as well as once again ending up in a courtroom full of animals. But don't mention the the fact that they are animals! #GetJamesCromwellVerified"--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/ed1f7a58-515a-45a2-97b7-a6eb01725771/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1483051118
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/sing-talk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>The Smell of A Dog.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;It's a spooky episode from the past/we uploaded it late! In this timeline it's still Black Friday, Pokemon's hot and Chris has glioma! Could you be a Scientologist? There's nothing more normal than a mall and that's exactly why we should put a sex on site venue in all of them.Limes are off the road. Dua Lipa is a new tall pop star who's... fine? Plus a fact of the UK!Here's a ticket link to Chris' dance show in Auckland. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/thesmellofadog/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/thesmellofadog/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/thesmellofadog">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/thesmellofadog</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Smell The Flowers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;This week, the boys chat Pax meeting one of his heroes, James completely blanks out and Jamaine has a mid-life crisis.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit <a href="http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroFor">http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroFor</a> merch and info visit <a href="http://frickindangerousbro.comFollow">http://frickindangerousbro.comFollow</a> them on Instagram @frickindangerousbroLove the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here:<a href="https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43">https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43</a> See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/fdbs/054-smelltheflowers/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/fdbs/054-smelltheflowers/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/054-smelltheflowers">https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/054-smelltheflowers</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Soil (It's serious!).

Warth, Waveney.

[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Sponsored by Ethique - a New Zealand zero-waste beauty company on a mission to rid the world of plastic waste. Soil is like your most introverted dinner guest who says nothing all night and just when she's leaving you realise that she heads UN! Or, (if that doesn't do it for you) won gold last Olympics in women's 100 metres; and all of a sudden you are so interested and wish you had more time but it's too late because she's leaving… Soil is alive, and here's the big surprise, our number one way to reverse climate change. But we've almost nuked the life out of the friendly little microbes with synthetic fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides. Find out some easy ways you help turn the ship round. There's heaps of links and sources listed for this episode because it's packed with "hang on, what?!” content that seem too crazy to be real. And here they are: Overview Resources The Soil Story narrated by Larry Kopald - (YouTube link) The Toxin Solution by Dr. Joseph Pizzorno For Pastoral Farmers Organic Dairy and Pastoral Group, (New Zealand's hub for regenerative farmers) Try googling: Your area / specific interest + Biological Group / Biological Farming / Carbon Farming / Wholistic Management / Long grazing / Regenerative farming. Consultancy and training services Integrity SoilsBioAgriNomics Ltd For home gardeners and horticulturists Free composting courses: Contact your council and cross your fingers. Aucklanders; Compost Collective Organic NZ - great magazine and website New Zealand's hub of permaculture: permaculture.org.nz Koanga gardens (Kay Baxter) Organic Edible Gardens website Give or receive food scraps for composts at ShareWaste Google Bio Char; It's even better than compost for your garden Sources for this episode's information Wikipedia: Soil Nature Is Speaking - Edward Norton is The Soil (YouTube link) | Conservation International (CI) Humus - the essential ingredient: Graeme Sait at TEDxNoosa (YouTube link) Organic Pastoral intro video (YouTube link) Successful Farming Medical News Today New Zealand's dangerous addiction to fertiliser' by Charlie Mitchell 'Humanitarian crisis' by Charlie Mitchell 'Precious rock New Zealand is accused of stealing from the Sahara' by Charlie Mitchell"--RSS feed.

Environmental protection New Zealand.

Podcasts.

https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/6c99d1b1-32fc-4844-ab3f-aaed00748b43/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1571642648

https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/soil-its-serious

Title  Sorta Sealed Section.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZIn this It's-Too-Hot-To-Be-Too-Sexy episode, Chris is on an intense lube search, trying to figure out exactly what the hell is going on in supermarkets with KY Jelly. Eli is bringing the facts re tops v bottoms and we hear some pretty good stories about getting caught out when in the act. Plus dick pics! Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/sorta-sealed-section/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/sorta-sealed-section

Title  Splited.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPLIT: From the mind (and possibly dream-journal) of M. Night Shyamalan comes Split, a movie about a man with 25 distinct and dangerous personalities. There's the dangerous Dennis, the cold Patricia, and a cute kid called Hedwig. And that's just in the half that we actually saw. In the second half we reveal more of Kevin's hidden personalities, as well as having a guess at what the ultimate form of human evolution might look like (HINT: binoculars for eyes, cups for hands). Brought to you as always by Captain Joel's Lawn Trimmings."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bf0d-a64201809d36/63a1533e-f825-4854-bcb4-a715009bee49/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1486632641
       https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/splited
Title A Star Is Born: Part Three (The Gaga Chronicles).
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPOILER ALERT! Alice Snedden again joins Chris and Eli for the conclusion to this Male Gayz special mini series to review the 2018 version of A Star Is Born. There’s spoilers, there’s gushing over Bradley Cooper’s bod and Gaga’s acting, and yes, a lot of no-holds-barred anatomy talk in the opening minutes of the episode. Alice shares some drug stories, Eli ‘spills the urine’ on when he was an usher and Chris reminisces about a black bathroom at a house party. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/astarisborn-partthree-thegagachronicles-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/astarisborn-partthree-thegagachronicles-

Title A Star Is Born: Part Two (The Barbara Chronicles).
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It’s part two of the special The Male Gayz mini event as they are joined by Alice Snedden (of Boners of The Heart) to watch all the versions of A Star is Born. This episode: the 1976 Golden Globe winning Barbra Streisand version. A lot of this episode is an argument about who was on their device more while it was playing, followed by an attack on Oreos and a lovely story about Alice’s Confirmation outfit. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/astarisborn-parttwo-thebarbarachronicles-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/astarisborn-parttwo-thebarbarachronicles-
Title: Star Trek BEEyond.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Welcome to Walk Out Boys, sponsored by FLICKS.CO.NZNic Sampson and Joseph Moore love movies. That's why this show is going to ruin them; Every week the boys will attend the biggest movie release of the week. Then, at the halfway mark, they must leave the film. It's a review of the first half of the film and a guess at what happens in the second!In Star Trek: Beeyond - it is immediately obvious that these boys are NOT long time Star Trek fans. Here's what they know: It's set in space and there are probably Klingons. It's also very progressive up there (unsurprising considering this is space - there are no rules!) Nic and Joe are actually very unhappy to be leaving at the halfway point, they were having such fun! But no worry - they've probably correctly guessed the concluding half of this film. Which includes (spoiler alert!) A LOT OF BEES! Get ready to go visit a frontier for another time and Oh, the places you'll go."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews. Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfdd-a6420180936/f14fc4ab-c76d-4f43-a27c-a64e00b146f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=33b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1469448687
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/star-trek-beeyond

Title: The Stay-At-Home-Dad Journey - With Husby Steve.
Creator: Marnie, Ms.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Anyone else feel like parenthood and the day-in-day-out pressure of keeping actual human beings alive as WELL as the house from not falling apart has been the birthplace of some mega breakdown/breakthrough moments? For me this is 1 million percent true - so I thought I would ask Steve, my husband and the now stay-at-home parent to our sons about his experience over the last 13 months. We chat about how he came up with the idea to quit his job and look after the kids and how different it is from his expectations (spoiler alert: there's a lot less putting your feet up time than he imagined hahaha). Steve also shares about his struggles with parental guilt and together we brainstorm how the f*ck families can open up the conversations about sharing the load at home more. I'm sure there will be loads more questions for Steve off the back of this episode so head over to my Instagram @msmarnie_is_here and we'll pressure him to do a live chat yahooooo xxx "--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts. Self-actualization (Psychology)
Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Episode_2_-_Steve.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/57815611/the-stay-at-home-dad-journey-with-husby-steve/
Title: Suicide Pod.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZSuicide Squad - a movie that nobody wants to be in. Not the actors, no the characters, not even the audience. Nic and Joseph attempt to decode great mysteries from the DC universe based on viewing the first half of this hot mess. Questions such as; Why does Joker have his own cellphone case? How many banks are in Australia for Boomerang to rob? What's the one pasta that Will Smith nails every single time? You will be SHOCKED to find out who actually made this film. SHOCKED."--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/a2372265-78c6-4a8c-a52b-a65c008f39fc/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1470645918
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/suicide-pod

Title: Taking The Blue Pill.
Creator: Ms. Marnie
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "What the F does it even mean to figure out who we truuuuly are and ummmm how does one even START on this crazy ass journey?Welcome to the first episode of the Just Me Being Me - No Apology Podcast where I, Ms Marnie, fill you in on my first heartbreak *insert tiny violin* which actually turned out to be the catalyst to me waking up to the inner workings of my mind and from there starting to question everything that I thought to be true; about myself & about my reality. WOAH I know right - I told you this would be one hell of a ride.I also chat about my teenage years spent in Brazil as an exchange student, about how I had my mind blown by the work of Deepak Chopra and i'll introduce what I believe to be the first step to figuring out who we truly are… I call it "taking the blue pill" …. Matrix-styles. Thank you SO much for lending me your ears and for walking this journey alongside me. And remember if you would love to be part of the Just Me Being Me - No Apology crew head to the Ms Marnie website www.msmarnie.com and order your epic t-shirt today."--RSS feed.
Subject: Podcasts.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/01_-_Taking_The_Blue_Pill.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/57608282/taking-the-blue-pill/
Talking Tea with Dai Henwood.

Comedian Dai Henwood joins us to chat about his life as an environmentally minded dad, a fan of Japanese philosophy and the history (and ethics) of tea. Waveney counts down the top tips to enjoy a sustainable cuppa and explains what happened to NZ's short-lived soft plastics recycling programme at supermarkets (which has since relaunched on a more targeted scale). We also discuss Lego, the concept of Extended Producer Responsibility and the importance of going for a walk with your kids.

This episode's tips (on tea): Use loose leaves; Boil your kettle with only the water you need; Compost your leaves; Buy local when possible.

This discussion mentions the link between plastic, dioxins and ill health effects. You can read about these links in the Royal Society, Science Direct and Environmental Science and Pollution Research and other peer-reviewed research.

Thank You, Montell.

In this episode - the boys celebrate getting one of their favourite singers Montell Jordan to shout them out and James debuts his new segment intro. Spoilers: it's glorious. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.
Title  Thanksgiving Miracle (ft. Justin McElroy).
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In a Worst Idea Thanksgiving Miracle, Tim and Guy have landed at Justin McElroy's house in Huntington, West Virginia for a podcast treat. My Brother, My Borther and Me's oldest brother is joined by NZI's number 1 fuckboiz to return to Sex and The City 2 for a first/53rd watch respectively - and WHAT a watch it was. How will Timbly and Flash feel about the film on this return to it? How will Justin pitch the sequel? Both questions (and more) will be answered in this very special episode. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/thanksgiving-miracle-ft-justin-mcelroy/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/thanksgiving-miracle-ft-justin-mcelroy

Title  That's Racist!
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week, the boys break down the terrifying new trailer for the film Cats, they talk racial profiling and Jamaine finally agrees to be made over by the other two. This episode was (not) sponsored by HARROWAYS - WE MAKE PORRIDGE. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/035-thatsracist-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/035-thatsracist-
Title  Thats What You Get You Big Stinkin Atheist.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comics who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode Pax asks for parenting advice, James wakes up to a terrifying email and Jamaine shares a wild ass story from a train ride. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to check our their sketches check out http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/002-thatswhatyougetyoubigstinkinatheist/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/002-thatswhatyougetyoubigstinkinatheist

Title  Three Busy Boys (The Timeless Episode).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "In this episode of the pod; Jamaine tells a crushing high school story, James talks the new live action Aladdin trailer and Pax wonders where a certain RnB superstar has vanished to. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/017-threebusyboys-thetimelessepisode-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/017-threebusyboys-thetimelessepisode-
Title Three Tired Boys.
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's the new year! In the first new ep for 2020, the boys bring an exhausted, loopy energy to the pod. They chat The Circle on Netflix, re-finding love for stand-up specials and dead rappers and their posthumous careers. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Facebook and Instagram @FrickinDangerousBro Love the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/fdbs/060-threetiredboys/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/060-threetiredboys

Title Thruple, Thrupple Boil and Trouble.
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "This week the boys chat about the US midterms, decide if they can manage their own insecurities to be in the Thruple and Chris talks about Barbara Streisand too much again. Meanwhile, Eli find the perfect sponsor for the podcast. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/thrupple-thruppleboilandtrouble/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/thrupple-thruppleboilandtrouble
**Title** Tigers, Surveillance and Business.

**Creator** Stewart, Indira.

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "Moving out of level four is going to require intensive health surveillance and the government is starting to outline what that might look like. Plus, a small business owner shares his experience of life under lockdown."--RSS feed.

**Subject** COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

**Podcasts.**

**Links**
https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200704-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast_tigers_surveillance_and_business-256.mp3

---

**Title** A Time Before Closets.

**Creator** Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details** [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary** "The Male Gayz web series has launched on TVNZ OnDemand for NZers and globally on TVNZ's YouTube for everyone else! Check it out now. We're living in an age were Pete Davidson is now just Mr Ariana Grande and we can congratulate Tom Daley on his baby but we still don't have a gay Love Island? Come on! This ep's Fact of The Gay is about closets and we get juicy intel about the spat erupting from the cinematic depiction of a legendary Hollywood family. Also featured; Eli's backstage rider demands, Chris thinks drama school is a walk in the park, and that finale of RuPaul... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject** Podcasts.

**Links**
https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/a-time-before-closets/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/a-time-before-closets
Title Time For Mandarin Chat! (Or is it?).
Creator Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's episode 50 and you know what that means! It's time for Mandarin Chat! Or is it? We will only see....The boys also talk Netflix's Rhythm + Flow and Red Dead Redemption 2.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro visit http://frickindangerousbro.com See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Title Time To Save The World.
 Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by Huckleberry - Your organic grocer and one stop shop for better food and living.Welcome to the show. In this first episode, we learn about our hosts' journeys into environmentalism. Waveney Warth is a long-time environmental advocate who (with her husband) dedicated a year to going completely waste-free but is uncomfortable with banner-waving and protest marching. Tim Batt is a stand-up comedian and podcaster who has read enough news and science reports on how screwed the Earth is to finally take some action. We talk about the truth of recycling, whether we need less democracy to combat the Climate Crisis and never-ending highlighter pencils!This episode's tip: Keep an eye on the amount of wasteful packaging you're buying."--RSS feed.
Title  Tin Foil Hats (feat Yellow Bananaface).
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week the boys dig into James' accountant, Pax puts his tin foil hat on again and Jamaine talks about the new Wu-Tang TV show.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro For merch and info visit http://frickindangerousbro.com Follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro Love the show drops and want to use them in your everyday life? Get them here: https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43 See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/053-tinfoilhats-featyellowbananaface-/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/053-tinfoilhats-featyellowbananaface-

Title  Title Of My Mixtape.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. In this episode Jamaine finally gets to flex about his new job, Pax flexes on the boys about being the face of a new ad campaign and James flexes about high fiving a celebrity. Basically its the flex-episode. It's a flexisode. #GapeNationMusic by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow the boys on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/006-titleofmymixtape/media.mp3
       https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/006-titleofmymixtape
Title TJ PERENARA.
Creator Savea, Ardie, 1993-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "TJ Perenara drops in to chat about TJ things. PORIRUA, LIFE, FOOTY, being MAORI & more. BLESSGO!" --RSS feed.
Subject Perenara, TJ, 1992- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.
Links https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/audio_tjp.mp3?dest-id=1489661
https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/tj-perenara-podcast

Title Too Bad Santa.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZ TOO BAD SANTA: It's the most wonderful, horrific, offensive, disgusting time of the year! We saw half of long awaited (?) sequel to Bad Santa, Bad Santa 2! Now with more uses of the N word, more relentless dwarf jokes, and more Kathy Bates taking a dump! And that's all before we start making stuff up...The second half features more discussion of Cameron Diaz in The Mask than you would expect from a movie she is not in, as well as a truly special end to Tim Allen's The Santa Claus franchise. We're truly sorry about this disgusting episode.Trailer: Boners of The Heart" --RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/f7615c0e-d293-48fe-88a6-a6cf005acec2/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcasts&utm_campaign=show&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1480570632
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/too-bad-santa
**Title**: Top Five Dead or Alive.

**Creator**: Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "In this episode, the boys announce some pretty great news, Jamaine gives us an update on his "eat pray love" journey, James shouts out the Emmy nominated film My Name Is Dolemite and Pax has "the chat" with the boys - spoilers it's not the birds and the bees.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroFor merch and info visithttp://frickindangerousbro.comFollow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbroLove the show drops and want to use them in your every day life? Get them here:https://tinyurl.com/ruuuq43. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/055-topfivedeadoralive/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/055-topfivedeadoralive

---

**Title**: Toy Boys.

**Creator**: Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZThis week Eli an Chris blow open the toy chest to see what their favourite childhood toys say about them now as PROUD GAY MEN! PLUS! They are the first kiwis ever to speak ill of Lorde and the worst dating app ever just got released... See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**
- https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/toy-boys/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/toy-boys
Title  TRANSFORMERS 5: EVERYONE IS RACIST.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boys saw half of the new Transformers movie. What is it about? Who's to say? How long is it? Very long! Who is in it? Anthony Hopkins and a thousand reprehensible horrible sexist robots who refuse to even transform and somehow can make baby transformers now?? Who knows. A very silly episode about a very silly podcast. Sponsored by a bee keeper."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/f685d9a4-c35f-4486-850e-a7a30071055f/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1498891973
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/transformers-5-everyone-is-racist

Title  Trolls In Your Butt.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZRemember those little guys you put on the top of pencils? They're a movie now! A very fun movie about trolls with celebrity voices who just want to rave all night to the hottest mash ups! Their hair does lots of crazy stuff and that's just fine! Some goblins want to eat the trolls and possibly shove them elsewhere! Justin Timberlake has a huge gripe with the Mickey Mouse Club! And did you guess that this film ends with some very confusing time travel? All this and Alive And Cromwell on this week!'s trolltastic episode!Trailer: Boners of The Heart"--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/92fc9d63-8da9-46b0-91c4-a6dc007fd4dd/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1481701982
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/trolls-in-your-butt
**Turning Point?**

Creator: Stewart, Indira.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "New Zealand's number of active Covid-19 cases has fallen for the first time since the outbreak began, and the Health Minister faces sanctions for breaching the lockdown. Plus, we check in with a Kiwi living in London."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200408-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast_turning_point-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018741895/turning-point

---

**TV ShowMos.**

Creator: Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2018]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Chris and Eli are buzzing about their forthcoming series and have been watching a ton of TV to boot. Take a peak behind the curtain on what runs through a gay comedian's mind when going on a comedy panel show OR just tune in to hear about Haley Joel Osment's face, the genius of the Queer Eye reboot, the hit-and-miss of the Will and Grace reboot and the background on RuPaul's bestie Michelle Visage. Tickets to Chris' show in Wellington here See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.

Links: https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/tv-showmos/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/tv-showmos
Title  TWIOAT Emergency Season Ep01: Home Alone 3.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Welcome to another ill-fated season of The Worst Idea of All Time. This time, Tim and Guy are watching Home Alone 3 every three days for as long as they're in lockdown. This is the first Home Alone movie not to star Macaulay Culkin and Tim is not happy about this. Theme music by Disasteradio  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews. 
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/twioatemergencyseasonep01-homealone3/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/twioatemergencyseasonep01-homealone3

Title  A Two-Part 30th Birthday Edition featuring Movie Adopters & the AroVideo Staff.
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Series  Back to the disc-player podcast ; episode 18.
Summary  "AroVideo celebrates its 30th year as a video store with a special episode featuring personal messages from an array of customers who have adopted movies in the library, followed by a group discussion with staff, mostly about the vagaries of putting together a list of 100 extraordinary films that best represent AroVideo over the 30 years."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Video recordings.
Title Vaea Fifita The BEAST.

Creator Savea, Ardie, 1993-

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ardie Savea], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Sat down and chatted about Vaea\'s story and journey. Just Vaea being on the Podcast is a testament to his growth as its stepping out of his comfort zone. From humble beginnings to the world stage. Blessgoo"--RSS feed.

Subject Fifita, Vaea, 1992- Interviews.
Podcasts.
Professional athletes.

Links https://traffic.libsyn.com/secure/ardiesavea/audio_spotify_vaea.mp3?dest-id=1489661
https://ardiesavea.libsyn.com/vaeaa-fifita-the-beast

Title Valentines Gay (Live in Auckland).

Creator Matthewson, Eli

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "Recorded live in Auckland during pride, with a packed audience a lovely buzz on the microphones - it\'s The Male Gayz. In this live episode, Chris and Eli drill into flatmate etiquette, Ellen and Portia\'s contact time, a sex dream one male gay had about the other (plus whether or not there was pene), the verdict on Ocean\'s 8 and a whole lot more. Thanks to Phoenix entertainment, K Rd, Auckland for having us! xo See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.

Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/valentinesgay-liveinauckland-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/valentinesgay-liveinauckland-
Title Valerian and The City Of A Thousand Suburbs.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "The boys saw half of Luc Besson\'s epic silly space opera and made up the rest. Valerian, a jerk space cop in a Hawaiian shirt and his partner Lauraline, a jerk space cop in a bikini race to save the city of a thousand planets from...something? Possibly from filling up with soup. Cara Delevingne learns some secrets from a jellyfish\'s butt. Nobody likes their job. Everyone is confused."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/526f76eb-2da0-48e6-b592-a7d5005eb574/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1503259809

Title The Vegan Debate.
Creator Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Sponsored by Kōkako Organic Coffee Roasters (carbon neutral coffee since 2016) and Go Well Consulting (guiding businesses to the sustainable future). Tim explains/defends his decision to go vegan as Waveney probs the benefits and real effect on a sustainable future. We chat about water usage, animal ethics and Eating Animals (the book to turn you vegetarian). We also discuss small scale and regenerative farming, what is takes to produce the increasingly precious commodity of drinking water AND how to check if your booze is vegan-friendly. Here\'s the table to see how much water is used in different food production andTop tip: Try going vegan for a short, set amount of time. OR just try reducing your meat meals and buy local whenever possible."--RSS feed.
Subject Environmental protection New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/870a4869-f607-4db6-90ba-aaae00ba0dfff/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1566213975
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/the-vegan-debate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| VH1 Diva of New Zealand.                 | Matthewson, Eli  | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017] | 1 online resource (1 audio file)      | "Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ The boys celebrate divas in all their wondrous forms. From the unstoppable force of Aretha Franklin singing over Carole King in the best diva performance ever, to the new gay diva on Married at First Sight NZ. Plus when gay people adopt each other and the most dramatic fight Chris has ever had with his mum recapped. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." -- RSS feed. | Podcasts.                | https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/vh1-diva-of-new-zealand/media.mp3  
| The Village Assassin.                    | Ross, Jamaine     | [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019] | 1 online resource (1 audio file)      | "Well well well, look who's come crawling back to their listeners. That's right - the boys are back. This week the boys dig through their big listener mail bag and catch up on what they missed out on while they've been away. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." -- RSS feed. | Podcasts.                | https://media.acast.com/fdbs/024-thevillageassassin/media.mp3  
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/024-thevillageassassin  
Title  Vita-Mix Money.
Creator  Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "This week in this special mail bag ep, the boys dig into the mail bag to clean out the old inbox. Plus we get an update on Pax's Vita-Mix situation.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickin-dangerousbro visit http://frickindangerousbro.com See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/fdbs/046-vita-mixmoney/media.mp3

Title  War For The Planet Of The Horses.
Creator  Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "We saw half of the third Planet Of The Apes flick and boy did we love it. It's got everything: grizzled old men, grizzled old apes, little girls who don't speak, and lots of war! In the second half we uncover who the real enemy of the franchise is (hint: it's horses) and an old friend arrives just in time to save the day. Plus our hero James Cromwell is currently serving symbolic jail time! God speed Jamie, stay alive and Cromwell." --RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/4a720696-0c5e-4071-a6d5-a7b50174f0e8/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&l=1500504251
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/war-for-the-planet-of-the-horses
Title: War People.
Creator: Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2016]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "SPONSORED BY FLICKS.CO.NZWar Dogs - from the director of The Hangover and presumably everybody else working on The Hangover comes a comedy about two friends who become arms dealers! The first half of this movie has it all: Miles Teller being a shitty boyfriend, Jonah Hill doing a weird laugh, and up to one joke! The second half then kicks into gear with a much-welcome cameo from Bradley Cooper, a diabolical plan for the good city of Las Vegas, and an accidental discovery that all things in the #walkoutboys podcasts may link up to form an intricate Walk Out Boys Podcatic Universe!"--RSS feed.
Subject: Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links: https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/0efdb29b-1cd7-4cf5-bf7a-a66c005845bb/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1472016440
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/war-people

Title: Waste to Energy: Should we burn or bury our rubbish?
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "This episode is sponsored by Ecotricity - New Zealand\'s only carboNZero certified electricity retailer. Join Ecotricity now!This episode is about how to ditch landfills. Landfills don\'t work. We all hate them. We don\'t want them in our backyards. They are getting further away from our cities - Dome Valley (between Warkworth and Wellsford). They produce tonnes of methane and an eternal leachate problem which you don\'t want in waterways. So burning all this waste to generate energy is a great idea, right?I\'m not so sure. The problem is, W2E doesn\'t work. Its a very expensive, inefficient and dangerous process. It creates a very concentrated end product. It\'s the lowest waste jobs creator (1 job for 10,000 tonnes vs landfill\'s 6 jobs, recycling\'s 36 jobs and waste recovery\'s 200-300 jobs). It\'s very expensive, which creates a dependency of waste generation long-term, making it incompatible with zero waste goals.Sign the petition against incineration for Aotearoa.Have a listen and please share with your friends who are passionate or just curious about waste to energy solutions. Thank you to the following people who helped with this episode; Michael from Sierra Energy, Hannah and Liam from the Rubbish Trip, Val from the Zero Waste Network, Trish A for your winning question on our Facebook page. LINKS, RESOURCES AND REFERENCESshttps://www.mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/state-of-our-atmosphere-and-climate/new-zealands-greenhouse-gas-inventoryhttps://orders.wastemanagement.co.nz/media/files/DF-News%20Draft%20Aug%202017.pdfhttps://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/109411303/bold-new-waste-energy-plant-concept-proposed-for-huntlyhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste-to-energyhttps://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/biogas/wastetoeenergy-plant-to-be-built-in-new-2019
Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.

Podcasts.

Links
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/9fd5d3a3-0935-4e55-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/040bac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629t=1575501105
https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/waste-to-energy-should-we-incinerate-our-landfills

Title: The Watercooler; Deep, Dark and Lost.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2014]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)


Summary "Where it all began, our first issue. Our speakers for this first event include: Joe Nunweek practices law by day and jams in the co-editorship of The Pantograph Punch, an Auckland arts and culture website, in between. Apart from a bit of freelance (1972, Sky Sport) or no-lance writing (Real Groove, Volume - RIP), he basically faffs at things. Guitar, photography - you know the person you think does these cool things \"seriously\" because they\'re \"that kind of person\"? He doesn\'t, he can\'t. Let\'s all hold onto the illusion though. His happy place is Palm Springs Parakai in all of its faded seventies deliquescence, and if there was no-one to watch and judge he would literally spend his days trainspotting.Romain Mereau is a directing graduate from Unitec\'s School of Performing & Screen Arts. He tragically became addicted to movies from a young age, and has been utterly obsessed ever since. He works in digital marketing, and makes short films in his spare time.Kirsten Taylor is a writer, musician and novice sourdough baker. She has lived in Edinburgh, Salzburg and Melbourne and is now studying occupational therapy at AUT.Diane White studied Law and Arts in Wellington. She moved up to Auckland about 18 months ago for a job that means she now spends her days sorting out tenant-landlord disputes and thinking about fences. It wasn\'t what she saw herself doing, but she\'s pretty happy all the same. Outside of work, Di does bits and pieces for the criminal justice reform organisation JustSpeak, pats strangers\' dogs at the supermarket, and fills in any spare moments with writing, blogging and shooting hoops. Finnius Teppet moved here from Wellington a couple of years ago, and he doesn\'t miss the old city or his family at all. He writes plays and stories on a range of themes including: the lasting influence of mothers on their children, what happens when your girlfriend resembles your mother, breastfeeding and psychoanalysis. Earlier in the year a play of his was produced by some Australians in their own country, and they won the Short + Sweet festival with it.Oliver Quincy Page is a screenwriter, performance poet, conceptual artist and fan of architecture. His work has appeared in many magazines. Home & Garden was one he thinks. Oliver is currently writing a
political thriller set against the backdrop of a gubernatorial primary race in Washington State, and a feature film about male friendships. Oliver enjoys brevity, wit, good taste and attending religious services unironically as is the custom of his people."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.

**Links**
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/732e5172-1388-4943-a6e8-aa0e0034844c/0a0d6d6f-c986-4c39-bf4c-aa0e00360726/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=2775fe95-d483-495b-b807-aa0e00348451&t=1552360658
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thewatercoolernz/episodes/2014-09-24T02_58_45-07_00

**Title**
The Watercooler; No animals were harmed in the making of.

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2014]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Series**
Watercooler (Auckland, N.Z.) ; August 11, 2014.

**Summary**
"No Animals Were Harmed In The Making of; a collection of stories of our domesticated and not so domesticated furry friends.Richard BolSarah Finnigan - WalshJono Aidney Alex Robb (as told by Finnius Teppett)Hosted By Oliver Quincy Page"--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.

**Links**
https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/732e5172-1388-4943-a6e8-aa0e0034844c/3b57243b-8731-485f-8fe4-aa0e00360f24/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=2775fe95-d483-495b-b807-aa0e00348451&t=1552360679
https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/thewatercoolernz/episodes/2014-08-11T16_59_37-07_00

**Title**
We Believe in Santa!

**Creator**
Matthewson, Eli

**Publishing Details**
[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

**Format**
1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**
"This Christmas: Have the gayz been naughty or nice? Is Tonya Harding the perfect Christmas Queen? Is Sophia the Robot going to kill us all? Do these grown adults still believe in Santa? These questions, and more, answered by your two favourite elves. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**
Podcasts.

**Links**
https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/we-believe-in-santa/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/we-believe-in-santa
Title  We Could Be Heroes.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZ\"It's time for round two of Icon v Trycon and on the
decision desk today, Chris and Eli cast their judgement on undeniably talented Zac Efron, the
complex and potentially problematic James Franco and the hard-to-resist-when-he's-up-close
Nick Jonas. Fact of The Gay features Wonder Woman, Green Lantern and Gay Spiderman
(maybe) and a real life, Puerto Rican boxing hero. Also, Chris' insecurities about gaps in his
pop culture knowledge and Eli's inability to hear French Beatles song lyrics for what they
are. Trailer: The Worst Idea of All Time  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out
information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/we-could-be-heroes/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/we-could-be-heroes

Title  We Love Christchurch.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Baking is BS and cooking is cool! Most of the is episode is just two Christchurch boys
showing love for the garden city - its ice skating rink and dessert restaurants. Alan Turning is
ever-so-briefly the Queen of The Week and Love Island is banned from schools. Plus puberty
at the pool and a whole lotta biscuits.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out
information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/welovechristchurch/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/welovechristchurch
We Need To Talk About Kevin (Spacey).

Matthewson, Eli

[NZ] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Sponsored by BIGPIPE.CO.NZ*Note: This episode was recorded immediately after the Kevin Spacey allegations broke. The Male Gayz is a year old and what have the boys learned? Eli's using the platform to share his beef with a radio station who gave him free stuff as a child. Chris' CD collection is basically just The Bongo Song and Eli owned FIFA 97: The Soundtrack. Then it's off to the races with a proper discussion of actor Kevin Spacey's conflating potential underage abuse with homosexuality. Queen of The Queen is Andi Mack/Lizzie McGuire/The Carrie Diaries TV writer Terri Minsky. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Podcasts.

Links

https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/we-need-to-talk-about-kevin-spacey/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/we-need-to-talk-about-kevin-spacey

We Will Only See.

Ross, Jamaine

[NZ] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"This week, after facing technical issues, the boys finally get around to recording and discuss the new Downton Abbey film, Pax reveals he's lowkey a conspiracy theorist and Jamaine wants to chat...sausage rolls? I don't know, man. Just listen.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

Podcasts.

Links

https://media.acast.com/fdbs/043-wewillonlysee/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/043-wewillonlysee
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>We’re Coming Out!</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>We’re So Sorry For This Episode.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Matthewson, Eli</td>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Ross, Jamaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZChris and Eli are sharing tales of escaping the closet and the power of the Coming Out YouTube videos. Also, the first gay character in the Mario universe, (who has with a suprisingly complex gender journey) and other video GAYmes including, Spice Girls games, Top of The Pops games, the gayest name of all time.Trailer: Walk Out Boys See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This episode gets loopy as James discusses losing touch with his culture.Look, this was the third episode in a LONG recording day. We know it’s a shambles just cut us some slack, okay!? Now go to your room!Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visithttp://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Podcasts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/were-coming-out/media.mp3">https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/were-coming-out/media.mp3</a></td>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/fdbs/023-weresosorryforthisepisode/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/fdbs/023-weresosorryforthisepisode/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/were-coming-out">https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/were-coming-out</a></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/023-weresosorryforthisepisode">https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/023-weresosorryforthisepisode</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Wedding Rompers.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Chris and Eli explore whether humans shitting in the park, the difficulty of being a R&B/pop music station in the age of R Kelly and Chris Brown and lovely surprise of a gay-friendly Spiderman game. Plus wedding fashion - is matching rompers a good idea or simply dressing like a twin? Marie Kondo: Gay icon? And Shakespeare is the Lena Dunham of the whatever-time-he-was-writing.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/weddingrompers/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/weddingrompers

Title  Welcome to Domore.
Creator  Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Guy and Tim are on their way to a day of Dolittle and they\'re very excited for an anticipated train wreck of a film. On the way in to the cinema, the boys share a discussion on Short Men\'s Rights and Guy has inside insight into Robert Downey Jr\'s press junket. Take your shoes off, buy a popcorn and enjoy.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links  https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/welcometodomore/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/welcometodomore
Welcome to Level Two.

Stewart, Indira.

[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Welcome to the first day of level two! This episode we look at life as a rural business owner, a last minute change to rules over funerals and tangi, and a critical report into how nurses in Waitakare Hospital contracted Covid-19"--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200514-0800-welcome_to_level_two-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018746357/welcome-to-level-two

Welcome to The Coronavirus Podcast.

Stewart, Indira.

[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Welcome to The Coronavirus Podcast, a daily programme from RNZ giving you the latest news on the Covid-19 Coronavirus, it's impact in New Zealand and around the world. Hosted by Indira Stewart, the programme brings you the latest advice from experts, talks to communities affected by the virus and also shares stories from ordinary kiwis caught up in the outbreak."--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Podcasts.

https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200320-1247-welcome_to_the_coronavirus_podcast-256.mp3
Title: We're moving down again.
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Just two days until we get to level two! We break down yesterday's big announcement on the plans to take another step towards normality. Plus, our producer Katy Gosset talks to domestic violence experts about their concerns for the future, even after lockdown ends."--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200512-0800-were_moving_down_again-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018746041/we-re-moving-down-again

Title: What a week...
Creator: Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "It's been five days since it was announced NZ was going into lockdown. We break down the latest news and talk to epidemiologist Dr Patricia Priest about the road ahead."--RSS feed.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Priest, Patricia Interviews.
Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200327-0800-the_coronavirus_podcast_what_a_week-256.mp3
https://www.rnz.co.nz/programmes/the-coronavirus-podcast/story/2018740346/what-a-week
Title: What can you do in level 2?

Creator: Stewart, Indira.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "Domestic travel? Expanding bubbles? We break down the long awaited rules for level 2 with Dr Patricia Priest. Plus, Australia vs. New Zealand in their covid-19 response."--RSS feed.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Priest, Patricia Interviews.

Links: https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200508-0800-what_can_you_do_in_level_2-256.mp3

Title: What I learnt from being called out about racism.

Creator: Marnie, Ms.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary: "You know this show ain’t about shying away from anything my friends, so today I share with you the biggest lessons I learnt from my public naming and shaming on Instagram and the check-ins that I had to do in order for it to be a true learning experience. From the initial defensiveness, to sitting with the uncomfortable and confronting shit that was coming up for me to letting that pass so I could be in a place of listening and not letting my ego and it's need to feel like a "good person" take over. I also share some of my not so "woke" moments when trying to call out my husband on his lack of engagement in the issues that are being brought to light at the moment. I made three mistakes that I can look back now and see how they contributed to it being a pretty unproductive and unconscious conversation. In the episode I mention Harriet Lerner - here is the link to the podcast episodes she recorded with Brene Brown and also a link to her book Why Won’t You Apologize?https://brenebrown.com/podcast/harriet-learner-and-brene-im-sorry-how-to-apologize-why-it-matters/https://www.amazon.com/Why-Wont-You-Apologize-Betrayals/dp/1501129619/ref=pd_sim_14_4?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=YQBKTFN60AV8FVQAEAB3"--RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links: https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/What_I Learnt_from_being_called_out_about_racism.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/61990795/what-i-learnt-from-being-called-out-about-racism/
What if losing yourself could be the best thing that ever happens to you?

Marnie, Ms.

[New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

I know right, that sounds big, crazy, scary. BUT what if losing your "self", what if letting all of the masks that you've created to get by in life crumble, what if becoming a blank slate to rebuild yourself based on who you TRULY ARE, is exactly what you This was my experience. From the rock bottom that I had sunk to through my first year of motherhood I found a place where the parts of myself that had been buried over my life of being who I thought I should be lived. And from there, I started my business, I emerged more of mySELF than ever. So I invite you to sit with this question my friends. And if you haven't found Glennon Doyle yet then seriously babes get amongst her instagram @glenndon Doyle or her latest book UNTAMED just looks SO amazing! - Here she is chatting with Brene blimmin' Brown on her podcast. It is SO GOOD!"--RSS feed.

Podcasts.

Self-actualization (Psychology)

https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/5_-_Losing_Yourself_Could_Be_The_Best_Thing.mp3

https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/59067070/what-if-losing-yourself-could-be-the-best-thing-that-ever-happens-to-you/


What's up with weird symptoms?

Stewart, Indira.

[Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]

1 online resource (1 audio file)

"Scientific studies have reported some unusual symptoms from Covid-19, but respiratory physician Dr Michael Maze says that's actually not so unusual after all."--RSS feed.

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Maze, Michael Interviews.

Podcasts.

https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200504-0800-whats_up_with_weird_symptoms-256.mp3


**Title**: Why Is James So Dumb Tonight?

**Creator**: Ross, Jamaine

**Publishing Details**: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "In this very special episode - Pax talks about interviewing celebs and James discuss spa issues. Also, Jamaine makes an announcement about mandarin chat.Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and make-up comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro.Music by S.F.T BeatsFor more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBroor follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbroor visit http://frickindangerousbro.com  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.

**Subject**: Podcasts.

**Links**: https://media.acast.com/fdbs/047-whyisjamessodumbtonight-/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/047-whyisjamessodumbtonight-

---

**Title**: Why we need a culture of accountability around algorithms.

**Creator**: Brown, Russell, 1962-

**Publishing Details**: [Auckland] : [The Stuff], [2020]

**Format**: 1 online resource (1 audio file)

**Summary**: "In the sixth episode of Actually Interesting, The Spinoff's monthly podcast exploring the effect Artificial Intelligence has on our lives, Russell Brown looks at the draft algorithm charter, the government's commitment to transparent and accountable use of AI.In the Star Trek Voyager episode 'Critical Care', the Doctor - well, actually, the mobile emitter that produces him as a hologram - is stolen and sold to an alien hospital ship. There, he discovers that the complex computer algorithm that determines treatment, the Allocator, dishes out lifesaving care according to each patient's Treatment Coefficient - which measures not need, but an individual's value to society. To lower-value patients, the computer just says no, without explanation. They die.Mandy Henk was home sick herself recently when she watched the episode. And she swiftly recognised that this was a dystopian sci-fi story about a real thing used in the government sector here on Earth, in New Zealand: an operational algorithm.We do not dispense medical treatment on the basis of individuals' deemed social value. But we do use algorithms to make a bunch of other decisions: provisioning school bus routes, predicting which young school-leavers are in danger of falling through the cracks, triaging visa applications.The government uses algorithms to make all kinds of decisions, from provisioning school bus routes and predicting which young school-leavers are in danger of falling through the cracks to triaging visa applications Henk, the CEO of Tohatoha, the organisation formerly known as Creative Commons NZ, is one of a number of people looking closely at the draft algorithm charter published recently by Statistics NZ. It's the government's most concrete commitment yet to transparent and accountable use of algorithms, AI and other sophisticated data techniques. It's timely."I think it's probably past time," says Henk. "Given the amount of algorithms currently used throughout government, we're probably overdue for a commitment on the part of government to use them in ways that ensure equity and fairness.""We have passed the point where we need to have this conversation," agrees data scientist Harkanwal Singh. "It's urgently needed. We need a robust conversation and real action."Both Henk and Singh welcome the draft charter as a useful statement of principles - and both believe it needs to be clarified and strengthened. For instance, it commits public entities to "upon request, offer technical information about algorithms and the data they use" - which implies there needs to be someone doing the requesting. But who, and how?"That is not clear at the outset," says Singh. "It would be better if the language made it clear. Also, why 'upon request'?" Being open
by default is much better and creates a culture of accountability. We do not want a repeat of the OIA experience.””In my first career, I was a librarian and I spent 20 years doing that,” adds Henk. “The ability of people to understand their own information needs is actually fairly limited. People have to know what they don’t know in order to make good requests for information. I would prefer to see government being more proactive about this, and providing that information to the people who are going to be impacted at the front end.” Part of the issue with transparency and explanation is that there’s only a small subset of society that currently understands how algorithms work. “I don’t know that I understand how algorithms work,” says Henk. “And I don’t think anyone outside of a fairly narrow group of people has a very good understanding of how algorithms work. Which is one reason why transparency isn’t particularly helpful. If you need to get a degree in computer science in order to understand it, that’s an awful lot to ask of the public.””It might be difficult to explain internal workings of a particular algorithm,” says Singh, “but what’s not particularly hard is to show what you are optimi...”--RSS feed.

Subject Artificial intelligence.
Henk, Mandy Interviews.
Podcasts.

Links https://media.acast.com/actually-interesting/whyweneedacultureofaccountabilityaroundalgorithms/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/actually-interesting/whyweneedacultureofaccountabilityaroundalgorithms

Title Why we’ll keep falling in holes and why that’s actually okay.

Creator Marnie, Ms.

Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]

Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)

Summary "After a really quite deep AF episode last week where I dived into my childhood and the path to understanding and making peace with the stories I made up as a child I realised there was something SUPER important that I left out! So today I chat about the reality of making these incredibly personal and sometimes painful discoveries and how it can leave you feeling pretty untethered. As well as this I share how I myself fell into a trap of forgetting that these new insight I was having about myself were competing against reactions and beliefs that had been entrenched for 25 years. I found myself in a place of frustration where there was no room for self-compassion and understanding that these habits and stories that were planted as a child would take time to change. One of the biggest lightbulbs came when I heard a poem written by a woman named Portia Nelson that I also share on this episode that seriously helped me SO much and I hope it helps you babes too. Compassion and patience friends, that’s the theme of today’s episode if you would like to hear the incredible Wayne Dyer read Portia Nelson’s poem then follow this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bP8moNSVkCs”--RSS feed.

Subject Podcasts.
Self-actualization (Psychology)

Links https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Why_we_ll_keep_falling_in_holes_and_that_s_okay.mp3
Title  Wine, Motherhood and Me - a cautionary tale.
Creator  Marnie, Ms.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Ms Marnie], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "I love wine! I love it so much that I've realised I need to sort out my relationship with it or else banish it from my life all together. Since becoming a Mum I've bought into hook, line and sinker to the Mum Life cliche of needing a wine to cope with the madness. And for a while, I fell in love with this idea. Shit it became part of what I thought made me me. The Mum who says "fuck it" we'll have wine for lunch coz YOLO. But I realised that all that wine drinking was really just masking this constant simmering feeling of disconnection, discontentment and being terrified of feeling out of control. I asked myself - If wine is the bandaid, then what is the wound? And it's been a bumpy ride babes, from figuring out what I was using wine to escape from and building my trust muscle with myself to falling straight back down the vino rabbit hole after a miscarriage and then really hitting my own personal low during these crazy covid days. Let's have the conversation right, it ain't easy and hell maybe you really don't fucking want to BUT when we think of it as an enquiry into truly loving and trusting ourselves and feeling whole without needing anything to fill our void - then what could be the harm in that aye. And if this has brought up intense feelings or if you do think you need some help dealing with alcohol in your life then please reach out to these services xxNZ: Alcohol Drug Helpline on 0800 787 797 https://alcoholdrughelp.org.nz/Australia: https://drinkwise.org.au/drinking-and-you/support-services/#"--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Links  https://media.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/content.blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/Wine_Motherhood_and_Me.mp3
https://blubrry.com/just_me_being_me_no_apology/59850757/wine-motherhood-and-me-a-cautionary-tale/

Title  'Workers do not feel safe'.
Creator  Stewart, Indira.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Radio NZ], [2020]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "Kiwis flocked to takeaway restaurants this week, but how has it been for the employees? Plus the social impacts for NZ post Covid-19."--RSS feed.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Podcasts.
Links  https://podcast.radionz.co.nz/coronapod/coronapod-20200501-0800-workers_do_not_feel_safe-256.mp3

National Library of New Zealand  Te Puna Matauranga o Aotearoa
Title The Worst Commentary of All Time.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "It's finally here. The commentary nobody asked for, in which Guy and Tim provide an audio companion to your watch of Grown Ups 2 (not recommended) or simply a super-extended edition of the podcast to be enjoyed by itself (barely recommended). A rich tapestry of story telling, questionable facts and unbelievable facts about the making of Grown Ups 2. Witness two friends driven to madness by their 40th watch of a movie made by professional comedians who no longer cared about what they produced. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/theworstcommentaryofalltime/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/theworstcommentaryofalltime

Title The Worst London Marathon.
Creator Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "Guy and Tim are joined by British comedian Glenn Moore to watch, back to back, Sex and The City, WE ARE YOUR FRIENDS, Sex and The City 2 and then Grown Ups 2 in one hotel-enclosed session ahead of a live recording at the London Podcast Festival. The fellas are giddy with excitement at seeing some of their old pals again on screen and absolutely devastated to be in the presence of others. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Podcasts.
Links https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/theworstlondonmarathon/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/theworstlondonmarathon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Worst Scripted Event of All Time.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Montgomery, Guy (Comedian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This special features the Workjuice Players reading a script based on Guy and Tim's memory of Grown Ups 2. Featuring Busy Philipps, Melanie Lynskey, Jason Ritter, Michael McMillian, Mate Micucci, Ardern Myrin, Baron Vaughn, Marc McConville, Hal Lublin and Humphrey Ker. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information.&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/theworstscriptedeventofalltime-/media.mp3">https://media.acast.com/worstideaofalltime/theworstscriptedeventofalltime-/media.mp3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/theworstscriptedeventofalltime">https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime/theworstscriptedeventofalltime</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The Wristband Predator.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sampson, Nic, 1986-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource (1 audio file)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Half of THE PREDATOR: The Predator is back to kick some ass on Earth! But this time he's without his signature 'hat' and 'armband', and to make matters worse there's another more conservative dog-loving predator out to get him! What a day! All this, a ton of bad jokes, and James Cromwell starts a new but expected career!&quot;--RSS feed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Motion pictures Reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/123394fb-7037-44d2-b340-a96a0060b326/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1538201402">https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/123394fb-7037-44d2-b340-a96a0060b326/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&amp;in_playlist=333b0b2a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&amp;t=1538201402</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-wristband-predator">https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/the-wristband-predator</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title xXx: yYy-not.
Creator Sampson, Nic, 1986-
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2017]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary "SPONSORED BY CAPTAIN JOE'S LAWN CLIPPINGSThirty or forty years on Vin Diesel returns as Xander Cage, the guy who everybody wants to have sex with SO BAD and never uses a skateboard on the correct surface. This time he's on a secret mission to...do...something...we can't really remember. But he drives a motorbike on the ocean and has a friend who's a DJ! Featuring some very exciting James Cromwell news and sponsored by Captain Joe's Lawn Trimmings."--RSS feed.
Subject Motion pictures Reviews.
Links https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/dac8d71c-2d3e-4e65-bfd0-a64201809d36/1d2b054b-ddaa-41d2-9361-a70f00304d08/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=333b02a-2e44-4617-8974-a64201851227&t=1486091170
https://omny.fm/shows/walk-out-boys/xxx-yyy-not

Title You Could Tell (Part One).
Creator Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Subject Podcasts.
Links https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/you-could-tell-part-one/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/you-could-tell-part-one
Title  You Could Tell (Part Two).
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2016]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "SPONSORED BY BIGPIPE.CO.NZChris and Eli are back with more tales from their childhood and adolescence indicating that actually, there were probably some signs of what was coming early on. In this ep we find out Roald Dahl's home country and which nations removed their anti-gay laws first. Then we delve into James Bond themes (F you Sam Smith), Mel Gibson movies and an appreciation for the Kardashians that is so hard, it might turn Eli to a career of gay porn. We also attempt to answer the question; Exactly how gay IS "gayer than Eli?"!"Trail: The Worst Idea of All Time  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/you-could-tell-part-two/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/you-could-tell-part-two

Title  You Couldn't Tell.
Creator  Matthewson, Eli
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2017]
Format  1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary  "The boys return and this time it's all about when you couldn't tell: the stories that indicated we might have been straight. SPOILERS: there's not many stories. Plus Chris discovers a great new drag name and we fall in love with the Queen of the Week Penny Wong.  See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information."--RSS feed.
Subject  Podcasts.
Links  https://sphinx.acast.com/themalegayz/you-couldnt-tell/media.mp3
https://play.acast.com/s/themalegayz/you-couldnt-tell
Title: You Know I Grow Baytoes, Joe Baytos.
Creator: Ross, Jamaine
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcasts], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "In this episode - James shares his diet troubles, Jamaine shares his petrol station dilemmas and Pax defends the honour of refugees. Introducing Jamaine, James and Pax - three New Zealand comedians who come together and form comedy supergroup Frickin Dangerous Bro. Music by S.F.T Beats. For more info on Frickin Dangerous Bro or to watch their sketches visit http://www.facebook.com/FrickinDangerousBro or follow them on Instagram @frickindangerousbro. See acast.com/privacy for privacy and opt-out information." --RSS feed.

Subject: Podcasts.
Links:
- https://media.acast.com/fdbs/014-youknowigrowbaytoes-joebaytos/media.mp3
- https://play.acast.com/s/fdbs/014-youknowigrowbaytoes-joebaytos

Title: Your Questions.
Creator: Warth, Waveney.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : [Little Empire Podcast Network], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource (1 audio file)
Summary: "Sponsored by Huckleberry - Your organic grocer and one stop shop for better food and living. Waveney and Tim are answering your submitted questions including: How do we deal with climate deniers? What can we do about stress and anxiety cause by eco issues? How do we get other people in our life on board? How do vegans get all the nutrients they need? We reference American professor Jes Thompson, who teaches public relations, new media and environmental responsibility. Check out her Ted Talk here. NZ Psychologist Niki Harre's book Psychology for a Better World is full of simple, usable tips and you can watch a video covering a lot of it here. Jennifer Kerr's Impakter.com piece on talking to climate change deniers is loaded with great tips. Vanessa King's article about eco anxiety is on Grist.org is well-researched and quotes several psychologists and therapists on how to keep up the good fight. Websites for 350.org and Greenpeace are here too." --RSS feed.

Subject: Environmental protection New Zealand.
Links:
- https://traffic.omny.fm/d/clips/6e2a797b-0cc4-4c0b-a44d-a51e0019bc3c/e621c193-b63b-4c9f-8040-aa5e00298aa9/62d237fb-c66b-4d07-a877-ab090003a0be/audio.mp3?utm_source=Podcast&in_playlist=40bbac5c-4bb0-4f46-b798-aa5e002ea629&t=1574037390
- https://omny.fm/shows/how-to-save-the-world/your-questions
"For the first time in a long time we had 24 hours with ZERO new cases! But we can\'t celebrate just yet..."--RSS feed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Cultureflow : Te Kete Tuatahi, the Māori language programme for beginners : stage 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Fox, Jason, 1970-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>0958237816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780958237819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 CD : digital, stereo ; 12 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;In this audio CD you are given eight individual sessions that you are able to work through at your own pace. We have selected over 50 of the most common phrases in Māori and given their translations. We have further paused these phrases so you are able to repeat the phrase back in Māori. In addition we have provided pronunciation practice on selected Māori vowels and consonants that frequently meet confusion. Lastly there is a tracked vocabulary list of 270 Māori words that make up some of the most common expressions in the Māori language&quot;--Container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Maori language Sound recordings for English speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori language Spoken Maori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maori language Study and teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>499.4428</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  
The brownfield bounce / Shane L. Martin, PhD, Economist, Chief Economist Unit, David Norman, Chief Economist.

Creator  
Martin, Shane L.

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  
Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  
City planning New Zealand Auckland.
Housing Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
Real estate development New Zealand Auckland.

Links  

Title  
2018 Census place summaries.

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 online resource

Subject  
Census data.
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Statistics.
New Zealand Population Statistics.
Tatauranga whānui.
Taupori.

Links  

Title  

ISBN  
9780995113947 online

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  
Contains abstracts from the symposium.

Subject  
Abstracts.
Occupations New Zealand Congresses.

Links  

Format 1 online resource
Series Strategic policy publication ; 2019/01.
Subject Bay of Plenty regional pest management plan, 2011-2016.
Pests Control New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region).
Links https://atlas.boprc.govt.nz/api/v1/edms/document/A3484986/content
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350128760002836

Title 2020 Members survey.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "This survey identifies key issues that must be addressed as Wellington moves out of lockdown. It describes the specific areas of support the sector needs now and in the future"--Page 2.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Wellington.
COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand Wellington.
Mentally ill Services for New Zealand Wellington.
People with social disabilities Services for New Zealand Wellington.
Social surveys New Zealand Wellington.

Title 5G in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject 5G mobile communication systems Government policy New Zealand.
5G mobile communication systems Law and legislation New Zealand.
Title: About time : 120 time-saving tips for those with no time / Robyn Pearce.
Creator: Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN: 9780958246040 eBook
9780958246095 print on demand
Publishing Details: Pukekohe, New Zealand : GettingAGrip Publishing, [2018]
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Personal information management.
Time management.

Title: About time for teaching : 120 time-saving tips for teachers and those who support them / Robyn Pearce.
Creator: Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN: 9780473472108 print-on-demand
9780473472115 eBook
9780473472122 Kindle
9780473472139 PDF
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: School management and organization.
Teachers Time management.

Title: Adult hospital patient experience survey : what have we learned from 5 years' results?
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Hospital care Public opinion.
Hōhipera.
Public opinion New Zealand.
Tūroro.

Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Reciprocity (Commerce) Law and legislation Brunei.
Reciprocity (Commerce) Law and legislation New Zealand.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759870002836

Title: Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the People’s Republic of China for the elimination of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and the prevention of tax evasion and avoidance: Beijing 1 April 2019 (entered into force for New Zealand 27 December 2019).

Format: 1 online resource
Series: New Zealand treaty series (1978- : Online) ; 2019, no. 08.
Subject: China Foreign relations Executive agreements.
Double taxation China.
Double taxation New Zealand.
New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.
Tax evasion Law and legislation China.
Tax evasion Law and legislation New Zealand.


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978- : Online) ; 2017, no. 15.

Subject  Crime prevention Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Crime prevention Law and legislation United States.
          New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.
          United States Foreign relations Executive agreements.


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 08.

Subject  New Zealand Armed Forces Papua New Guinea.
          New Zealand Military relations Papua New Guinea.
          Papua New Guinea Armed forces New Zealand.
          Papua New Guinea Military relations New Zealand.

        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759950002836

Title  Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Union and New Zealand pursuant to Article XXIV:6 and Article XXXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 relating to the modification of concessions in the schedule of the Republic of Croatia in the course of its accession to the European Union: 1 October 2018 (entered into force for New Zealand 1 October 2018).


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 06.

Subject  European Economic Community countries Commerce New Zealand.
          New Zealand Commerce European Economic Community countries.

Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759670002836


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2019, no. 04.


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2018, no. 05.

Subject  Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Kiribati. Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759670002836


Format  1 online resource

Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2018, no, 09

Subject  Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand. Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Poland.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352760030002836

Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- : Online) ; 2019, no. 06.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Burma.
Burma Foreign relations Executive agreements.
New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.


Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- : Online) ; 2019, no. 7.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Zambia Foreign relations Executive agreements.


Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 03.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Israel Foreign relations Executive agreements.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759390002836


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations


Subject: Aircraft accidents Investigation New Zealand.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352959610002836

Title: All hallows keep / Andie Low.

Creator: Low, Andrene.

ISBN: 9780995138827 print-on-demand

Publisher: Napier: Squabbling Sparrows Press, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource.

Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.


Title: Analysis of the Upper North Island Supply Chain Strategy Working Group options for moving freight from the Ports of Auckland: 11 June 2020 (reissued 26 June) / David Moore, Gary Blick and Preston Davies.

Creator: Moore, David.


Format: 1 online resource.

Subject: Business logistics.
Freight forwarders Auckland New Zealand.

Title Ancestors of John Kennedy (1898 - 1962) / compiled by John Francis Verry.
Creator Verry, John Francis.
ISBN 9780473524470 pdf
Publishing Details Paraparaumu, Wellington : John Verry Publications, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Family histories.
   Kennedy family.
   Kennedy, Margaret, 1843-1909 Family.
   Kennedy, Samuel Family.
   New Zealand Genealogy.

Title And everything nice / Ada Maria Soto ; edited by Tricia Kristufek.
Creator Soto, Ada Maria, 1981-
ISBN 9780473509538 epub
   9780473509545 Kindle
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Ada Maria Soto], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
   Romance fiction.

Title Annual plan 2020/21 = 2020/21 Mahere ā-Tau.
Creator Waikato (N.Z.). Regional Council (2011- )
Format 1 online resource : illustrations
Series Waikato Regional Council policy series ; 20/08.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351589040002836


Format: 1 online resource

Language: In Māori and English.

Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Attitudes.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
Mass media Social aspects New Zealand.
Pāpāho.


Title: Aotearoa New Zealand's mental health services and addiction services : the monitoring and advocacy report of the Mental Health Commissioner.


ISBN: 9780473528850 paperback

Publisher: Auckland : Health and Disability Commissioner, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Contents: Report -- Key findings -- Media release -- Media Q&A.

Subject: Hauora hinengaro.
Kahungatanga.
Mental health services New Zealand.
Ratonga ki te iwi.


Title: Aotearoa/New Zealand's COVID-19 elimination strategy : an overview.


Publisher: [Wellington, New Zealand] : Ministry of Health, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource

Subject: COVID-10 (Disease) Government policy New Zealand.
COVID-10 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-10 (Disease) Transmission New Zealand.
Public health Government policy New Zealand.

Title: Appendix three : Mapara Valley Structure Plan.
Publishing Details: [Taupō, New Zealand] : [Taupo District Council], [2009]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Environment protection New Zealand Taupo District.
Housing New Zealand Taupo District.
Land subdivision New Zealand Taupo District.
Regional planning New Zealand Taupo District.

Title: Appointed actuary thematic review : how the role is working in practice and recommendations for improvements.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Reserve Bank of New Zealand Te Pūtea Matua, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Actuaries New Zealand.

Title: He ara ki ngā rautaki e ora tonu ai te reo = pathways to retention and revitalisation of te reo māori / H. Simmonds, E. Reese, P. Atatoa Carr, S. Berry, T.K. Kingi.
Creator: Simmonds, H.
ISBN: 9780995124035 online
Format: 1 online resource
Language: Primarily in English with some text in Māori.
Subject: Educational equalization New Zealand.
Māori (New Zealand people) Research.
Māoritanga.
Reo Māori.
### Title: He Arahitanga Pōtitanga Whānui = General Election Guidance.
- **Creator:** New Zealand. State Services Commission.
- **ISBN:** 9780478434972 online
- **Format:** 1 online resource
- **Subject:** New Zealand. Parliament Elections, 2020 Handbooks, manuals, etc. Pōti whānui.

- **Links:**

### Title: Architecture graduate progression to practice in New Zealand, 1987-2018 / Errol Haaroff, Paola Boarin, Natalie Allen.
- **Creator:** Haaroff, Errol.
- **ISBN:** 9780473506117 EPUB
- **Publishing Details:** Auckland, New Zealand : School of Architecture and Planning, University of Auckland, 2020.
- **Format:** 1 online resource : colour illustrations
- **Subject:** Architects New Zealand. College graduates New Zealand.

- **Links:**

### Title: Are we there yet New Zealand? : analysis of IHC's online campaign surrounding tomorrow's schools review.
- **Publishing Details:** Wellington : IHC New Zealand, [2019]
- **Format:** 1 online resource : colour illustrations
- **Subject:** Autistic children Education New Zealand. Inclusive education New Zealand.

- **Links:**
Title  Arlo / Y.T. Harris.
Creator  Harris, Yvette.
ISBN  9780473528621 epub
       9780473528638 kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : [Elusive Design], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Science fiction.

Title  Aroha : Māori wisdom for a contented life lived in harmony with our planet / Dr Hinemoa Elder.
Creator  Elder, Hinemoa.
ISBN  9780143775584 eBook
Projected Publication Date  2010
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Through 52 whatatauki - traditional Māori life lessons - Māori psychiatrist Dr Hinemoa Elder shares the power of Aroha and explores how it could help us all every day...The 52 life lessons are arranged into 4 chapters that introduce the different, important facets of Aroha: Manaakitanga (kindness); Kaitiakitanga (love for our world); Whanaungatanga (empathy); and Tino rangatiratanga (what is right)"--Publisher information.
Subject  Conduct of life.
         Māoritanga.
         Proverbs, Maori.
         Self-actualization (Psychology)
         Well-being.
         Whakataukī.

Title  Te arotakenga NCEA : ākonga māori.
ISBN  9781776693573 print
       9781776693580 online
Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Ministry of Education, Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga, [2018]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Language  In English and Māori.
Subject  Educational tests and measurements New Zealand.
         National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)
Title  Arts e-learning and the online specialist teacher : increasing opportunities for quality student outcomes / Delia Baskerville, Jan Bolwell and Jan Bolton, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

Creator  Baskerville, Delia.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Teaching & Learning Research Initiative], [2011]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Computer-assisted instruction New Zealand.
Dance Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand.
Drama Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand.


Title  Aspiring / Damien Wilkins.

Creator  Wilkins, Damien, 1963-

ISBN  9780995122949 epub
9780995122949 paperback


Publishing Source  Massey University Press

Format  1 online resource

Summary  Fifteen-year-old Ricky lives in Aspiring, a town that's growing at an alarming rate. Ricky’s growing, too: 6’7”, and taller every day. But he's stuck in a loop: student, uncommitted basketballer, and puzzled son, burdened by his family’s sadness. And who's the weird guy in town with a chauffeur and half a Cadillac? What about the bits of story that invade his head? Uncertain what's real, and who he is, Ricky can't stop sifting for clues. He has no idea how things will end up.

Subject  Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.

Links  https://www.masseypress.ac.nz/books/all/all/aspiring
Title Auckland local elections 2019 : candidate experience / Laura Roberts.
Creator Roberts, Laura (Social researcher).
ISBN 9781990022227 Print
9781990022234 PDF
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Auckland (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
Political candidates New Zealand Auckland Statistics.
Social surveys New Zealand Auckland.

Title Auckland’s changing choices : getting intense / Shyamal Maharaj, David Norman.
Creator Maharaj, Shyamal .
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau, [2019]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject Housing Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
Real estate development New Zealand Auckland.
Urban density New Zealand Auckland.

Title Avocado versus apple crates : housing woes through time / David Norman, Chief Economist.
Creator Norman, David, 1978-
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject Consumer price indexes New Zealand.
House buying New Zealand.
Housing Prices New Zealand.
Income New Zealand.
Title Bad for you / Sherilee Gray.
Creator Gray, Sherilee, 1976-
ISBN 9780473516925 epub
9780473516932 Kindle
Edition 1st ed.
Publishing Details [Owhango] : [Sherilee Gray], [2020]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "A sexy standalone enemies to lovers romance in the Rocktown Ink series. The first time I saw Lila Cooper, I vowed to make her mine. She was dangerous - those big brown eyes saw far more in me than a biker good with his fists. Far more than I wanted her to see. But I had to let her go. My screwed-up family destroys everything they touch, and my club sent me to clean up my brother's mess. I couldn't risk Lila getting hurt. So I hurt her instead, the woman who owned my heart. Now she's determined to forget me. But I'll do anything for a second chance, even reveal the scars on my soul..."--Author's website.
Subject Erotic fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Title Bao hu zi ji bi mian gan ran zhuang bing du.
Publishing Source HP7328 Ministry of Health
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.

Title Battle of the undead people eaters / Jill Marshall.
Creator Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN 9781990024757 print-on-demand
9781990024764 epub
9781990024771 kindle
9781990024788 pdf
9781990024795 flipbook
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "There’s trouble afoot. When Prince Stein has a party for his three hundred-and-somethingth birthday, the villagers of Rustnuts figure out just what goes on up at the castle in Transnordia. They already hate the Huckenbeck dynasty for ruining the village. Now they hate them for being... themselves. It's too much for Stein to manage on his own. If only he could make a friend... a really, really new friend"--Author's website.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Title A beautiful thing : uncontainable worship / by Gillian Brebner.
Creator Brebner, Gillian.
ISBN 9780473531867 softcover
9780473531874 epub
Publishing Details [Ohope Beach] : [Gillian Brebner], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Summary "Have you ever wondered what kind of worship God is looking for? If there was a living, breathing example of this kind of devotion in Scripture, would you want to know more? Fortunately, Jesus himself, left us a memorial of this type of worship. He calls this worship a Beautiful Thing. This little book invites you into the adventure of worship. It unfolds layers of the story of the memorial, and is for those who hunger and thirst for more of God's Spirit, are dissatisfied with surface fluff, and are ready to look deeper. Be prepared for some surprises and some fresh insights into Jesus, his followers, and your own heart. Most of all, be prepared to meet a woman whose radical, uncontainable love for Jesus sets the bar for worship, for all time"--Back cover.
Subject God (Christianity) Worship and love.
Mary, of Bethany, Saint
Public worship.

Title Beforelife / with an introduction by Neel Ingman.
Creator Ingman, Neel.
ISBN 9780473473746 pdf
9780473473815 paperback
9780473473822 epub
9780473473839 kindle
9780473473853 ibook
Edition Version 1.0.
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Palaceno House, [2019]
Format 1 online resource
Subject Christianity Humor.
Title Benefit forecast data / Forecasting and Costing Team, System Performance, Strategy and Insights.

Format 1 online resource
Subject Social security beneficiaries New Zealand.

Title Benefit numbers as a timely indicator for the labour market / Jelena Stojkov.
Creator Stojkov, Jelena.

Format 1 online resource
Subject Beneficiaries New Zealand.
COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects.
COVID-19 (Disease) Forecasting.
Labour market New Zealand.

Title Best practice advice for re-entry to specialist spaces.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : TESAC, [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Technology Study and teaching New Zealand Safety measures.
Title Better beef breeding: bull buying for the commercial beef breeder.
Creator Beef + Lamb New Zealand (Firm)
Publishing Details Dunedin: Beef + Lamb New Zealand Genetics, [2017]
Format 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)
Summary Guidance on assessing bulls for purchase.
Subject Beef cattle Breeding New Zealand.
Bulls Breeding New Zealand.
Bulls Evaluation New Zealand.

Title Beware of the pirate prince / Joanne Wadsworth.
Creator Wadsworth, Joanne.
ISBN 9780995119406 EPUB
9780995119413 PDF
Publishing Details Published in the United States of America: [Joanne Wadsworth], 2020.
Format 1 online resource
Subject Historical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Title Beyond despondency: the UBI alternative to the welfare meltdown: the second National Conference on the Universal Basic Income, 26 - 28 March, 1998, St John's Conference Centre, cnr Willis and Dixon Sts, along with additional papers from the files / this collection was compiled and edited by Ian Ritchie.
ISBN 9780473531348 softcover
9780473531355 PDF
Publishing Details [Feilding]: [Ian Ritchie]. [2020]
Format 1 online resource: illustrations
Re-inventing the Square Wheel - Why what didn't work in the past won't work in the future.

Subject Basic income New Zealand. Congresses.
Basic income.
Income distribution New Zealand Congresses.
New Zealand Social policy Congresses.

**Title**  Beyond football : winning at FIFA World Cups: New Zealand Football High Performance Plan.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland]: New Zealand Football, [2017]

**Format**  1 online resource: colour illustrations

**Summary**  "The fundamental shift the Plan presents is that New Zealand Football seeks to inspire New Zealanders by preparing and implementing a High Performance Plan that extends beyond aiming to win international football matches. It is prepared with the aims of high performance success: 1. Fulfilling the New Zealand Football Strategic Plan purpose and vision; 2. Being the catalyst and conduit for considerable societal and economic impact benefits within New Zealand; 3. Raising the profile of New Zealand internationally"--Page 6.

**Subject**  Football Coaching New Zealand.
Football Training New Zealand.
Strategic planning.

**Links**  https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=c707ed87-3ff7-4b2a-81e4-8ddf1c138584

**Title**  Bianca de Lumière / Lisette Prendé.

**Creator**  Prendergast, Lisette.

**ISBN**  9780473506391 paperback soft cover
9780473506407 epub
9780473506414 pdf
9780473506421 Kindle

**Publishing Details**  Wellington, New Zealand: Full Time Unicorn Press, [2020]

**Format**  1 online resource

**Summary**  "There are three things that Bianca Taylor knows for sure. She knows she is an auric empath: Able to see and feel the colourful aura of those around her. She knows she is not albino, though nobody else in the small town of Pentacle Oregon does. She knows that since her sixteenth birthday she has started sleepwalking, waking to find herself naked in the forest, far from home, with visions of dark beasts in her mind. There are also three things that Bianca Taylor does not know. Like, what is brutally killing the cattle on the nearby ranch? Or why a handsome stranger keeps telepathically warning her that she is in danger. And (most importantly) if she is not albino then what is she?"--Author's website.

**Subject**  Fantasy fiction.
Sleepwalking Juvenile fiction.
Telepathy Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.

Title: Biosecurity projects snapshot : 2018/19.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Biodiversity conservation New Zealand.
Environmental protection New Zealand.
Pest introduction New Zealand.


Title: Black hands : inside the Bain family murders / Martin van Beynen.

Creator: Van Beynen, Martin.


Projected Publication Date: 2011

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "Journalist Martin van Beynen has covered the Bain story closely for decades ... Now, his book brings the story completely up to date: exploring the case from start to finish, picking through evidence old and new, plumbing the mysteries and motives, interviewing never-before-spoken-to witnesses and guiding readers through the complex police investigation and court cases, seeking to finally answer the question: Who was the killer?"--Publisher information.

Subject: Bain family.
Bain, David Cullen, 1972- Trials, litigation, etc.
Evidence (Law) New Zealand.
Mass murder New Zealand Dunedin.
Trials (Murder) New Zealand Dunedin.

Title: The blood hex / Andie Low.

Creator: Low, Andrene.

ISBN: 9780995138810 print-on-demand


Format: 1 online resource.

Subject: Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.

Title Bounty Bay. Vol 2 / Tracey Alvarez.
Creator Alvarez, Tracey, 1971-
ISBN 9780473515805 EPUB
9780473515812 MOBI
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Icon Publishing], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Contents Mend your heart -- Break your heart -- Tame your heart.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.
Links https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B085VMPMJ3

Title A braveheart for Beth / Gillian Mayne.
Creator Mayne, Gillian.
ISBN 9780473511692 print-on-demand
9780473511708 EPUB
9780473511715 Kindle
9780473511722 PDF
9780473511739 ibook
Format 1 online resource
Summary "Recovering from a serious illness, the feisty innkeeper tries to juggle her health and her work, determined to reclaim the life she once had. Ryder has faced the worst of war, but after leaving the forces, he finds the more he gives back, the lighter his soul starts to feel. When he meets Beth during a Tattoo convention, the attraction is intense, but this is soon overshadowed by what's waiting for him at home. Can he ever have a life of his own, with a woman like Beth? Or will family ties keep holding him back?"--Unnumbered page 3.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction
Title  Bride arise : it is your time for love / Geoff Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, G. B., 1975-
ISBN  9780995120754 (PDF edition)
Publishing Details  [Mosgiel] : Acacia Media, [2018]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Christian life Biblical teaching.
Links  https://onewithchrist.org/product/bride-arise/

Title  The bridesmaids club boxed set : books 1-3 / Leeanna Morgan.
Creator  Morgan, Leeanna, 1969-
ISBN  9780995140400 EPUB
Publishing Details  [Paraparaumu] : [Rogan Press], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Contents  All of me--Loving you--Head over heels.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Title  Bridge of honour / Andrew Lacey.
Creator  Lacey, Andrew (Tutor).
ISBN  9780473520748 epub
9780473520755 Kindle
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "When English soldiers murder his father, Owain swears an oath of vengeance. An unexpected uprising gives him the chance to follow his prince to war against the hated invaders. But his quest will lead him further than he could ever have imagined. Far away in England, Alan, the son of an English lord, is eager to answer King Edward’s call for troops to march against the Welsh rebels. He leads his father’s men off into the misty hills of Wales and into a conflict that is far different from anything he anticipated. In the midst of the Welsh war, both young men are determined to do their duty and bring honour to their families. But will finding true honour be different from what they expect? Will Owain and Alan be able to bridge their differences amidst the hatred of war, or will the last hope of an enduring future for Wales be gone?"--Author's website.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Title  Broadband performance testing in New Zealand : topic paper.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Broadband communication systems New Zealand Evaluation.
          Broadband communication systems New Zealand Testing.
          Broadband communication systems New Zealand.
          Broadband communication systems.

Title  Broken Promises : masquerade novella / Peta Lee Rose.
Creator  Rose, Peta Lee.
ISBN  9780473503802 Kindle
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  The brood at Trasimene / Garrett Pearson.
Creator  Pearson, Garrett, 1959-
ISBN  9780473525910 print-on-demand
       9780473525934 epub
       9780473525941 kindle
       9780473525958 pdf
       9780473525965 ibook
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Midsummer 217 BC and the ‘She Wolf’s’ den is aflame. Having destroyed the Roman legions at the Trebbia River, Hannibal leads his men south seeking battle with the new Consuls elect, Gaius Flaminius and Gnaeus Servilius Geminus. Having outmaneuvered Flaminius the Carthaginians devastate the Etruria plain and slaughter the populace in an attempt to bring him to battle. Flaminius, though enraged at the despoliation and killing is cautious of Carthaginian trickery and remains impotent within the city of Arretium. However, as Hannibal turns towards the southeast and fertile Apulia, Flaminius finally mobilises his legions and begins the chase, Hannibal leading him on towards Lake Trasimene. Baldor Targa, now promoted to Captain by Hannibal, is beset with troubles as an old enemy and a powerful new one appear within his own ranks and add murder and robbery to his woes. Meanwhile, he and the Roman Centurion, Cornelius Scipio are destined to meet again on the field of battle as the Gods continue their perverse game of cat and mouse between the pair. Battle, blood feud, vengeance and foolish pride combine to test both Baldor and Cornelius’s resolve as they play their part in this war of giants"--Back cover.
Subject  Historical fiction.
          New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Title  Building New Zealand's impact economy : the opportunity for economic recovery after Covid-19 / Louise Aitken (Chief Executive), Clementine Baker (Director, impact consulting), Dr Seán Barnes (Director, social procurement), Jackson Rowland (Director, impact investment)

Creator  Aitken, Louise.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  "This document offers big ideas and broad thinking about the best areas of focus to help us transition to an economy that prioritises the delivery of positive impact. It outlines areas of opportunity with the intention of provoking conversation and sparking ideas"--Page 3.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.

Economic development New Zealand.


Title  Building NZ RMA reform and housing : discussion document.

Publishing Details  Wellington : National, [2019]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Environmental management New Zealand.

Housing New Zealand.


Links  https://www.national.org.nz/rma_reform_and_housing

Title  Burning the Cow : a short story / by Emily Larkins.

Creator  Larkins, Emily, 1981-


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Short stories, New Zealand.

Title Buying a home with KiwiSaver.

Edition Version 5.3


Format 1 online resource

Subject House buying New Zealand.
KiwiSaver (Plan)


Title Capabilities for living and lifelong learning : what's science got to do with it? / Ally Bull.

Creator Bull, Ally.

ISBN 9781927231722 online


Format 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary "Science capabilities are a set of ideas for teachers to think with about science education. There are five: gathering and interpreting data, using evidence, critiquing evidence, interpreting representations of science, and engaging with science. This paper explores what student progress in developing capabilities might look like. It draws on student responses from a small research project with students from Years 1-10 in a range of New Zealand schools"--Publisher's website.

Subject Science Study and teaching (Elementary) New Zealand.
Science Study and teaching (Secondary) New Zealand.


Title Cardinal sins / Brian Hobcraft.

Creator Hobcraft, Brian.

ISBN 9780473507626 paperback
9780473507633 epub
9780473507640 pdf


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Religious fiction.

Title  Caring in lockdown : forgotten families during COVID-19, July 2020.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
Caregivers New Zealand Attitudes Statistics.
Caregivers Services for New Zealand Evaluation.


Title  Cat-erwalling & rhymes / Thomas Zed.

Creator  Zed, Thomas.

ISBN  9780473528256 EPUB
       9780473528263 Kindle

Publishing Details  Ōhaeawai, New Zealand : Zed and Zed, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Cats Fiction.
         Cats Poetry.
         New Zealand poetry 21st century.
         Short stories, New Zealand.

Links  https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08D8BVKZW?pf_rd_r=7FACT9AS7A12CAAXPDE6&pf_ rd_p=6fc81c8c-2a38-41c6-a68a-f78c79e7253f
Title  Changes to the National Certificate of Educational Achievement (NCEA).
Edition  Easy read version.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [People First New Zealand Inc.], [2018?]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Educational tests and measurements New Zealand.
National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)

Title  Cherish / P.A. Watkins.
Creator  Watkins, P. A.
ISBN  9780473524432 ebook
9780473539368 print-on-demand
Projected Publication Date  2009
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Poetry

Title  Children who learn in more than one language : early childhood teachers afloat in plurilingual seas / Valerie N. Podmore, Helen Hedges, Peter J. Keegan and Nola Harvey ; in partnership with, Marama Young and Jasmine Castle (Te Puna Kōhungahunga); Eneleata Tapusoa, May Crichton and Jan Taouma (A‘oga Fa‘a Samoa); Carol Hartley, Pat Rogers, Jemma Smith and Daniel Lovatt (Mangere Bridge Kindergarten); Thirumagal Anandh, Auemetua Lotomau and Fathima Ruwinaaz Subhani (Symonds Street Early Childhood Centre).
Creator  Podmore, Valerie N.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Bilingualism in children.
Early childhood education New Zealand.
Multilingual education New Zealand.
Title: Climate action 20/25: accelerating climate action by New Zealand SMEs.

Summary: "This report is a snapshot of current engagement among New Zealand's Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in climate change action. It identifies and analyses the limitations in the system. It details the barriers to action and how these might be overcome. It outlines SBN's new Climate Action 20/25 programme. It showcases a selection of SMEs who are taking 'climate action'"--Page 4.

Subject: Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand.
Social responsibility of business Case studies.
Sustainable development.


Title: Clinical Informatics position statement.

Subject: Medical informatics New Zealand.


Title: The collector / Gillian St. Kevern.

Summary: "All Gideon Lawes has left is his scrupulous honesty. Employed to investigate a supposedly haunted house, Gideon vows to uncover the secrets of 32 Belcairn Road. But he gets more than he bargains for in the form of the Collector, a spirit relentlessly pursuing an unpaid debt. Drawn by chance into the lives of cheerfully generous Fairweather and darkly ironic Holford, Gideon discovers things about himself he never imagined. But with the Collector closing in, Gideon must choose between destroying the friendship he values most or sacrificing his self-respect for a lie. Whatever Gideon chooses, the Collector will claim another victim"--Author's website.

Subject: Ghost stories.
Gothic fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.

Title: Competition for business customers in the mobile industry: a report for the Commerce Commission: December 2015 / UMR Research.

Publishing Details: [New Zealand]: UMR Research, [2015]
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Businesspeople New Zealand. Attitudes.
   Cell phone systems Customer services New Zealand. Public opinion.
   Cell phone systems New Zealand Public opinion.
   Competition New Zealand.
   Consumer satisfaction New Zealand.
   Public opinion New Zealand.


Title: Complaint about investigation into alleged sexual offending by Detective Inspector Kevin Burke.

Creator: New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority

Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Police Complaints against New Zealand.
   Sex crimes Investigation New Zealand.

Links: https://www.ipca.govt.nz/includes/download.ashx?ID=157174

Title: Conceptions of assessment and feedback / Elizabeth Peterson and Earl Irving, Faculty of Education, The University of Auckland.

Creator: Peterson, Elizabeth (Elizabeth R.)

Format: 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)
Subject: Educational tests and measurements Psychological aspects Research New Zealand.
   Feedback (Psychology)

Title Conceptions of assessment and feedback project / Elizabeth Peterson and Earl Irving.

Creator Peterson, Elizabeth (Elizabeth R.)

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative Nāu i Whatu Te Kākahu, He Tāniko Taku, [2007]

Format 1 online resource

Summary "This project aimed to investigate ways of identifying secondary school students' and teachers' conceptions of assessment and feedback"--Introduction.

Subject Educational tests and measurements Psychological aspects New Zealand. Feedback (Psychology)


Title Consequences and mitigation strategies for COVID-19 control measures / prepared by the COVID-19 Public Health Response Strategy Team.


Format 1 online resource


Title Constructing households from linked administrative data : an attempt to improve address information in the IDI / Simon Anastasiadis, Akilesh Chokkanathapuram, Craig Wright.

Creator Anastasiadis, Simon.

ISBN 9780473524203 pdf


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Public housing New Zealand. Social indicators New Zealand.


Format 1 online resource

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Preventive health services for children New Zealand.
Well Child (Program : N.Z.)


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary "This report aims to rapidly collate evidence on the magnitude of delays to cancer diagnosis and treatment, and the extent to which this has created or exacerbated inequities." --Page 6.

Subject Cancer Patients Services for New Zealand.
Quarantine New Zealand.


Title COVID-19 and diabetes : special report.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Diabetes New Zealand.
Diabetics Health and hygiene New Zealand.

Links https://nzssd.org.nz/content/20_05_NZ_Diabetes_COVID_Special_.pdf
Title COVID-19 and seasonality / Stephen Lo.
Creator Lo, Stephen.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Office of the Prime Minister’s Chief Science Advisor], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Transmission.
COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission.

Title COVID-19 elimination strategy for Aotearoa New Zealand : summary / Dr Ashley Bloomfield (Director-General of Health).
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Ministry of Health], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission New Zealand.

Title COVID-19 guidance for certificated playgroups at alert level 1.
Format 1 online resource
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Government policy New Zealand.
Day care centers New Zealand Safety measures.
Nursery schools New Zealand Safety measures.
Links https://www.education.govt.nz/covid-19/advice-for-early-learning-services/
Title: COVID-19 tourism industry survey: summary report.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary: "COVID-19 is having an unprecedented impact on the New Zealand tourism industry. The impact on demand is well known, but less known is the impact on the thousands of businesses that make up the supply side of the tourism industry. TIA conducted this survey of its 1600 members to provide a comprehensive assessment of the status and intentions of tourism businesses."--Page 2.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.

New Zealand Public opinion.

Tourism Economic aspects New Zealand Public opinion.


Title: COVID-19: rent increase freeze and tenancy terminations.


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "The Government has made new rules to look after renters during COVID-19. These are the new rules."

Subject: Rent control New Zealand.


Title: CPAG’S analysis of the 2020 Government budget, May 2020 / contributors: M. Claire Dale, Innes Asher, Susan St John, Gerry Cotterell, Mike O’Brien, Alan Johnson, Justin Latif, Georgie Craw.

ISBN: 9780994113221 online

Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: Child Poverty Action Group, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Budget New Zealand.

New Zealand Appropriations and expenditures.

New Zealand Economic policy.

Links: https://www.cpag.org.nz/assets/Budget/CPAG%202020%20Budget%20Review.pdf
Title: Creative industries in New Zealand: economic contribution, report to Industry New Zealand, March 2002.
Creator: Walton, Mark (Consultant).
Publishing Details: Wellington: NZ Institute of Economic Research (INC.), [2002]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Arts Economic aspects New Zealand.
Cultural industries New Zealand.
Links: https://nzier.org.nz/static/media/filer_public/00/88/00881c26-1bee-4b90-baa7-bbc07cac28a7/creative_industries_in_nz.pdf

Title: The creative sector in New Zealand: mapping and economic role, report to New Zealand Trade & Enterprise, January 2009.
Creator: Andrews, Grant.
Publishing Details: Wellington: NZIER, [2009]
Format: 1 online resource: illustrations
Subject: Cultural industries New Zealand Employees.
Cultural industries New Zealand.

Title: The creative seed: how to enrich your life through creativity / Lilian Wissink (BA GradDip Counselling)
Creator: Wissink, Lilian.
ISBN: 9781775594505 epub
9781925820300 print
Format: 1 online resource: illustration.
Series: Empower.
Subject: Creation (Literary, artistic, etc.)
Creative ability.
Self-help publications.
Title: Crimechurch / Michael Botur.
Creator: Botur, Michael, 1984-
ISBN: 9780995116665 print
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: "Life in the suburbs isn't dangerous enough for Marty. He needs punk, protest, politics and pipes. Soon he finds teen runaway Mona. Underground, the two live for drugs while dealing with a pair of psychopath standover siblings. Meanwhile war has broken out among the bikers. Fuelling the fight is 'King Kong' Chong, a thug determined to be Number One in the 03 - unless Marty's baby brother does something even deadlier"--Back cover.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Links: https://www.amazon.com/Crimechurch-Michael-Botur-ebook/dp/B083S42JPX

Title: Crossover youth scoping study, April 2020 / project lead, researcher and author, Jennifer George, Development Director, Henwood Trust.
Creator: George, Jennifer (Author of Crossover youth scoping study).
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Foster children New Zealand.
Hara.
Juvenile delinquency New Zealand Prevention.
Taiohi.

Title: Culturally responsive pedagogy and assessment in primary science classrooms : whakamana tamariki / Bronwen Cowie, Kathrin Otrel-Cass, Ted Glynn and Helena Kara, with Marion Anderson, Jude Doyle, Asri Parkinson and Christine Te Kiri
Creator: Cowie, Bronwen
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative Nāu i Whatu Te Kākahu, He Tāniko Taku, [2011]
Format: 1 online resource
Summary: "In this project four teachers addressed their diverse students’ need for a range of different opportunities to develop more sophisticated expertise in science. They achieved this by drawing on the principles and practices of culturally responsive pedagogy and assessment for learning. Interviews and classroom observations indicated that students, and their families, took greater ownership and responsibility for science learning when teachers incorporated and built on the funds of knowledge and lived experience that all students bring from their homes and communities"--Introduction.
Subject: Ariā whakaako.
Culturally relevant pedagogy New Zealand.
Kura tuatahi.
Pūtaiao.
Science Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
Title Curious creatures & marvellous monsters : a magical art exhibition for your own little monsters : he pukapuka mahi toi = art activity book : discovering New Zealand's national art collection through the curious eyes of our tamariki.

Publishing Details
[Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2018]

Format
1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject
Activity books.
Animals, Mythical In art Exhibitions.
Art appreciation New Zealand.
Imaginary creatures. In art Exhibitions.
Monsters In art Exhibitions.
Museum of New Zealand Exhibitions.
Taniwha.
Whakaaturanga toi ataata.

Links

Title Customer vulnerability - our expectations for providers.


Publishing Details

Format
1 online resource

Contents
Customer vulnerability - our expectations for providers -- Conduct expectations in response to COVID-19.

Subject
Financial services industry New Zealand.

Links
Deep dive co-design report, May 2020 / written by Fletcher Beazley, HQSC, Lee Benjamin and Jo Anson for the Central Cancer Network.

Beazley, Fletcher.

[Palmerston North] : Central Cancer Network, [2020]

1 online resource : colour illustrations

Cancer New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Diseases.
Maori (New Zealand people) Services for New Zealand.
Mate pukupuku.
Public health New Zealand.

https://centralcancernetwork.org.nz/regional-cancer-deep-dive/4-deep-dive-reports/

Deep dive feedback report, June 2020 / Dr Monica Koia (PhD), Dr Ina Te Wiata (PhD), and Justina Webster, Te Mata o te Tau, Massey University, Palmerston North for the Central Cancer Network.

Koia, Monica, Ph. D.

[Palmerston North] : Central Cancer Network, [2020]

1 online resource : colour illustrations

Cancer New Zealand Public opinion.
Maori (New Zealand people) Attitudes.
Maori (New Zealand people) Diseases.
Mate pukupuku.
Public health New Zealand Public opinion.

https://centralcancernetwork.org.nz/regional-cancer-deep-dive/4-deep-dive-reports/

Deep dive kaupapa Māori evaluation, January 2020 / Fletcher Beazley for the Central Cancer Network ; artwork: Jade Beazley.

Beazley, Fletcher.

[Palmerston North] : Central Cancer Network, [2020]

1 online resource : illustrations

Cancer Patients Services for New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Attitudes.
Maori (New Zealand people) Diseases.
Maori (New Zealand people) Services for.
Mate pukupuku.
Public health New Zealand.
Rangahau Māori.

https://centralcancernetwork.org.nz/regional-cancer-deep-dive/4-deep-dive-reports/
Title Deep dive literature review, July 2019 / report written by Fletcher Beazley for the Central Cancer Network.

Creator Beazley, Fletcher.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Cancer Patients Services for New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Diseases.
Maori (New Zealand people) Services for.
Mate pukupuku.
Public health New Zealand.
Rangahau Māori.

Links https://centralcancernetwork.org.nz/regional-cancer-deep-dive/4-deep-dive-reports/

Title The deliverance of Kyle Kindall / Renee Nielsen.

Creator Nielsen, Renee.

ISBN 9780473527990 print-on-demand
9780473528003 Kindle


Format 1 online resource

Summary "After much struggling and suffering, Amelia's group are finally being received. The fight for Kyle's acquittal continues. The promise of freedom is tantalising… There is still a high risk involved with every step forward they take, however. New evidence surfaces to support and explain the recent events, but Yuuki and Kyle are nonetheless troubled by the uncertainty of the future that lies ahead. In the midst of it all, Kyle deals with a revelation of his own. It ought to bring joy, but the trails of grief left in its wake only bring a shattering sense of betrayal. Meanwhile, with numbers dwindling and time running out, it's not long before the last remaining members of a certain group of individuals each start going about things in their own way..."--Publisher information.

Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Delivering on great and best at Te Pūtea Matua: a speech delivered to the Law and Economics Association of New Zealand in Wellington on 29 June 2020 / By Adrian Orr, Governor of the Reserve Bank.

Title Differently abled: taking a stand, making a difference / Graeme Axford; co-author Jane Bissell.

Summary "Graeme Axford is a human rights and disability advocate. Graeme is a qualified social worker and has successfully petitioned Parliament to bring about change and improve accountability within the social services sector. Born with severe dyslexia, Graeme struggled for years with no definitive diagnosis for his condition. Throughout his advocacy career, bureaucrats equated Graeme’s poor reading and writing skills with low intelligence. Graeme overcame this stigma with dogged determination and a never-give-up attitude that has seen him become one of New Zealand’s most successful consumer advocates"--Back cover.
**Title** Digital campfires : learn, lead, leverage / Jussi Luukkonen.

**Creator** Luukkonen, Jussi.

**ISBN** 9780473531003 paperback  
9780473531010 epub  
9780473531027 kindle  
9780473531034 pdf  
9780473531041 ibook

**Publishing Details** Wellington, New Zealand : Jussi Luukkonen Books, [2020]

**Format** 1 online resource

**Summary** "Not so many generations ago, our ancestors sat around a campfire telling their stories. They were able to weave mental imagery vividly into their stories. The flickering light of the campfire evokes those images and stories unfold from generations to generations. They used dance, drawings, their hands and bodies, voice, surprise and suspense to draw people in, make a point, illustrate new ways to do things, and to entertain. Digital Campfires is the use of some of these innate human attributes and narrative techniques, as well as incorporating new tools and techniques to tell better stories, and lead with the mindset of digital age leader. We are only just beginning to appreciate the nuances and integration of digital tools to inform and entertain. Learn how to build a camp, ignite the fire and keep it burning. Digital Campfires is ancient knowledge brought up to date, storytelling on steroids"--https://jussiluukkonen.com/digital-campfires.

**Subject** Business enterprises Computer networks.  
Electronic commerce.  
Leadership.


---

**Title** Does the gathering global gloom matter? / David Norman, Chief Economist.

**Creator** Norman, David, 1978-


**Format** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Series** Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

**Summary** "We are bombarded by stories of impending economic doom, particularly focused on what is happening offshore. Does this gathering global and domestic gloom matter to Auckland? The short answer is yes, of course it does. But a more meaningful question is: How much does it matter? Or how well insulated is Auckland against these risks?"--Page 1.

**Subject** Auckland (N.Z.) Economic conditions.

Title  Dogfight / Jill Marshall.
Creator  Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN  9781990024450 print-on-demand
       9781990024467 epub
       9781990024474 kindle
       9781990024481 PDF
       9781990024498 flipbook
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Jack is back - and so is the pig-headed god who's trying to destroy them all. But now Seth is not just satisfied with destroying the Bootle-Cadogans and their friends - he's trying to destroy the whole world with plagues, panic and pig-induced death. It's going to take a special team to save the world from a-nile-ation"—Author's website.
Subject  Anubis (Egyptian deity) Juvenile fiction.
         Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Fantasy fiction.
         Gods, Egyptian Juvenile fiction.

Title  Doghead / Jill Marshall.
Creator  Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN  9781990024405 print-on-demand
       9781990024412 epub
       9781990024429 kindle
       9781990024436 pdf
       9781990024443 flipbook
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Jack Bootle-Cadogan is a fairly average lord-in-the-making, until he begins to sprout facial hair and some very pointy teeth. He can't go to school looking this ruff! Thanks to a family curse, Jack is destined to become Anubis, god of the dead. 50% human. 50% jackal. 100% busted. Can he master his new secret rituals and still win the school's running competition? Find out in a hilarious tale of a boy who's losing his head - but gaining a free pass to the pyramids, the undead, and a crazy collection of friends and family"—Author's website.
Subject  Anubis (Egyptian deity) Juvenile fiction.
         Blessing and cursing Juvenile fiction.
         Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Fantasy fiction.
Title  Dogstar / Jill Marshall.
Creator  Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN  9781990024504 print-on-demand
       9781990024511 epub
       9781990024528 kindle
       9781990024535 pdf
       9781990024542 flipbook
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Jack's still hairy. Bone's still skeletal. And Osiris has one last chance to find his missing crown before Seth's victory is complete. And meanwhile Jack still has a battle with his parents to win. It's back to Ancient Egypt for Jack, and not-so-ancient Egypt for Albie, as the past catches up with Jack BC once and for all. The final part of the Jack BC trilogy and SWAGG Origin Story from Jane Blonde author, Jill Marshall"--Author's website.
Subject  Anubis (Egyptian deity)
          Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Fantasy fiction.
          Gods, Egyptian Juvenile fiction.

Title  Domestic audience understanding : insights driven approach to encourage New Zealanders to experience all that New Zealand has to offer.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Tourism New Zealand, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Tourism Forecasting New Zealand.
          Tourism New Zealand.
Title  Dwelling prices and interest rates: insights on the Auckland economy / David Norman – Chief Economist.
Creator  Norman, David, 1978-
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.
Interest rates New Zealand Auckland.
Mortgage loans New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Ecological assessment of the Taupo commercial and industrial structure plan / Chris Bycroft, field survey, report author.
Creator  Bycroft, Chris.
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Ecological surveys New Zealand Taupo District.
Vegetation monitoring New Zealand Taupo District.
Vegetation surveys New Zealand Taupo District.

Title  The economic contribution of marine farming in the Marlborough region: a computable general equilibrium (CGE) analysis, NZIER report to Marine Farming Association, September 2015.
Creator  Clough, Peter W. J.
Publishing Details  Wellington: NZ New Zealand Institute of Economic Research, [2015]
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject  Fishery processing Economic aspects New Zealand Marlborough District.
Mussel culture Economic aspects New Zealand Marlborough District.
Oyster culture Economic aspects New Zealand Marlborough District.
Salmon farming Economic aspects New Zealand Marlborough District.
Title  Ecotoxicological review of alum applications to the Rotorua Lakes / client report prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council by Grant Tempero.
Creator  Tempero, Grant.
Publishing Details  Hamilton, New Zealand : Environmental Research Institute, Faculty of Science and Engineering, University of Waikato, [2015]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  ERI report ; 52.
Subject  Eutrophication Control Environmental aspects New Zealand Rotorua District.
Lake ecology New Zealand Rotorua District.
Lake restoration New Zealand Rotorua District.
Water Purification Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Water quality New Zealand Rotorua District.
Links  https://www.waikato.ac.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/344653/ERI_52.pdf

Title  Eden to heaven / Chris W Lee.
Creator  Lee, Chris W. (Christopher Walter), 1965-
ISBN  9780473521127 print-on-demand
9780473521134 kindle
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris W Lee], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Creator made Adam and Eve to rule the Earth. They walked with God in Paradise, yet chose to wake evil. Death and suffering cursed their world. God no longer visited fallen creatures. Adam and Eve wrote words to Creator for centuries. God remained silent. The first Man and Woman saw their descendants build cities and develop civilization amidst dinosaurs and angels. When death claimed their bodies, their spirits journeyed to the realm of Heaven. Reunited with Creator, they witnessed the divine plan to save billions of mankind from eternal doom"--of physical version.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Religious fiction.
Links  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B087F1L17L
Title: Education: discussion document.

Publishing Details: Wellington: National, [2019]

Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Education New Zealand.

Links: https://www.national.org.nz/education

Title: Effectiveness of personal protective equipment (PPE) in reducing COVID-19 transmission to and from people, fomites and food, 20 April 2020 / author: Kylie Horváth; prepared for: NZFSSRC Director; reviewed By: Catherine McLeod, Steve Hathaway, Roger Cook, Nigel French; client name/logo: PIANZ and MIA.

Creator: Horváth, Kylie.


Format: 1 online resource

Series: New Zealand Food Safety Science & Research Centre report.

Summary: A literature review.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.

COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission.

Food industry and trade Employees Health and hygiene.

Food industry and trade Safety measures.

Protective clothing.


Title: The effects of 2020/21 income support changes on After Housing Costs (AHC) incomes for representative households receiving benefits / Janet McAllister.

Creator: McAllister, Janet.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary: Using a key government measure of child poverty, the 50 per cent after housing costs median income, Child Poverty Action Group has examined whether the latest policies released as part of the Government's COVID-19 package will keep families on core benefits at or above this line in 2020/2021.

Subject: Income New Zealand Statistics.

Poverty New Zealand Statistics.

Public welfare New Zealand Statistics.

Links: https://www.cpag.org.nz/assets/Backgrounders/13052020_The%20effects%20of%20202020_21%20income%20support%20changes%20on%20AHC%20income%20for%20representative%20households%20receiving%20benefits-final.pdf

Title: Emerald lake billionaires: books 1-3 / Leeanna Morgan.
Creator: Morgan, Leeanna, 1969-
ISBN: 9780995140431 EPUB
Publishing Details: [Paraparaumu] : [Rogan Press], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Contents: Sealed with a kiss--Playing for keeps--Crazy love.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Title: Emerging leaders: a guide to holding youth to youth conversations on NCEA.
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Ministry of Education], [2018?]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Educational tests and measurements New Zealand.
National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)

Title: Enhanced teaching and learning of comprehension in Years 4-9 at seven Mangere schools / Stuart McNaughton, Shelley MacDonald, Meaola Amituanai-Toloa, Mei Kuin Lai, Sasha Farry.
Creator: McNaughton, S. (Stuart)
Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative, [2006]
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject: Children, Maori Education Research New Zealand Auckland.
Education, Bilingual New Zealand Auckland Evaluation.
Effective teaching Research New Zealand Auckland.
Pacific Islanders Education Research New Zealand Auckland.
Reading comprehension Study and teaching Research New Zealand Auckland.

National Library of New Zealand 508 Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
Title: Enhanced teaching and learning of comprehension in Years 4-9 in seven Mangere schools: final report / Stuart McNaughton, Shelley MacDonald, Meaola Amituanai-Toloa, Mei Lai, Sasha Farry; Woolf Fisher Research Centre.

Creator: McNaughton, S. (Stuart)


Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "This report is to the New Zealand Council for Educational Research."


Title: Entrenched beliefs / Robert W. Fisk.

Creator: Fisk, Robert W.

ISBN: 9781386108177 epub


Projected Publication Date: 2009

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "An IRA bomber believes a priest betrayed him and seeks revenge when he leaves prison. A school principal believes a six-year-old girl is being molested and calls for an investigation. In Middle Creek Primary School a twelve-year-old believes her internet boyfriend is seventeen. Another pupil knows a dark secret about her missing friend Edwina, who disappeared while on a pony trek. Richard West is sent to investigate just what is happening"--Publisher information.

Subject: Detective and mystery fiction. New Zealand fiction 21st century. Thrillers (Fiction)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
<th>Publishing Details</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Title The essence of twelve : the beginning of the journey / Patrick E. Baker.
Creator Baker, Patrick, 1956-
ISBN 9780473414689 epub
9780473414696 mobi
978047341472 iBook
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Patrick Baker], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Science fiction.

Title Estimating demand for competition analysis : a statistical exploration, and some possible applications : report to the Productivity Hub by NZIER, with the assistance of Cognitus Economic Insight / prepared by Dr Eilya Torshizian of NZIER.
Creator Torshizian, Eilya.
ISBN 9781990019036 electronic
Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Summary "The purpose of the Project was: to establish the feasibility of estimating AIDS (Almost Ideal Demand System) demand models for selected expenditure classes using administrative data available in New Zealand, and to explore the applicability of AIDS model estimates for competition and wider policy analyses."--Page 1.
Subject Competition New Zealand Econometric models.
Competition New Zealand.
Consumption (Economics) New Zealand.
ISBN 9781988583907 pdf
Format 1 online resource
Subject Ethnicity New Zealand Classification.
Ethnicity New Zealand Public opinion.
Public opinion New Zealand.

Title Evaluation of the All Right? campaign for tangata whaiora/mental health service users: an evaluation report prepared for All Right? and Mental Health Advocacy and Peer Support (MHPAS) by the Information Team Community & Public Health CDHB.
Publishing Details [Christchurch]: Canterbury District Health Board Te Poari Hauora ō Waitaha, 2018.
Format 1 online resource
Subject All Right? (Organisation) Evaluation.

Title An evidence-based approach: does the rural urban boundary impose a price premium on land inside it?: final report / Shane L. Martin (PhD, Senior Economist), David S. Norman (Chief Economist).
Creator Martin, Shane L.
Publishing Details [Auckland]: Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau, [2020]
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject Land use New Zealand Auckland.
Land use New Zealand.
Real property Prices New Zealand Auckland.
Real property Prices New Zealand.
Title Exchange of letters constituting an Agreement to amend the Agreement between New Zealand and the Argentine Republic for Air Services : 5 December 2019 (entered into force for New Zealand 5 December 2019).

Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- : Online) ; 2019, no. 09.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Argentina.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Argentina Foreign relations Executive agreements.
New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.


Format 1 online resource
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 01.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation China.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759200002836

Title The expensive price of cheap decisions / Shane L. Martin, PhD (Economist, Chief Economist Unit).
Creator Martin, Shane L.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject City planning Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
City planning Environmental aspects New Zealand Auckland.
City planning New Zealand Auckland Decision making.
Title  Faerie lights / Andie Low.
Creator  Low, Andrene.
ISBN  9780995138834 print-on-demand
Format  1 online resource.
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Paranormal fiction.

Title  Faithful treachery / MJ King.
Creator  King, M. J. (Melissa J.).
ISBN  9780473503475 print
       9780473503482 kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Melissa Llewelyn], [2019]
Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Shot and hurting. Things haven't exactly been going according to plan for Ellie and the team and it's only about to get worse"--Back cover of print version.
Subject  Islands Juvenile fiction.
         Romance fiction.
         Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
         Young adult fiction.

Title  Families and households in the 2018 Census : data sources, family coding, and data quality.
ISBN  9781988583853 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Families New Zealand Statistical methods.
         Families New Zealand Statistics.
         Households New Zealand Statistical methods.
         Households New Zealand Statistics.
Title  Family tax credits : do children get the support in New Zealand that they would get in Australia? / Caitlin Neuwald-Kearns and Susan St John.

Creator  Neuwald-Kearns, Caitlin.


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Child tax credits Australia.
             Child tax credits New Zealand.


Title  Family trusts : the must-have New Zealand guide / Martin Hawes.

Creator  Hawes, Martin, 1952-

ISBN  9780143775317 online

Edition  Revised and updated.


Projected Publication Date  2011

Format  1 online resource

Summary  "In 2021, The Trusts Act 2019 comes into force. This is the first major trust law reform in New Zealand in 70 years. Many of the key changes are aimed at making trust law more accessible to both lawyers and the public, strengthening the ability of beneficiaries to hold trustees to account. Anyone involved in a family trust will need to find out about the changes introduced by this new Act. Many will choose to wind up the trust, and those that keep them will need to change how they manage them, so this book is an essential tool"--Publisher information.

Subject  Estate planning New Zealand.
             Family trusts New Zealand.
             Trusts and trustees New Zealand.

Title  Fare deal or essential service : what cuts congestion and emissions most? / Shane Martin, Shyamal Maharaj.

Creator  Martin, Shane L.

Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Transportation Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
             Transportation Environmental aspects New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Farm biosecurity guidelines : for contractors operating on behalf of Environment Canterbury.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Biosecurity Management New Zealand.
Pests Control New Zealand.
Weeds Control New Zealand.

Title  Farm kill / Robert W. Fisk.
Creator  Fisk, Robert W.
ISBN  9781386067221 epub
Projected Publication Date  2009
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Richard West and his family are caught in an earthquake that isolates the town of Grantville in the South Island of New Zealand. They find their way to Te Kouka Flats farm, which is deserted with signs of a recent fire. The family search for survivors, assisted by a ten year old boy with severe communication problems. What they find makes them targets for murder"--Publisher information.
Subject  Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)

Title  Farming pigs in New Zealand.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] New Zealand Pork [2020?]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Pork industry and trade New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Swine New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Title Fieldwork wave 11 deep dive analysis. Commuter traffic.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention Social aspects.

Commuters New Zealand Statistics.


Title Fieldwork wave 12 deep dive analysis. Continuing self-isolation in levels 2 and 1.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand Statistics.


Title Fieldwork wave 13 deep dive analysis. Impact of returning fares on public transport usage.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand.

Transportation New Zealand Statistics.

Title Fieldwork wave 18 deep dive analysis. Wellington.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Waka Kotahi COVID-19 transport impact ; 2 September 2020

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Choice of transportation New Zealand Statistics Wellington.


Title Fieldwork wave 6. Topic deep dive analysis on active modes.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand.
Traffic flow New Zealand Statistics.


Title Fieldwork wave 6: Topic deep dive analysis.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand.
Choice of transportation New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Fieldwork wave 7. Working from home deep dive analysis.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand.
          Work environment New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Fieldwork wave 9 : deep dive analysis.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand.
          Traffic flow New Zealand Statistics.

Title  Fieldwork waves 1 to 16 deep dive analysis : walking and cycling regional active mode travel.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Waka Kotahi COVID-19 transport impact ; 18 August 2020
Subject  Choice of transportation New Zealand Statistics.
         Cyclists New Zealand Statistics.
         Walking New Zealand Statistics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fire and Emergency New Zealand funding review. Consultation document.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua, [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fire and Emergency New Zealand (Organisation) Finance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fire and Emergency NZ funding review submissions summary : public consultation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Internal Affairs, Te Tari Taiwhenua, [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fire and Emergency New Zealand (Organisation) Finance Public opinion. Public opinion New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Fish index of biotic integrity in New Zealand rivers, 1999-2018 / Akika Takada, Isaac Bain, Dani Metin, Beckie Calder-Flynn and Chris Daughney.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Takada, Akika.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781988579726 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>ME 1487 Ministry for the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The objective of this study is to update previous analyses of New Zealand’s freshwater fish communities with the most recent observational data, in order to create a national Fish IBI dataset. The study will also investigate options for including this data as an Environmental Reporting Indicator. Categorisation of upstream land cover is also explored as a potential explanatory variable and stressor on fish community composition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Fit for a better world : accelerating our economic potential.
ISBN  9781990025440 print
       9781990025457 online
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry for Primary Industries, Te Manatū Ahu Matua, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Agricultural industries Standards New Zealand.
Links  https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/41031-fit-for-a-better-world-accelerating-our-economic-potential

Title  Flexible-work-by-default guidance and resources : eliminating the gender pay gap and implementing the gender pay principles.
ISBN  9780478434996 Online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Equal pay for equal work New Zealand.
          Flextime New Zealand.
          Manpower planning New Zealand.
          Wage differentials New Zealand.

Title  Football in schools : overview.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Football Training New Zealand.
          Football for children Coaching New Zealand.
Links  https://www.sporty.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=075ddd38-7ea8-4a39-8ecd-237c04692d06
Title  Free to be children : preventing child sexual abuse in Aotearoa New Zealand / edited by Robyn Salisbury.
ISBN  9780995123090 epub
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Clinical psychologist Robyn Salisbury seeks the wisdom of those who have devoted many years, each in their own domain, to working with child sexual abuse. 'Free to Be Children' makes a major and unique contribution to understanding how we can best tackle the tragedy of child sexual abuse as a nation, and how urgent it is that we do. From its foreword by Children's Commissioner Judge Andrew Becroft to its chapters by survivors, clinical psychologists working with both victims and offenders, the Chief Censor, experts on child sex-trafficking and psychotherapists working in harmed communities, the expertise contained in its pages offers a blueprint for best practice and cannot be ignored.
Subject  Abused children New Zealand.
Child abuse Psychological aspects.
Child sexual abuse New Zealand Prevention.
Child sexual abuse New Zealand.
Links  https://www.masseypress.ac.nz/books/all/all/free-to-be-children

Title  Fundamentals of finance : financial institutions and markets, personal finance, financial management / Andrea Bennett, Jenny Parry, Carolyn Wirth.
Creator  Bennett, Andrea.
ISBN  9780994132529 print
9780995137844 EPUB
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Finance Australia.
Finance New Zealand.
Title: Funding and delivering the next census: 2023 Census of Population and Dwellings: New Zealand’s next Census of Population and Dwellings, final report.

Publishing Details: Wellington: Stats NZ, Tatauranga Aotearoa, [2020]

Format: 2 online resources: colour illustrations

Subject: Census data.
Household surveys New Zealand.


Title: Futsal: map to success, 2016-2020.

Publishing Details: Auckland: New Zealand Football, [2016]

Format: 1 online resource: colour illustration

Subject: Indoor soccer New Zealand.

Links: https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=47b232a3-6593-4472-b57d-16457ab72130

Title: The future of food & the primary sector: the journey towards sustainability / Anne Bardsley, Bridget Coates, Stephen Goldson, Peter Gluckman and Matthias Kaiser.

Creator: Bardsley, Anne.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Series: Future is now conversation series.

Subject: Agriculture Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Agriculture New Zealand Forecasting.
Environmental policy New Zealand.
Food Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Food New Zealand Forecasting.
Sustainability New Zealand.

Title  Getting a grip on the paper and email war : managing information in the modern office / Robyn Pearce.
Creator  Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN  9780473471682 print on demand
       9780473471699 eBook
       9780473471705 Kindle
       9780473471712 PDF
Format 1 online resource : illustrations
Subject Office management.
       Records Management.
       Time management.

Title  Getting smarter about transport / Harshal Chitale, David Norman.
Creator  Chitale, Harshal.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject Traffic congestion New Zealand Auckland.
       Transportation New Zealand Auckland.

Title  The ghost ship / Andie Low.
Creator  Low, Andene.
ISBN  9780995138803 print-on-demand
Format 1 online resource.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
       New Zealand fiction 21st century.
       Paranormal fiction.

National Library of New Zealand Te Puna Mataranga o Aotearoa
Title  God's Cocaine: the addiction of the camino / Terry Wilson.
Creator  Wilson, Terry (Traveller)
ISBN  9780995116658 print
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Camino Francés (Spain) Description and travel.
        Pilgrims and pilgrimages Spain Camino Francés.
        Wilson, Terry (Traveller) Travel Spain Camino Francés.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       47630660002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Gorse & broom : management tips.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Gorse Control New Zealand.
        Scotch broom Control New Zealand.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       50120120002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  The government's role in sport, fitness and leisure : report to the Ministerial Taskforce on Sport, Fitness and Leisure, December 2000.
Creator  McWha, Vhari.
Publishing Details  Wellington : NZ Institute of Economic Research (Inc.), [2000]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Exercise Government policy New Zealand.
        Recreation and state New Zealand.
        Sports and state New Zealand.
Links  https://nzier.org.nz/static/media/filer_public/79/2a/792ad28c-e6ab-4338-9e66-a75d36ca28c8/g
governments_role_in_sport_fitness_and_leisure.pdf
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
       44993990002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Great expectations : retirement realities for older New Zealanders.

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Retirees Finance, Personal.
Links  https://www.fsc.org.nz/site/fsc1/Great-Expectations-FINAL.pdf

Title  Green freight 2020 : strategic working paper.
ISBN  9780478100474 PDF
9781990028007 print

Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry of Transport, [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Climate change mitigation New Zealand Case studies.
Freight and freightage New Zealand.
Fuel switching New Zealand Case studies.
Greenhouse gas mitigation New Zealand Case studies.
Links  https://www.transport.govt.nz/multi-modal/climatechange/green-freight-project/

Title  Growing the Kiwisaver pie / research conducted for the Financial Services Council.

Publishing Details  Kingsland : Horizon Research Limited, [2017]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "This is the first of three commissioned pieces of research seeking to understand Kiwis’attitudes to retirement savings"--Page 3.
Subject  KiwiSaver (Plan)
Retirement New Zealand.
Title  GST policy issues : an officials' issues paper / prepared by Policy and Strategy, Inland Revenue.
Creator  New Zealand. Inland Revenue.
ISBN  9781988573120 online
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Subject  Value-added tax New Zealand.
Links  https://purl.org/nzir-tp/2020-002

Title  Guidance for hospital visiting under COVID 19 Alert Level 1.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
         Hospitals New Zealand Safety measures.

Title  Guidance for school hostels at alert level 1.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Boarding schools New Zealand Safety measures.
         COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Government policy New Zealand.
         COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.
         Student housing New Zealand Safety measures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Guidance for specialist mental health and addiction services managing adherence to COVID-19 alert level 2 requirements.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This document provides guidance on managing specialist mental health and addiction services during COVID19 Alert Level 2. It includes statutory guidance for Directors of Area Mental Health Services (DAMHS) and Clinical Directors on managing instances where a service user is unable or unwilling to adhere to COVID-19 Alert Level requirements.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Addicts Services for New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People with mental disabilities Services for New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Guidance for the rehabilitation of people with or recovering from COVID-19 in Aotearoa New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781990029004 print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781990029011 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>HP 7383 Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;The purpose of this document is to highlight the complexity and potential long-term needs of people recovering from COVID-19 and to demonstrate the importance of the allied, scientific and technical workforce in reducing the short-and long-term health and wellbeing implications of COVID-19 infection&quot;--Page 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Complications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Physical therapy New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Psychological aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Health : discussion document.
Publishing Details  Wellington : National, [2019]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  National health services New Zealand.
          Public health New Zealand.
Links  https://www.national.org.nz/health
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
            41478090002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Health and safety in schools for COVID-19 : Guidance for alert levels 1-4.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
          Schools New Zealand Safety measures.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
            48138950002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Health and wellbeing of under-15 year olds in Hawke’s Bay, 2018 / Mavis Duncanson,
       Glenda Oben, Judith Adams, Georgia Richardson, Andrew Wicken, and Melanie
       Pierson.
Creator  Duncanson, Mavis.
Publishing Details  [Dunedin] : New Zealand Child and Youth Epidemiology Service, Department of Women’s and
                    Children’s Health, University of Otago, 2019.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Children health and hygiene New Zealand Hawke’s Bay.
          Teenagers health and hygiene New Zealand Hawke’s Bay.
          Well-being New Zealand Hawke’s Bay.
Links  https://ourarchive.otago.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10523/9439/NZCYES%20202018%20report%E2
          %80%94Hawke%E2%80%99s%20Bay.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
          47620950002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title Hector's and Māui dolphins threat management plan : North Island fisheries measures.
Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand] : Fisheries New Zealand, Tini a Tangaroa, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary A summary of the new fisheries measures to support the Threat Management Plan for Hector's and Māui dolphins, which come into effect on 1 October 2020. Hector's and Māui dolphins are only found in New Zealand waters and together are one of the world's rarest dolphin species.
Subject Bycatches (Fisheries) Prevention New Zealand North Island.
Hector's dolphin Conservation New Zealand North Island.
Maui's dolphin Conservation New Zealand North Island.

Title Hector's and Māui dolphins threat management plan : South Island fisheries measures.
Publishing Details [Wellington, New Zealand] : Fisheries New Zealand, Tini a Tangaroa, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary A summary of the new fisheries measures to support the Threat Management Plan for Hector's and Māui dolphins, which come into effect on 1 October 2020. Hector's and Māui dolphins are only found in New Zealand waters and together are one of the world's rarest dolphin species.
Subject Bycatches (Fisheries) Prevention New Zealand South Island.
Hector's dolphin Conservation New Zealand South Island.
Maui's dolphin Conservation New Zealand South Island.

Title Hell is empty / Melanie Harding-Shaw.
Creator Harding-Shaw, Melanie.
ISBN 9780473517410 print-on-demand
9780473517427 Kindle
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Melanie Harding-Shaw], [2020]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "In the near future, the Librarian algorithm imposes tailored censorship to protect citizens from ideas that could inflict trauma or incite crime. Journalist Deanna Myers has been chasing the censorship debacle right from the start and she's closing in, if only someone would run the story! The more she digs, the more she realises how pervasive the corruption is. But Ganelon Corporation isn't pulling any punches. She will have to rely on her sources to save not just her career, but her life"--Author's website.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Science fiction.
Title: High speed broadband services demand side study : final report : 29 June 2012.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Broadband communication systems New Zealand.
Consumption (Economics) New Zealand.


Title: High-cost credit guidelines / Commerce Commission New Zealand Te Komihana Tauhokohoko.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "High-cost lending to consumers is now subject to specific restrictions that do not apply to other forms of lending. These guidelines explain these key restrictions"--Page 2.

Subject: Finance Law and legislation New Zealand.
Loans.


Title: Hipapatua : reserve management plan.


Publishing Details: [Taupo] : Taupo District Council, [2017]

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Hipapatua Recreation Reserve Management.

Title  House prices: a factual antidote to doomsday ailments / David Norman.
Creator  Norman, David, 1978-
Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council, [2019]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject  Housing Prices Australia Evaluation.
         Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Houses of the small sea dead : poems and other lyric works / by Ron Murray.
Creator  Murray, Ron, 1957-
ISBN  9780473452711 pdf
Publishing Details  Auckland : Murex Press, [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
How does the Rebuilding Together Budget address the impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand's economy?

How rapid transit access adds to property values / Shane Martin, Ph.D, David Norman.

How should we fund our greenfield infrastructure? / Harshal Chitale.
Title The HR catalyst: a guide to the new practice of leading HR / Callum McKirdy.
Creator McKirdy, Callum.
ISBN 9780648201113 paperback
9780648201120 EPUB
Format 1 online resource: illustration
Subject Personnel management.

Title I fed the baby!: confession & motives in the Crewe murders cold case / John Ingley.
ISBN 9780473477233 pdf
Edition Ver 1.4.
Publishing Details Taumarunui, New Zealand: Abundant Past Ltd, [2019]
Format 1 online resource: illustrations
Summary "A confession given in an intimate personal relationship with 'the woman who fed the baby' led to one man's 40 year mission to 'follow the money'. This publication is a script written during his private investigation shows a clear motive & points in a perfectly logical direction; money (unsurprisingly) the motive."
Subject Cold cases (Criminal investigation) New Zealand.
Crewe, Harvey, 1941-1970 Death and burial.
Crewe, Jeannette, 1940-1970 Death and burial.
Murder Investigation New Zealand.

Title I'm Ralph, I'm Dad: a daughter explores identity, relationship and a gentler dementia / by Dr Glennis Mafi.
Creator Mafi, Glennis.
ISBN 9780473518660 Softcover
9780473518677 epub
9780473518684 kindle
Format 1 online resource: illustrations
Summary "A daughter explores identity, relationship and a gentler dementia. Ralph Wood was diagnosed with dementia, and over the ensuing years his daughter, a medical doctor, along with other close family members, walked that journey beside him. Through poems, drawings and brief comments, I'm Ralph, I'm Dad lovingly tells the story. Though this is a personal account, it is a journey that others face, and in the telling you may just find that dementia is not quite as bad as many of us fear. Along with the struggles there can be gentleness, humour, hope, surprises - and even joy. Containing practical and poetic insights, this book can be a companion to you as you follow that pathway with the one you love"--Publisher's website.
Subject Dementia Patients Care New Zealand.
Dementia Patients Care.
Dementia Patients Family relationships.
Title: Impact of COVID-19 on financial wellbeing: key findings from a national survey / Dr Celestyna Galicki.
Creator: Galicki, Celestyna.
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustration
Contents: Report -- Questionnaire.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title: The impact of multiple disadvantage on subjective wellbeing: New Zealand families / Conal Smith, Eric Krassoi Peach, and Jacinta Cording.
Creator: Smith, Conal.
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Summary: "This report investigates the relationship between multiple disadvantage and life satisfaction and aims to characterise the nature of that relationship. In particular, we examine whether additional disadvantages simply affect wellbeing in an additive fashion, or whether the relationship is more complex. Using an analytical approach developed by Berthoud (2003), the paper formally tests the nature of the relationship between life satisfaction and the different dimensions of wellbeing."--Introduction.
Subject: Social indicators New Zealand.
Well-being New Zealand.
Title Impact of ozone gas on severe acute respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) : prepared for Zespri, 3 April 2020 / author: Catherine McLeod ; prepared for: Zespri ; reviewed by: Rob Lake, Joanna Kingsbury and Nigel French.

Creator McLeod, Catherine (Scientist).


Format 1 online resource

Subject Biological decontamination.
COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.
Food industry and trade Safety measures.
Ozone Physiological effect.

Links https://mcusercontent.com/ac7d10ed90f765f0df9b564b7/files/4572df5e-f324-48bc-a4e5-0f8d38b63a04/Impact_of_ozone_gas_on_SARS_CoV_2.docx.pdf

Title Impact of the covid-19 crisis on financial wellbeing in New Zealand : preliminary data from an international study / Celestyna Galicki.

Creator Galicki, Celestyna.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.


Title Improving tertiary student outcomes in the first year of study / Nick Zepke, Linda Leach, Tom Prebble, Alison Campbell, David Colman, Bonnie Dewart, Maree Gibson, Judy Henderson, Jenny Leadbeater, Sue Purnell, Linda Rowan, Nika Solomon, and Stewart Wilson.

Creator Zepke, Nick.


Format 1 online resource

Summary "Our research question was: What can New Zealand tertiary education institutions and their teachers do to adapt their current processes and practices to improve retention of, persistence and completion by diverse students in their first year?"--Page 2.

Subject Minorities Education (Higher) Research New Zealand.
Postsecondary education Research New Zealand.

Title Improving tertiary student outcomes in their first year of study / Nick Zepke, Linda Leach, and Tom Prebble.

Creator Zepke, Nick.

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative Nāu i Whatu Te Kākahu, He Tāniko Taku, [2005]

Format 1 online resource

Summary "This project identifies practical strategies for use by tertiary education institutions (TEIs) in New Zealand to improve student retention, persistence, and completion. It was designed to explore the experiences of students, teachers, and administrators in seven tertiary institutions"--Introduction.

Subject Minorities Education (Higher) Research New Zealand. Postsecondary education New Zealand.


Title Increasing voter turnout in Auckland local government elections : results from a behavioural insights trial / Dr Jesse Allpress, Dr Katja Rangsivek (Research and Evaluation Unit (RIMU)).

Creator Allpress, Jesse.

ISBN 9781990022104 print
9781990022111 PDF


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations


Subject Behaviorism (Psychology) Local elections New Zealand Auckland. Voter turnout New Zealand Auckland Statistics.

Title: Independent review of COVID-19 clusters in aged residential care facilities / Review panel members: Tanya Jackways (Infection Prevention and Control Practitioner), Riana Manuel (Chair, Te Apārangi and Manukura Hauora CEO, Te Korowai Hauora o Hauraki), Dr Phil Wood (Geriatrician, Waitemata DHB and Chief Advisor, Healthy Aging, Ministry of Health), Dr Peter Moodie (General Practitioner), Dr John Holmes (Public Health Physician and Honorary Clinical Senior Lecturer, Department of Preventative and Social Medicine, University of Otago), Dr Frances Hughes (Chair, Nurses Leadership Group, New Zealand Aged Care Association and general manager, Oceania Health Care)

Creator: Jackways, Tanya.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "Following the classification of five clusters of COVID-19 in aged residential care facilities, the Director-General of Health, Dr Ashley Bloomfield, commissioned this review to quickly learn what was effective and what needs to be improved in order to avoid or better manage any similar events in the future"--Page 1.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission New Zealand.

Long-term care facilities Risk management New Zealand.


Title: Information for dairy farmers, May 2020.


Publishing Source: INFO 935 Ministry for the Environment

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "This information sheet provides dairy farmers with a summary of what they need to do, and over what timeframe, to meet the requirements of the Action for healthy waterways policy package." 

Subject: Agricultural pollution Prevention Government policy New Zealand.

Dairy farming Environmental aspects New Zealand.

Stream health Government policy New Zealand.

Water Pollution New Zealand Prevention.

Links: https://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/fresh-water/action-healthy-waterways-information-dairy-farmers
Title Information for hospice inpatient facilities at alert level 2.


Format 1 online resource

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-19 (Disease) Patients Care New Zealand.


Title Information for responsible campers.


Format 1 online resource

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Camp sites, facilities, etc. New Zealand Safety measures.


Title Infrastructure development in comparative nations : insights for New Zealand / Stephen Selwood, Chief Executive NZCID; Paul Buetow, Partner Kensington Swan.

Creator Selwood, Stephen.


Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject Infrastructure (Economics) New Zealand.

Title: An introduction to mahinga kai for Waimakariri farmers.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Ahu whenua.
Conservation of natural resources New Zealand Waimakariri District.
Kaitiakitanga.
Mahinga kai o te wai.
Mahinga kai o te whenua.
Maori (New Zealand people) New Zealand Waimakariri District Social life and customs.
Traditional ecological knowledge New Zealand Waimakariri District.


Title: An introduction to measurement uncertainty / B.D. Hall, D.R. White.

Creator: Hall, B. D. (Blair D)

ISBN: 9780473405823 PDF


Format: 1 online resource : illustrations

Summary: "This introduction to measurement uncertainty is intended for metrology professionals working in calibration laboratories and metrology institutes, as well as students in tertiary-level science and engineering programmes. The subject matter is presented with an emphasis on developing models of the physical measurement process. The level of mathematics and statistics used is basic and is typically covered by high school studies"--Distributor's website.

Subject: Measurement Standards New Zealand.
Measurement uncertainty (Statistics)

Links: https://zenodo.org/record/3872590#.XwJi15gzaUk

Title: Investigating the relationship between whole-school approaches to education for sustainability and student learning : a summary / Chris Eames, Miles Barker, Faye Wilson-Hill, and Barry Law.

Creator: Eames, Chris.

Publishing Details: Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative Nāu i Whatu te Kākahu, he Tāniko Taku, [2009]

Format: 1 online resource : illustrations

Contents: Summary report -- A framework for developing whole-school approaches to EFS -- A framework for developing whole-school approaches to education for sustainability. Teacher guide -- A framework for whole-school approaches to education for sustainability (EFS).

Subject: Sustainability Study and teaching New Zealand.

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Title Islamic marketing : theories, practices, and perspectives / Djavlonbek Kadirov.
Creator Kadirov, Djavlonbek.
ISBN 9780473506179 paperback
Publishing Details Porirua : Conscientia Capital Press, [2019]
Format 1 online resource
Summary "This book focuses on Islam-congruent marketing conduct, market processes, mechanisms and structure, both individual and collective marketing practices and activities, marketing institutions and market systems"--Preface.
Subject Marketing (Islamic law)

Title Te ka mai rawa, te ti taihara : mana whenua cultural values and the Auckland Council resource consent process / Jacob Otter, Esther Rootham, Carina Meares (Research and Evaluation Unit (RIMU))
Creator Otter, Jacob.
ISBN 9781988589466 Print 9781988589473 PDF
Format 1 online resource
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21329205610002836
Title  Te kaieke tohorā / nā Witi Ihimaera ; nā Timoti Kāretu i whakamāori.

Creator  Ihimaera, Witi, 1944-

ISBN  9780143774174 online

Edition  [Revised edition].

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Raupō, [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Summary  "Whakamiharo ana tera te tirohanga atu ki a ia, ki te kaieke tohora. I rere atu te wai i a ia, ka hamama tona waha kia taea ai te hau makariri te kupa iho. Ko anu kanu e kohara anau i te ahuirei. Korekoreko katoa ana te tinana i te rehu taimana. I runga i taua taniwha ano nei he te toketoko paku kua whakairotaia, e tino haura ana, e koratarata ana, e te torotika ana. Ano nei na tona tino kaha, e to ake anau i te tohora ki te rangi... Ko Kahutia-te-rangi te kaieke tohora, te tipuna o nga iwi o Te Tai Rawhiti. I haere mai ia i Hawaiki, te kainga o nga Tawhito, ki te tai rawhiti o Aotearoa. No muri mai ko Kahu, te matamua o nga mokopuna tuarua a te whanau. I arohaina ia e ona whanaunga katoa engari ko tera i tino pirangi ia kia aroha atu, kaore i aroha atu — ara, ko tona tipuna tane tuarua.Kua rongo au i a Kui Putiputi e tiwe ana i te hau, 'E Kahu!' I te toia iho au e oku putu. Me tu rawa au ka wetewete. I moumou noa iho te wa ki tenei mahi engari he pai ake tera i te tohorā. Rino atu anau nga putu i nga au pioi. Ka titiro ake au. I te kimi au i hea ke ra a Kahu. I hikitia ake au e nga ngaru ka tuku iho anau. Ka tiwhara atu au, 'E Kahu, kaua.' Kua tae ke atu ia ki te tohora, a, e pupuri kore anu i a te kauwae. Mama noa iho te huri mai i te ao purakau ki te ao tuturu, mai i te whakatangi ki te whakakata. Ko tenei pukapuka ko Te Kaieke Tohora ka whakamanaru i te kaipanui ahakoa pehea te pakeke"--Publisher information.

Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Fiction.

New Zealand fiction 20th century.
Pakiwātara.


Title  Kia kaha, kia māia, kia ora Aotearoa : COVID-19 psychosocial and mental wellbeing recovery plan.

ISBN  9781988597898 online


Publishing Source  HP 7399 Ministry of Health

Format  1 online resource : illustrations


Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Government policy New Zealand.

COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand.

Mental health Government policy New Zealand.

Public health New Zealand.


Title  Kia māia = Be bold : improving the wellbeing of children living in poverty / this paper was prepared by Peter Wilson of NZIER and consulting economist Julie Fry.

Creator  Wilson, Peter (Economist)


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Working paper (New Zealand Institute of Economic Research) ; 2019/1.

Subject  Poor children Government policy New Zealand.

Well-being Economic aspects New Zealand.


Title  Kinloch community structure plan.

Creator  Opus International Consultants.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  City planning New Zealand Taupo District.

Land subdivision New Zealand Taupo District.


Title  KiwiSaver 2050 : pathways to the future : discussion paper.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  KiwiSaver (Plan)


Title  Kiwisaver glossary.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Financial Services Council], [2018?]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  KiwiSaver (Plan) Terminology.

Title  Labelling agricultural chemicals : a guidance document issued by the Ministry for Primary Industries / Ministry for Primary Industries Manatū Ahu Matua.
Creator  New Zealand. Ministry for Primary Industries.
Publishing Details  Wellington : Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI), 2020.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Agricultural chemicals Labeling Standards New Zealand.
Links  https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/19481

Title  Lake Taupo district cultural development strategy.
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Taupo District Council has brought together the following group of key partners to develop a cultural (arts and heritage) development strategy for the district; • Ngati Tuwharetoa• Destination Lake Taupo• Lake Taupo Development Company• Lake Taupo Museum and Art Gallery. The strategy for district cultural development (following) has been created through a consultative process involving all the key partners."
Subject  Art and society New Zealand Taupo District .
Art patronage New Zealand Taupo District .
Taupo District (N.Z.) Cultural policy.
Title Lake Taupo erosion and flood strategy.
Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Flood damage prevention New Zealand Taupo District.
Shore protection New Zealand Taupo District.

Title Lake Taupo erosion study : stage 4 / prepared for Taupo District Council & Environment Waikato (Clients) By Beca Infrastructure Ltd (Beca)
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "The final stage of the study involves identifying whether any assets (properties, pipelines, reserves, ramps and so forth) are at risk, to enable the development of a risk based strategy for managing the erosion hazard around the lakeshore. It sets out options for appropriate physical works and/or land use controls that may be necessary to manage any hazards and issues associated with erosion"--Introduction.
Subject Coast changes New Zealand Taupo District.
Shore protection New Zealand Taupo District.
Taupo, Lake (N.Z.)

Title Landing on the right ratings base for Auckland / David Norman, Shane Martin, PhD.
Creator Norman, David, 1978-
Publishing Details [Auckland, New Zealand] : Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject Land use New Zealand Auckland Evaluation.
Land value taxation New Zealand Auckland Evaluation.
Title Landscape design guide : for state housing / Principal Author(s), Nick Karlovsky, Rob Bark in collaboration with Greenwood Associates Ltd..

Creator Karlovsky, Nick.


Format 1 online resource : illustrations (chiefly colour)

Subject Landscape architecture New Zealand.
Landscape design New Zealand.
Landscape gardening New Zealand.


Title Lavalava / by Lino Nelisi ; illustrated by Elspeth Alix Batt.

Creator Nelisi, Lino, 1952-

ISBN 9781776635276 online PDF
9781776699940 print


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)

Summary Sofi and her family love wearing their lavalava for different occasions. Shows how each member of Sofi's family uses their lavalava.

Subject Readers (Primary)


Title Legal tender : enduring wealth management for busy legal professionals / Laetitia Peterson, founder and CEO of The Private Office.

Creator Peterson, Laetitia.


Format 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject Lawyers Finance, Personal.
Lawyers New Zealand Attitudes.
Money Psychological aspects.
Public opinion New Zealand.
Wealth New Zealand Public opinion.

Links https://www.amazon.com/Legal-Tender-Enduring-Management-Professionals-ebook-dp-B00W6GBQNQ/ref=mt_kindle?_encoding=UTF8&me=&qid=
Title  Let your light shine through : collected sermons / Philip Garside.
Creator  Garside, Philip.
ISBN  9781988572277 PDF
        9781988572284 kindle
        9781988572291 epub
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Devotional literature.
Sermons, English.
Sermons.

Title  Let’s connect : how New Zealand’s global role affects household buying decisions / Shyamal Maharaj, David Norman.
Creator  Maharaj, Shyamal.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.
International finance.
International trade.
Taxation New Zealand Auckland.
Title  Life / with an introduction by Neel Ingman.
Creator  Ingman, Neel.
ISBN  9780473473860 paperback
       9780473473877 epub
       9780473473884 kindle
       9780473473891 pdf
       9780473473907 ibook
Edition  Version 1.0.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Christianity Humor.

Title  Life does not need your consent / Lucy Bear.
Creator  Bear, Lucy.
ISBN  9780473462154 print-on-demand paperback
       9780473462161 EPUB
       9780473462178 print-on-demand hardback
       9780473462185 PDF
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Links  https://www.amazon.com/Life-does-need-your-consent/dp/107229642X

Title  A little bit Austen : a collection of stories inspired by Jane Austen / Frances Duncan.
Creator  Duncan, Frances, 1982-
ISBN  9781393253495 ePub
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Short stories, New Zealand.
Links  https://francesduncanwrites.com/books/a-little-bit-austen/
Title: Living in Addison: an investigation into the lived experience of a master planned housing development in Auckland / Alison Reid, Anna Jennings, Rachael Butler.

Creator: Reid, Alison (Alison Anne)

ISBN: 9780995128088 print
9780995128095 PDF

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: Auckland Council, Te Kaunihera o Tamaki Makaurau, 2019.
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Cities and towns New Zealand Auckland Growth.
Housing development New Zealand Auckland.
Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.
Takanini (Auckland, N.Z.)

Links: http://www.knowledgeauckland.org.nz/publication/?mid=3053

Title: Local government procurement / Controller and Auditor-General Tumuaki o te Mana Arotake.

Creator: New Zealand. Audit Office.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: [Controller and Auditor-General], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Government purchasing New Zealand.
Local government New Zealand.


Title: Local Government tourism case studies.

Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Department of Internal Affairs 2020.
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Summary: "This report provides two case studies on how the loss of tourism impacts councils. It aims to understand what issues other tourism reliant councils might also be experiencing. The case studies show what Local Government’s role is in tourism and how Local Government may contribute towards tourism’s recovery"—Page 3.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Case studies.
COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
Tourism Economic aspects New Zealand Napier.
Tourism Economic aspects New Zealand Queenstown-Lakes District.

Title  Location, size and quality / Shane L. Martin, PhD, Economist, Chief Economist Unit, David Norman, Chief Economist.

Creator  Martin, Shane L.


Format  1 online resource

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.


Title  Locked in lies / Meredith Reece.

Creator  Reece Meredith.

ISBN  9780473516703 print-on-demand
       9780473516710 epub
       9780473516727 kindle

Publishing Details  Te Puke, New Zealand : Tales from the teacup publishing, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : illustrations

Summary  "Locked in Lies is the second of three in the Lockheart Mysteries series. When Chloe Spencer’s happily-ever-after hits the fan, she has two choices: stay at home and cry herself senseless, or, travel to London alone to find the woman in an old photograph - a woman who looks just like her. Avoiding a new relationship, and racing to fulfil her mother’s dying wish, Chloe must decide how far she’s prepared to go, to make her mother happy. Living a lie can break you… In 1969, sixteen year old Marta Ingles has one wish: to be as glamorous as her mother. But when a team of Auckland cricket players come to stay, will Play-boy-Pete win Marta’s heart -or leave her reputation in ruins? Masterton’s rumour-mill is as slick as a sheep-shearer’s hands, and the Ingles family must make their escape. But can time and distance really mend Marta’s heart and keep her secrets locked in the past forever? Decades apart, yet destined to cross paths, can Chloe and Marta find the happiness they long for? The second book in the series, LOCKED IN LIES, spans the distance between New Zealand and Great Britain, and tells the story of two women as they each battle with love, loss, and the lies they tell themselves and others"--Back cover.

Subject  Family secrets Juvenile fiction.
       Historical fiction.
       Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
       Young adult fiction.
       Young women Juvenile fiction.

Title Looking after the place we love: let's talk water.
Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Publishing Details [Taupo]: Taupo District Council, [2016]
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject Water New Zealand Taupo District.
Water use New Zealand Taupo District.
Water-supply New Zealand Taupo District.

Title Looking beyond the median multiple: measuring housing affordability
Creator Harshal Chitale, Senior Economist, Chief Economist Unit, David Norman, Chief Economist.
Format 1 online resource colour illustrations
Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.

Title Looking after your mental wellbeing.
Creator [COVID-19 All-of-Government Response Group]
Publishing Details Wellington: [COVID-19 All-of-Government Response Group], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Subject Mental health.
Self-help publications.
Well-being.
Title Magic in the marshes / by Kate Haley.
Creator Haley, Kate.
ISBN 9780473527280 Kindle
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Kate Haley], [2020]
Format 1 online resource.
Subject Fantasy fiction. New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title The magpie summer : a novel / by Judith McKinnon.
Creator McKinnon, Judith.
ISBN 9780473467326 EPUB 9780473467333 ibook
Publishing Details [Hastings] : [Fernbird Press], [2019]
Format 1 online resource
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title Maid for the Musketeer / Anna Klein.
Creator Klein, Anna, 1986-
ISBN 9780473500481 kindle
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "Growing up, Gregoire wanted only two things: to become a dashing musketeer, and to marry his best friend Charlotte. His dreams are shattered when his family are arrested for being part of a plot to usurp the king. Gregoire loses everything that matters. His family. A career. Charlotte. Charlotte liked to run fast, climb trees and get into things she shouldn't, but the downfall of Gregoire's family forces Charlotte into a marriage without love, destined for a life of needlework, boredom, and loneliness. But fate is not done with them. When they are unexpectedly reunited, it is at the hand of Cardinal Richelieu, France's spymaster. Gregoire, a petty thief, wants nothing more than to escape France and the mantle of alleged treachery his family bears, while Charlotte longs for independence. The ruthless cardinal has offered them all this, if they just do one small job for him..."--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century. Romance fiction.

Creator Tu’itupou, Gloria.

ISBN 9780473529857 online

Publishing Details Lyttelton, New Zealand: New Zealand Health Education Association (NZHEA), [2020]

Format 1 online resource

Subject Culturally relevant pedagogy New Zealand.

Health education Study and teaching New Zealand.

Pacific Islanders Education New Zealand.


Title Managing fairer access to hospital medical devices / Pharmac Te Pātaka Whaioranga.

Creator New Zealand. Pharmac.

Publishing Details [New Zealand]: Pharmac Te Pātaka Whaioranga, 2019.

Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Contents Consultation document -- Consultation feedback.

Subject Medical instruments and apparatus Government policy New Zealand Public opinion.

Medical instruments and apparatus Government policy New Zealand.

New Zealand Public opinion.


Title Managing health and safety in schools at alert level 1.

Publishing Details [Wellington]: Ministry of Education, Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga, [2020]

Format 1 online resource

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Government policy New Zealand.

COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.

Schools New Zealand Safety measures.

Title Managing the trade in mercury and mercury products: New Zealand’s approach to ratifying the Minamata Convention on mercury: Consultation document.
ISBN 9781988579801 PDF
Publishing Source ME 1493 Ministry for the Environment
Format 1 online resource
Subject Mercury wastes Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Minamata Convention on Mercury.

Title Manawatū District Council independent assessment report.
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject Manawatu District Council. District Council Evaluation.

Title Marina witches mysteries. Books 5 and 6 / Andie Low.
Creator Low, Andene.
ISBN 9780995123557 paperback
Publishing Details [Napier]: Squabbling Sparrows Press, [2018]
Format 1 online resource.
Summary "Vampires and Valentines: A love-sick vampire, a comatose merman, a doctor able to conjure rabbits? Valentine’s Day is not looking good for witch Frankie B. All she wants is to enjoy her first Valentine’s Day with Zane, her hot boyfriend, but it’s not looking good. With him out for the count and no cure in sight, the only flowers she’ll be holding will be those in a funeral wreath. Will Frankie bring Zane back from the brink and catch those who are responsible? A Spell in Paradise: Witch Frankie Bonny always knew she had to return to All Hallows Keep, a shifter-run jail for magical folk. She thought breaking IN would be the easy part. But, she’d be wrong, so very wrong"--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.
Title Master key to emotional intelligence : building happy relationships / Sunday Tsoi.
Creator Sunday, Tsoi, 1962-
ISBN 9780473521196 epub
Format 1 online resource
Subject Happiness.
Self-actualization (Psychology)

Title Matariki : pukapuka mahi.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2018]
Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Activity books.
Kōrero pono mā te tamariki.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Matariki (Tātai whetū)
New Year New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Ngohe.
Rauemi.
Tikanga.
Wāhanga o te tau.

Title Matariki : pukapuka mahi = activity book.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : [Te Papa Tongarewa], [2018]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language Chiefly in English with some text in Māori.
Summary "Matariki is a time to gather with whānau (family) and friends to reflect on the past, celebrate the present, and plan for the future. This activity book will focus on six themes important during this time of year: 1. whetū = stars 2. maramataka = the lunar calendar 3. kōrero = stories 4. kai = food 5. whenua = land 6. whānau = family"--PDF page 2
Subject Activity books.
Kōrero pono mā te tamariki.
Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Juvenile literature.
Matariki (Tātai whetū)
New Year New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Ngohe.
Rauemi.
Tikanga.
Wāhanga o te tau.
Title MATCHDAY : an eclectic anthology of 40 Waikato United, Waikato FC, WaiBOP United & Melville United match reports / Bruce Holloway.

Creator Holloway, Bruce, 1958-

ISBN 9780473527976 pdf


Format 1 online resource : illustrations (chiefly colour)

Subject Melville United History.
Soccer New Zealand Waikato History.
Soccer teams New Zealand Waikato History.
WaiBOP United History.
Waikato FC History.
Waikato United History.


Title Mathematics : she'll be write! / Tamsin Meaney, Tony Trinick and Uenuku Fairhall.

Creator Meaney, Tamsin.


Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Contents Final report 1 -- Final report 2.

Summary "The focus of this Teaching and Learning Research Initiative (TLRI) project was to discover effective ways to develop students’ mathematical writing in te reo Māori"--Page 6.

Subject Kōrero.
Language and education New Zealand.
Maori language Written Maori.
Mathematics Study and teaching New Zealand.
Pāngarau.
Reo Māori.

Title  McDonald's junior framework.
Publication Details  [Auckland] : New Zealand Football, [2015]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  The McDonald's Junior Framework provides a consistent, coordinated national approach to the development of junior players. Its main aim is to provide all junior players with high quality football experiences that increase both skill levels and the passion for playing football"--Page 6.
Subject  Football Training New Zealand.
         Football for children Coaching New Zealand.
Links  https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=4f688c1b-7bf2-493c-8db8-7b088021904e

Title  Mental health and wellbeing : year one - building foundations and momentum.
ISBN  9781990029172 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Mental health.
         Well-being.

Title  He mōhiohio mā ngā iwi/Māori.
Publication Details  [Wellington] : Te Manatū mō te Taiao Ministry for the Environment : Te Manatū Ahu Matua Ministry for Primary Industries, [2020]
Publication Source  INFO 940 Ministry for the Environment
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Awa.
         Kaupapa.
         Kāwanatanga.
         Mana o te wai.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
         Stream health Government policy New Zealand.
         Stream health New Zealand.
         Tikanga.
         Wai Māori.
         Water Pollution New Zealand Prevention.
         Water-supply New Zealand Management.
         Whanake taiao.
Title  Midnight greenery / R. M. Waenga.
Creator  Waenga, R. M.
ISBN  9780473542504 print-on-demand  9780473542511 epub  9780473542528 Kindle
Projected Publication Date  2010
Format  online resource
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Women Poetry.

Title  Mid-Term National Testing Strategy : COVID-19 testing.
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "New Zealand has a goal of elimination of COVID-19. Since a low prevalence of COVID-19 has already been achieved, this means that the focus of surveillance in the medium term will be to target risk mitigation at the border, and to support extremely robust investigation around any case identified within Aotearoa New Zealand"--Unnumbered page 1.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis New Zealand.
Health risk assessment New Zealand.

Title  Mistletoe madness : a sweet, small town, Christmas romance / Leeanna Morgan.
Creator  Morgan, Leeanna, 1969-
ISBN  9780473484866 epub  9780473484873 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Paraparaumu] : [Rogan Press], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "Kylie loves everything about Christmas. When her friends ask her to organize the biggest fundraising Christmas party Sapphire Bay has ever seen, the florist inside of her is itching to get started. But that means talking to Ben Thompson, the closest thing to the Christmas Grinch she's ever met. Ben came to Montana searching for peace and quiet, but pesky Kylie Bryant, with her addiction to all things Christmassy, is driving him insane. When Kylie helps him save his business, everything about her begins to make sense. But will a secret from Ben's past tear them apart, or will they finally get everything they've ever wanted?" -- About this book.
Subject  Christmas fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.
Title: Mobile market study - findings / the Commission: Dr Stephen Gale, Dr Jill Walker, Elisabeth Welson, John Crawford.

Creator: Gale, Stephen, 1950-

ISBN: 9781869457174 PDF


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Cell phone systems Economic aspects New Zealand.

Cell phone systems New Zealand.

Competition New Zealand.

Telecommunication Customer services New Zealand.


Title: Moments of truth : key insights into the New Zealand life insurance industry.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Life insurance New Zealand.


Title: More than bloods and obs : whānau Māori discuss health and hospital care / by Rebekah Graham and Bridgette Masters-Awatere.

Creator: Graham, Rebekah.


9780473498221 pdf


Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : Māori and Psychology Research Unit, University of Waikato, [2020?]

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Children Hospital care New Zealand Case studies.

Hōhipera.

Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene Case studies.

Maori (New Zealand people) Hospital care New Zealand Case studies.

Ora.

Tamariki.

Waikato Hospital.

Whānau.

Title  Motutere recreation reserve : reserve management plan.
Creator  Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Recreation areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
49957950002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  The mountain whispers / Ali Spooner.
Creator  Spooner, Ali, 1960-
ISBN  9781988588698 epub
9781988588704 PDF
9781988588711 Kindle
9781988588728 print-on-demand
Edition  First.
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "The discovery of an affair involving her best friend and a lucky lottery ticket send Eli Fortner's life into a whirlwind of change. These changes allow her to pursue some long dreamed of goals, but will it also lead to her to find new love? Thirteen black cats, a baby goat, her pup, and furry best friend Cruz join her on her new adventures. Arriving home and discovering the betrayal by her best friend and lover, Eli Fortner leaves to run off her anger and hurt. A chance stop at a convenience store and the purchase of lottery tickets, sends Eli's life into a whirlwind of change. Able to now pursue her dreams, Eli heads off to see what else fate has in store for her. Whit Brewster, Eli's neighbor, is everything Eli never knew she needed and wanted. But can she let go of the betrayal long enough to let Whit in?"--Back of the book.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
49972250002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title: Moving forward: a structure plan for the Taupo town centre / prepared for Taupo District Council; prepared by Boffa Miskell.

Creator: Boffa Miskell.


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject: Central business districts New Zealand Taupo Planning.
City planning New Zealand Taupo.
Community development, Urban New Zealand Taupo.


Title: Mutant pride / SJ Whitby.

Creator: Whitby, S. J.

ISBN: 9780473528645 print-on-demand
9780473528652 EPUB
9780473528669 kindle
9780473528676 ibook

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : [SJ Whitby], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: When a mysterious mutant causes a range of unnatural disasters, Dylan, and their team of friends with strange abilities, must work together to stop it.

Subject: Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Paranormal fiction.
Teenagers Juvenile fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.

**Title**: My testimony in surviving trials / by Peter Goulter.

**Creator**: Goulter, Peter.

**ISBN**: 9780473523831 epub
9780473523831 print-on-demand
9780473523848 ibook


**Format**: 1 online resource

**Subject**: Goulter, Peter Childhood and youth.
Healing Religious aspects Christianity.
Trust in God Christianity.


**Title**: Na vosa vakaviti : Fijian language activity book.

**Publishing Details**: [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our place, [2018]

**Format**: 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

**Language**: Parallel text in English and Fijian.

**Subject**: Activity books.
Fijian language Vocabulary.
Puzzles and games.


**Title**: The national asset management programme for district health boards. Report 1 : the current-state assessment.

**Creator**: New Zealand. Ministry of Health.

**ISBN**: 9781988597959 online
9781988597966 print
9781988597973 online
9781988597973 print


**Publishing Source**: HP 7406 HP 7405

**Format**: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Contents**: Report 1 -- Report 1 : Appendix 4.

**Summary**: "The current-state assessment provides the framework to evolve into a national asset plan once asset levels of service are identified to inform investment scenarios"--Page 6.

**Subject**: District Health Boards New Zealand Buildings.
District Health Boards New Zealand Information technology.

Title: National facilities: strategy update.

Publishing Details: [Auckland]: New Zealand Football, 2016.

Format: 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)


Subject: Facility management.
Football New Zealand.
Strategic planning.

Links: https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=4e4746ea-1079-45c2-9431-d9bff6bc39c8

Title: National football curriculum.


Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject: Football Coaching New Zealand.
Football Training New Zealand.

Links: https://www.sporty.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=0c3b1ef2-2f1f-4fa3-b6cf-2bd80a76d652

Title: Navigating the stars: Māori creation myths / Witi Ihimaera.

Creator: Ihimaera, Witi.

ISBN: 9780143774990 print
9780143775003 online


Projected Publication Date: 2010

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "Ihimaera traces the history of the Maori people through their creation myths. He follows Tawhaki up the vines into the firmament, Hine-titama down into the land of the dead, Maui to the ends of the earth, and the giants and turehu who sailed across the ocean to our shores ... From Hawaiki to Aotearoa, the ancient navigators brought their myths, while looking to the stars - bright with gods, ancestors and stories - to guide the way"--Publisher information.

Subject: Folk tales.
Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Pūrākau.
Tales New Zealand.
Title  NCEA make your mark : young New Zealanders : designing our future together.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Educational tests and measurements New Zealand.
          National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)


Title  NCEA review 2018.


Format  1 online resource

Contents  A brief history of NCEA -- Themes in NCEA literature -- Purpose and outcome statements for NCEA -- Trends in NCEA -- Levels of NCEA -- Connections with pathways into further education and/or employment -- Course coherence in NCEA -- Non-standards based learning and NCEA -- Māori medium and NCEA -- Literacy and numeracy requirements for NCEA -- Accessing NCEA -- Over-assessment and its impact on students and teachers -- NCEA online -- How NCEA is recognised overseas -- Quality assurance in NCEA.

Subject  Educational evaluation New Zealand.
          Educational tests and measurements New Zealand Evaluation.
          National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)


Title  NCEA review : findings from the public engagement on the future of NCEA.

ISBN  9781988542515 pdf


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Educational tests and measurements New Zealand Public opinion.
          National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)
          Public opinion New Zealand.

Title **NCEA tāmokotia! : rangatahi māori : e whakaaro nui nei mō ngā rā kei te heke mai.**

**Publishing Details** [Wellington] : Ministry of Education, [2018]

**Format** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject** Educational tests and measurements New Zealand.
National Certificate of Educational Achievement (New Zealand)
Whakataetae


---

Title **Ein neuanfang / A.J. Penn.**

**Creator** Penn, A. J., 1974-

**ISBN** 9780473521318 taschenbuch
9780473521325 Epub
9780473521332 Kindle
9780473521349 iBook


**Format** 1 online resource.

**Summary** "With the very real threat of human existence becoming extinct, can the Tribe endure against all odds to secure a future and the promise of a better tomorrow? Or will they suffer the same fate as the adults who had gone before and perish? The tribe must fight not only for their lives but face their greatest fears to prevent the new world plunging further into darkness, and ensure hope prevails in a new dawn" --Publisher's website.

**Subject** Science fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.


---

Title **New Zealand Asian mental health & wellbeing report 2020 : a snapshot survey, June 2020 / Dr Andrew Zhu, Director of Trace Research.**

**Creator** Zhu, Andrew.

**Edition** Lite version.


**Format** 1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Subject** Asians Health and hygiene New Zealand Statistics.
Asians Mental health New Zealand Statistics.
Asians New Zealand Social conditions 21st century.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Psychological aspects.
Mental health surveys New Zealand.

**Links** [https://www.asianfamilyservices.nz/](https://www.asianfamilyservices.nz/)
Title New Zealand children’s experiences of online risks and their perceptions of harm: evidence from Nga Taiohi Matihiko o Aotearoa - New Zealand Kids Online / Prepared by Dr. Edgar Pacheco & Neil Melhuish.

Creator Pacheco, Edgar.

ISBN 9780473505899 pdf


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary "This research report presents findings from a quantitative study regarding different aspects related to risks and online safety. It looks at the online experiences that children find bothersome and upsetting and explores the hurtful behaviours they encounter or engage in, both online and in person. Evidence regarding exposure to different types of potentially harmful online content is also presented. Another relevant contribution is the insights related to excessive internet use. This is the second in a series of reports from Netsafe’s research project Ngā taiohi matihiko o Aotearoa"—Page 1.

Subject Cyberbullying New Zealand.
Internet and children Psychological aspects.
Internet and teenagers Psychological aspects.


Title New Zealand forest road engineering manual.

ISBN 9780473506605 printed
9780473506612 PDF


Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Forest Owners Association, [2020]

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Forest roads New Zealand Design and construction.

ISBN 9780473527662 print
9780473527679 pdf
Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : NZ Forest Owners Association, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Forest roads New Zealand Design and construction Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Title  New Zealand hotel market sentiment survey : amid COVID-19 pandemic / authors: Wim Ruepert (director, Horwath HTL New Zealand), Stephen Hamilton (director, Horwath HTL New Zealand).
Creator Ruepert, Wim.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "Horwath HTL has undertaken a series of COVID-19 impact sentiment surveys across the world and has partnered in New Zealand with Tourism Industry Aotearoa (TIA) to undertake such a survey for the local hotel market. The questionnaire is specially designed to examine how the pandemic is affecting hoteliers' outlook for the New Zealand hotel market in general and their hotel in particular"--Introduction.
Subject Business forecasting New Zealand.
Hotels New Zealand.
New Zealand Economic conditions 21st century.
Links https://tia.org.nz/assets/2bfd1f7d44/NZ-Hotel-Survey-Draft-WR-10.05.2020-v.2.2.pdf

Title  New Zealand national gambling study. Qualitative phase. Final report / prepared for Ministry of Health ; authors: Maria E Bellringer, Giulia Lowe, Anne-Marie Paavonen, Katie Palmer du Preez, Nick Garrett, Max Abbott.
Creator Bellringer, Maria.
Format 1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject Gambling Research New Zealand.
Title New Zealanders: the field guide / Tom Sainsbury.
Creator Sainsbury, Thomas, 1982-
ISBN 9781775491996 ebook
9781775541684 paperback
Projected Publication Date 2011
Format 1 online resource
Summary "A guide to the weird and wonderful inhabitants of New Zealand, and the places you'll find them. After years of mimicking celebrities and Kiwi stereotypes on social media, comedian Tom Sainsbury has compiled all his favourite character types into a book. His array of Kiwi heroes includes the useless Farmhand who is forever jack-knifing the trailer, the Martyr Mother who constantly guilt-trips her children, and the Officious New Zealander who loves narking on his office co-workers for the mildest of misdemeanours. All these descriptions are lovingly collated into a concise, easy-to-use field guide that'll give you an in-depth insight into the people of Aotearoa."--Publisher information.
Subject Stereotypes (Social psychology) New Zealand Humor.

Publishing Details [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2019]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language In English; with some words translated into Māori.
Subject Activity books.
Cranchiidae Juvenile literature.
Museum of New Zealand Exhibitions.
Puzzles and games.

Title Ngātahi = working as one : report on the evaluation on of the Ngātahi project in year two (2018-May 2019) (Ngātahi: together, as one, in unison, at the same time) June 2019 / Kay Morris Matthews, Anne Hiha, Sally Abel, Charlotte Chisnell, Chris Malcolm, Pippa McKelvie-Sebileau, Karlin Austin, Sue Hanna and David Tipene-Leach, Research and Innovation Centre, Eastern Institute of Technology.
Creator Morris Matthews, Kay.
ISBN 9780995113954 online
9780995113978 print
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Children New Zealand Hawkes Bay Health and hygiene.
Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene.
Mental health New Zealand Hawkes Bay.
Ora.
Tamariki.
Title  Off the record: an investigation into the Ministry of Health's collection, use, and reporting of information about the deaths of people with intellectual disabilities / Peter Boshier, Chief Ombudsman.

Creator  Boshier, Peter.

ISBN  9780473531508 pdf


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Governmental investigations New Zealand.


Title  Offences against New Zealand adults by family members.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Justice, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Family violence New Zealand Statistics.


Title  Ola manuia : Pacific health and wellbeing action plan 2020–2025.


ISBN  9781988597980 print

9781988597997 online


Publishing Source  HP 7378 Ministry of Health

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Pacific Islanders Health and hygiene Government policy New Zealand.

Pacific Islanders Medical care Government policy New Zealand.


Title  On wings of song / Anne Barwell.
Creator  Barwell, Anne, 1963-
ISBN  9780473516239 print
   9780473516246 epub
   9780473516253 Kindle
Format  1 online resource
Summary  "A chance meeting they never forgot. Six years after meeting British soldier Aiden Foster during the Christmas Truce of 1914, Jochen Weber still finds himself thinking about Aiden, their shared conversation about literature, and Aiden's beautiful singing voice. A visit to London gives Jochen the opportunity to search for Aiden, but he's shocked at what he finds. The uniform button Jochen gave him is the only thing Aiden has left of the past he's lost. The war and its aftermath ripped everything away from him, including his family and his music. When Jochen reappears in his life, Aiden enjoys their growing friendship but knows he has nothing to offer. Not anymore"--Blurb.
Subject  Gay fiction.
   New Zealand fiction 21st century.
   Romance fiction.

Title  One minute crying time / Barbara Ewing.
Creator  Ewing, Barbara, 1944-
ISBN  9780995109506 epub
Format  1 online resource
Summary  In 1962, the young New Zealand actress Barbara Ewing left for London, to train at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. She went on to have a distinguished career in the theatre and in television and film, and to write celebrated novels"--Back cover.
Subject  Actresses New Zealand Anecdotes.
   Autobiographies.
   Ewing, Barbara, 1944- Childhood and youth.
   Ewing, Barbara, 1944- Homes and haunts New Zealand.
Links  https://www.masseypress.ac.nz/books/all/all/one-minute-crying-time
Title Overview of the impact analysis undertaken to inform decisions on freshwater policy, with a focus on monetised costs.

ISBN 9781988579894 online


Publishing Source ME 1502 Ministry for the Environment

Format 1 online resource

Summary "The purpose of this paper is to provide a high-level outline of the impact assessment of the Action for healthy waterways proposals (and subsequent final package), providing information about the objectives and scope of the impact assessment, the findings, the parties involved, the methodologies applied and the limitations and constraints to the analysis"--Page 5.

Subject Environmental impact analysis New Zealand.
Nutrient pollution of water New Zealand.


Title Owen Delany Park : reserve management plan.

Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Natural areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Recreation areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Sport facilities Management New Zealand Taupo District.

Title: Pandemic poetry : across the fence / Robinne Weiss.
Creator: Weiss, Robinne, 1970-
ISBN: 9780473530747 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473530754 EPUB
9780473530761 Kindle
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Quarantine Poetry.

Title: Pansies are purple : philosophies for life / Debbie Newman.
Creator: Newman, Debbie, 1957-
ISBN: 9780473498375 softcover (print-on-demand)
9780473498382 Kindle
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Conduct of life.
Links: https://www.amazon.com/Pansies-are-Purple-Philosophies-Life-ebook/dp/B07Z7PPHFC

Title: The people insurance gap : exploring underinsurance in New Zealand.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : FSC, [2013]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: Insurance surveys New Zealand.
Title  Personal protection measures against COVID-19 for workers in the food industry.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.
          COVID-19 (Disease) Transmission.
          Food industry and trade Employees Health and hygiene.
          Food industry and trade Safety measures.
          Protective clothing.


Title  PHU contact tracing “deep dive”. Auckland Regional Public Health service rapid report, 4 May 2020 / Allen + Clarke.

Creator  Allen+Clarke.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Health], [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Auckland.
          Public health administration New Zealand Auckland.


Title  PHU contact tracing “deep dive”. Hawke’s Bay District Health Board - rapid report, 4 May 2020 / Allen + Clarke.

Creator  Allen+Clarke.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Ministry of Health], [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.
          Public health New Zealand.

ISBN: 9781988579832 online
Publishing Source: ME 1497 Ministry for the Environment
Format: 1 online resource: illustrations
Summary: "This report summarises the submissions and feedback the Ministry for the Environment (MFE) and the Ministry for Housing and Urban Development (HUD) received during consultation on a proposed National Policy Statement for Urban Development."
Subject: City planning, New Zealand, Public opinion.

Title: Postal history of World War One / Robin Startup.
Creator: Startup, R. M.
ISBN: 9780473477837 online
Publishing Details: Christchurch, New Zealand: Christchurch (NZ) Philatelic Society Inc., [2018]
Format: 1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Title: Potential preventive interventions for the “Stamp it out” and “Manage It” phase of the Covid-19 pandemic in New Zealand: commissioned report for the New Zealand Ministry of Health / prepared for the Ministry of Health by Prof Michael Baker, Dr Amanda Kvalsvig, Dr Lucy Telfar Barnard, Lesley Gray, Dr Ayesha Verrall, Prof Nick Wilson, COVID-19 Research Group, Health, Environment & Infection Research Unit (HEIRU), Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Cost-Effectiveness Programme (BODE), University of Otago Wellington.
Creator: Baker, Michael, 1957-
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Title  PRISM : human rights issues relating to sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics (SOGIESC) in Aotearoa New Zealand : a report with recommendations.
ISBN  9780478356090 web version and docx
9780478356106 print
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "Prism explores six human rights issues relating to people with a diverse sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and sex characteristics in Aotearoa New Zealand."--Provided by publisher.
Subject  Discrimination New Zealand.
Gay rights.
Gays Legal status, laws, etc.
Homosexuality Law and legislation.

Title  Privacy impact assessment for adding 2018 Census data to the IDI.
ISBN  9781988583846 online
Format  1 online resource
Subject  New Zealand Census Statistics.
New Zealand Population Statistics.
Privacy New Zealand.
ISBN 9780473508159

Format  1 online resource: illustrations (some colour)

Subject  Business education Congresses.


Title  Proceedings summit 2019: Whakamana Tāngata: where to from here?: 18 November, 2019, University of Otago, Wellington / summit proceedings compiled and edited by Georgie Craw.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand: Child Poverty Action Group, [2019]
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Title  Process manual for Virtual Brains in Action : an intervention for people living with mild to moderate dementia using telehealth / written by Anna Hornby.
Creator  Hornby, Anna.
ISBN  9780473533069 pdf
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  The "Virtual Brains in Action" programme is available via telehealth using such web applications as Zoom. Care-givers and patients are able to login and participate in the programme which features a variety of exercises designed for mental stimulation.
Subject  Dementia Patients Treatment.
Medical telematics New Zealand.
Virtual Brains in Action.

Title  Professional learning and development in schools.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Professional education New Zealand.
Teachers Training of New Zealand.
Links  https://www.ero.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/ERO-19177-PLD-Summary-online-only-v2.pdf
Title The Prussian soldier / Tony Poninghaus.
Creator Poninghaus, Tony.
ISBN 9780473521554 print-on-demand
9780473521561 Kindle
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary "Emerging from the disasters of defeat, Wilhelm’s pathway leads to the household of a powerful man. Here, he first meets Margaret Christine, the days short as duty demands his allegiance, pathways unknown, which for Charlotte has her facing the bitterness of life. Wilhelm again faces the carnage of life, unable to hear the words spoken, retribution lost in the shadows, Margaret Christine unknowingly misguided, love and friendships confused as Napoleon prepares for war. In 1812, Prussia, Austria and the German States are commanded to march on Russia, while the men of the Prussian Army of Silesia plan another conflict on much different soil. As Europe faces its destiny, fate exposes the torment of death, its vengeance real as Wilhelm again confronts the rawness of life"--Author's website.
Subject Europe History 19th century Fiction.
Historical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title Public housing funding review, 2019.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject Public housing Economic aspects New Zealand.
Public housing New Zealand.
Title: Questioner / Jill Marshall.

Creator: Marshall, Jill, 1965-

ISBN:
- 9781990024658 print-on-demand
- 9781990024665 epub
- 9781990024672 kindle
- 9781990024689 pdf
- 9781990024696 flipbook


Format: 1 online resource.

Summary: "It's full-time boarding at the Runes for Tilly and Mattan, as Tilly gets to grips with being a guardian and has superbly excellent kb training with Judge Savage. But someone special is sick. Stony eyeballs and swivelling heads are threatening Tilly P with death if she can't answer their questions. But this is Matilda Peppercorn - and she's got some questions of her own"--Author's website.

Subject:
- Children's stories, New Zealand.
- Fantasy fiction.
- Magic Juvenile fiction.
- Witches Juvenile fiction.


---

Title: Rangahaua Te Kūwatawata! : the Te Kūwatawata evaluation : final report / Prof David Tipene Leach, Dr Sally Abel, Dr Anne Aroha Hiha, Prof Kay Morris Matthews, Māori and indigenous research, Research and Innovation Centre, Eastern Institute of Technology, Hawke's Bay.

Creator: Tipene Leach, David.

ISBN: 9780995113930 online


Format: 1 online resource

Subject:
- Hauora hinengaro.
- Maori (New Zealand people) Health and hygiene New Zealand Hawke's Bay.
- Mental health New Zealand Hawke's Bay.

Title: Rangatahi Māori and youth justice: Oranga Rangatahi: research undertaken for the Iwi Chairs with the support of the Henwood Trust and the Law Foundation / Research team: Judge Carolyn Henwood CNZM (Chair), Jennifer George (Henwood Trust), Dr Fiona Cram (Ngati Pahauwera, Katoa Ltd), Haimona Waititi (Te Whānau-Ā-Apanui, Ngāti Porou, Ngāi Tahu).

Creator: Henwood, Carolyn.

Publishing Details: [Wellington?] : Iwi Chairs Forum, [2018]

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Language: Executive summary in parallel English and te reo Māori text, otherwise text generally in English.


Title: Te rautaki rawa kura = The school property strategy 2030.


ISBN: 9781776698134 print 9781776698141 online


Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations


ISBN  9781988579870 online
Publishing Source  ME 1500 Ministry for the Environment
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Carbon offsetting New Zealand.
         Emissions trading New Zealand.
         New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme.

ISBN  9781988579863 online
Publishing Source  ME 1499 Ministry for the Environment
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Carbon offsetting New Zealand.
         Emissions trading New Zealand.
         New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme.

Title  Regional fact sheet, Auckland.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Auckland (N.Z.) Economic conditions 21st century Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Auckland Statistics.
Title  Regional fact sheet, Hawke's Bay.

Publishing Details  [Wellington]: Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Statistics.


Title  Regional fact sheet, Manawatū-Whanganui.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Manawatu-Wanganui Statistics.


Title  Regional fact sheet, Marlborough.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Marlborough Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Marlborough Statistics.

Title  Regional fact sheet, Southland.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Southland Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Southland Statistics.

Title  Regional fact sheet, Taranaki.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand Taranaki Statistics.
         Industries New Zealand Taranaki Statistics.

Title  Regional fact sheet. Tasman.
Edition  v1.0.1
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Tasman District.
         Tasman District (N.Z.) Economic conditions Statistics.
Title  Regional fuel tax : already paying dividends / David Norman (Chief Economist, Chief Economist Unit)
Creator  Norman, David, 1978-
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)
Subject  Local transit New Zealand Auckland.
Motor fuels Taxation New Zealand Auckland.

Title  Rehabilitation guide for Kererū / Kate McInnes.
Creator  Ward, Janelle, Dr.
ISBN  9780473509125 Web PDF
Published Details  Wellington, New Zealand. : Department of Conservation, 2019.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  This guide describes the appropriate food, housing and husbandry requirements for kererū (New Zealand pigeon, Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) when they are held in captivity for rehabilitation and it should be considered a reference for minimum standards of care. This guide does not cover specifics of veterinary care.
Subject  New Zealand pigeon.
Wildlife rescue New Zealand.

Title  Te reo Māori : activity book = pukapuka mahi.
Published Details  [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2017]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Language  Parallel text in English and Māori.
Subject  Activity books.
Kōrero pono mā te tamariki.
Maori language Vocabulary.
Ngohe.
Panga.
Puzzles and games.
Title: Te reo Māori : activity book = pukapuka mahi.
Edition: [Second edition].
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2019]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Language: In English, with some Māori words and phrases.
Subject: Activity books.

Title: Reserve management plan : Taupo urban area and Acacia Bay neighbourhood recreation reserves / prepared by Harrison Grierson Consultants Limited, on behalf of the Taupo District Council.
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Natural areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Sports facilities Management New Zealand Taupo District.

Title: Respiratory physiotherapy guidelines for managing patients with COVID-19.
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Physical therapy New Zealand.
Title  The revenge of the tooth fairy / James Norcliffe ; illustrations by Emily Walker.
Creator  Norcliffe, James, 1946-
ISBN  9780143773832 ebook
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Summary  "When Mallory and her sidekick Arthur kidnap the tooth fairy, they get more than they bargained for in this sparkling fantasy adventure novel for children. Mallory is a nasty piece of work. Her one friend is Arthur, who only puts up with her because he has no one else. When Mallory loses a tooth, she comes up with an evil idea to capture and blackmail the tooth fairy for an endless supply of money. But it's never a good idea to meddle with a magical creature, and Mallory and Arthur are about to find out just how bad it can get"—Publisher information.
Subject  Action and adventure fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Tooth Fairy (Legendary character) Juvenile fiction.
Tooth Fairy (Legendary character) Kidnapping Juvenile fiction.

Title  Revolutionise the way you sell and influence people / Jim Huse.
Creator  Huse, Jim, 1950-
ISBN  9780473489533 EPUB
9780473489557 Kindle
9780473489564 PDF
9780473489571 ibook
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Husehill Associates Ltd], [2019]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Influence (Psychology)
Persuasion (Psychology)
Selling.
Title Risking everything: insight into how New Zealanders manage risk.
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject Financial risk management New Zealand.

Title Sapphire Bay boxed set: books 1-3 / Leeanna Morgan.
Creator Morgan, Leeanna, 1969-
ISBN 978 0995140448 EPUB
Publishing Details [Paraparaumu]: [Rogan Press], [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Contents Falling for you--Once in a lifetime--A Christmas wish.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Title Savings and retirement survey / Horizon Research; conducted for the Financial Services Council.
Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject KiwiSaver (Plan)
Retirement New Zealand.
Title  A scenario for changes in child poverty rates from the COVID-19 recession: background paper / Alan Johnson.

Creator  Johnson, Alan, 1957-


Format  1 online resource

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.

Employment forecasting New Zealand.

Poor children New Zealand Forecasting.

Poor children New Zealand Statistics.

Unemployment New Zealand Statistics.

0background%20paper%20-%20FINAL.pdf

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
49967410002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title  Search and rescue / David Nutt.

Creator  Nutt, David, 1951-

ISBN  9780473505462 epub


Format  1 online resource

Contents  Machine-generated contents note: The Voice -- Facial Securities -- The Morning Glow -- The
Romancer -- The Ormsby Translation -- Gabrielle -- Evening Song -- The Great Jo Lee -- Sand
-- Footnotes to Plato -- The Key -- Dipa's Demon -- Not High Enough -- Modern Painters --
Chalk -- The Yellow and the Green -- The Spinney -- The Masterclass -- The Tent -- In Transit
-- The Mentor -- The Hit -- At Least It Was a Job -- Talent and Confidence -- The Lake Poets --
The Lady with the Laptop -- Henry -- The Judgement of Paris -- Happiness -- Heaven -- The
Interview -- Twenty Eighty-four.

Subject  Short stories, New Zealand.

Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
46605610002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
The search for inner peace / Bilal Philips.

Creator: Philips, Abu Ameenah Bilaal.
ISBN: 9780473522193 paperback
9780473522209 epub
9780473522216 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Hamilton, New Zealand] : Islamic Audiobooks Central, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Language: In English, with some Arabic script.
Subject: Peace of mind.
Satisfaction.
Self-realization.


Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Double taxation China Hong Kong.
Double taxation New Zealand.
Intergovernmental tax relations China Hong Kong.
Intergovernmental tax relations New Zealand.
Tax evasion China Hong Kong.
Tax evasion New Zealand.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352759480002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Self-isolation : unite against COVID-19 and slow the spread of the virus in New Zealand.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Source</td>
<td>SI_INFO_20/03 COVID-19 All-of-Government Response Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Government policy New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450029400002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>September smokescreen / Denise Fitzpatrick.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Fitzpatrick, Denise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780473516833 epub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473516840 kindle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>1st ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Tauranga : Lawson Press [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Maryanne Rowland’s peaceful rural New Zealand life as a successful publisher is thrown into turmoil, as with each terrifying day the danger of her world changing forever, escalates. Witnessing an explosive car accident, the feisty redhead is propelled into a series of shocking events that test her indomitable spirit. A killer is out to destroy her life, and those closest to her. When her precious young daughter is kidnapped, her former lover, Detective Ian Anderson, leads the investigation. Will the passion of their previous affair awaken buried feelings between them? Will the perpetrator be found, before they take her daughter's life? As motives develop and suspicions begin to strip her trust, Maryanne is nearly running on empty in this deadly race against time. Will she find happiness in the end - or lose everything she holds dear?&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrillers (Fiction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48951280002836&amp;context=L&amp;vid=NLNZ&amp;search_scope=NLNZ&amp;tab=catalogue&amp;lang=en_US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Shaping futures : closing the Kiwisaver gap.

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject: KiwiSaver (Plan)
Retirement New Zealand.
Links: https://www.fsc.org.nz/site/fsc/1/Shaping%20Futures%20Closing%20the%20KiwiSaver%20Gap
%20Financial%20Services%20Council%20-%20September%20%202018.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
4709413002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Sheppard rising / Jonas Keep.
Creator: Keep, Jonas.
ISBN: 9780473532727 print-on-demand
9780473532734 kindle
Publishing Details: [Taupo?] New Zealand : IngramSpark Publishing, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction).
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
50121980002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US

Title: Shifting conceptualisations of knowledge and learning in the integration of the New Zealand curriculum in teacher education : a meta-ethnography / Jane Abbiss and Kathleen Quinlivan.
Creator: Abbiss, Jane Elizabeth.
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Education Curricula New Zealand.
Learning.
Teachers Training of New Zealand.
Links: http://www.tlri.org.nz/tlri-research/research-completed/post-school-sector/shifting-conceptualisation-knowledge-and
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
48808290002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
Title  Shifting conceptualisations of knowledge and learning in the integration of the New Zealand curriculum in teacher education : project summary / Vanessa de Oliveira Andreotti (University of Oulu, Finland), Jane Abbiss (University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand), Kathleen Quinlivan (University of Canterbury, Christchurch).

Creator De Oliveira Andreotti, Vanessa.


Format 1 online resource

Subject Education Curricula New Zealand.
Learning.
Teachers Training of New Zealand.


Title  Shooting Messengers / Kevin Berry.

Creator Berry, Kevin.

ISBN 9780473515331 print
9780473515348 kindle


Publishing Details [Christchurch] : [Quake City Publications], [2020]

Format 1 online resource

Summary "Somebody brutally kills a postman in Quake City while he's delivering the mail. A second murder suggests a serial killer is at work. Laconic private investigator Danny Ashford and sassy investigative reporter Deepa Banwait must track down the fiend with a vendetta against postal workers. But with Danny’s overconfidence and Deepa’s driving quest for a story, what could go wrong?"--https://www.kevinberrybooks.com.

Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.


Format: 1 online resource: illustrations (chiefly colour)

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand.
Loneliness Psychological aspects.
Social isolation Psychological aspects.


Title: Significant Financial Hardship processing guidelines.

Creator: Workplace Savings NZ (Organisation)


Format: 1 online resource

Subject: KiwiSaver (Plan)


Title: Silver bells: a sweet, small town, Christmas romance / Leeanna Morgan.

Creator: Morgan, Leeanna, 1969-

ISBN: 9780473484880 EPUB
9780473484897 Kindle

Publishing Details: [Paraparaumu]: [Rogan Press], [2020]

Format: 1 online resource

Summary: "Bailey Jones is a family therapist, not an event planner, but when her friends ask her to organize Sapphire Bay's first Christmas carol competition, she can't say no. Especially when the money raised will go toward building another house in the tiny home village. When she meets eight-year-old Mila Butler at the local homeless shelter, her heart melts. When she hears her sing, she's in awe. Music could change Mila's life, but her father wants to keep her out of the spotlight. After spending two tours of duty in Afghanistan, Steven Butler returns home a broken man. When his wife dies, the only thing that keeps him sane is his daughter. And nothing, including the kindest woman he's ever met, will stop him from protecting Mila. As their love for each other grows, a crisis threatens Steven and Bailey's relationship. Will they continue living in the past or can they build a future they'd only dreamed about?"--About this book.

Subject: Christmas fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Simeonite king / Joshua van Berkel.</td>
<td>Berkel, Joshua van.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN 9780473526368 Kindle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Christchurch] : [Eleutheros Limited], [2020]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Fantasy fiction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single system of care : central region cancer services target operating model.</td>
<td>Ernst &amp; Young.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cancer Patients Services for New Zealand North Island.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health New Zealand North Island.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Creator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills Centre : manual.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Auckland] : New Zealand Football, [2016]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource ; colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Football Training New Zealand Handbooks, manuals. etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football Training New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football for children Coaching New Zealand Handbooks, manuals. etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football for children Coaching New Zealand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=4be73e5b-9599-4f11-8cd8-ed03d6e868b6">https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=4be73e5b-9599-4f11-8cd8-ed03d6e868b6</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Smoking and vaping behaviours among 14 and 15-year-olds : results from the 2018 Youth Insights Survey / Natalie Lucas, Niveditha Gurram, and Wa Anwar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lucas, Natalie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780478449914 online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Report -- Infographic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Social studies 2018 : key findings / Educational Assessment Research Unit and New Zealand Council for Educational Research.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781927286500 Print 9781927286517 Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>NMSSA report ; 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Curriculum evaluation New Zealand. Social sciences Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand Evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350031080002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350031080002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Social workers in schools: tamariki and whānau experiences of the SEiS programme in kura kaupapa Māori and kura ā-iwi / Nicola Bright, Maraea Hunia, Basil Keane, Jenny Whatman.

Creator: Bright, Nicola.

ISBN: 9780995130753 PDF


Format: 1 online resource : illustrations

Subject: Family services New Zealand.
Maori (New Zealand people) Services for.
Rangahau Māori.
School social work New Zealand Case studies.
Social Workers in Schools (Program) Evaluation.
Toko i te Whānau.


Title: Somewhere to live: exploring solutions to the housing affordability crisis in Aotearoa New Zealand: a research paper / by Dr Jenny McArthur.

Creator: McArthur, Jenny.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] The Helen Clark Foundation, [2020]

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary: "Dr McArthur’s research focuses on urban governance and policy, including planning, financing, funding and delivery of urban infrastructure systems. In this paper, Dr McArthur applies this expertise to aspects of the housing affordability crisis currently facing Aotearoa New Zealand, and offers a range of solutions that could help to improve the current situation. Dr McArthur focuses particularly on fiscal policies to improve declining rates of home ownership, and innovative models of housing provision, and advocates for a planned de-escalation of the speculative cycle in order to safely reduce house prices"—Page 5.

Subject: Housing Economic aspects New Zealand.
Housing New Zealand.
Housing policy New Zealand.

Title  South Western Bay settlements : reserve management plan.
Creator  Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
          Natural areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.

Title  A southern strait / Anya Forest.
Creator  Forest, Anya.
ISBN  9780473405649 paperback
       9780473405656 epub
       9780473405663 Kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Anya Forest, [2019]
Format  1 online resource.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Romance fiction.

Title  Spa Thermal Park and Riverbank Recreational and Scenic Reserve : management plan 2000.
Creator  Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
          Natural areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.
          Sports facilities Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Title  Stormwater strategy.
Creator  Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Drainage New Zealand Taupo District.
        Flood control New Zealand Taupo District.
        Flood damage prevention New Zealand Taupo District.
        Urban runoff New Zealand Taupo District.

Title  Strengthening families : research on how the programme operates : a literature scan of international context and overseas programmes 2019.
Creator  Matheson, Iain, 1961-
ISBN  9780995130739
        9780995130760 PDF
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Family policy New Zealand.
        Family services New Zealand.

Title  Substance use behaviour among 14 and 15-year-olds : results from a nationally representative survey / Niveditha Gurram and Lynsey Brown.
Creator  Gurram, Niveditha.
ISBN  9780478449921 online
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Health surveys New Zealand.
        Teenagers Substance abuse New Zealand Statistics.
Title: Summary of modelling to inform environmental impact assessment of nutrient proposals.
ISBN: 9781988579887 online
Publishing Source: ME 1501 Ministry for the Environment
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Summary: "This document outlines environmental impact assessment analysis that informed the Action for healthy waterways proposals. It describes modelling of the nutrient reductions that would be required to meet the existing National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM), and compares these to the reductions that would be required under different scenarios."--Page 5.
Subject: Environmental impact analysis New Zealand.
Water Nitrogen content New Zealand.
Water Phosphorus content New Zealand.

Title: Supporting teachers and learners of programming by understanding feedback on syntax, semantics, and style / Diana Kirk, Andrew Luton-Reilly, and Ewan Tempera.
Creator: Kirk, Diana.
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Educational technology.
Information technology Study and teaching New Zealand.
Title   Supporting teachers and learners of programming by understanding feedback on syntax, semantics and style / project team principal investigators, Andrew Luxton-Reilly, Ewan Tempero.

Creator   Luxton-Reilly, Andrew.

Publishing Details   [Wellington] : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative, Nāu i Whatu Te Kākahu, He Tāniko Taku, [2020]

Format   1 online resource

Subject   Educational technology.


Title   Sustainable midwifery : supporting improved wellbeing and greater equity : NZIER report to New Zealand College of Midwives / prepared at NZIER by Michael Bealing.

Creator   Bealing, Michael.

Publishing Details   Wellington : [New Zealand Institute of Economic Research], 2020.

Format   1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject   Midwifery New Zealand Cost effectiveness.

Links   https://nzier.org.nz/static/media/filer_public/61/26/61265ac7-06a6-43a5-af02-aa7702f2be0/sustainable_midwifery_final_04032020.pdf

Title   A sweetheart for Sophie / Gillian Mayne.

Creator   Mayne, Gillian.

ISBN   9780473511647 print-on-demand

9780473511654 EPUB

9780473511661 Kindle

9780473511678 PDF

9780473511685 ibook


Format   1 online resource

Summary   "Sophie is a survivor. Slowly rebuilding her life after a serious illness and shocking heartbreak, she's determined to use her talent and energy as a nurse, to heal. Javier has life just how he wants it, with a successful business taking all his passion and drive. Then he meets Sophie at the local medical center and begins to wonder if the sweet and caring nurse could be the one thing missing. Can Javier convince the reluctant Sophie to take a chance on him? Or will her past stand in the way of their future together"--Unnumbered page 3.

Subject   New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title  Take the plunge : teaching a foreign language using the task-based approach : guide & tools / M. Menard.

Creator  Menard, M. (Manu).

ISBN  9780473484095 paperback (print-on-demand)
        9780473484101 epub
        9780473484118 kindle
        9780473484125 ibook
        9781691934515 paperback (print-on-demand) Amazon

Publishing Details  [Carterton, New Zealand] : [Manu Menard], [2019]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Language and languages Study and teaching Psychological aspects.
         Language and languages Study and teaching.
         Task analysis in education.


---

Title  Taking the punches : the life of legendary boxing promoter / Mike Edwards.

Creator  Edwards, Mike (Boxing promoter).

ISBN  9781775491859 EPUB
       9781775541547 paperback

Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Subject  Boxing Australia History.
         Boxing New Zealand History.
         Boxing trainers New Zealand Biography.
         Edwards, Mike (Boxing promoter) Biography.
         Matchmakers (Boxing) New Zealand Biography.


---

Title  Talking baby : helping your child discover language / Margaret Maclagan & Anne Buckley.

Creator  Maclagan, Margaret.

ISBN  9781988503165 print
       9781988503202 epub
       9781988503219 mobi


Format  1 online resource

Subject  Children Language.
         Interpersonal communication in infants.
         Language acquisition Parent participation.
         Parent and infant.

Title: Tao Te Ching : an interpretation / Jeremy Cole.
Creator: Cole, Jeremy, 1974-
ISBN: 9780473496630 print-on-demand
9780473496647 epub
9780473496654 kindle
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Uncarved Block Publications], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Spirituality.

Title: Tapuaeharuru Bay lakeshore reserves : management plan.
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Contents: Tapuaharuru Bay Lakeshore Management Plan--Acacia Bay concept plan--Lakefront Reserve concept plan--Seacombe Park concept plan --Whangaroa Reserve concept plan--Wharewaka Point concept plan--Wharewaka Pt Nth concept plan.
Subject: National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Natural areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.

Format: 1 online resource (3 files) : illustrations (chiefly colour)
Subject: Central business districts New Zealand Taupo Planning.
City planning New Zealand New Zealand Taupo.
Community development, Urban New Zealand Taupo.
Taupo District (N.Z.) Economic conditions.
Title Taupo urban commercial and industrial structure plan: economic assessment / Dr Brent Wheeler.

Creator Wheeler, P. B. (Philip Brent)

Publishing Details [Taupo] : Taupo District Council, [2008]

Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Contents Summary -- The Economy of the Taupo District -- The Size and Shape of the Future -- Roles and Functions in the Economy -- The Retail Sector -- Commercial and Industrial Land Supply -- SWOT Analysis -- SWOT Summary

Subject Industries New Zealand Taupo District.


Title Te Kooti's slow-cooking earth oven prophecy: a patuheuheu account and a new transformative leadership theory / Dr Byron Rangiwai.

Creator Rangiwai, Byron.

ISBN 0463191846 (electronic bk.)
9780463191842 (electronic bk.)


Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary This book explores a prophecy gifted by the Māori prophet Te Kooti in 1886 and presents a new transformative leadership theory based on this prophecy.

Subject Leadership.

Maori (New Zealand people) History.

Rangatira.
Title Teachers developing as researchers: teachers investigate their use of questions in mathematics / Linda Bonne and Ruth Pritchard with Shane Gault, Vanessa Hendry, Paulette Holland, Gillian Kissling, Susan Klffen, Mark Kyne, Catherine Miller, and Jan Treeby; Redwood School and Victoria University of Wellington College of Education.

Creator Bonne, Linda.


Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary "In this research project, a group of teachers developed their research capability through their investigation of the use of questioning to facilitate students' learning in mathematics. Eight teacher researchers worked in partnership with two research team leaders to analyse their own practice in order to identify aspects of questioning behaviour."—Page 1.

Subject Mathematics Study and teaching (Primary) Research New Zealand.

Questions Research.


Title A teacher's first day back.


Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Safety measures.

COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.

Fraser, Toni Interviews.


Title Technology in schools: information and communications technology (ICT) switching infrastructure: policy and standards for schools.

Creator New Zealand. Ministry of Education.

Edition Version 5.0.


Format 1 online resource: colour illustrations

Summary "This document has been prepared by the Ministry of Education for use by New Zealand Schools and other organisations which participate in the design, supply and implementation of information technology infrastructure within New Zealand schools. The documentation addresses the planning for switched data network systems in new schools but applies equally to existing schools planning significant upgrades and extensions to existing infrastructures"—Page 8.

Subject Data transmission systems.

Education New Zealand Computer network resources.

Educational technology New Zealand.

Information technology New Zealand.

Title  Teine Sāmoa / Dahlia Malaeulu ; editor: Sue Copsey ; Gagana Sāmoa translator: Niusila Faamanatu-Eteuati.

Creator Malaeulu, Dahlia

ISBN 9780473523633 epub
9780473523640 kindle
9780473523657 pdf
9780473523664 ibook


Format 1 online resource

Language In English and Samoan.

Summary "Teine Sāmoa means Sāmoan girl. It's a label that carries with it an unspoken duty to obey, serve and respect your family and Sāmoan culture. But who can be teine Sāmoa? When should you be teine Sāmoa? And how can you be teine Sāmoa outside of Sāmoa? Lani is an afakasi, and is unsure of her Sāmoan heritage and what being Sāmoan even means. But one thing she knows for sure is that she's afraid of Vai and the 'Real Sāmoans.' Masina, the free-spirited daughter of a Church Minister, is bound by parental expectations and struggling to fulfill the destiny set by her parents. Teuila is the good Island girl and proud teine Sāmoa who realises she doesn't want to be a 'switcher' anymore. How will these junior high school students learn to be, understand and fulfill their obligations as Teine Sāmoa, living in New Zealand? Teine Sāmoa is a journey of cultural identity and discovery for four junior high school students, their families, their teachers and, most importantly, anyone who has ever faced the challenges of being a teine Sāmoa"—Publisher information.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Samoans Cultural assimilation New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Samoans New Zealand Ethnic identity Juvenile fiction.
Teenage girls New Zealand Juvenile fiction.


Title Telecommunications market developments in 2017 : topic paper.


Format 1 online resource

Subject Telecommunication New Zealand.
Telecommunication systems Economic aspects New Zealand.

Title  Threats to seabirds of northern Aotearoa New Zealand / Edin Whitehead with Nigel Adams, Karen Baird, Biz Bell, Stephanie Borrelle, Brendon Dunphy, Chris Gaskin, Todd Landers, Matt Rayner & James Russell ; foreword by Graeme Taylor.

Creator  Whitehead, Edin.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Sea bird populations New Zealand.


Title  Time to be unstoppable, empowering teenagers and young adults to live the life they want / by Debbie van Dijk.

Creator  Van Dijk, Debbie.

ISBN  9780473525842 Kindle
       9780473525859 ibook

Publishing Details  [Whakatane] : [Debbie van Dijk], [2020]

Format  1 online resource

Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)


Title  TLRI Mathematics Enhancement Project : professional development research / Bill Barton and Hannah Bartholomew ; co-researchers and contributing authors Barbara Kensington-Miller, Viliami Latu, Garry Nathan, and Judy Paterson.

Creator  Barton, Bill, 1948-


Format  1 online resource : illustrations

Summary  "The overall plan was to involve 16 teachers in an ongoing research community that produced quality research on the mathematics learning of their classes. This was to be done by creating four research teams, each led by a university researcher. De facto, the research group meetings were to be professional development sites where best mathematics teaching practice was discussed and support given for classroom changes. The teachers were to be inducted into critical research processes and thus gain insights into their practice as part of a professional community that included research as part of professional practice"--PDF page 1.

Subject  Effective teaching Research New Zealand.

Mathematics Study and teaching Research New Zealand.

Teaching Practice New Zealand.

Title: Toadstone / Jill Marshall.
Creator: Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN: 9781990024603 print-on-demand
9781990024610 epub
9781990024627 kindle
9781990024634 pdf
9781990024641 flipbook
Format: 1 online resource.
Summary: "Tilly and Mattan return to the creepy Runes to find out about lurking crows, exploding frogs and the mystery of the missing black cats. Not that it's too unusual for Matilda Peppercorn - guardian-to-be, ace kick-boxer, and potentially different species. But is she the legend? Someone's too close for comfort - and they have different ideas"--Author's website.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Witches Juvenile fiction.

Title: Today I am the pilot! / written by Andy Czajkowski.
Creator: Czajkowski, Andy.
ISBN: 9780473490454 EPUB
9780473490461 Kindle
9780473490478 PDF
9780473490485 ibook
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Andres Czajkowski], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary: "Gives children and adults a unique perspective inside a pilot's role. With accurate illustrations you will experience a day in the life of an airline pilot for yourself and understand what it takes behind the scenes to get you and your family safely to your destination"--Back cover.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Pilots Juvenile fiction.
Title Tough country : tall tales of bushmen, bulldozers and back-country blokes / Mike Bellamy.

Creator Bellamy, Mike.

ISBN 9781460784198 audiobook
9781775491835 EPUB
9781775541523 paperback


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Agricultural laborers New Zealand Biography.
Anecdotes.
Autobiographies.
Bellamy, Mike.
Country life New Zealand.
Earthmoving machinery operators New Zealand Biography.


Title Towards prosperity : an insight into New Zealand's financial services industry.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Financial services industry New Zealand.
Saving and investment New Zealand.


Title Treating asylum seekers with dignity and respect : the economic, social and cultural rights of those seeking protection in New Zealand : discussion paper.

ISBN 9780478356960 print
9780478356977 online


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Asylum, Right of New Zealand.
Refugees Economic conditions New Zealand.
Refugees New Zealand.
Refugees Social conditions New Zealand.

Links https://www.hrc.co.nz/files/5715/0060/6797/ESC_Rights_Discussion_ONLINE.pdf
Title  

Creator  
Marshall, Jill, 1965-

ISBN  
9781990024702 print-on-demand  
9781990024719 epub  
9781990024726 kindle  
9781990024733 pdf  
9781990024740 flipbook

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 online resource.

Summary  
"Luckier than a cat with nine lives? Not so much. Matilda Peppercorn is on the run, not just from the Hopkins but from the very - err - people she's meant to protect. With her friends in tow, she crosses continents to be mighty in battle, to uncover her 'unknown birth' - and to find out the truth about the legend of Matilda Peppercorn. Hold on to your tail-belts for the conclusion of the mad magical TLOMP mysteries from Jill Marshall"--Author's website.

Subject  
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Witches Juvenile fiction.

Links  

Title  
Trust your heart / Tracey Alvarez.

Creator  
Alvarez, Tracey, 1971-

ISBN  
9780473522872 EPUB  
9780473522889 MOBI

Edition  
1st ed.

Publishing Details  

Format  
1 online resource

Subject  
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.

Links  
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B087R366ZW
Title: Tug of war / T.L. Osborn.
Creator: Osborn, T. L.
ISBN: 9780473513702 epub
         9780473513719 kindle
         9780473513726 pdf
         9780473513733 ibook
Publishing Details: [Upper Hutt] : [T.L. Osborn], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Title: Two questions / Danielle Murray.
Creator: Murray, Danielle (Writer).
Publishing Details: [Maungaturoto, New Zealand?] : [Danielle Williamson], [2019]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Historical fiction.
         Romance fiction.

Title: Tyger : an out-of-this-world tale / M. Marinan.
Creator: Marinan, M., 1987-
ISBN: 9780995119673 EPUB
Publishing Details: [Wellington] : [Silversmith Publishing], [2020]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Fantasy fiction.
         New Zealand fiction 21st century.
         Science fiction.
Links: https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1026508
Title  Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on Stats NZ's data and statistics.
Creator  New Zealand. Stats NZ.
ISBN  9781988583891 online
Publishing Details  [Wellington] Stats NZ, Tatauranga Aotearoa [2020]
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  "The purpose of this paper is to help Stats NZ’s customers understand the impact of COVID-19 on our data and statistics. The paper discusses the data collection, methodological, and measurement challenges being experienced by Stats NZ, how we are addressing the challenges, and their impact on some of our key statistical releases"--Page 4.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease)
New Zealand Statistical services.
New Zealand. Stats NZ

Title  United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child : He whakaaetanga whakatau i te mana o te tamaiti a te whakakotahitanga o ngā whenua o te ao.
ISBN  9780473501969 online
Edition  30th anniversary edition = Te putanga whakanui i te 30 tau.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Manaakitia a Tātou Tamariki Children's Commissioner, [2019]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Children (International law)
Children Legal status, laws, etc.
Children's rights.

Title  Unlocking student learning : the impact of teaching and learning enhancement initiatives on first-year university students / Kogi Naidoo (project leader) ; Neil Haigh, Alison Holmes, Alison Kuiper, Billy O'Steen, Lorraine Parker, Lorraine Stefani, Sarah Stein, Gordon Suddaby, Kathryn Sutherland (project team members ; Linda Leach, Nick Zepke (contributing authors).
Creator  Naidoo, Kogi.
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
**Title**  Use of force after a pursuit through Foxton justified.

**Creator**  New Zealand. Independent Police Conduct Authority.


**Format**  1 online resource

**Subject**  Police Complaints against New Zealand Foxton.
Police brutality New Zealand Foxton.
Police pursuit driving New Zealand Foxton.

**Links**  https://www.ipca.govt.nz/includes/download.ashx?ID=157771

**Title**  Using a wellbeing framework to recognise, value, and enhance the broad range of outcomes for learners in adult literacy and numeracy programmes / Jane Furness and Judy Hunter.

**Creator**  Furness, Jane


**Format**  1 online resource : colour illustration

**Contents**  Summary report -- Poster -- Research briefing : the first year -- Research briefing : 18 month findings.

**Subject**  Academic achievement New Zealand.
Adult education New Zealand.


**Title**  The value of clinical research with modern medicines in New Zealand : economic contribution and wide-ranging benefits : NZIER report to Medicines New Zealand / prepared at NZIER by Prince Siddharth.

**Creator**  Siddharth, Prince.


**Format**  1 online resource : colour illustrations

**Summary**  "NZIER was asked to determine the economic contribution of clinical trials to the New Zealand economy … We were also asked to provide a qualitative assessment of the benefits to New Zealand’s health sector from conducting clinical trials in New Zealand"--Page 1.

**Subject**  Clinical trials Economic aspects New Zealand.
Clinical trials Health aspects New Zealand.

Title  The value of MetService’s public weather forecasts and weather warnings : NZIER final report to MetService and the Ministry of Transport / prepared at NZIER by Derek Gill, Prince Siddharth, Deborah O’Connor.

Creator  Gill, Derek, 1956-


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  New Zealand. MetService
         Weather forecasting Economic aspects New Zealand.
         Weather forecasting Evaluation New Zealand.


Title  The vegetarian leopard / written by Patrick Baker ; illustrated by Kate Fallahee.

Creator  Baker, Patrick, 1956-

ISBN  9780473493820 softcover - Amazon
       9780473493837 epub
       9780473493844 ibook
       9780473493851 digital audiobook
       9780473496715 softcover - Ingramspark
       9780473502737 Kindle

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Patrick Baker], [2019]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  A boy convinces a hungry leopard to eat more vegetables.

Subject  Children's songs, English Texts.
         Children's songs, New Zealand.
         Leopard Songs and music Texts.
         Picture books for children.
         Vegetables Songs and music Texts.

Title Vegetation management plan : Secombe Park.
Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject National parks and reserves Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Plants Management New Zealand Taupo District.
Recreation areas Management New Zealand Taupo District.

Title The vision of the Inclusive Aotearoa Collective : a country where everyone has a place to stand.
Creator Inclusive Aotearoa Collective.
Format 1 online resource : illustration
Summary "Our vision is of a collaboration of people across the country committed to building a socially inclusive Aotearoa New Zealand. To achieve this vision, the development of a National Diversity and Inclusion Strategy will bring diverse groups together in a way that will direct and empower communities to build and strengthen actions at the regional and local level"--Page 2.
Subject Discrimination New Zealand.
Inclusive Aotearoa Collective.
Social integration New Zealand.

Title Vitamin D status and COVID-19 : prepared under urgency, 2 June 2020 / Cherie Tollemache.
Creator Tollemache, Cherie.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Office of the Prime Minister's Chief Science Advisor, Kaitohutohu Mātanga Pūtaia Matua ki te Pirimia, [2020]
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention.
COVID-19 (Disease) Research.
Title  Waitangi Day : activity book = pukapuka mahi.

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Te Papa, Our Place, [2019]

Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)

Language  In English; with some words and phrases translated into Māori.

Subject  Activity books.

          Puzzles and games.
          Tiriti o Waitangi.
          Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6) Juvenile literature.
          Waitangi Day Juvenile literature.


---

Title  Walking and cycling strategy.

Creator  Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Summary  "This walking and cycling strategy updates and replaces the 2006 strategy. This document identifies the strategic direction Taupo District Council has for the future planning of walking and cycling facilities within the District and will work towards the strategic vision for Taupo to be the walking and cycling friendly district"--Page 2.

Subject  Bicycle lanes New Zealand Taupo District.

          Bicycle trails New Zealand Taupo District.
          Cycling New Zealand Taupo District.
          Trails New Zealand Taupo District.
          Walking New Zealand Taupo District.


ISBN 9780473504694 pdf

Publishing Details [Nelson] : [New Zealand Hydrological Society], [2019]

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Hydrology New Zealand Congresses.
Water New Zealand Congresses.


Title Water supply strategy.

Creator Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Drinking water New Zealand Taupo District.
Water-supply Management New Zealand Taupo District.


Title The weight of a thousand oceans / Jillian Webster.

Creator Webster, Jillian, 1984-

ISBN 9780473526009 epub
9780473526016 ibook
9781735025605 online


Publishing Details [Porirua] : [Jillian Webster], [2020]

Format 1 online resource.

Summary "In a world where cities sprawl like half-submerged skeletons, Maia has spent her entire life hidden within the mountains of New Zealand. Her only companions being her ailing grandfather and a nomadic dog named Huck, Maia resents being alone. She spends her days wandering the ruins of a population long-gone, dreaming of a place where the few humans left behind can start again—a place her grandfather insists is a myth. But Maia cannot escape a strong and mysterious force calling her out into the world, as well as bizarre events following her around the island. There is something strangely enchanted about the land in which she lives… or is it her? When Maia hears a rumor that people are heading to The Old Arctic Circle half a world away, she knows this is where her destiny lies—until a devastating turn of events seems to shatter any hope of reaching her destination. Clinging to the edge of her life, Maia must come face to face with the transformative power of fate, discovering the one thing she has spent her life running from may be the only thing to save her"--Author's website.

Subject Dystopian fiction.
Fantasy fiction.

Title  Well, well, well : a fable of wellbeing / Lianne Sipsma.
Creator  Sipsma, Lianne.
ISBN  9780473466329 epub
         9780473466343 kindle
         9780473466350 pdf
         9780473466367 ibook
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Summary  Presents a model for wellbeing in the workplace using a fictional story about an employee
         heading a project to explore and develop solutions for the disengaged and under-performing
         workforce in her organization.
Subject  Creative nonfiction.
         Employees Mental health.
         Industrial hygiene.
         Personnel management.
         Quality of work life.

Title  Wellbeing in the Ōtautahi LGBTQIA+ community : research overview and findings.
Publishing Details  [Christchurch] : All Right?, [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Sexual minorities New Zealand Christchurch Research.
         Well-being New Zealand Christchurch Research.

Title  He whakarāpopoto o te pūnaha waeine ā-ao, te SI.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Inenga.
         Measurement Standards New Zealand.
Links  https://www.measurement.govt.nz/resources/#collapse-control-2-1
Title  Whanganui District Council independent assessment report.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations


Title  What are we building and how has it changed? / Shane Martin (Economist, Chief Economist Unit), David Norman (Chief Economist).

Creator  Martin, Shane L.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Architecture, Domestic Economic aspects New Zealand Auckland.
Real estate development New Zealand Auckland.
Residential real estate New Zealand Auckland.


Title  What do people value and will it change? / Shane L. Martin, PhD.

Creator  Martin, Shane L.

Publishing Details  [Auckland, New Zealand] : Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council Te Kaunihera o Tāmaki Makaurau, [2020]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland.
Real property Prices New Zealand Auckland.

Title  What does helpful supported decision-making look like to people with intellectual disabilities?

Publishing Details  Wellington : IHC New Zealand, [2019?]

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject  Intellectual disability Attitudes. People with disabilities Services for New Zealand.


Title  What might happen if you vote yes or no?


Format  1 online resource : illustrations

Subject  Cannabis Government policy New Zealand. Cannabis Law and legislation New Zealand.

Links  https://www.pmcsa.ac.nz/topics/cannabis/
https://www.pmcsa.ac.nz/topics/cannabis/cannabis-at-a-glance/

Title  What New Zealand could potentially offer to selected Pacific Island jurisdictions to help prevent the spread of Covid-19 : commissioned preliminary report for the New Zealand Ministry of Health / prepared for the Ministry of Health by Prof Nick Wilson, Dr Viliami Puloka, Prof Michael Baker, COVID-19 Research Group, Health Promotion Forum of New Zealand, Health, Environment & Infection Research Unit (HEIRU), Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Cost-Effectiveness Programme (BODE³), University of Otago Wellington.

Creator  Wilson, Nicholas, 1959-


Format  1 online resource

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand.

Title  What unitary plan land price changes teach about flooding the market / Shane L. Martin, PhD (Senior Economist, Chief Economist Unit).

Creator  Martin, Shane L.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland Econometric models.


Title  What’s so special about character / Mario Andres Fernandez, Ph.D. (Economist, Research and Monitoring Unit), Shane Martin, Ph.D. (Economist, Chief Economist Unit), David Norman (Chief Economist, Auckland Council).

Creator  Fernandez, Mario Andres.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject  Historic buildings Prices New Zealand Auckland.


Title  Who can buy Auckland’s houses? / Harshal Chitale (Senior Economist, Chief Economist Unit).

Creator  Chitale, Harshal.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series  Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Summary  "Our focus is on the affordability of home ownership— as against being able to rent – although renting is an increasingly important part of the market"--Unnumbered page 1.

Subject  Housing Prices New Zealand Auckland Econometric models.

Title  Whole of Football Plan.

Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Subject  Football Coaching New Zealand.
         Football Training New Zealand.
         Strategic planning.
Links  https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=4661daeb-07dd-4bb6-b797-c6f3acda255d

Title  Why isn't Aotearoa in the Treaty of Waitangi? / Keith Darroch, B.A.

Creator  Darroch, Keith, 1951-
ISBN  9780473518547 PDF

Format  1 online resource
Summary  "This New Zealand story will present a coherent line of evidence told through the literary voice of New Zealand Māori and Pakeha. It will tell what happened, but more importantly it will reveal the process by which Pakeha and then two different groups of Māori came to have contradictory beliefs about this aspect of New Zealand's narrative"--First page.
Subject  Cultural appropriation New Zealand.
         Mana whakairo hinengaro.
         Tiriti o Waitangi.
         Treaty of Waitangi (1840 February 6)

Title  Witch hunter / Jill Marshall.

Creator  Marshall, Jill, 1965-
ISBN  9781990024559 print-on-demand
       9781990024566 epub
       9781990024573 kindle
       9781990024580 pdf
       9781990024597 flipbook

Format  1 online resource.
Summary  "Matilda Peppercorn is being watched. Weirdy women keep popping up in all sorts of strange places. On the special mosaic in her garden. Up a tree at the tumbledown building where she and BFF Mattan hang out. Even at the competition for her beloved kickboxing. And they're not just watching. They're testing her, for a job she's even never heard of. It's crazy, isn't it? But if anyone's up to the task, it's Matilda Peppercorn"--Author's website.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Fantasy fiction.
         Kickboxing Juvenile fiction.
         Witches Juvenile fiction.
Title: Women in Aotearoa.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Stats NZ, Tatauranga Aotearoa, [2020]
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Subject: Women Economic conditions Statistics.
Women Social conditions Statistics.
Links: https://www.stats.govt.nz/infographics/women-in-aotearoa

Title: The worst-behaved werewolf / Gillian St. Kevern.
Creator: St. Kevern, Gillian.
ISBN: 9780995139305 print-on-demand
9780995139312 Kindle
Publishing Details: [Amberley, New Zealand]: [Gillian St. Kevern], [2020?]
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: Gothic fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Paranormal fiction.
Paranormal romance stories.
Romance fiction.
Werewolves Fiction.

Title: Yarr's Flat Wildlife Reserve & Yarr's Lagoon: an assessment of fauna present to guide future restoration and conservation of native species / by Mike Bowie & Mitch Hutson.
Creator: Bowie, Mike, 1957-
ISBN: 9780864764140 Digital
Publishing Details: Lincoln [N.Z.]: Department of Ecology, Faculty of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Lincoln University, 2016.
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Series: Lincoln University wildlife management report ; no. 58.
Subject: Biodiversity New Zealand Ellesmere, Lake.
Environmental monitoring New Zealand Ellesmere, Lake.
Wildlife refuges New Zealand Ellesmere, Lake.
Links: https://hdl.handle.net/10182/8226
Title You can't live in a resource consent / Shane Martin, Ph.D., Economist, Chief Economist Unit, David Norman, Chief Economist.

Creator Martin, Shane L.


Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Series Insights (Auckland, N.Z.)

Subject Housing development New Zealand Auckland.


Title You talk you die / Robert W Fisk.

Creator Fisk, Robert W.

ISBN 9781386949725 ebook


Projected Publication Date 2009

Format 1 online resource

Summary "Richard West discovers his quiet exclusive girls' boarding school is a centre for drugs and prostitution directed by a Committee of otherwise respectable citizens. June Crawford has been investigating drug trafficking whilst working undercover as a teacher in another local school. Alex West befriends and teaches the formidable gang aspirant, Big Mike. Jo West mixes with bad company and is abducted to stop her father sticking his nose in where it doesn't belong. Kirstie Young photographs the murder of Dawn McClune and receives death threats, setting off a chain of killing involving The Clown and SIS agent Rose McClune, sister of the murdered woman"--Publisher information.

Subject Detective and mystery fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Thrillers (Fiction)

Title Youth framework.

Publishing Details [Auckland] : New Zealand Football, [2016]

Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Subject Football Training New Zealand.

Youth league football Coaching New Zealand.

Links https://www.nzfootball.co.nz/asset/downloadasset?id=32ddea4a-674c-4f55-8f90-78037105cabb

Title  Youth19 : period poverty fact sheet.
Creator  Fleming, T. (Theresa).
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Subject  Feminine hygiene products New Zealand.
         Health surveys New Zealand.
         Menstruation Economic aspects Statistics New Zealand.
         Menstruation Social aspects New Zealand.
         Poverty New Zealand Prevention.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bdbb75cccf37259122e59aa/t/5e4c4b5f1a75040c0b0b8a13/1582058338650/Youth19+Period+Poverty+fact+sheet.pdf

Title  Youth19 : vaping fact sheet.
Creator  Ball, Jude, 1972-
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Health surveys New Zealand.
         Smoking New Zealand Prevention.
         Smoking New Zealand.
         Smoking Statistics New Zealand.
         Teenagers Tobacco use New Zealand.
         Vaping New Zealand.
         Vaping Statistics New Zealand.
Links  https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bdbb75cccf37259122e59aa/t/5e7d50e5e1a6fc55dd1e6c8a/1585271016485/Youth19+Vaping+fact+sheet.pdf
Zen heart : what I've learned from animals and life / Mark Vette.

Vette, Mark.

ISBN 9780143775034 online


2011

1 online resource

"...The famous animal behaviourist and trainer who captured global attention with 'Dogs Who Drive Cars' and 'Dogs Who Fly Planes' is not just an animal maestro. He's a longtime Buddhist, who brings to his relationships with animals a true emotional bond, enormous respect, and the sure knowledge that we humans are just one piece of this great, interconnected puzzle we call Life on Earth. This is his story, and the stories of the animals he has worked with over the decades. From a classic Kiwi childhood of outdoor activities and sport, with plenty of time on the farm, through a growing conviction that killing animals wasn't for him, to his embracing of Buddhism and his developing work with animals of all kinds..."--Publisher information.

Animal trainers Biography.

Buddhists Biography.

Vette, Mark.

Zeroing in on quality teaching : reducing disparities by building teacher's capacities and capabilities with respect to integrative approaches to curriculum delivery / Christina Harwood, Lorraine Williamson, and Graham Wilson.

Harwood, Christina.

Wellington, New Zealand : Teaching & Learning Research Initiative, Nāu I Whatu Te Kākahu, He Tāniko Taku, [2006]

1 online resource : illustrations

Inclusive education New Zealand.


Title 15 March 2019.

Format 1 portfolio (3 sheets) : colour illustrations ; 23 x 16 cm
Contents 15 March 2019 : the end of our innocence Allahu Akbar -- 15 March 2109 [i.e. 2019] We are one -- 15 March 2019 The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good people to do nothing.
Subject Christchurch Mosque Shootings, Christchurch, N.Z., 2019.
Color printing (Printing)
Ephemera.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.

Dewey 686.2


Format iii, 30 pages ; 30 cm.
Series Strategic policy publication ; 2019/01.
Subject Bay of Plenty regional pest management plan, 2011-2016.
Pests Control New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region).

Title 50 lockdown poems : a poetic journal, 2020 / J.M. Williams ; illustrations by Claire Cox.
Creator Williams, J. M., 1970-
ISBN 9780473536343 pbk
Format 149 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.3
Title 71% great expectations / Alan Thomas, Nicholas Pound ; text: J.A. Kennedy.
ISBN 9780473531096 paperback
Format 16 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject Painting, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
   Pound, Nicholas Exhibitions.
   Sculpture, New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
   Thomas, Alan (Artist) Exhibitions.
Dewey 709.93

Title About time : 120 time-saving tips for those with no time / Robyn Pearce.
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780958246040 eBook
   9780958246095 print on demand
Publishing Details Pukekohe, New Zealand : GettingAGrip Publishing, [2018]
Format 240 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Personal information management.
   Time management.
Dewey 650.11

Title About time for teaching : 120 time-saving tips for teachers and those who support them / Robyn Pearce.
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780473472108 print-on-demand
   9780473472115 eBook
   9780473472122 Kindle
   9780473472139 PDF
Publishing Details Pukekohe, New Zealand : GettingAGrip Publishing, [2019]
Format 309 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject School management and organization.
   Teachers Time management.
Dewey 371.102
It's one of them days when everything is off. A hot sweaty night in Rusty Bus means we kids is all grouchy-tired. Me and my best friend, Jaguar, is trying to cool down by taking turns at dipping in the sea pool. Him standing on the sea wall made from car frames and rocks on lookout for crocs, me swimming, then we'll swap places. We's always doing things as a team, him and me. We's gonna be the best fisher people and the best salvagers on the whole of the inland sea one day. -Neoma and Jag and their small community are 'living gentle lives' on high ground surrounded by the risen sea that has caused widespread devastation. When strangers from the Valley of the Sun arrive unannounced, the friends find themselves drawn into a web of secrecy and lies that endangers the way of life of their entire community. Soon daring, loyal Neoma must set off on a solo mission across the risen sea, determined to rescue her best friend and find the truth that will save her village"--https://www.allenandunwin.com.

Subject  Action and adventure fiction.
Best friends Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Climatic changes Social aspects Juvenile fiction.
Communities Juvenile fiction.
Ocean travel Juvenile fiction.
Sea level Climatic factors Juvenile fiction.
Secrecy Juvenile fiction.
Survival Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3

Format  6 pages ; 30 cm.
Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2018, no. 07.
Subject  Reciprocity (Commerce) Law and legislation Brunei.
          Reciprocity (Commerce) Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title  Agreement between the Government of New Zealand and the Government of the People’s Republic of China for the elimination of double taxation with respect to taxes on income and the prevention of tax evasion and avoidance : Beijing 1 April 2019 (entered into force for New Zealand 27 December 2019).

Format  39 pages, 4 pages ; 30 cm.
Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2019, no. 08.
Subject  China Foreign relations Executive agreements.
          Double taxation China.
          Double taxation New Zealand.
          New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.
          Tax evasion Law and legislation China.
          Tax evasion Law and legislation New Zealand.


Format  14 pages ; 30 cm.
Series  New Zealand treaty series (1978-) ; 2017, no. 15.
Subject  Crime prevention Law and legislation New Zealand.
          Crime prevention Law and legislation United States.
          New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.
          United States Foreign relations Executive agreements.

Format 33 pages ; 30 cm.
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 08.
Subject New Zealand Armed Forces Papua New Guinea.
New Zealand Military relations Papua New Guinea.
Papua New Guinea Armed forces New Zealand.
Papua New Guinea Military relations New Zealand.

Title Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Union and New Zealand pursuant to Article XXIV:6 and Article XXXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 relating to the modification of concessions in the schedule of the Republic of Croatia in the course of its accession to the European Union : 1 October 2018 (entered into force for New Zealand 1 October 2018).

Format 1 volume (unpaged) ; 30 cm.
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 06.
Subject European Economic Community countries Commerce New Zealand.
New Zealand Commerce European Economic Community countries.


Format 84 pages : illustration ; 21 cm
Subject Images, Photographic Conservation and restoration Congresses.
Photographs Conservation and restoration Congresses.
Dewey 771.46


Format 20 pages ; 30 cm.

Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2018, no. 09

Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Poland.

Dewey 343.09784380261093


Format 24 pages, 3 pages ; 30 cm.

Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2019, no. 06.

Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Burma.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Burma Foreign relations Executive agreements.
New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.


Format 26 pages, 3 pages, 1 page ; 30 cm.

Series New Zealand treaty series (1978- ) ; 2019, no. 7.

Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Zambia.
New Zealand Foreign relations Executive agreements.
Zambia Foreign relations Executive agreements.

Format 1 volume (various pagings); 30 cm.
Series New Zealand treaty series (1978-); 2018, no. 03.
Subject Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation Israel.
Aeronautics, Commercial Law and legislation New Zealand.

Title All life is one / Denise Heather Tilling.
Creator Tilling, Denise Heather.
ISBN 9780473531263 paperback

Publishing Details [Karamea, New Zealand]: [Denise Heather Tilling], [2020]
Format 1 volume (unpaged); 21 cm
Subject Merchant mariners New Zealand Biography.
Tilling, Denise Heather.
Transgender women New Zealand Biography.

Dewey 306.768092

Title Amazing Aotearoa activity book / Gavin Bishop.
Creator Bishop, Gavin, 1946-
ISBN 9780143775256 paperback

Projected Publication Date 2009
Format pages cm
Summary "Lots of creative fun with this book full of puzzles, quizzes and activities that explore Aotearoa New Zealand and its people. Based on Gavin Bishop's Aotearoa: the New Zealand Story and Wildlife of Aotearoa"--Publisher information.

Subject Activity books.
Kōrero nehe.
Maori (New Zealand people) History Juvenile literature.
New Zealand History Juvenile literature.
Tāngata whenua.

Dewey 993
Title  And he will / Geoff Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, G. B., 1975-
ISBN  9780995120730
Format  191 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm.
Subject  Christian life Biblical teaching.

Title  Annie and Jack : the story of Annie and Jack Parsons and their family / compiled and written by Ian & Ross Lill.
Creator  Lill, Ian.
Format  148 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm
Subject  Farmers New Zealand Ashburton District Genealogy.
    New Zealand Genealogy.
    Parsons family.
    Parsons, Annie, 1897-1966 Family.
Dewey  929.20993

Title  Annual plan 2020/21 = 2020/21 Mahere ā-Tau.
Creator  Waikato (N.Z.). Regional Council (2011- )
Format  126 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Waikato Regional Council policy series ; 20/08.

Title  Answering to the caul : a novel / Ted Dawe.
Creator  Dawe, Ted.
ISBN  9780473528188 paperback
Format  v, 336 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "'There are some things you can never share with another human being. Answering to the caul is one of these.' It is said that being born in a caul means that you can never die by drowning. Andrei Reti puts this prophecy to the test, time and time again. But there is a price to be paid for each caul intervention. This is a novel about the the dark side of being special. About the war between fact and coincidence. About the things we can never share"--Back cover.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Aroha : Māori wisdom for a contented life lived in harmony with our planet / Dr Hinemoa Elder.
Creator  Elder, Hinemoa.
ISBN  9781529107067 hardback
Projected Publication Date  2010
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Through 52 whatatauki - traditional Māori life lessons - Māori psychiatrist Dr Hinemoa Elder shares the power of Aroha and explores how it could help us all every day...The 52 life lessons are arranged into 4 chapters that introduce the different, important facets of Aroha: Manaakitanga (kindness); Kaitiakitanga (love for our world); Whanaungatanga (empathy); and Tino rangatiratanga (what is right)"--Publisher information.
Subject  Conduct of life.
Māoritanga.
Proverbs, Maori.
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Well-being.
Whakataukī.
Dewey  398.999442

Title  Arturo and the glitter glue / written by Elaine Williams ; illustrated by Hannah Sames.
Creator  Williams, Elaine (Author).
ISBN  9780473542115 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2010
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Arturo is a curious and daring little mouse and he is on the hunt for treasure. But when Balou the cat arrives home, Arturo must use all of the things he's collected to help him escape. For Balou is on a hunt of her own"--Publisher information.
Subject  Animal fiction.
Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Mice Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title The beaten path : a true story of survival / by Emily Matthews.
Creator Matthews, Emily, 1980-
ISBN 9780473506209 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Emily Matthews], [2019]
Format ii, 243 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Maddie has found herself in a terrible situation, and if she is to be honest with herself, she is not even sure when her life spiralled so far out of control. Now all her choices and her freedom have been stripped away by her controlling and abusive boyfriend Malcolm. The warped perception of love, violence, and coercive control that Malcolm uses against Maddie rapidly escalates, in a surprisingly short frame of time, until finally, he beats her so ferociously no amount of makeup will hide her shameful secret. Maddie must choose to call for help to protect herself and their infant son, a decision that could potentially risk him killing them both if he catches her trying to leave. Maddie's dry sense of humour and knack for seeing the funny side inspires both tears and laughter, but this not only the story of Maddie's journey. The Beaten Path is more than how domestic violence has affected Maddie's life, it also brings into play how her choice to stay with a man that beats her, affects all the people around her, including her pets, her family members, her friends, her co-workers, and ultimately the baby this nightmare relationship produces"--Back cover.
Subject Autobiographical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romans à clef.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title A beautiful thing : uncontainable worship / by Gillian Brebner.
Creator Brebner, Gillian.
ISBN 9780473531867 softcover
9780473531874 epub
Publishing Details [Ohope Beach] : [Gillian Brebner], [2020]
Format 151 pages ; 18 cm
Summary "Have you ever wondered what kind of worship God is looking for? If there was a living, breathing example of this kind of devotion in Scripture, would you want to know more? Fortunately, Jesus himself, left us a memorial of this type of worship. He calls this worship a Beautiful Thing. This little book invites you into the adventure of worship. It unfolds layers of the story of the memorial, and is for those who hunger and thirst for more of God's Spirit, are dissatisfied with surface fluff, and are ready to look deeper. Be prepared for some surprises and some fresh insights into Jesus, his followers, and your own heart. Most of all, be prepared to meet a woman whose radical, uncontainable love for Jesus sets the bar for worship, for all time"--Back cover.
Subject God (Christianity) Worship and love.
Mary, of Bethany, Saint
Public worship.
Dewey 248.3
Title: Believer: conversations with Mike Moore / Peter Parussini.

Creator: Parussini, Peter.

ISBN: 1990003044
9781990003042 paperback


Format: 336 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary: "The untold story of a poor boy from rural Northland whose early ambition was to run the local petrol station but who went on to play a crucial role in the transformational fourth Labour Government, became prime minister and then the highest-ranked New Zealander on the global stage as the director general of the World Trade Organization, and later was an ambassador to Washington DC. Author Peter Parussini was the last person to talk in depth with Moore about his extraordinary life. Many of Moore's old friends and foes also shared their recollections with him. Believer: Conversations with Mike Moore is more than a book about politics and international diplomacy; it's a New Zealand story about overcoming odds regardless of who your parents are, where you grow up and what schools you attend. It's also about hard work, love and loyalty, determination and dedication"--Back cover.

Subject: Moore, Mike, 1949-2020 Biography.
New Zealand Politics and government 1972-
Prime ministers New Zealand Biography.

Dewey: 993.038092

Title: Best of Auckland.

ISBN: 9780473512248 paperback (print-on-demand)

Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand: Writers' Café Ltd, [2020]

Format: 138 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Contents: Introduction -- The right thing to do / Matt Billington -- Botticelli painted Venus naked, surfing on a scallop shell / Anita Arlov -- Coffice unrest / Sharni Wilson -- I believe that Morris expects me to clean the kitchen tonight / Jill Varani -- Red state / Jill Varani -- Chaos blossoms / Rean Fadyl -- The singularity of sleep / Eileen Merriman -- Birdwatching / Alexandra Fraser -- Luna's Crew / Kathryn Van Beek -- Residuum / Paul M Clark -- Ghostwriter / Siobhan Harvey -- Out / EJ Doyle.

Subject: Short stories, New Zealand.

Dewey: NZ823.010803
Title  Beyond despondency: the UBI alternative to the welfare meltdown: the second
National Conference on the Universal Basic Income, 26-28 March, 1998, St John's
Conference Centre, cnr Willis and Dixon Sts, along with additional papers from the files
this collection was compiled and edited by Ian Ritchie.

ISBN  9780473531348 softcover
9780473531355 PDF
Publishing Details  [Feilding] : [Ian Ritchie], [2020]
Format  389 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm

Subject Basic income New Zealand Congresses.
Basic income.
Income distribution New Zealand Congresses.
Income distribution.
New Zealand Social policy Congresses.

Dewey 362.582

Title Beyond these shores : Aotearoa and the world / edited by Nina Hall.
ISBN 1988545633
9781988545608 EPUB
9781988545615 MOBI
9781988545622 PDF
9781988545639 paperback

Format 248 pages ; 19 cm


Series BWB texts

Summary "New Zealand looks out to a turbulent world. Long standing alliances are fracturing, nationalism is surging and the oceans are rising. The contributors within these pages are not, as editor Nina Hall notes, conventional foreign policy voices, but these are far from conventional times. These contributors ask that we fundamentally rethink Aotearoa's role in the world and offer practical ideas grounded in progressive values and evidence"--Publisher information.

Subject New Zealand Foreign relations Moral and ethical aspects.
New Zealand Foreign relations.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.

Dewey 327.93

**Title** Bibbit jumps / Bei Lynn ; translated by Helen Wang.

**Creator** Lynn, Bei.

**ISBN**
- 1776572777
- 1776572785
- 9781776572779 hardback
- 9781776572786 paperback


**Format** 73 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

**Summary** Bibbit is a little frog who sometimes forgets how to swim—but he’s a jumping expert. He can jump very high, very far and in many different ways. But sometimes he feels nervous about what the day might bring—unlike his little sister, who is ready for adventure. Bibbit Jumps is a charming illustrated chapter book, full of rhythm and resonance, from one of Taiwan’s up-and-coming author-illustrators.

**Subject**
- Brothers and sisters Juvenile fiction.
- Courage Juvenile fiction.
- Frogs Juvenile fiction.
- High interest-low vocabulary books.

Dewey 823.92

---

**Title** The big match / Alex Hallatt.

**Creator** Hallatt, Alex, 1969-

**ISBN** 9780473504670 paperback


**Format** 132 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

**Summary** "It's not whether you win or lose, it's how you play the game. But winning would be nice. Playing sport can be fun, but not if you never get picked for the team. And what if the team you do get picked for has the world's worst coach? A coach who is useless, or worse: a bully. Can the FAB club team up to win the big match?"--Back cover.

**Subject**
- Bullies Juvenile fiction.
- Children's stories, New Zealand.
- Soccer teams Juvenile fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3
Title: Black hands : inside the Bain family murders / Martin van Beynen.
Creator: Van Beynen, Martin.
ISBN: 9780143775263 paperback
Projected Publication Date: 2011
Format: pages cm
Summary: "Journalist Martin van Beynen has covered the Bain story closely for decades ... Now, his book brings the story completely up to date: exploring the case from start to finish, picking through evidence old and new, plumbing the mysteries and motives, interviewing never-before-spoken-to witnesses and guiding readers through the complex police investigation and court cases, seeking to finally answer the question: Who was the killer?"--Publisher information.
Subject: Bain family.
Bain, David Cullen, 1972- Trials, litigation, etc.
Evidence (Law) New Zealand.
Mass murder New Zealand Dunedin.
Trials (Murder) New Zealand Dunedin.
Dewey: 364.15234099392

Title: Blenheim Marlborough district : 21 April 1998 / compiled by: Jean-Michel Carnus.
Creator: Carnus, Jean-Michel.
Format: 1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series: Field tour notes ; technical session no. 17.
Subject: Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand Marlborough.

Title: The boy with two shadows / Margaret Mahy, author ; Sarah Greig, illustrator.
Creator: Mahy, Margaret.
ISBN: 9781869714338 paperback
Projected Publication Date: 2010
Format: pages cm
Summary: "There once was a little boy who took great care of his shadow. One day a witch notices the care he has for his shadow and asks him to look after her shadow while she goes away on holiday. But minding a witch’s shadow turns out to be more complicated than the boy ever imagined! Discover a magical and mischievous story about a boy, a witch and one cheeky shadows"--Publisher information.
Subject: Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Shades and shadows Juvenile fiction.
Witches Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.2
Title  Brasswitch and Bot / Gareth Ward.
Creator  Ward, Gareth, 1968-
ISBN  1760652210 paperback
9781760652210 paperback
Format  339 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "Screams surge along York's narrow Victorian streets as a runaway crackle-tram races toward disaster. Fearing an accident like the one that killed her parents, Brasswitch Wrench is forced to reveal her powers - a decision that will change her life forever. Recruited to the sinister department of Regulators who hunt down others like her, Wrench teams up with their maverick mechanical leader, Bot, as they are tasked with halting the rise of the aberration threat. Drawn into a world of prejudice, deceit and danger, Wrench must master her powers, knowing they offer her only hope for survival ... if they don't destroy the world first"--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Fantasy fiction.
Magic Juvenile fiction.
Orphans Juvenile fiction.
Steampunk fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  Bride arise : it is your time for love / Geoff Woodcock.
Creator  Woodcock, G. B., 1975-
ISBN  9780994133397
Format  247 pages ; 23 cm.
Subject  Christian life Biblical teaching.

Title  The brood at Trasimene / Garrett Pearson.
Creator  Pearson, Garrett, 1959-
ISBN  9780473525910 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473525927 hardback (print-on-demand)
Format  289 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Midsummer 217 BC and the ‘She Wolf’s’ den is aflame. Having destroyed the Roman legions at the Trebbia River, Hannibal leads his men south seeking battle with the new Consuls elect, Gaius Flaminius and Gnaeus Servilius Geminus. Having outmaneuvered Flaminius the Carthaginians devastate the Etruria plain and slaughter the populace in an attempt to bring him to battle. Flaminius, though enraged at the despoliation and killing is cautious of Carthaginian trickery and remains impotent within the city of Arretium. However, as Hannibal turns towards the southeast and fertile Apulia, Flaminius finally mobilises his legions and begins the chase, Hannibal leading him on towards Lake Trasimene.Baldor Targa, now promoted to Captain by Hannibal, is beset with troubles as an old enemy and a powerful new one appear within his own ranks and add murder and robbery to his woes. Meanwhile, he and the Roman Centurion, Cornelius Scipio are destined to meet again on the field of battle as the Gods continue their perverse game of cat and mouse between the pair. Battle, blood feud, vengeance and foolish pride combine to test both Baldor and Cornelius’s resolve as they play their part in this war of giants"--Back cover.
Subject  Historical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Brothers in black : the long history of brotherhood in New Zealand rugby / Jamie Wall.
Creator  Wall, Jamie.
ISBN  1988547490
       9781988547497
Format  312 pages : illustrations, portraits ; 24 cm.
Summary  "The All Blacks have had a brilliant run of brothers in the last decade, with the Barretts, Whitelocks, Saveas and Franks, but there have also been many more standouts throughout New Zealand rugby history like the Meads, Whettons, Gears, Bachops and Brownlies. Jamie Wall writes insightfully, revealing fascinating stories and providing analysis of some of the massive changes that have occurred in New Zealand rugby over the years, while sharing great yarns about the high-profile tests that live on in every rugby fan's memory." -- Back cover.
Subject  All Blacks (Rugby team) History.
       Biography.
       Rugby Union football New Zealand History.
Dewey  796.3330993

Title  Bullies and warriors / Tim Tipene.
Creator  Tipene, Tim, 1972-
ISBN  0947506306 paperback
       9780947506308 paperback
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Oratia Books, [2017]
Format  99 pages ; 21 cm
Summary  "Going to school is a misery for Sean. Whatever he does to avoid the school bully, Mark Thomas and his mates always catch up with him. Then the students join Warrior Kids, a programme that teaches leadership and self-control. So begins a journey for Mark and Sean that has a predictable outcome for one boy and a surprise for the other..."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Bullying Juvenile fiction.
       Interpersonal relations Juvenile fiction.
       Peer pressure Juvenile fiction.
       Respect Juvenile fiction.
       Teenage boys Juvenile fiction.
       Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
       Young adult fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title Canons : complete lyrics 2015-2020 / Nadia Reid.
Creator Reid, Nadia.
ISBN 9780473521363 paperback
Format 89 pages : illustrations ; 18 cm
Contents Ain't got you -- All of my love -- The arrow and the aim -- Best thing -- Call the days -- The future -- Get the devil out -- Hanson St part 2 (A river) -- Heart to ride -- High & lonely -- Holy low -- I come home to you -- I don't wanna take anything from you -- Just to feel alive -- Oh Canada -- Other side of the wheel -- Preservation -- Reach my destination -- Reaching through -- Richard -- Right on time -- Ruby -- Runway -- Seasons change -- Some are lucky -- Te Aro -- Track of the time -- The way it goes -- Who is protecting me.
Summary "Canons contains the entire catalogue of lyrics from Reid's first three albums, Listen to Formation, Look for the signs (2015), Preservation (2017) and Out of My Province (2020)"--Back cover.
Subject Popular music lyrics.
Songs New Zealand Texts.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Cat-erwalling & rhymes / Thomas Zed.
Creator Zed, Thomas.
ISBN 9780473528249 paperback
Publishing Details Ōhaeawai, New Zealand : Zed and Zed, [2020]
Format 46 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Cats Fiction.
Cats Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Certification of welding supervisors - structural steel welding.
Creator Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN 9781776739400 print
9781776739417 PDF
Edition AS 2214-2004 revised and redesignated AS/NZS 2214:2019
Format v, 25 pages ; 30 cm
Dewey 602.18
Challenge the limit: from a survivor to an aliver, an inspiration autobiographical look at life, its challenges & personal growth / Sunday Tsoi.

Creator
Sunday, Tsoi, 1962-

ISBN
9780473418595 (paperback)
9780473418618 (ebook)
9780473418649 (ibook)

Publishing Details

Format
v, 136 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Subject
Self-actualization (Psychology)
Sunday, Tsoi, 1962-

Dewey
158.1

Charlie and the war against the grannies / Alan Brough.

Creator
Brough, Alan (Actor).

ISBN
9781525296628

Edition
[Dyslexic edition].

Publishing Details

Format
v, 250 pages (dyslexic print) ; 24 cm

Summary
"I didn't want Mrs Cyclopolos to explode. I just wanted a paper round. My name is Charlie Ian Duncan. I will be 12 on 2 February. I have written this history of my war with the grannies because I need everyone to know that I didn't mean for Mrs Cyclopolos to blow up. I just wanted a paper round. When I say 'my war with the grannies', I really mean the war I waged alongside my best friend Hils, my second-best-friend Rashid, Peter the Iraqi who isn't afraid of anything (well apart from one thing), Warren and his magical bike TwelveSpeed and those crazy people we met underground. The grannies started it when I asked them about a paper round and they sprayed me in the face with rooster brand chilli sauce and made me think that I was dead. Hils and I decided to go to war with them but then I discovered one of the grannies had a glass eye and I wasn't sure if it was okay to go to war against someone with a glass eye but then I discovered that the granny with the glass eye could pinch bricks in half, turn her snot-covered hankies into deadly throwing weapons and possessed a truly terrible device called the Gnashing Gnet. It's all true. Especially the bit about me not wanting anyone to blow up"--https://www.readhowyouwant.com.

Subject
Boys Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dyslexia friendly books.
Dyslexic print books.
Grandmothers Juvenile fiction.
Humorous fiction.

Dewey
A823.4
Title  Check to your King / Robin Hyde.
Creator  Hyde, Robin, 1906-1939
ISBN  9780473535940 paperback (print-on-demand)
Format  260 pages ; 23 cm
Summary  "Step back to a time where New Zealand is vast, exotic and undiscovered. The romance of becoming a ruler, possibly even a king in this unclaimed land seems easily achievable. At least this is what Baron Charles de Thierry must have felt when he named himself Sovereign Chief of New Zealand. The story of this french adventurer is also the story of a young New Zealand and his adventures are retold as though the author herself witnessed it. Robin Hyde's clever merging of historic events and fictional 'what ifs' creates a masterpiece. Hyde tells the tale well and with her usual lyrical and colourful style"--Back cover.
Subject  De Thierry, Charles Philippe Hippolyte, Baron, 1793-1864 Fiction. New Zealand fiction 20th century.
Dewey  NZ823.2

Title  Choosing wisely means choosing equity, 2020 / Anna Adcock and David Tipene-Leach.
Creator  Adcock, Anna.
ISBN  9780995139732 print
9780995139749 electronic
Format  ii, 54 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey  362.108999442

Title  Christmas on the ward / Simone Colwill ; [illustrated by Dave Windett].
Creator  Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN  9780473498740 paperback
Format  34 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "It's Christmas on the ward. There's a new junior doctor. Charge nurse Emma is going on vacation. "Don't let the doctors change anything" she warns her colleague. But nothing changes on the ward, or does it?"--Back cover. Includes tips for celebrating special occasions in hospitals.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Creator Norman, Robert G. (Robert George), 1923-
Format 111 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Engineering Management Textbooks.
Dewey 624.068

Title  C'mon red! : a celebration of Marist St Pat's rugby / Tim Donoghue with assistance from Paul Donoghue & Brian Dive.
Creator Donoghue, Tim.
ISBN 9781999007156 hardback
Format 408 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject Marist St. Pats Rugby Football Club (Wellington, N.Z.) History.
Dewey 796.3362099363

Title  Coastal and esturine water quality : 2018 annual data report / R. Ingley (Research and Evaluation Unit (RIMU)).
Creator Ingley, R. (Rhian).
ISBN 9781988589701 print
9781988589718 PDF
Format 69 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject Estuarine health New Zealand Auckland.
Water Pollution Measurement.
Water quality management Management New Zealand Auckland.
Title  
Cohousing for life : a practical and personal story of Earthsong Eco-Neighbourhood / Robin Allison.

Creator  
Allison, Robin, 1954-

ISBN  
0473515172
9780473515171 paperback

Publishing Details  

Format  
278 pages : colour illustrations ; 24 cm

Summary  
In Cohousing for life, architect Robin Allison describes her journey from lonely mother of two in the suburbs to determined driver of the development of New Zealand's first cohousing community. It is a very personal story of a collective endeavour, a heroic journey of despair and triumph, as the obstacles mount and success at times feels far from certain. Cohousing for life is also a distillation of what has been learnt: from formulating and inspiring vision to community governance and decision-making; from community design principles to participatory design processes; from legal and financial structures to reflections on power and leadership. Robin details the key elements and structures that were critical to achieving their goal, allowing a group of diverse individuals with ordinary lives and skills to work together over many years to create a large, innovative, housing development"--Back cover.

Subject  
Allison, Robin, 1954-
Earthsong Eco-Neighbourhood (Housing project)
Housing, Cooperative New Zealand Auckland.

Dewey  
307.770993

Title  
Colenso's collections : William Colenso's letters and lists of specimens sent to Kew / compiled by Ian St George.

ISBN  
9780987660459 CD-ROM

Publishing Details  
Wellington : Colenso Society 2014.

Format  
1 CD-ROM ; 12 cm.

Summary  
"... primarily an account of his plant collecting. It includes work begun by the late Bruce Hamlin from the Botany Department held at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa, as well as transcripts of Colenso's letters and specimen lists sent to Kew"--Container insert.

Subject  
Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899 Correspondence.
Endemic plants Catalogs and collections New Zealand Wellington.
Museum of New Zealand Herbarium Catalogs.
Naturalists New Zealand Correspondence.

Dewey  
581.993
Title Conscious eating : rediscovering the right food with right attitude at right timing / Shingo Nakano.
Creator Nakano, Shingo.
ISBN 9780473527853 paperback
Publishing Details [Hanmer Springs] : [Shingo Nakano], [2020]
Format 58 pages : colour illustration ; 21 cm
Summary "Conscious Eating is about being aware of our eating habits. With this simple awareness, we learn to listen to what our body is really drawn to eat rather than what we think is necessary, or what we are being told is good, for our body. Eventually, our body will guide us to what we eat, when we eat, and how we eat"--Back cover.
Subject Food habits.
Gastronomy.
Health.
Ingestion.
Nutrition.
Dewey 306.4613

Title Cornelius / Martin Bailey.
Creator Bailey, Martin, 1957-
ISBN 9780995109377 hardback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 29 cm.
Summary "What? A ship's captain afraid of water? His crew (and his cabin boy) aren't impressed. But Cornelius knows better ..."--Back cover.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Pirates Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Covid schmovid : 19 ways to get your small business booming / Vaughn Davis ; foreword by Ryan Jennings, CHief Executive, Buy New Zealand Made.
Creator Davis, Vaughn.
ISBN 9780473539023 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details [Auckland] : The Goat Farm, [2020]
Format 162 pages : colour illustrations; 21 cm
Summary "Covid Schmovid is more than just a manual for businesses facing the pain and disruption of Covid-19 and its economic aftermath. It's a grab-bag of advice, inspiration, thought starters and practical tips for anyone wanting to grow or start a sustainable, customer-focussed business in a world no one could have predicted. As well as "19 ways to make your small business boom," it features raw, inspiring and honest real-world business stories from the founders and leaders of New Zealand businesses across categories including food delivery (FED), tourism (Jucy), events (Doc Edge), homewares (Ironclad Pan Co) and fashion (Ingrid Starnes and Hills Hats)"--Provided by publisher.
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Economic aspects New Zealand.
Marketing New Zealand.
Small business New Zealand.
Success in business New Zealand.
Dewey 658.8
Title  Crackers : a collection of poems, stories and songs / by Anna Soppet.
Creator  Soppet, Anna.
ISBN  9780473527396 pbk
Format  82 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.3

Title  Crop selection and economic consideration for land treatment systems in the Manawatu region / Surya Pandey.
Creator  Pandey, Surya.
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Technical review (New Zealand Land Treatment Collective) ; no. 11.
Subject  Factory and trade waste Environmental aspects New Zealand Manawatu.
Sewage disposal in the ground Environmental aspects New Zealand Manawatu.

Title  Crop selection and economic considerations for land treatment systems : 18-18 November 1994, Massey University, Palmerston North / compiled by Surya Pandey and Jean-Michel Carnus (NZ Forest Institute).
Creator  Pandey, Surya.
Publishing Details  [Rotorua] : NZ Land Treatment Collective, 1994
Format  1 volume : illustrations ; 30 cm
Series  Proceedings of the technical session ; no. 11.
Subject  Crop science New Zealand.
Dairy waste New Zealand Management.
Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand.

Title  Un cœur de fils : un voyage dans le cœur du père / James Jordan.
Creator  Jordan, M. James.
ISBN  9780994101617
9780995129917 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  Taupo, Nouvelle-Zélande : Fatherheart Ministries, [2020]
Format  193 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  Christian life.
God (Christianity)
Dewey  248.4
Title Descendants of the Pilkington and Yates families of Blackburn and Bury, Lancashire, 1700's to 2020 / by Marjorie Prictor.

Creator Prictor, Marjorie.

ISBN 9780473529864 paperback


Format 118 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 30 cm

Subject England Genealogy.
New Zealand Genealogy.
Pilkington family.
Yates family.

Dewey 929.20993

---

Title Digital campfires : learn, lead, leverage / Jussi Luukkonen.

Creator Luukkonen, Jussi.

ISBN 9780473531003 paperback

Publishing Details Wellington, New Zealand : Jussi Luukkonen Books, [2020]

Format 323 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary "Not so many generations ago, our ancestors sat around a campfire telling their stories. They were able to weave mental imagery vividly into their stories. The flickering light of the campfire evokes those images and stories unfold from generations to generations. They used dance, drawings, their hands and bodies, voice, surprise and suspense to draw people in, make a point, illustrate new ways to do things, and to entertain. Digital Campfires is the use of some of these innate human attributes and narrative techniques, as well as incorporating new tools and techniques to tell better stories, and lead with the mindset of digital age leader. We are only just beginning to appreciate the nuances and integration of digital tools to inform and entertain. Learn how to build a camp, ignite the fire and keep it burning. Digital Campfires is ancient knowledge brought up to date, storytelling on steroids"--https://jussiluukkonen.com/digital-campfires.

Subject Business enterprises Computer networks.
Digital media.
Electronic commerce.
Leadership.

Dewey 302.231
Title: Dot / Kieran E. Scott.
Creator: Scott, Kieran (Kieran Edward)
ISBN: 9780143775324 hardback
Format: 1 volume (unpaged) ; 18 cm.
Summary: "A little book to help anyone (big or small)) take a moment and some nice, deep breaths"--Back cover.
Subject: Anxiety Treatment.
          Breathing exercises Therapeutic use.
          Stress (Psychology) Treatment.
Dewey: 155.9042

Title: Duplicity : secrets of a decadent double-life / Nicky Webber.
Creator: Webber, Nicky.
ISBN: 9780958231480 MOBI
       9780958231497 print-on demand
Format: xii, 301 pages ; 23 cm
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Romance fiction.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: E fiafia tele Losa e siva! / written & illustrated by Sandra Fatu Nu'u.
Creator: Fatu Nu'u, Sandra.
ISBN: 9780473523749 paperback
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Sandra Fatu Nu'u], 2020.
Format: 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Language: Parallel text in Samoan and English.
Summary: 7-year-old Losa loves to dance.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Dance Samoa Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
          Samoans Juvenile fiction.
Dewey: 899.462
Title Earth buildings not requiring specific engineering design.
Creator Standards New Zealand.
ISBN 1776860365
1776860373
9781776860364 print
9781776860371 PDF
Format xvi, 217 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject Earth construction
Dewey 602.18

Title Eden to heaven / Chris W Lee.
Creator Lee, Chris W. (Christopher Walter), 1965-
ISBN 9780473521127 paperback
Publishing Details [Hamilton, New Zealand] : [Chris W Lee], [2020]
Format 621 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "Creator made Adam and Eve to rule the Earth. They walked with God in Paradise, yet chose to wake evil. Death and suffering cursed their world. God no longer visited fallen creatures. Adam and Eve wrote words to Creator for centuries. God remained silent. The first Man and Woman saw their descendants build cities and develop civilization amidst dinosaurs and angels. When death claimed their bodies, their spirits journeyed to the realm of Heaven. Reunited with Creator, they witnessed the divine plan to save billions of mankind from eternal doom"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Religious fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Endless yet never / Martin Edmond.
Creator Edmond, Martin.
ISBN 9780473513856 paperback
Format 72 pages : illustrations ; 18 cm
Subject McCahon, Colin Criticism and interpretation.
Dewey 759.993
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>An energetic life, revisited : an autobiography / Sir Colin Maiden.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Maiden, Colin, 1933-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0473524015 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9780473524012 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>264 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>Colin Maiden was a New Zealand Rhodes Scholar at Oxford in the late 50s, a research engineer in space and defence science in Canada and a leading General Motors engineer and executive in the US. He was subsequently Vice Chancellor of the University of Auckland for 24 years, and professional company director or chair of many companies. The book includes three new chapters--Adapted from back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>College administrators New Zealand Biography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directors of corporations New Zealand Biography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maiden, Colin, 1933-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>378.111092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Escape path lighting : a novel / John Newton.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Newton, John, 1959-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9781776562336 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>183 pages ; 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;When Arthur Bardruin, fugitive poet, washes up on Marigold Ingle's beach, he dares to imagine he may be safe from the gaze of the Continence Police. With Marigold and her parrot, Chuck, he finds sanctuary. But the reach of aesthetic decorum is long. Meanwhile Juanita Diaz, Laconian analyst, has problems with dissolute musician Frank Hortune, who has problems with his mother and a glad eye for Juanita's lover&quot;--Back cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>New Zealand fiction 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Novels in verse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satirical literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>NZ823.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Family trusts : the must-have New Zealand guide / Martin Hawes.
Creator Hawes, Martin, 1952-
ISBN 9780143775300 print
Edition Revised and updated.
Projected Publication Date 2011
Format pages cm
Summary "In 2021, The Trusts Act 2019 comes into force. This is the first major trust law reform in New Zealand in 70 years. Many of the key changes are aimed at making trust law more accessible to both lawyers and the public, strengthening the ability of beneficiaries to hold trustees to account. Anyone involved in a family trust will need to find out about the changes introduced by this new Act. Many will choose to wind up the trust, and those that keep them will need to change how they manage them, so this book is an essential tool"--Publisher information.
Subject Estate planning New Zealand.
Family trusts New Zealand.
Trusts and trustees New Zealand.
Dewey 346.93059

Creator Henderson, Bridie.
ISBN 9781988591155 pbk
Format xiii, 570 pages ; 24 cm
Summary "Family Violence Act and Analysis is a practical, user friendly text containing key family violence legislation, commentary and guidance. It has been developed to meet the needs of busy practitioners, members of the judiciary, government agencies and other parties navigating the Family Violence Act 2018 as a one stop research and practice tool. Family Violence Act and Analysis begins with a practical introduction to family violence law, with an introduction to the context of family violence in New Zealand and an overview of key changes made by the new Act, practice and procedure, and a second section of the introduction on protecting children from violence. The book contains the Family Violence Act 2018 in full text with section based analysis, comparative tables between the old and new legislation, checklists and the Family Court Practice Note pertaining to Domestic Violence as additional resources. The section-based commentary is derived from Brookers Family Law (online loose-leaf service)"--Provided by publisher.
Subject Domestic relations New Zealand.
Family violence Law and legislation New Zealand.
New Zealand. Family Violence Act 2018
Victims of family violence Legal status, laws, etc. New Zealand.
Dewey 362.829280993
Title  Fiordland marine regional pathway management plan.
ISBN  9780909043643 paperback
Publishing Details  [Invercargill, New Zealand] : Environment Southland Regional Council Te Taiao Tonga, [2017]
Format  14 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Fiordland (N.Z.)
         Marine parks and reserves New Zealand Fiordland.
Dewey  354.57099396

Title  A first book of New Zealand backyard bird songs  / Fred van Gessel.
Creator  Gessel, Fred van.
ISBN  1925546411
9781925546415 board book
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 15 x 20 cm
Summary  "Press the relevant sound button to hear a burst of each unique bird song, all common in backyards across New Zealand"--Back cover.
Subject  Birds New Zealand Juvenile literature.
         Birdsongs New Zealand Identification Juvenile literature.
         Sound books.
Dewey  598.0993

Title  Fly! / Nicolene Theunissen.
Creator  Theunissen, Nicolene.
ISBN  9780473532420 paperback
Format  104 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Christian biography.
         Private revelations.
         Theunissen, Nicolene Religion.
Dewey  248.29
Title  The frog and the kokopu / story by June Allen ; illustrations by Polly Whimp.
Creator  Allen, June, 1937-
ISBN  9780473522032 paperback
Format  24 pages : colour illustrations ; 17 x 21 cm.
Summary  Freddy the frog escapes from Ruru the morepork, and finds friendship and safety with Kerrie Kōkopu in the stream.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
         Friendship Juvenile fiction.
         Frogs Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  The fun revolution : Jack's adventures in ideologyland / The Wizard of New Zealand QSM.
Creator  Wizard, 1932-
ISBN  9780473526023 paperback
Publishing Details  [Christchurch : [The Wizard of New Zealand Limited], [2020]
Format  229 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 23 cm
Subject  Civilization, Western Philosophy.
         Cosmology Miscellanea.
         Wizard, 1932-
         Wizard, 1932- Philosophy.
         Wizard, 1932- Political and social views.
Dewey  133.43092

Title  Get momentum : your ultimate guide to create $100k in 100 days without fear, overwhelm and burnout / Penny Elliott.
Creator  Elliott, Penny, (Saleswoman).
ISBN  9780473506360 paperback
         9780473506377 hardback
         9780473506384 kindle
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Penny Elliott Coaching], [2019]
Format  xii, 225 pages ; 21 cm
Subject  Self-actualization (Psychology)
         Selling.
         Success in business.
Dewey  658.85
Title Getting a grip on leadership : how to learn leadership without making all the mistakes yourself! : a practical, proven leadership guide for business owners, managers and employees, volunteer and community leaders, teachers and students, aspiring leaders / Robyn Pearce (New Zealand) and LaVonn Steiner (USA).
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780473464981 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details Pukekohe, New Zealand : GettingAGrip Publishing, [2018]
Format 270 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Leadership.
Dewey 303.34

Title Getting a grip on the paper and email war : managing information in the modern office / Robyn Pearce.
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780473471682 print on demand
9780473471699 eBook
9780473471705 Kindle
9780473471712 PDF Kindle
Format 260 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Office management.
Records Management.
Time management.
Dewey 651.5

Title Getting a grip on time management : tools and tips on how to do goal setting, prioritise, be more efficient and still have work life balance / Robyn Pearce.
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780958246088 pbk. (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details Pukekohe, New Zealand : Getting A Grip Publishing, [2018]
Format 206 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Personal information management.
Time management.
Dewey 650.11
Title  Getting a grip on parenting time : 86 commonsense lessons from the trenches / Robyn Pearce.
Creator Pearce, Robyn.
ISBN 9780958246026 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780958246064 eBook
Format 1 online resource : illustrations 266 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject Parenting New Zealand.
Time management.
Dewey 649.10993

Title  The ghosts on the hill / Bill Nagelkerke ; illustrated by Theo Macdonald.
Creator Nagelkerke, Bill, 1958-
ISBN 9780995123366 paperback
Publishing Details Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : Ahoy!, an imprint of The Cuba Press, [2020]
Format 81 pages : illustrations ; 19 cm
Summary The year is 1884. The place is Lyttelton, a small and bustling harbour town. Elsie is waiting for the fish to bite. She has her reasons for coming down to the waterfront so often, the main one being the memory of the lost boys. She was one of the last to see them alive, and now she is haunted by what happened to them. When the opportunity comes for Elsie to follow in their footsteps over the Bridle Path, and put their ghosts to rest, she doesn't hesitate. ‘I'll be careful,’ she says. But no one knows that the weather is about to change for the worse.”--Publisher information.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Lyttelton (Christchurch, N.Z.) History 19th century Juvenile fiction.
Missing children Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.2

Title  The girl from Revolution Road / Ghazaleh Golbakhsh.
Creator Golbakhsh, Ghazaleh.
ISBN 9781988547398 paperback
Format 240 pages ; 24 cm
Language In English; some words (especially place names and religious festival names) in romanised Persian with parallel Arabic script.
Subject Essays.
Golbakhsh, Ghazaleh Anecdotes.
Iranians New Zealand Anecdotes.
Dewey 993.00495150092
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Give your thoughts life : William Colenso's letters to editors of English language newspapers / compiled by Ian St George.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780987660473 CD-ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 CD-ROM ; 12 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899 Correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missionaries New Zealand Correspondence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 19th century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>993.02092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Hei ō mō Apanui : a visual narrative of lyrical musings / Erena Koopu ; photographs by Erica Sinclair.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Koopu, Erena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>9780995113985 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Gisborne] : [Erena Koopu], [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>55 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 x 21 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Text in Māori and English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;This series of works by Erena encompasses the tribal narratives of Te Whānau a Apanui captured in the lyrical musings of tohunga and renowned Māori composer, Rikirangi Gage&quot;--Publisher's website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Exhibition catalogues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haka (Dance) Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kapa haka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koopu, Erena Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reorua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Te Whānau a Apanui (New Zealand people) Exhibitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waituhi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakaahua.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whakaaturanga toi ataata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewey</td>
<td>759.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  HMNZS Charles Upham / compiled by Gerry Wright.
Creator  Wright, G. C. (Gerald Curtis), 1938-
ISBN  9780473538804 paperback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Gerry Wright], [2020]
Format  xii, 184 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "The Government identified the need for a logistic support ship to provide a sealift for the Army's Ready Reaction Force in the 1978 Defence Review. After a wide search it was decided to purchase the Mercandian Queen II. The ship, renamed Sealift, was delivered to Auckland in March 1995. This book tells the story of that ship"--Back cover.
Subject  Charles Upham (Ship)
          Charles Upham (Ship) History
          New Zealand. Royal New Zealand Navy
Dewey  359.83540993

Title  Household and similar electrical appliances. Safety. Part 2.78, Particular requirements for outdoor barbecues.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776739608 print
       9781776739615 PDF
Format  5 pages ; 30 cm
Dewey  602.18

Title  Household and similar electrical appliances. Safety. Part 2.78, Particular requirements for outdoor barbecues.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776739622 print
       9781776739639 PDF
Format  5, 15 pages : illustration ; 30 cm
Dewey  602.18
Title  I am the universe / Vasanti Unka.
Creator  Unka, Vasanti.
ISBN  9780143773443 hardback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 32 cm
Summary  "It's a starlit journey through space, from glittering galaxies to busy city streets, taking you on a tour around the universe and lead you to a wonderful planet brimming with all kinds of life, including yours"--Publisher information.
Subject  Creative nonfiction.
Earth (Planet) Juvenile literature.
Picture books for children.
Solar system Juvenile literature.
Universe Juvenile literature.
Dewey  523.1

Title  I kind of thought the alpacas were a metaphor until we got there / Kim Fulton.
Creator  Fulton, Kim, 1987-
ISBN  9780473530532 pbk (print-on-demand)
Format  83 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Machine-generated contents note: Play it again, Sam -- Cassio and Desdemona -- A box of Led Zeppelin cassettes -- Physics Department, Avondale College -- Social network -- Grand Central, Hamilton -- Dark Side of the Rainbow -- Flat crawl -- I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world -- I kind of thought the alpacas were a metaphor until we got there -- Shortcut through a churchyard -- What we worried about in the nineties -- If there were no flowers in the Garden of Eden -- On the Road -- Eden Park, Kingsland -- Coastal Pacific Railway -- Back to the Future Day, October 21, 2015 -- The last time I saw him -- Where the cinema used to be -- Park Road, Hamilton -- Cape Foulwind, West Coast -- The last crusade -- Half-asleep on an airport bench, Kuala Lumpur -- At a pub on the outskirts of Dublin -- April in Paris -- Curse of the colonel -- A pirate once -- Maungakiekie -- This is it, Ruahine Range -- The old Presbyterian church, Eketahuna -- Grace Cathedral, San Francisco -- Scotts Landing -- When the planes hit the Twin Towers -- A towering oak, a lingering summer -- Fireworks on a field by the Manawatu River -- Temp work, Bethells Beach -- Salisbury Street -- Raised Presbyterian -- Carpark for rent -- Koshien Stadium, Nishinomiya -- Safeco Field, Seattle -- Playing for keeps, Sausalito -- A campus at night, Palmerston North -- A newsroom after deadline, Westport -- Farewell, My Lovely -- Ko Maungakiekie to maunga -- About the author -- Acknowledgements.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.3
Title  I'm fine for the state I'm in: stories from life's journey / Lyn Falconer (nee Hodgkinson).
Creator  Falconer, Lyn, 1940-
ISBN  9780473533656 paperback
Publishing Details  [Nelson, New Zealand] : [Lyn Falconer], [2020]
Format  250 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour); 22 cm
Subject  Falconer, Lyn, 1940-
  Social workers New Zealand Biography.
Dewey  361.3092

Title  I'm Ralph, I'm Dad: a daughter explores identity, relationship and a gentler dementia / by Dr Glennis Mafi.
Creator  Mafi, Glennis.
ISBN  047351866X
  0473518678 ePUB
  0473518686 Kindle
  9780473518660 Softcover
  9780473518677 ePUB
  9780473518684 Kindle
Format  100 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "A daughter explores identity, relationship and a gentler dementia. Ralph Wood was diagnosed with dementia, and over the ensuing years his daughter, a medical doctor, along with other close family members, walked that journey beside him. Through poems, drawings and brief comments, I'm Ralph, I'm Dad lovingly tells the story. Though this is a personal account, it is a journey that others face, and in the telling you may just find that dementia is not quite as bad as many of us fear. Along with the struggles there can be gentleness, humour, hope, surprises - and even joy. Containing practical and poetic insights, this book can be a companion to you as you follow that pathway with the one you love."--Publisher's website.
Subject  Dementia Patients Care New Zealand.
  Dementia Patients Care.
  Dementia Patients Family relationships.
Dewey  362.19683
Title  Information technology for learning, education and training - learning analytics interoperability. Part 1, Reference model.
Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776860609 print
       9781776860616 PDF
Format  vi, 30 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey  602.18

Title  Into the labyrinth / Isa Pearl Ritchie.
Creator  Ritchie, Isa Pearl, 1984-
ISBN  9780473505479 paperback
Format  193 pages : map ; 21 cm
Summary  "'A sound broke through the usual calm - the same cracking sound I had heard while I was awake!' The fragments Awa Bryant trapped just after she learned she was a long-awaited-for Dreamweaver are terrifyingly close to breaking free – so close that even in the waking world she can hear their efforts to crack their giant glass dome prison. Veila the Dreamcharmer is training her to use her powers, but Awa is impatient, distracted and still struggling with anxiety in her waking life. Yet, the threat grows stronger. She learns from Veila and the Priestess Tree that she must find the mysterious Dreamrealm labyrinth in order to master her powers and learn to alchemise the fragments before they can do more harm. Even with the training and the guidance she's received, can she succeed in her quest and defeat them before the marvellous Dreamrealm is destroyed? "--Back cover.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
       Dreams Juvenile fiction.
       Fantasy fiction.
       Quests (Expeditions) Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Into the unknown : the secret WWI diary of Kiwi Alick Trafford, no 25/469 / Ian Trafford.

Creator  Trafford, Ian.

ISBN  014377512X trade paperback
       9780143775126 trade paperback
       9780143775133 online


Format  347 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm


Summary  "A personal account of WWI from the diaries of a Gisborne farm boy, shaped into a ... narrative by the diarist's grandson 100 years later. Follow Alick as he moves from his last night on the farm in early 1916, through enshiment and training, then off to the battle fields of France and Belgium, occupied Germany and back home. His treasured diaries covered the tedium, the mud, the fear and sorrow, the discomfort, the periods of leave and the letters from those back home. See the war unfold through Alick's eyes and learn about his and his companions' attitudes to the army, to female company, to the enemy soldiers, to the hospitality provided by people under pressure, to the war itself. And after the drama and tragedy of war, comes the return home and the efforts required to make a living while remaining steadfastly silent about the traumas of those terrible years - an unseen fight that continued and affected generations to come"--Publisher information.

Subject  Soldiers New Zealand Diaries.
          Trafford, Alick, Diaries.
          World War, 1914-1918 Personal narratives, New Zealand.

Dewey  940.48193
Title  The isolated illustrator / by Claire Delaney.  
Creator  Delaney, Claire.  
ISBN  9780473526634 paperback  
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 20 cm  
Subject  Delaney, Claire Diaries.  
Loneliness Diaries.  
Loneliness Pictorial works.  
Quarantine Psychological aspects Diaries.  
Dewey  741.6092

Title  Issues behind the news / Robert Howell.  
Creator  Howell, R. H. (Robert Harold)  
ISBN  9780473529260 paperback  
Format  viii, 107 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm  
Subject  Economic policy Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand.  
Environmental policy Moral and ethical aspects New Zealand.  
Investments Environmental aspects New Zealand.  
Dewey  330.993

Title  It happened on Fifth Street : a tale of forgotten heroes / by Robyn R. Pearce.  
Creator  Pearce, Robyn R.  
ISBN  9780473520502 pbk (print-on-demand)  
Format  337 pages ; 22 cm  
Subject  Historical fiction.  
New Zealand fiction 21st century.  
Young adult fiction.  
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  Te kā mai rawa, te ti taihara : Mana whenua cultural values and the Auckland Council resource consent process. summary / Jacob Otter.
Creator  Otter, Jacob.
ISBN  9780995128101 print
Format  22 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Subject  Biculturalism New Zealand.
  Intercultural communication New Zealand.
  Kaupapa.
  Kawa whakaruruhau.
  Kāwanatanga.
  Maori (New Zealand people) Government relations.
  Maori (New Zealand people) Politics and government.
  Māoritanga.
  Natural resources Law and legislation New Zealand.
  Rangahau Māori.

Title  Te kaieke tohora / nā Witi Ihimaera ; nā Tīmoti Kāretu i whakamāori
Creator  Ihimaera, Witi, 1944- 
ISBN  9780143774167 paperback
  9780143774174 ebook
Edition  [Revised edition].
Format  158 pages ; 20 cm
Summary  "Whakamiharo ana tera te tirohanga atu ki a ia, ki te kaieke tohora. I rere atu te wai i a ia, ka hamama tona waha kia taea ai te hau makariri te kupa iho. Ko ana karu e kohara ana i te ahurei. Korekoreko katoa ana te tinana i te rehu taimana. I runga i taua taniwha ano nei he tekoteko paku kua whakairotia, e tino haura ana, e koratarata ana, e tu torotika ana. Ano nei na tona tino kaha, e te ake ana ia i te tohora ki te rangi... Ko Kahutia-te-rangi te kaieke tohora, te tipuna o nga iwi o Te Tai Rawhiti. I haere mai ia i Hawaiki, te kainga o nga Tawhito, ki te tai rawhiti o Aotearoa. No muri mai ko Kahu, te matamua o nga mokopuna tuarua a te whanau. I arohaina ia e ona whanaunga katoa engari ko tera i tino pirangi ia kia aroha atu, kaore i aroha atu — ara, ko tona tipuna tane tuarua.Kua rongo au i a Kui Putiputi e tiwe ana i te hau, 'E Kahu!' I te toia iho au e oku putu. Me tu rawa au ka wetewete. I moumou noa iho te wa ki tenei mahi engari he pai ake tera i te tohora. Riro atu ana nga putu i nga au pioi. Ka titiro ake au. I te kimi au i hea ke ra a Kahu. I hikitia ake au e nga ngaru ka tuku iho ano. Ka tiwaha atu au, 'E Kahu, kaua.' Kua tae ke atu ia ki te tohora, a, e pupuri ana i te kauwae. Mama noa iho te huri mai i te ao purakau ki te ao tuturu, mai i te whakatangi ki te whakakata. Ko tenei pukapuka ko Te Kaieke Tohora ka whakamanaru i te kaipanui ahakoa pehea te pakeke"--Publisher information.
Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Fiction.
  New Zealand fiction 20th century.
  Pakiwaitara.
Dewey  NZ823.2
Title Kamelia Lino Zarka : history-making pilot / David Riley.

Creator Riley, David, 1966 June 28-

ISBN 0995135363
9780995135369 hardcover.


Format 32 pages : color illustrations ; 24 cm.

Summary Kamelia Lino Zarka tracks Kamelia's journey from the Kingdom of Tonga, to the skies of Hawaii. She became the first Tongan female to captain a commercial airline.

Subject Air pilots Tonga Biography Juvenile literature.
Tongans Biography Juvenile literature.
Women air pilots Tonga Biography Juvenile literature.
Zarka, Kamelia Lino Juvenile literature.

Dewey 387.7092

Title The Katikati Town Bypass "If Only" book of poems.

ISBN 9780473495077 paperback
9780473528409 paperback v. 2


Format 2 volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 cm


Subject Highways New Zealand Katikati Poetry.
Katikati (N.Z.) Poetry.
New Zealand poetry 21st century.

Dewey NZ821.00803293422
Title A kind of catharsis : a tale of morality, justice and vengeance / Ann Chapman.
Creator Chapman, Ann, 1946-
ISBN 9780473516338 paperback
Publishing Details [Otaki] : Gallica Print, [2020]
Format 248 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "Brigit's family is devastated when they hear of her sudden death. They disbelieve the scenario painted by her abusive tenant. Working separately, the police and the family try to find the truth and extract justice for Brigit"--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title King Dick and the ballast train / S.F. Darragh.
Creator Darragh, S. F.
Publishing Details Paraparaumu near the Domain : The Stray Waif, MMXV [2015]
Format 8 unnumbered pages : illustrations ; 18 cm
Subject Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
New Zealand poetry 20th century.
Seddon, Richard John, 1845-1906 Poetry.
Dewey NZ821.2

Title Land application of biosolids : Nelson, 21-22 April, 1997 / Hailong Wang and Jean-Michel Carnus.
Format 1 volume (unnumbered pages) : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Proceedings of the technical session ; no. 15
Subject Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand.
Sewage sludge New Zealand.

ISBN 0643059741
9780643059740
Format iv, 244 pages ; 30 cm
Subject Land treatment of wastewater Australia Congresses.
Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand Congresses.
Sewage disposal in the ground Australia Congresses.
Sewage disposal in the ground New Zealand Congresses.
Sewage irrigation Australia Congresses.
Sewage irrigation New Zealand Congresses.
Waste disposal in the ground Australia Congresses.
Waste disposal in the ground New Zealand Congresses.
Dewey 363.7284
Title Lavalava / by Lino Nelisi ; illustrated by Elspeth Alix Batt.
Creator Nelisi, Lino, 1952-
ISBN 9781776635276 online PDF
9781776699940 print
Publishing Source 69994 Ministry of Education Customer Services
Format 8 pages : colour illustrations ; 20 cm.
Series Ready to read (Wellington, N.Z.)
Summary Sofi and her family love wearing their lavalava for different occasions. Shows how each member of Sofi's family uses their lavalava.
Subject Readers (Primary)
Dewey 428.6

Title Leading lady : Eve Poole : a life in the spotlight / Vivienne Allan.
Creator Allan, Vivienne.
ISBN 0995132909 paperback
9780995132900 paperback
Format 408 pages, 20 leaves of plates : colour illustrations ; 23 cm.
Summary "Articulate and intelligent, Eve Poole had a passion for the theatre and the arts. A desire to protect one of Invercargill's cultural icons led her into politics and she was elected as the city's first woman mayor in 1983, joining Cath Tizard who that year broke similar ground in Auckland - the two becoming trailblazers at both ends of the country. Already a member of the QEI Arts Council (later Creative New Zealand), Eve played an active part in encouraging the visual and performing arts across the country. She was equally at home on the stage as an actor and producer and as a member of the NZ Committee on Women. She gained national prominence for her leadership when the 1984 floods ravaged her adopted city and the surrounding region. Vivienne Allan tells the story of her mother's life, beginning with the struggle to find passage out of Germany in the 1930s. When war broke out Eve, still only 17 and living with her family in Tel Aviv, joined the British Army, serving as a driver in Egypt. There she met the New Zealander who was to become her husband and, after discharge, moved to Invercargill to raise their family with him. Eve's practicality, determination and humanity saw her retain the mayoralty for four terms until her untimely death in 1992."--Back cover.
Subject Mayors New Zealand Invercargill Biography.
Poole, Eve, 1924-1992.
Women mayors New Zealand Invercargill Biography.
Dewey 320.854092
Title: Let it go / Rebekah Lipp ; Craig Phillips.
Creator: Lipp, Rebekah, 1977-
ISBN: 9780473516680 paperback
Format: 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Summary: "Encourages children to explore what emotions feel like in their body and find a unique way to release them. Join Aroha and her friends as they navigate their way through four emotions: sadness, anger, shame and fear"--Back cover. Includes teacher notes.
Subject: Children's stories, New Zealand.
          Emotions Juvenile fiction.
          Picture books for children.
          Stories in rhyme.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Letters to a missing woman / Maree Aldridge.
Creator: Aldridge, Maree.
ISBN: 9780473501891 paperback
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : [Maree Aldridge], [2020]
Format: vi, 229 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary: "It started out as an idea about exchanging letters between two characters, the missing and the seeker. It was through images, creating with my hands, journaling, writing poetry and many letters that had become critical ways to carry out my own search for my missing woman. It was to those resources that I turned looking for images of transformation, the metaphors, the howling questions, the discoveries, and the hope. I wanted to create a soulful and intimate conversation. Hence the story acquired its name and its contents were drawn from my own private collection of creative inquiry"--Page 8.
Subject: New Zealand fiction 21st century.
          Parables.
Dewey: NZ823.3

Title: Level 1 commerce custom learning workbook / Anne Dick, Philip Jellyman, Jennie England.
ISBN: 9780947504595
          9781988548982 paperback
Format: 1 volume (various pagings) : illustrations (some colour) ; 26 cm.
Series: Learning workbook
Subject: Study guides.
Dewey: 330.076
Title  Life in a pandemic / editor, Mary Anne Gill.
ISBN 9780473540869 print
Format  49 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
People with disabilities Home care Safety measures New Zealand.
People with disabilities Services for Safety measures New Zealand.
Quarantine New Zealand Safety measures.
Dewey  303.485

Title  A life worth living : (and it's not over yet!) / by George Gallop.
Creator  Gallop, George, 1948-
ISBN 9780473532994 paperback
Publisher Details  [Stratford, New Zealand] : [George and Jocelyn Gallop], [2020]
Format  ix, 274 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  Born in 1948 George Gallop has worked as a welder, a shepherd, a harverster in the timber industry, and as a pest controller. He initially for as a pest controller for the Whangamomona Pest Destruction Board and later for the Taranaki District Council. He has been both an amateur and commercial hunter, he has hunted pigs, deer, ducks, and been involved in the commercial hunting of possums. This is his autobiography.
Subject  Gallop, George, 1948-
Hunters New Zealand Anecdotes.
Hunters New Zealand Biography.
Hunting New Zealand History 20th century.
Men New Zealand Biography.
Pests Control New Zealand Taranaki History 20th century.
Dewey  799.292

Title  The liminal space / Jacquie McRae.
Creator  McRae, Jacquie.
ISBN 9781775506188 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2010
Format  pages cm
Summary  "In a small village, there are whispers in the market square that William is not who he says he is. They say he skinny-dips and talks to trees. He was once a doctor, but now he only prescribes books – for Emily, Marco and James, whose lives have become entangled with his. Emily is in a troubled relationship and has spent most of her life sheltering in the library. James is coming undone as he struggles to live up to his father’s expectations. While Marco, who measures his self-worth by the size of his bank account, has returned to the village with nothing. They have all been thrown into a liminal space and can no longer stay as they are"--Publisher information.
Subject  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey  NZ823.3
Title: A little packet of waifers together with a few odd strays.

Publishing Details: Ōtaki on the Plateau: The Stray Waif, MMXVII [2017]

Format: 1 portfolio (12 sheets (some folded)) : colour illustrations ; 16 x 23 cm.


Subject: Color printing (Printing)
Ephemera.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Keepsakes.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.

Dewey: 686.2

Title: Living in Addison: an investigation into the lived experience of a master planned housing development in Auckland / Alison Reid, Anna Jennings and Rachael Butler.

Creator: Reid, Alison (Alison Anne)

ISBN: 9780995128088 print
9780995128095 PDF


Format: vii, 70 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.


Subject: Cities and towns New Zealand Auckland Growth.
Housing development New Zealand Auckland.
Regional planning New Zealand Auckland.
Takanini (Auckland, N.Z.)

Title: Lobster thermidor : and other stories / Mike Ledingham.

Creator: Ledingham, Mike.

ISBN: 9780473539016 paperback

Publishing Details: [Palmerston North] : [Mike Ledingham], [2020]

Format: ix, 236 pages ; 21 cm


Summary: "Mike Ledingham is a father, grandfather and shrewd observer of life, with little time for the bumptuousness, bullying and the hypocrisy within many religions these days. He is also a not-so-shrewd punter, with a fourth hair-on-the-butt share in an as-yet unraced Tavistock filly, now a four-year-old. In his 60-plus years he's been a farmworker, soldier, small business operator, real estate agent and a reasonably honest labourer. One of eight siblings from working-class Onehunga, Auckland, he has lived and worked throughout New Zealand and Aussie, served up in South East Asia with the New Zealand Army and travelled a goodly portion of the world in what he says was 'a far better time'. His stories reflect his keen
appreciation of the funny side of life, his intolerance of injustices and an occasional tendency
to be downright stubborn. Mike's language is exactly what you'd expect to hear from an
infantry soldier, suffering heat exhaustion in the jungle, and being asked to go out and find
water"--Back cover.

**Subject** Short stories, New Zealand.

**Dewey** NZ823.3

---

**Title** Lockdown! : a drama in respect of the corona virus 2020 : Covid-19 / by Hercules
Booysen.

**Creator** Booysen, Hercules.

**Edition** First edition.


**Format** 53 pages ; 21 cm

**Subject** COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Drama.

**Dewey** NZ822.3

---

**Title** Lockdown : COVID-19 New Zealand / Alex Jeune, Margaret Jeune and Mark Pirie.

**Creator** Jeune, Alex.

**ISBN** 9781869421946


**Format** 23 pages : illustrations ; 15 cm.

**Contents** Coronavirus -- The miracle of life -- The world -- A better place -- Lockdown -- Bubble pop --
Contagion -- Covid mania -- A life -- Judgement call -- Haircuts -- Pukeahu National War
Memorial Park -- Ghostdown walk -- Number 1 -- For the beauty

**Series** ESAW mini series ; 39.

**Subject** New Zealand drama 21st century.

---

**Title** The lockdown diary of Uncle Squirrel & Pūhoi Pete / Ann Garry.

**Creator** Garry, Ann 1957-

**ISBN** 9781988595245 paperback

**Publishing Details** Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand : The Cuba Press, [2020]

**Format** 204 pages : colour illustrations ; 19 cm

**Summary** "During lockdown, Ann Garry posted the daily doings of the two small bears on the Eastbourne
Community Facebook page. They quickly became essential reading, showing the new way of
living and providing a moment to laugh or reflect. Gathered into a book, the stories stand as a
reminder of a strange and uncertain time"--Back cover.

**Subject** COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention Fiction.

**Dewey** NZ823.3
Title  Lockdown letterpress, or, Printing in a time of pandemic : being a small collection of writings by divers hands gathered together as a sourvenir of turbulent times.

Publishing Details  Ōtaki : Printed by the Stray Waif, MMXX [2020]
Format  1 portfolio (8 sheets) : colour illustrations ; 32 x 23 cm
Contents  A lockdown letterpress extra -- Lockdown letterpress -- Pandmeic / Lynn Ungar -- And the people stayed home / Kitty O'Meara -- Small kindnesses / by Danusha Laméris -- Time in the tomb / Mary Woods -- Be kind whenever possible. It is always possible / Dalai Lama -- Don't pandemic just keep on being kind.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Poetry.
Color printing (Printing)
English poetry 21st century.
Ephemera.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Poems.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.

Dewey  821.92

---

Title  Locked in lies / Meredith Reece.
Creator  Reece Meredith.
ISBN  9780473516703 paperback (print-on-demand)
6710 epub
9780473516727 kindle

Publishing Details  Te Puke, New Zealand : Tales from the teacup publishing, [2020]
Format  386 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm
Summary  "Locked in Lies is the second of three in the Lockheart Mysteries series. When Chloe Spencer’s happily-ever-after hits the fan, she has two choices: stay at home and cry herself senseless, or, travel to London alone to find the woman in an old photograph - a woman who looks just like her. Avoiding a new relationship, and racing to fulfil her mother’s dying wish, Chloe must decide how far she’s prepared to go, to make her mother happy. Living a lie can break you... In 1969, sixteen year old Marta Ingles has one wish: to be as glamorous as her mother. But when a team of Auckland cricket players come to stay, will Play-boy-Pete win Marta's heart -or leave her reputation in ruins? Masterton's rumour-mill is as slick as a sheep-shearer's hands, and the Ingles family must make their escape. But can time and distance really mend Marta's heart and keep her secrets locked in the past forever? Decades apart, yet destined to cross paths, can Chloe and Marta find the happiness they long for? The second book in the series, LOCKED IN LIES, spans the distance between New Zealand and Great Britain, and tells the story of two women as they each battle with love, loss, and the lies they tell themselves and others"--Back cover.

Subject  Family secrets Juvenile fiction.
Historical fiction.
Young adult fiction, New Zealand.
Young adult fiction.
Young women Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title: A long ride from Johnsonville / Roy Kellahan.

Creator: Kellahan, Roy.

ISBN: 9780473507022 paperback


Publishing Source: Roy Kellahan and Marguerite Smith, beam25@icloud.com

Format: 318 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 27 cm

Subject: Businessmen New Zealand Ohariu Anecdotes.
Horse industry New Zealand Ohariu Anecdotes.
Horse trainers New Zealand Ohariu Anecdotes.
Horsemanship New Zealand Ohariu Anecdotes.
Kellahan, Roy Anecdotes.

Dewey: 798.2092

---

Title: The lost one : a Russian legacy / Penelope Haines.

Creator: Haines, Penelope, 1952-

ISBN: 1508760306 2015 version
9780473516598 paperback (print-on-demand)
9781508760306 2015 version

Publishing Details: [Otaki] : [Ithaca Publishing], [2020]

Format: 384 pages ; 23 cm

Subject: "Spanning three generations, The Lost One begins during the Russian Revolution, as Kyril Komarov flees Moscow - entrusted with keeping two of the imperial family's priceless Fabergé Easter eggs from being lost forever. Balanced between the past and the present, The Lost One is a romantic family saga focusing on the lives of Kyril's three female descendants: Marguerite, a refugee, Tamara, a young woman with a terrible secret, and Purdie, an orphan seeking answers about her unknown heritage. History, intrigue and priceless hidden treasure - an internationally set story unfolding one family's legacy and one woman's discovery of her identity"--Back cover.

Historical fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.

Dewey: NZ823.3
German Presence in New Zealand / James N. Bade.

**Summary**

"Essays on the life and times of Dr Ludwig Haas (1875-1930), German Reichstag member in the Weimar Republic and leader of the left-liberal German Democratic Party, whose son Karl left Germany in 1933 and settled in New Zealand. Translated from the German with additional text, including a new chapter on the life of Karl Haas (1909-1992)"--Publisher information.

**Subject**

Germany Politics and government 20th century.
Haas, Ludwig, 1875-1930.
Jews Germany Biography.
Politicians Germany Biography.

**Dewey**

324.2092

---

The MacGregor's heir / Meri-Jayne Christopher.

**Creator**

Christopher, Meri-Jayne.

**ISBN**

9780473529369 paperback

**Publishing Details**

[Oamaru] : [Meri-Jayne Christopher], [2020]

**Format**

218 pages ; 21 cm

**Summary**

"A Scottish Romance"--cover. "Ripped from her childhood home and forced to marry the cruel son of her captor, Isabel Macree's life is turned upside down when she finds she is the illegitimate daughter of the recently deceased Laird MacGregor. Finding love in the most forbidden of places, Isabel must play her part to survive the wrath of her psychotic husband and turn the tides of her new life in Castle Coalchurin. But will it be enough? Can Isabel prove herself, let alone survive? And will her new love be her saviour, or her destruction?"--Back cover.

**Subject**

Historical fiction.

New Zealand fiction 21st century.

**Dewey**

NZ823.3

---

Magicians in the golden age of New Zealand vaudeville. The third decade: 1920-1929 / Bernard Reid.

**Creator**

Reid, Bernard, 1941-

**ISBN**

9780473523114 paperback (print-on-demand)

9780473523121 hardback (print-on-demand)

**Publishing Details**


**Format**

188 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm

**Subject**

Magicians New Zealand History.

Vaudeville New Zealand History.

**Dewey**

792.7
Title Marti Friedlander : portraits of the artists / Leonard Bell.
Creator Friedlander, Marti.
ISBN 9781869409173 hardback
Format 336 pages : illustrations ; 31 cm
Summary For fifty years, Marti Friedlander (1928-2016) was one of New Zealand's most important photographers, her work singled out for praise and recognition here and around the world. Friedlander's powerful pictures chronicled the country's social and cultural life from the 1960s into the twenty-first century. From painters to potters, film makers to novelists, actors to musicians, Marti Friedlander was always deeply engaged with New Zealand's creative talent. This book, published to coincide with an exhibition at the National Portrait Gallery in Wellington, brings together those extraordinary people and photographs: Rita Angus and Ralph Hotere, C. K. Stead and Maurice Gee, Neil Finn and Kapka Kassabova, Ans Westra and Kiri Te Kanawa, and many many more. Marti Friedlander: Portraits of the Artists chronicles the changing face of the arts in New Zealand while also addressing a central theme in Marti Friedlander's photography. Featuring more than 250 photographs, many never previously published, the book is an illuminating chronicle of the cultural life of Aotearoa New Zealand.
Subject Artists New Zealand Portraits.
Friedlander, Marti.
Portrait photography New Zealand.
Dewey 779.2092

Title Mate act now : a protest for the digital generation.
ISBN 9783161484100 print
Format xiii, 115 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 21 cm
Subject New Zealand Politics and government 21st century Humor.
New Zealand Social life and customs 21st century Humor.
Political activists New Zealand Exhibitions.
Political satire, New Zealand.
Posters New Zealand 21st century Exhibitions.
Dewey 769.5
Title  Mathematics and statistics 2018 : key findings / Educational Assessment Research Unit and New Zealand Council for Educational Research.
ISBN  9781927286487 Print
       9781927286494 Online
Format  62 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  NMSSA report ; 19.
Subject  Mathematics Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand Evaluation.
         Statistics Study and teaching (Primary) New Zealand Evaluation.

Title  Military service tribunals and boards in the Great War : determining the fate of Britain's and New Zealand's conscripts / David Littlewood.
Creator  Littlewood, David, 1984-
ISBN  1138206601 hardback alkaline paper
       1315464497 electronic book
       9781138206601 hardback alkaline paper
       9781315464497 electronic book
Format  xiii, 184 pages ; 25 cm.
Contents  Setting the boundaries -- Judges and juries -- Willing and able to go? -- Autonomy or compliance? -- Army first? -- Those troublesome few -- Work or fight?
Series  Routledge studies in First World War history
Subject  Conscientious objection History 20th century.
         Courts-martial and courts of inquiry Great Britain History 20th century.
         Courts-martial and courts of inquiry New Zealand History 20th century.
         Draft Law and legislation Great Britain History 20th century.
         Draft Law and legislation New Zealand History 20th century.
         Military courts Great Britain History 20th century.
         Military courts New Zealand History 20th century.
         World War, 1914-1918.
Dewey  343.41/0122
Title Mommy can't feed the baby? / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Darvin Cortes.

Creator Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN 9780473498788 paperback
Format 38 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary "Hannah has discovered that Mom can't feed the baby. Who can help?"--Back cover. Includes information for mothers.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Infants Nutrition Juvenile fiction.
Mothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick parents Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3

Title A monitoring strategy for Bay of Plenty estuarine wetlands / Neil Fitzgerald, Robbie Price, Scott Bartlam, Bev Clarkson (Manaaki Whenua - Landcare Research).

Creator Fitzgerald, N. B.
Publishing Details [Whakatane, New Zealand] : [Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Toi Moana], [2019]
Format vi, 45 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Salt marsh ecology New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region).
Wetlands Monitoring New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region).
Dewey 577.69099342

Title A month of Sundays : a diary of life in lockdown during the COVID-19 pandemic / Wendy A. Armstrong.

Creator Armstrong, Wendy A.
Format 179 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject Armstrong, Wendy A. Diaries.
COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand.
Diaries.
Women New Zealand Diaries.
Dewey 362.1962414
Title More / Andrew Harris.
Creator Harris, Andrew, 1957-
ISBN 9780473491802 paperback (print-on-demand)
Format 472 pages ; 23 cm
Summary "More food will be produced in the next fifty years than all the food consumed throughout our history. It will create enormous wealth for the food industry and turn diabetes into the biggest killer disease on earth. But how will we feed a population explosion without destroying our precious planet? When will we rid ourselves of our addiction to the consumer age and be truly happy again? One man has the answer. He will eradicate obesity, diabetes and the plague of greed. He will restore true humanitarian values and reverse the threat of climate change to save the planet. But not before he wipes out the nine billion people living on it. Hannah and Lawrence's latest adventure will bring you face to face with pure evil"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Thrillers (Fiction)
Dewey NZ823.3

Title Māori made fun : 200+ puzzles and games to boost your reo / Scotty and Stacey Morrison.
Creator Morrison, Scotty.
ISBN 9780143775294 paperback
Format 272 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents Kimi kupu = Wordfinds -- Pāngarau ehara-i-te-pāngarau = The not-really-maths section -- E 4 ngā pikitia, kotahi te kupu = 4 pictures, 1 word -- Kia atamai = Brain teasers -- Kaurukuhia = Colouring-in activities -- Pangakupu = Crosswords -- Pangakupu pāngarau = Maths crosswords -- Take pūtea = Money matters -- Panga name = Number puzzles -- Te pūreta ngaro = Missing letter -- Pere huarite = Rhyming riddles -- Kupu nanu = Word mix-uo -- Ngā whakatau = Answers.
Summary "Māori Made Fun contains over 200 word games, puzzles and activities – a jam-packed box of te reo tricks for everyone. Whether you’re already a confident speaker of Māori or just getting started, use te reo Māori every day or almost never, have one hour spare or only one minute, this is the book for you. Featuring: crosswords and wordfinds; word searches; rhyming riddles; visual puzzles; colouring-in activities; word matches; code crackers. . . and much more!"--Publisher information.
Subject Maori language Composition and exercises.
Maori language Self-instruction.
Matareo.
Panga.
Puzzles and games.
Rauemi.
Reo Māori.
Whakaora reo.
Dewey 499.44207
Title Mātātā : New Zealand Fernbird / Peter Coburn.
Creator Coburn, Peter, 1951-
ISBN 0995129282 paperback
9780995129283 paperback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm
Summary "Peter Coburn offers a rare glimpse into the world of this lesser-known species. His photography captures the character of the inquisitive birds in their natural habitat."--Publisher.
Subject Fernbird New Zealand Pictorial works.
Kōtātā.
Dewey 598.8480993

Title Māui and the secret of fire / retold by Donovan Bixley ; advised and translated by Dr Darryn Joseph and Keti Opai.
Creator Bixley, Donovan.
ISBN 1988516927 paperback
9781988516929 paperback
9781988516936 hardback
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 29 cm
Language In English with some Māori words.
Summary "Re-tells the story of how Māui captured the secret of fire"--Publisher's website.
Subject Folk tales.
Mahuika.
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Māui.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Pūrākau.
Dewey 398.20899442

Title Māui me te ahi a Mahuika / he mea kōrero anō nā Donovan Bixley ; he mea whakamāorī e Darryn Joseph rāua ko Keri Opai.
Creator Bixley, Donovan.
ISBN 9781988516943 uhi ngohe
9781988516950 uhi mārō
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 22 x 29 cm
Summary "Re-tells the story of how Māui captured the secret of fire"--Publisher's website.
Subject Folk tales.
Mahuika.
Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
Māui.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Pūrākau.
Dewey 398.20899442
Title  My mama / Annemarie van Haeringen ; translated by Bill Nagelkerke.
Creator  Haeringen, Annemarie van.
ISBN  177657267X hardback
       1776572688 paperback
       9781776572670 hardback
       9781776572687 paperback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 29 cm
Summary  "I've known my mama for such a long time. For my whole life, actually. My mama loves playing
         with me and my cars. I like that, as long as mama tidies up the cars afterwards. I'm good at
         hiding. No one can find me, not even my mama ... and then suddenly I shout, PEEKABOO! My
         mama's scared to death! I laugh and laugh. At night, my mama shakes the stars off my pants. I
         give her a big hug and say. Goodnight stars, see you tomorrow!"--Publisher's website.
Subject  Elephants Juvenile fiction.
         Mother and child Juvenile fiction.
         Picture books for children.
         Picture books.
Dewey  839.3137

Title  My name is George : this is my story / George A. Borthwick (QSM).
Creator  Borthwick, George A. 1946-.
ISBN  9780473531492 paperback
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : George Borthwick, [2020]
Format  103 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Subject  Anglo-Indians India Biography.
         Anglo-Indians New Zealand Biography.
         Autobiographies.
         Borthwick, George A. 1946-
Dewey  305.891411093
Title My nutrition mentor / Liv Kennedy.
Creator Kennedy, Liv.
ISBN 9780473535599 paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Liv Kennedy, [2020]
Format 423 pages ; 23 cm
Subject Diet.
           Nutrition.
Dewey 613.2

Title Navigating the stars : Māori creation myths / Witi Ihimaera.
Creator Ihimaera, Witi.
ISBN 9780143774990 print
       9780143775003 online
Projected Publication Date 2010
Format pages cm
Summary "Ihimaera traces the history of the Maori people through their creation myths. He follows Tawhaki up the vines into the firmament, Hine-titama down into the land of the dead, Maui to the ends of the earth, and the giants and turehu who sailed across the ocean to our shores ... From Hawaiki to Aotearoa, the ancient navigators brought their myths, while looking to the stars - bright with gods, ancestors and stories - to guide the way"--Publisher information.
Subject Folk tales.
           Kōrero nehe.
           Maori (New Zealand people) Folklore.
           Pūrākau.
           Tales New Zealand.
Dewey 398.208999442

Creator Carnus, Jean-Michel.
Format 1 volume (various pagings) ; illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series Field tour notes ; Technical session no. 15
Subject Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand Nelson.
Title New Zealanders : the field guide / Tom Sainsbury.
Creator Sainsbury, Thomas, 1982-
ISBN 9781775491996 ebook
9781775541684 paperback
Projected Publication Date 2011
Format pages cm
Summary "A guide to the weird and wonderful inhabitants of New Zealand, and the places you'll find them. After years of mimicking celebrities and Kiwi stereotypes on social media, comedian Tom Sainsbury has compiled all his favourite character types into a book. His array of Kiwi heroes includes the useless Farmhand who is forever jack-knifing the trailer, the Martyr Mother who constantly guilt-trips her children, and the Officious New Zealander who loves narking on his office co-workers for the mildest of misdemeanours. All these descriptions are lovingly collated into a concise, easy-to-use field guide that'll give you an in-depth insight into the people of Aotearoa."--Publisher information.
Subject Stereotypes (Social psychology) New Zealand Humor.
Dewey NZ828.302

Title Nine lives / Donovan Bixley.
Creator Bixley, Donovan.
ISBN 198851696X (paperback)
9781988516967 paperback
Format 119 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm.
Summary "Has Claude really lost all his 9 lives? Will cats and dogs ever live in peace again? Find out how it all ends in this explosive series finale. It’s the final countdown to blast off! Can cats and dogs work together to stop Alf Alpha and his army rising from the ashes of defeat? And will the traitorous Major Tom finally get his comeuppance?"--Provided by publisher.
Subject Action and adventure fiction.
Air pilots Juvenile fiction.
Animal fiction.
Cats Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Dogs Juvenile fiction.
Imaginary wars and battles Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Not that I'd kiss a girl : a Kiwi girl's tale of coming out and coming of age / Lil O'Brien.
Creator  O'Brien, Lil.
ISBN  198854758X paperback
9781988547589 paperback
Format  344 pages ; 24 cm
Summary  "Lil O'Brien accidentally outed herself to her parents at the age of 19 when they overhead her talking to a friend about liking girls. Half an hour later she found herself on the side of the road, with instructions to come back and pick up her suitcase the next day. What follows is a heartbreaking yet hugely funny story of a young Kiwi girl - the deputy head girl from a posh private school in Christchurch - coming to grips with her sexuality and trying to reconcile who she is against the stark disapproval from her parents. Bit by bit, Lil finds the inner strength to pull herself into an entirely new world. Along the way she gets called out for looking too straight in a gay bar, falls in lust over a knotted football shoelace, and tries to date four women at once, unsuccessfully. Lil's story is an insightful and honest look at how the hell you figure out you're gay, or bi, or whatever, and an essential read for anyone who has had to fight for who they are and what they believe in"--Back cover.
Subject  Autobiographies.
Lesbians Family relationships New Zealand.
Lesbians New Zealand Biography.
O'Brien, Lil.
Dewey  306.7663 OBR

Title  O fea e nofo ai Samasoni? / written by Sandra Fatu Nu'u.
Creator  Fatu Nu'u, Sandra.
ISBN  9780473523244 paperback
Publishing Details  [ Auckland] : [Sandra Fatu Nu'u], 2020.
Format  7 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Language  Parallel text in English and Samoan.
Summary  3 year-old Samson likes to "live" in lots of strange places.
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Play Samoa Juvenile fiction.
Samoans Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  899.462
Title O Fili le tama malosi! / written by Sandra Fatu Nu'u.
Creator Fatu Nu'u, Sandra.
ISBN 9780473523756 paperback
Publishing Details [Auckland] : [Sandra Fatu Nu'u], 2020.
Format 9 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Language Parallel text in English and Samoan.
Summary Fili is a 5 year-old boy. He is strong and cares for his family.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Samoans Juvenile fiction.
Dewey 899.942

Title One distant summer / Serena Clarke.
Creator Clarke, Serena, 1970-
ISBN 9780473366261 pbk (print-on-demand)
Publishing Source www.serenaclarke.com
Format 303 pages ; 22 cm
Summary "Jacinda Prescott spent one life-changing summer in Sweet Breeze Bay, New Zealand, and left disaster in her wake. Since then, she’s thrown herself into her music career, and her life in LA. But when the price of fame threatens to become more than she’s willing to pay, the distant bay calls her back. Liam Ward walked away from everything he knew after the death of his talented brother, the guy Jacinda loved and lost. When he finally returns to the bay, looking for closure, she’s the last person he expects to find—and the last woman he should fall for"—Publisher information.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction
Dewey NZ823.3

Title One family's journey / by Bob Fox ; with the vast assistance of his aunt, Ellen Martha Trembath (1913-1996) whose 'Meanderings' tell a first-person tale of 83 years of a tumultuous 20th century.
Creator Fox, Bob (Public relations consultant).
ISBN 9780473480691 paperback
Publishing Details [Upper Hutt, New Zealand] : [Bob Fox], [2020]
Format 277 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 x 31 cm
Subject Fox, Bob (Public relations consultant)
Fox, Bob (Public relations consultant) Family.
Journalists New Zealand Biography.
New Zealand Genealogy.
Newspaper editors New Zealand Biography.
Dewey 070.92
Title One rich family : hope in troubled times / Gwenda Smithies.
Creator Smithies, Gwenda.
ISBN 9780473531362 paperback
Publishing Details [Christchurch, New Zealand] : Jubilee Acres Publishing New Zealand, [2020]
Format 124 pages ; 21 cm
Subject Christian life Anecdotes.
            Christians New Zealand Anecdotes.
            Mothers Religious life Anecdotes.
            Smithies, Gwenda Anecdotes.
            Smithies, Gwenda Family Anecdotes.
Dewey 270.092

Title Pandemic poetry : across the fence / Robinne Weiss.
Creator Weiss, Robinne, 1970-
ISBN 9780473530747 paperback (print-on-demand)
Format 52 unnumbered pages ; 21 cm
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Poetry.
            New Zealand poetry 21st century.
            Quarantine Poetry.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Pansies are purple : philosophies for life / Debbie Newman.
Creator Newman, Debbie, 1957-
ISBN 9780473498375 softcover (print-on-demand)
          9780473498382 Kindle
Format 141 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Conduct of life.
Dewey 158.1
Title The perfection of snails : a collection of award-winning short stories / Linley Jones.
Creator Jones, Linley, 1940-
ISBN 9780473541231 paperback
Projected Publication Date 2009
Format pages cm
Summary "Covers a wide range of human emotions and conditions. From the love of family when coping with the joys and despairs of an autistic child; making difficult decisions about ageing parents; managing serious health issues; and dealing with the endless cruel effects of war on a family; to the unexpected kindness met by a homeless man; and the anguish of revisiting the old family home"--Publisher information.
Subject Short stories, New Zealand.
Dewey NZ823.2

Title Planning for 2019/20 : we're on track, we're making progress, we're excited, we're here for you.
Creator Masterton District (N.Z.). District Council.
Publishing Details Masterton : Masterton District Council, Te Kaunihera ā-Rohe o Whakaoriori, [2019]
Format 1 sheet : colour illustrations ; 42 x 60 cm, folded to 22 x 30 cm
Subject Masterton District (N.Z.) Politics and government.
Masterton District (N.Z.). District Council

Title A poraka rāua ko kōkopu / he pūrākau nā June Allen ; whakamāoritanga nā Te Haumihiai Mason ; ngā pikitia nā Polly Whimp.
Creator Allen, June, 1937-
ISBN 9780473520823 paperback
Format 24 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm.
Summary A frog escapes from a morepork, and finds friendship and safety with a kōkopu in the stream.
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Friendship Juvenile fiction.
Frogs Juvenile fiction.
Kōrero ō mā ngā tamariki.
Pakiwaitara.
Picture books for children.
Pukapuka whakaahua.
Whanaungatanga.
Dewey 899.99442
Title  Precious : a collection of poems / Anna Soppet.
Creator  Soppet, Anna.
ISBN  9780473527389 pbk.
Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Anna Soppet, [2020]
Format  82 pages : colour illustrations ; 23 cm
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.3

Creator  Langridge, R. M. (Robert Max)
ISBN  9781999010033 print
9781999010040 online
Publishing Details  [Lower Hutt] : GNS Science, Te Pū Ao, [2019]
Format  vi, 50 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  GNS Science miscellaneous serie ; 131.
Subject  Earth movements New Zealand Kaikoura Measurement.
Paleoseimology Research New Zealand Kaikoura.

Title  Prisoner / Karla Rose.
Creator  Rose, Karla (Karla Maree).
ISBN  9780473526573 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473526580 EPUB
9781794123083 KDP
Publishing Details  [Te Awamutu, New Zealand] : [Karla Rose], [2020]
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Fantasy fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Romance fiction.
Links  https://www.amazon.in/Prisoner-Fenrir-Book-Karla-Rose-ebook/dp/B089788GK6
**Title**  
Report of the Government Inquiry into Operation Burnham and related matters / Sir Terence Arnold (KNZM QC, Chair); Sir Geoffrey Palmer (KCMG AC QC PC, Member); Anna Wilson-Farrell (Manager Secretariat); Kristy McDonald (ONZM QC), Andru Isac (QC) Counsel Assisting.

**Creator**  
Arnold, Terence.

**ISBN**  
9780473528164 hardcover  
9780473528171 PDF

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington]: [Department of Internal Affairs], 2020.

**Format**  
397 pages ; 30 cm

**Subject**  
Civilian war casualties Afghanistan Bāmyān.  
Military offenses Investigation Afghanistan Bāmyān.  
New Zealand. Army. Special Air Service  
New Zealand. Defence Force  
War crimes investigation Afghanistan Bāmyān.

**Dewey**  
363.2593809581

---

**Title**  
The revenge of the tooth fairy / James Norcliffe ; illustrations by Emily Walker.

**Creator**  
Norcliffe, James, 1946-

**ISBN**  
9780143773825 paperback  
9780143773832 online

**Publishing Details**  

**Format**  
270 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm.

**Summary**  
"When Mallory and her sidekick Arthur kidnap the tooth fairy, they get more than they bargained for in this sparkling fantasy adventure novel for children. Mallory is a nasty piece of work. Her one friend is Arthur, who only puts up with her because he has no one else. When Mallory loses a tooth, she comes up with an evil idea to capture and blackmail the tooth fairy for an endless supply of money. But it's never a good idea to meddle with a magical creature, and Mallory and Arthur are about to find out just how bad it can get"--Publisher information.

**Subject**  
Action and adventure fiction.  
Children's stories, New Zealand.  
Fantasy fiction.  
Tooth Fairy (Legendary character) Juvenile fiction.  
Tooth Fairy (Legendary character) Kidnapping Juvenile fiction.

**Dewey**  
NZ823.2
Title Review of faecal indicator bacteria contaminant loads : Kaiate Stream, Tauranga Harbour catchment / prepared by: Neale Hudson.
Creator Hudson, Neale.
Format 57 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject Bacterial pollution of water New Zealand Kaiate Steam.
Escherichia coli New Zealand Kaiate Steam.
Water quality New Zealand Kaiate Steam.
Dewey 363.739463099342

Title The rise of Taruna / Gillian Ross (nee Wilkie).
Creator Ross, Gillian (Author).
ISBN 9780473528089 paperback
Format 18 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary "The rise of 'Taruna' at 283 Kennedy's Bush Road, Halswell, Christchurch in the year 1956. This story written about the building of a soil cement house in 1956 by the Wilkie family for the Wilkie family, is for all of our descendants and their families."
Subject Earth houses New Zealand Christchurch.
Wilkey family.
Wilkie, David Reid, 1914- Family.
Wilkie, Win Family.
Dewey 929.20993

Title Ritual demise / Sally Rigby.
Creator Rigby, Sally.
ISBN 9780995123458 paperback
Format iii, 272 pages ; 21 cm
Summary "The once tranquil woods in a picturesque part of Lenchester have become the bloody stage to a series of ritualistic murders. With no suspects, Detective Chief Inspector Whitney Walker is once again forced to call on the services of forensic psychologist Dr Georgina Cavendish. But this murderer isn't like any they've faced before. The murders are highly elaborate, but different in their own way, and with the clock ticking, they need to get inside the killer's head before it's too late"--Back cover.
Subject Detective and mystery fiction.
New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  River water quality state and trends in the Bay of Plenty to 2018. Part A / prepared by Keith Hamill, James Dare, James Gladwin ; prepared for Bay of Plenty Regional Council.
Creator  Hamill, Keith.
Format  1 volume (various pagings) : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Environmental monitoring New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Statistics.
Stream conservation New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region).
Water quality New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Evaluation.
Water quality New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Measurement.
Dewey  363.7394099342

Title  Rivers that shaped my life : an old man remembers / Dennis Hills.
Creator  Hills, D. A. (Dennis Ashley), 1936-
ISBN  9780473531546 paperback
Publishing Details  Christchurch, NZ : DA Hills, [2020]
Format  viii, 123 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Subject  Hills, D. A. (Dennis Ashley), 1936-
Men New Zealand Canterbury Biography.
Rivers New Zealand Canterbury.
Dewey  920.71

Title  Rules of golf : a handy fast guide to golf rules 2019 / Team Golfwell.
ISBN  9780473478735 Amazon paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473534936 Ingramspark paperback (print-on-demand)
Publishing Details  [Napier] : Pacific Trust Holdings NZ Ltd., 2019
Format  xvi, 49 pages ; 23 cm
Subject  Golf Rules.
Dewey  796.35202022

Title  Runners in black : the early years / Christopher P Tobin.
Creator  Tobin, Christopher.
ISBN  9780473511968 paperback
Format  226 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
Summary  "For a period after 1960 New Zealand became known around the world as the tiny country which produced middle and long distance running stars. But what went before this time? Who were the predecessors of Olympic champions Murray Halberg, Peter Snell and John Walker? Did the running tradition just begin with these men and the famous coach Arthur Lydiard? Uncovering much new material this book explains competitive running began seriously in New Zealand not long after the first European settlers arrived. Nu by The first leading runners in the colony were professionals. Only in the early 20th century with the steady rise of the Olympic Games did amateur runners come to the forefront as a crackdown on gambling ended the professionals' dominance. By the late 1920s and early 1930s the best runners in the country were amateurs with the biggest star of them all being England-domiciled Jack Lovelock. In 1936 the medical student attained possibly New Zealand's greatest sporting feat up to that time winning the 1500m at the Olympic Games in Germany with a world record run he called "an artistic reaction." His success and that of others through the 1930s, Billy Savidan, Pat Boot and Cecil Matthews, truly began the country's running tradition and gave middle and long distance running a prestige value in the country not matched until the great champions of the
1960s"--Back cover.

Subject  Runners (Sports) New Zealand History 19th century.
         Runners (Sports) New Zealand History 20th century.
         Running New Zealand History 19th century.
         Running New Zealand History 20th century.

Dewey  796.420922

Title  Safety of transformers, reactors, power supply units and combinations thereof. Part 1, General requirements and tests (IEC 61558-1 ED 3, MOD).

Creator  Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN  9781776736010 print
       9781776736027 PDF
Format  11 pages ; 30 cm
Dewey  602.18

Title  Sauni mo le aoga! / written by Sandra Fatu Nu'u.
Creator  Fatu Nu'u, Sandra.
ISBN  9780473522339 paperback
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : [Sandra Fatu Nu'u], 2020.
Format  8 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm.
Language  Parallel text in Samoan and English.
Summary  Fili struggles in the morning to make it to school on time.
Subject  Morning Juvenile fiction.
         Samoans Juvenile fiction.
         School day Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  899.462

Title  The savage coloniser book / Tusiata Avia.
Creator  Avia, Tusiata, 1966-
ISBN  9781776564095 print
Format  96 pages ; 21 cm
Contents  Savage Coloniser Pantoum -- 250th anniversary of James Cook's arrival in New Zealand --
         Listening to Tame -- Jacinda Ardern goes to the Pacific Forum in Tuvalu and my family
         colonises her house -- Burnt Australia fair -- The Pacific solution -- Fucking St. Barbara (i) --
         Fucking St. Barbara (ii) -- Poly kidz r coming -- Martin Luther King Day -- BLM -- Massacre --
         Man in the wheelchair -- White power -- We talk about sex poems -- I am in hospital after
         another seizure -- Ma'i maliu (i) -- Ma'i maliu (ii) -- Every seizure a dating opportunity --
         Environmental sex -- Digital sex -- Jason -- Tyrone -- Yeah, he's violent -- Jealousy (i) --
         Jealousy (ii) -- FafSwag Spell (i) -- FafSwag Spell (ii) -- FafSwag Spell (iii) -- Blacking out the
         Va (i) -- Blacking out the Va (ii) -- Blacking out the Va (iii) -- Covid in the time of
         Primeminiscinda -- How to get an abortion -- Prayer -- Not horror porn -- Race riot -- Ten
         Eighty -- Unity (ii) -- How to be in a room full of white people -- Some notes for critics.
Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey  NZ821.3
Title  Saving our skins : atmospheric reflections from a lauder stargazer / Richard McKenzie.
Creator  McKenzie, Richard L.
ISBN  9780473533298 paperback
  9798634069511 paperback black and white version (print-on-demand) Amazon
  9798634738987 paperback colour version (print-on-demand) Amazon
Publishing Details  [Alexandra, New Zealand] : Richard McKenzie (Tophouse Ltd) and Otago Daily Times Print, [2020]
Format  iii, 222 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary  "An insider's account of the most successful international environmental action ever undertaken: the Montreal Protocol on Protection of the Ozone Layer. Richard McKenzie's career in ozone research began years before the discovery of the Antarctic ozone hole and continues to the present day. McKenzie brings a first-hand experience to the story through his research and involvement in scientific and environmental assessments of ozone depletion. Saving our Skins is the story of how McKenzie and his colleagues at New Zealand's National Institute of Water & Atmospheric Research in Lauder - a research laboratory housed on a sheep and cattle station at the bottom of the country - helped ensure the success of the Montreal Protocol. McKenzie's story plays out against a backdrop of an ever-increasing threat from climate change and its interactions with the ozone story. This book - authoritative on the science, but accessible to the layman - intertwines the scientific story behind the Protocol with the author's personal experiences in a career that spans four decades, stretching from the hallowed corridors of Oxford University to an isolated rural community where the locals refer to the scientists as "stargazers". The book's title plays on the dual problem of ozone depletion - which leads to dramatic increases in ultra-violet radiation that causes skin cancer - and climate change, which poses an existential threat to humanity. Both serve to remind us of the fragility of our thin skin of atmosphere. Ultimately, McKenzie shows that with foresight and global cooperation, difficult problems in science can be solved. As world leaders grasp for solutions to the climate change threat, this book suggests they might find a model in the Montreal Protocol"--Back cover.
Subject  Air Pollution Law and legislation.
  Air quality management International cooperation.
  McKenzie, Richard L. Career in science.
  Ozone layer depletion Law and legislation.
  Scientists New Zealand Biography.
  (1987 September 15)
Dewey  551.5142092
Title  Searching for Charlie : in pursuit of the real Charles Upham VC & Bar / Tom Scott.
Creator  Scott, Tom, 1947 October 29-
ISBN  1988516609
9781988516608 hardback
Format  368 pages, 32 unnumbered pages of plates : illustrations ; 25 cm
Subject  Soldiers New Zealand Biography.
World War, 1939-1945 Campaigns Africa, North.
World War, 1939-1945 Campaigns Greece Crete.
World War, 1939-1945 New Zealand.
Dewey  940.542 UPH

Title  A second packet of wafiers with a few more strays picked up along the way.
Publishing Details  [Otaki] : [The Stray Waif], [2019?]
Format  1 portfolio (11 sheets (some folded)) : colour illustrations ; 23 x 32 cm.
Contents  Borders and stuff I have -- Eric Gill on the nature of a private press -- Letterpress rules! -- Waifer number 10 - December 2017 -- A type experiment -- Craftsmanship and the machine / by Francis Meynell -- Letter press rulez OK! -- With twenty-five soldiers of lead he has conquered the world -- The whole duty of typography / Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson -- types I have two Saxon Black -- The paradox of freedom / Karl Popper (2 copies).
Language  Chiefly in English with some text in Māori.
Subject  Color printing (Printing)
Ephemera.
Fine books New Zealand Specimens.
Keepsakes.
Printers' devices (Printing)
Printing New Zealand Otaki Specimens.
Printing.
Dewey  686.2

Format  2 unnumbered pages ; 30 cm.
Subject  Double taxation China Hong Kong.
Double taxation New Zealand.
Intergovernmental tax relations China Hong Kong.
Intergovernmental tax relations New Zealand.
Tax evasion China Hong Kong.
Tax evasion New Zealand.

Creator  Wareing, Debbie.
ISBN  9780473542566 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2009
Format  pages cm
Summary  "A photo journal of Debbie Warering's personal experience leading up to and then living in self-isolation in her bubble in New Zealand's capital city Wellington for 38 days under COVID-19 enforced lockdown. The book begins on 28 February 2020 when New Zealand’s first case was confirmed, and it ends two months later on 27 April 2020, the final day of Alert Level 4. As something to focus on, and as extra motivation to get out and about during lockdown, Debbie documented its effects on her own neighbourhood - posting photos and commentary on social media ... Centred in Hataitai, 3.5 km from the city centre, it also includes photos from the neighbouring suburbs of Kilbirnie, Lyall Bay, Newtown, Oriental Bay, Rongotai, and Roseneath ... Debbie's photos are complemented by personal narrative, interesting points of local history, snippets of dialogue from the daily Ministry of Health media updates, and the full transcripts of the significant addresses to the nation from the Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern"-- Publisher information.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Prevention Social aspects New Zealand Wellington Pictorial works.
Diaries.
Documentary photography New Zealand Wellington.
New Zealanders Diaries.
Wareing, Debbie Diaries.
Wellington (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
Dewey  614.592414099363
Title A short history of Kaiapoi / by Jackie Watson, for the Kaiapoi River Queen.
Creator Watson, Jackie, 1948-
Publishing Details [Kaiapoi] : [Jackie Watson], [2020].
Format 1 volume (unpaged) : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject Kaiapoi (N.Z.) History.
Waimakariri River (N.Z.) History.
Dewey 993.82

Title A short history of the Hawke's Bay Philatelic Society / edited by Capt. John W. Paston.
Creator Paston, John W.
Format 53 pages : illustrations (chiefly colour) ; 30 cm
Subject Hawkes Bay Philatelic Society (N.Z.) History.
Postage stamps New Zealand.
Stamp collecting New Zealand.
Stamp collectors New Zealand Biography.
Dewey 769.569934

Title Skirt tales : the sequel.
ISBN 0473518147
9780473518141 paperback
Publishing Details [Wanaka, New Zealand] : Wanaka Women's Suffrage Committee, 2020
Publishing Source Wanaka Women's Suffrage Committee, cpkane@xtra.co.nz
Format 260 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm
Subject Queenstown-Lakes District (N.Z.) Biography.
Queenstown-Lakes District (N.Z.) History.
Women New Zealand Queenstown-Lakes District Biography.
Dewey 993.950099

Title Some poems rhyme / Alan Wagstaff ; introduction by Scott Hamilton.
Creator Wagstaff, Alan.
ISBN 9780473527433 paperback
Format 57 pages : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents Contents --Introduction --Bird in a church -- Alimentiveness -- Norfolk Road -- Birth right -- Castaways -- Burple breets -- Cave article -- Come back! -- Cooking the books -- First child -- Harf Seerius -- Hidden -- Wild flowers -- Ice wall -- Practicing kindness -- Labyrinth -- Leaves aren't -- The great divide -- Old boots -- Ooo! -- Ramps -- Roots -- Rupi Kaur - a polemic -- Said the virus - 'Amen!' -- Seeing Erasmus -- Symbols -- Ten Precepts -- The cottage -- The scaffold -- Apes -- Til it's gone -- To whom it may concern -- Two crows -- Stages -- Rannoch Moor -- Luminescence -- Dark wood tales -- What is a poem?
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.2
Title A song from the Antipodes. Prologue / David Kārena-Holmes.
Creator Kārena-Holmes, David, 1938-
ISBN 9780473507299 paperback
9780473507305 hardback
Format 108 pages : illustrations ; 20 cm
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.2

Title Stories from the marketplace : celebrating 150 years of New Zealand’s stock exchange / Michael Larsen.
Creator Larsen, Michael, 1966-
ISBN 9780473489472 pbk
9780473489489 hbk
Format 396 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Contents In the beginning -- The 2000s: changes at the exchange -- Fund management in the wider capital markets -- Rules and regulation -- The marketplace -- Inside NZX -- The future.
Subject New Zealand Economic conditions.
New Zealand Stock Exchange Employees History.
New Zealand Stock Exchange Employees.
New Zealand Stock Exchange History.
Dewey 332.64293

Title Strawberry jam / by Sarah Phillips.
Creator Phillips, Sarah (Author).
ISBN 9780473485979 paperback (print-on-demand)
9780473485986 Kindle
Publishing Details [Lower Hutt, New Zealand]: [Sarah Phillips], [2019]
Format 221 pages ; 21 cm
Summary "Broken by a tragic loss, Lily Vines receives a letter written by her grandmother before her death, bequeathing Lily her estate. Desperate to escape the city and reminders of what could have been, Lily returns to her childhood home in Sweethaven to figure out what to do with her inheritance, a big country house, acres of orchard and a town full of broken people. Despite her best efforts to be done with the place, Irishman Patrick O’Connor knocks on her door. He is soon followed by the lesbian café owners, a burly Texan, a quiet Maori man and a mysterious Englishwoman. She finds herself unable to leave, but when the town’s old wounds are reopened and the truth about Lily’s family is revealed, she is forced to face her own demons"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand fiction 21st century.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title Super Jonny's tour of ward seventeen / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Kate Shestakova.

Creator Colwill, Simone, 1963-

ISBN 9780473502409 paperback


Format 28 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm

Summary "Have you ever wondered what goes on during the day in a hospital ward? Come and join Super Jonny and Bear's tour of ward17"--Back cover.

Audience "Suitable for ages 3+.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Hospital wards Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.

Dewey NZ823.3

---

Title The super weirdos and the Battle of Bash / written and illustrated by Mr Mac.

Creator Mr Mac (Teacher)

ISBN 9780473485160 paperback
9780473485177


Format 245 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm

Summary "Norm, a regular kid, finds out there are Aliens living among us. Incredible, powerful annoying aliens, led by his neighbour, Mac. Throughout his journey, Norm learns the first of many alien secrets and his life is never the same again"--Back cover.

Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Extraterrestrial beings Juvenile fiction.
Humorous fiction.

Dewey NZ823.3
Title  Supergood / Chelsea Winter.
Creator  Winter, Chelsea.
ISBN  9780143775058 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2009
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Epic plant-based food for everyone, with gluten-free options for just about everything"--Publisher information.
Subject  Cookbooks
Cooking.
Dewey  641.5

Title  Surf dreams : New Zealand surf culture / Derek Morrison.
Creator  Morrison, Derek.
ISBN  9780143774730 paperback
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  pages cm
Summary  "In this ... book, he presents 15 major surfing communities and those who live there and who live to surf (Ahipara, Tutukaka, Piha, Whangamata, Mt Maunganui, Raglan, Taranaki, Gisborne, Lyall Bay, Kaikoura, Westport, Greymouth, Sumner, Dunedin, Riverton). The characters, the competitions, the breaks, the communities, the dream lifestyles"--Publisher information.
Subject  Coasts New Zealand.
Surfers New Zealand.
Surfing New Zealand.
Dewey  797.320993

Title  Sustainability of agricultural land treatment systems / Hailong Wang and Jean-Michel Carnus.
Creator  Wong, Hailong.
Format  75 pages ; illustrations ; 30 cm.
Series  Proceedings of the technical session ; no. 16.
Subject  Land treatment New Zealand Hamilton.
Title: Sweat and toil: the building of New Zealand / John McLean.

Creator: McLean, John (John Neil)

ISBN: 9781872970707 9781872970702 paperback


Format: 252 pages: illustrations; 25 cm

Summary: "In this single volume are detailed descriptions of several of the big public works projects in the pioneer period that turned New Zealand from a trackless waste into a well-serviced nation of the modern world. The creation of roads, bridges, railways, viaducts, wharves, docks, lighthouses, tramways, the telegraph and other public utilities was not achieved without the brains of the engineers, the organising ability of the contractors, and the sweat and labour of the teams of workers, sometimes numbering in the hundreds for just one project. By spreading communications and services into the back country these men were helping to forge a new nation and to make life easier for its people. Only by reading of these undertakings, of life in the bush camps, of courage and perseverance in the face of sometimes unbelievable difficulties, can one appreciate and get the feeling of this magnificent achievement of pioneer New Zealand"--https://trosspublishing.co.nz.

Subject: Construction projects New Zealand History 19th century.
Frontier and pioneer life New Zealand.
Pioneers New Zealand.
Public works New Zealand History 19th century.

Dewey: 363.60993034

---

Title: Systems to manage technology, knowledge and content - concept-related aspects for developing and internationalizing classification systems.

Creator: Standards New Zealand.

ISBN: 9781776739134 print
9781776739141 PDF

Publishing Details: Wellington: Standards New Zealand, [2019]

Format: vii, 51 pages: illustrations; 30 cm

Dewey: 602.18
Title Taking safe back : a memoir / Brian William Tuck.
Creator Tuck, Brian William.
ISBN 9780473345747 pbk
9780473345754 hbk
9780473345761 iBook
Publishing Source b.tuck@ucol.ac.nz
Format 84 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm
Subject Schizophrenics New Zealand Biography.
Tuck, Brian William Family.
Tuck, Brian William Mental health.
Dewey 616.8581092

Title Taking the punches : the life of legendary boxing promoter / Mike Edwards.
Creator Edwards, Mike (Boxing promoter).
ISBN 1775541541 paperback
9781775491859 EPUB
9781775541547 paperback
Format xv, 286 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm
Summary "From an Otahuhu boxing gym in the 1960s through to the height of modern era, enter a world
of showmen and superstars, brawlers and shysters: Taking the punches is about the cut-throat
world of boxing in New Zealand and Australia, from legendary trainer and promoter Mike
Edwards"--Back cover.
Subject Boxing Australia History.
Boxing New Zealand History.
Boxing trainers New Zealand Biography.
Edwards, Mike (Boxing promoter) Biography.
Matchmakers (Boxing) New Zealand Biography.
Dewey 796.83092
**Title**  Ngā otaota o Aotearoa = Plants of New Zealand / [Christine Dale]
**Creator**  Dale, Christine.
**ISBN**  0995117586 board book
         9780995117587 board book
**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : OneTree House Ltd , [2020]
**Format**  14 unnumbered pages : colour illustrations ; 18 cm
**Language**  Parallel text in Māori and English.
**Summary**  "Learn to recognise the colours and names of the native plants of Aotearoa, New Zealand"--Back cover.
**Subject**  Colors Juvenile literature.
              Kōrero pono mā te tamariki.
              Maori language Vocabulary Juvenile literature.
              Ngā tae.
              Plants New Zealand Juvenile literature.
              Pukapuka whakaahua.
              Pānui pukapuka.
              Reorua.
              Te Wao nui a Tāne.
**Dewey**  499.44281

**Creator**  Rosen, Michael.
**Format**  25 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm.
**Series**  Field tour notes ; technical session no. 18.
**Subject**  Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand Taupo.

**Title**  Then there was you / Alexa Rivers.
**Creator**  Rivers, Alexa.
**ISBN**  9780473524593 paperback (print-on-demand)
**Publishing Details**  [Pleasant Point, New Zealand] : [Alexa Rivers], [2020]
**Format**  241 pages ; 21 cm
**Summary**  "After struggling as a teen to support his ill mother, Sterling Knight understands the value of hard work and financial stability. It's made him a workaholic, and he's determined to prove himself by ensuring his company's next project—a resort in the small seaside town of Haven Bay—is a huge success. He's found the perfect piece of land. Now all he has to do is convince the stubborn (and distractingly beautiful) owner to sell. Katarina Hopa has no intention of ever selling her property to some corporate suit. That land and the house on it are her sanctuary and all she has left. But Sterling stirs feelings and desires she thought she'd buried with her husband long ago. Ignoring their intense attraction is impossible. All she can do now is guard her heart against the devastation that will happen when everything falls apart. And it will fall apart. Because surely, no one gets a second chance at true love...right? Can Katarina and Sterling overcome the pain of their tragic pasts and clear a path to happily ever after? Or will fear keep them apart forever? "--Back cover.
**Subject**  New Zealand fiction 21st century.
              Romance fiction.
**Dewey**  NZ823.3
**Title**  This farming life : five generations on a New Zealand farm / Tim Saunders.

**Creator**  Saunders, Tim (Farmer).

**ISBN**  1988547466
9781988547466 paperback


**Format**  272 pages ; 24 cm

**Summary**  "The joys and the harsh realities of farm life, from a writer whose family has farmed the same piece of land for five generations ... this ... memoir follows life on a family farm through the seasons"--Publisher's website.

**Subject**  Agriculture New Zealand Manawatu District.
Farm life New Zealand Manawatu District.
Saunders, Tim (Farmer) Anecdotes.

**Dewey**  630.993 SAU

---

**Title**  This might be about fishing / Kent Palmer.

**Creator**  Palmer, Kent.

**ISBN**  9780473528423 paperback


**Format**  100 pages : colour illustrations ; 15 x 21 cm

**Subject**  Ecology in art.
Environmental degradation in art.
Palmer, Kent.
Politics in art.

**Dewey**  759.993

---

**Title**  This Pākehā life : an unsettled memoir / Alison Jones.

**Creator**  Jones, Alison, 1955-

**ISBN**  9781988587257 online
9781988587264 MOBI
9781988587271 PDF
9781988587288 paperback


**Format**  240 pages : illustrations ; 23 cm

**Summary**  "A timely and perceptive memoir from award-winning author and academic Alison Jones. As questions of identity come to the fore once more in New Zealand, this frank and humane account of a life spent traversing Pākehā and Māori worlds offers important insights into our shared life on these islands"--Publisher information.

**Subject**  Autobiographies.
College teachers New Zealand Biography.
Identity (Psychology) New Zealand.
Jones, Alison, 1955-
Kōrero taumata.
New Zealand Race relations.
Noho á-íwi.
Pākehā.
Tuakiri.

**Dewey**  305.809093
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Tough country: tall tales of bushmen, bulldozers and back-country blokes / Mike Bellamy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Bellamy, Mike.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **ISBN** | 1775541525  
9781460784198 audiobook  
9781775491835 EPUB  
9781775541523 paperback |
| **Format** | 248 pages: colour illustrations; 24 cm |
| **Summary** | "'It was the mid-1970s and I was about eight, I thought it was completely normal for your old man to pull out a high-powered deer-hunting rifle and fire it through the kitchen door from the breakfast table...' In the 1970s and 80s, Barry Bellamy was a fair old bushman, traversing the back-country from Hawke's Bay to the far north in a blue ex-airforce Land Rover. His son Mike would join him as he took up work, wherever he could get it. Tough Country is Mike's story, about a bygone era of bushmen, scrub-cutters, hunters and shepherds. Later, Mike forged his own life working on the land, and his stories of the characters of the 1980s and 90s, from tradies to digger-drivers, are as hilarious as they are quintessentially Kiwi."--Publisher's website. |
| **Subject** | Agricultural laborers New Zealand Biography.  
Anecdotes.  
Autobiographies.  
Bellamy, Mike.  
Country life New Zealand.  
Earthmoving machinery operators New Zealand Biography. |
| **Dewey** | 624.092 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Toys of road vehicles made in New Zealand / Carville Stewart.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Stewart, Carville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISBN</strong></td>
<td>9780473514778 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Sefton, New Zealand]: [Carville Stewart], [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Source</strong></td>
<td>Carville Stewart, <a href="mailto:carvillestewart@gmail.com">carvillestewart@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>260 pages: illustrations (some colour); 30 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Subject** | Automobiles Models New Zealand History.  
Toys New Zealand History. |
| **Dewey** | 629.2210993 |
Title  Track and trace : a selection of work by Ilam SoFA staff : 27 February - 20 March 2020 / curated by Aaron Kreisler.

Publishing Details  Christchurch, New Zealand : Ilam Campus Gallery, School of Fine Arts, University of Canterbury, 2020
Format  12 unnumbered pages : illustrations (some colour), 24 cm
Series  SOFA (Christchurch, N.Z.) ; 147.
Subject  Art, New Zealand New Zealand Christchurch 21st century Exhibitions.
         Christoffels, John Exhibitions.
         Neate, Robin, 1951- Exhibitions.
         Palmer, Louise, (Artist) Exhibitions.
         University of Canterbury. School of Fine Arts Exhibitions.

Title  Tukua ki te ao : progressing the normalisation of te reo Māori in organisations / Jenny Lee-Morgan, Maureen Muller, Joeliee Seed-Pihama and Herearoa Skipper.

Creator  Lee-Morgan, Jenny, 1968-
ISBN  9780994121783

Publishing Details  Hamilton, Aotearoa : Te Kotahi Research Institute, Te Mata Punenga o te Kotahi, 2019.
Format  v, 171 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Series  Te reo research monograph ; 1.
Language  In English with some Māori.
Subject  Language planning New Zealand.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs.
         Maori language Study and teaching New Zealand.
         Rautaki reo.
         Whakaora reo.
Dewey  306.442994420933

Title  Turning your life around : the meditative beauty of woodturning / Ron Murray.

Creator  Murray, Ron, 1957-

Format  116 pages : illustrations ; 26 cm
Subject  Murray, Ron, 1957- Anecdotes.
         Turning (Lathe work) Equipment and supplies.
         Woodwork Philosophical aspects.
Dewey  684.08

Title


Creator

Bingham, Janet.

ISBN

9780473525408 paperback

Edition

Second edition.

Publishing Details

Auckland, New Zealand: Bear Brothers, [2020]

Format

78 pages: colour illustrations; 16 cm

Summary

When New Zealand went into "lockdown" on March 26, 2020 ... no-one knew what to expect, least of all two denim-clad bears living in a seaside suburb of Auckland.

Subject

Animal fiction.
Anxiety Juvenile fiction.
Bears Juvenile fiction.
Boredom Juvenile fiction.
COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand Juvenile fiction.
Children's stories, New Zealand.
Diary fiction.

Dewey

NZ823.3

The undertow / by Helen Pearse-Otene.

Title

The undertow / by Helen Pearse-Otene.

Creator

Pearse-Otene, Helen.

ISBN

9780473514440 paperback

Publishing Details

[Wellington]: Te Rākau Hua O Te Wao Tapu Trust, 2020.

Format

283 pages; 21 cm

Contents

The ragged--Dog & bone--Public works--The Landeaters.

Language

Text in English with some Māori.

Summary

"Through the 180 year journey of six generations of one family, pivotal moments in Aotearoa New Zealand's history are brought to life in Helen Pearse-Otene's critically acclaimed quartet of plays THE UNDERTOW. It is the story of Maori, Pakeha and tauiwi; of ordinary people who lived during extraordinary times. From the arrival of the first settler ships and the gentrified Port Nicholson, to our complex war history and current day urban development, THE UNDERTOW is a bold and fearless journey into our past, present and future"--Back cover.

Subject

Drama.
New Zealand drama 21st century.
Tuhinga auaha.

Dewey

NZ822.3
Title  Volcanic kitchens : a further collection of recipes, stories and photographs / [compiled by] Gerhard and Henrietta Egger.

Creator  Egger, Gerhard, 1957-

ISBN  0473528835
       9780473528836 hardback


Format  216 pages : colour illustrations ; 27 cm

Summary  "Celebrates Rotorua as a community and as a beautiful place to live; the community spirit, history, Maori culture, the ethnic communities, the landscape and environment - are all weaved into 200 pages of delicious and varied seasonal recipes from people with a local connection and stunning images from the wider area. More than just a recipe book, you'll be welcomed to Apumoana and Owhata Maraes, relish the significance in the city of the stories of Hinemoa and Tūtānekai and the eruption of Mt Tarawera, and indulge in local events such as the Rotorua Marathon, weekly Markets and the annual Classic Boat Parade ... The story of Hinemoa and Tūtānekai has been written by Paraone Pirika and the story of Mt Tarawera by Ken Raureti of Ngati Rangitihi"--Publisher information.

Subject  Cookbooks.
          Cooking.
          Kōrero nehe.
          Rotorua District (N.Z.) Pictorial works.
          Tikanga tunu kai.

Dewey  641.5

Title  Walking in God's footprints : how God uses ordinary people to do extraordinary things / Christine Furby with Darlene Grace.

Creator  Furby, Christine E.

ISBN  9780473523510 softcover
       9780473523527 kindle
       9780473523688 epub

Publishing Details  Auckland, New Zealand : Wycliffe Bible Translators NZ, [2020]

Format  230 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Summary  "The Lord led Ted and Christine Furby on an extraordinary path they never dreamed would be possible. They learnt that with lives surrendered to the Lord, nothing is impossible! Ted and Christine lived and worked among the Garrwa Australian Indigenous people. Amongst these people they raised their children and translated most of the New Testament, along with parts of the Old Testament, into the Garrwa language. They are two very ordinary individuals who grew up in the South Island of New Zealand. At the age of 15, they both left school to go and work on farms before God called them to live a very different life! A thoroughly inspiring and truly remarkable testimony to the power of God to change lives"--Back cover.

Subject  Bible Translating Australia Northern Territory History 20th century.
          Furby, Christine E.
          Missionaries Australia Northern Territory Biography.
          Missionaries New Zealand Biography.
          Missions Australia Northern Territory History 20th century.

Dewey  266.00922
Title Waste / Silvia Purdie.
Creator Purdie, Sylvia.
ISBN 9780473527822 paperback
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : A Rocha Aotearoa New Zealand, [2020]
Format 31 pages : colour illustrations ; 22 cm
Series Rich Living.
Summary "This booklet is one of five in the Rich Living series (Climate Change, Water, Food, Transportation, Stuff & Waste). Designed for small groups of participants, each booklet consists of four studies designed to assist communities make sustainability integral to their lives of faith"--Back cover.
Subject Environmental protection Religious aspects Christianity.
Human ecology Christian communities.
Sustainable living Biblical teaching.
Waste minimization.
Dewey 261.88

Title Water supply - backflow prevention devices. Part 3, Field testing and maintenance of testable devices.
Creator Standards Australia Limited.
ISBN 9781776860388 print
9781776860395 PDF
Format iii, 43 pages : illustrations ; 30 cm
Dewey 602.18

Title What does super Jonny do when Mom gets sick? / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Jasmine Ting.
Creator Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN 97809994129758
97809994129772 paperback
Format 33 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary "Jonny is a little superhero with a big problem. His Mom is sick. How can he help?"--Back cover. Includes notes for teachers, and tips for chronically ill mothers.
Audience "Suitable for ages 3+ years."
Subject Children's stories, New Zealand.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Mothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick parents Juvenile fiction.
Dewey NZ823.3
Title  What does super Jonny do when Mom gets sick? / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Jasmine Ting.

Creator  Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN 9780994129741 paperback


Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Sick Mom, 2020
Format  34 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "Jonny is a little superhero with a big problem. His Mom is sick. How can he help?"--Back cover. Includes notes for teachers, and tips for chronically ill mothers.

Audience  "Suitable for ages 3+ years."

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Mothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick parents Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  What does super Jonny do when Mom gets sick? / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Jasmine Ting.

Creator  Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN 9780994129758 9780994129765 paperback


Format  33 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "Jonny is a little superhero with a big problem. His Mom is sick. How can he help?"--Back cover. Includes notes for teachers, and tips for chronically ill mothers.

Audience  "Suitable for ages 3+ years."

Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Mothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick parents Juvenile fiction.

Dewey  NZ823.3
Title  What does super Jonny do when Mom gets sick? / written by Simone Colwill ; illustrated by Jasmine Ting.

Creator  Colwill, Simone, 1963-
ISBN  9780994129758 paperback
Format  33 pages : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Summary  "Jonny is a little superhero with a big problem. His Mom is sick. How can he help?"--Back cover. Includes notes for teachers, and tips for chronically ill mothers.
Audience  "Suitable for ages 3+ years."
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Helping behavior Juvenile fiction.
Medical fiction.
Mothers Juvenile fiction.
Picture books for children.
Sick parents Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  NZ823.3

Title  What I believe to be genuine and authentic : William Colenso's publications in English / compiled by Ian St George.

Creator  Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899
ISBN  9780987660442 CD-ROM 
Format  1 CD-ROM ; 12 cm.
Summary  "... a collection of his published work in English, including his booklets and scientific and other papers"--Container insert.
Subject  Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899.
Natural history New Zealand History 19th century Sources.
Dewey  508.93

Title  Whau now, Whau then : commemorating the 10th Anniversary of Whau in the Auckland Council / Hugh Dickey.

Creator  Dickey, Hugh.
ISBN  9780473540135 paperback 
Projected Publication Date  2011
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Looking at Whau today through its many demographic features and local institutions: commercial, social, educational. Giving a quick overview of the history and development of the area"--Publisher information.
Subject  Avondale (Auckland, N.Z.) History.
Avondale (Auckland, N.Z.) Social life and customs.
Dewey  993.24
Title  Wheels / Sally Sutton ; illustrated by Brian Lovelock.
Creator  Sutton, Sally.
ISBN  1406390526
1760651583 hardback
9781406390520 hardback
9781760651589 hardback
Format  1 volume (unpaged) : colour illustrations ; 27 cm
Summary  Rumbly wheels, grumbly wheels, Hauling-up-the-hill wheels. Wheels go fast, wheels go slow.
Shout what's coming, if you know!
Subject  Children's stories, New Zealand.
Picture books for children.
Stories in rhyme.
Transportation Juvenile fiction.
Wheels Juvenile fiction.
Dewey  823.92

Title  Wild horses of the world / Kelly Wilson.
Creator  Wilson, Kelly, 1989-
ISBN  9780143772910 hardback
Projected Publication Date  2009
Format  pages cm
Summary  "Wild horses have been an important part of wildlife on Earth for centuries, yet many herds
now face serious threats — and very few people can claim to have seen them galloping free
across the plains, or scaling mountain passes. Kelly Wilson has. For this book, she spent
years researching the world’s wildest herds, travelling the globe and living among them. From
the remote forests of Canada and snowcapped mountains of America, to the unforgiving
deserts of Australia and windswept beaches of New Zealand, Kelly has captured a raw and
honest portrayal of these animals - their rugged beauty, their unique way of life, and the harsh,
yet picturesque landscapes they call home. Live the adventure alongside her, as Kelly looks
into the secret lives of wild horses, how their populations are managed, and the many
hardships they must overcome in their fight for survival"--Publisher information.
Subject  Wild horses.
Dewey  599.6655
Title William Colenso. The early journals : William Colenso's journals of his missionary years 1834-1853 / compiled by Ian St George.

Creator Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899

ISBN 9780987660428 CD-ROM


Format 1 CD-ROM ; 12 cm.

Summary "... a transcript, year by year, of the surviving diaries and journals from Colenso's missionary years 1834-1852. They have been copied from manuscripts in a number of collections"--Container insert.

Subject Colenso, W. (William), 1811-1899 Diaries.
Hāhi Karaitiana.
Kōrero nehe.
Mihinare.
Missionaries New Zealand Diaries.
Noho-ā-iwi.
Rātaka.

Dewey 266.3092

Title Wind in the sails : all things are possible / Don Fraser.

Creator Fraser, Don.

ISBN 9780995129290 pbk (print-on-demand)


Format 148 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 24 cm

Summary Don's reflections and recollections of life as a pastor and counsellor, especially reflecting on his years as pastor of the Feilding Church of Christ.

Subject Church of Christ (Feilding, N.Z.) History.
Clergy New Zealand Feilding Biography.
Fraser, Don (Author of Wind in the sails)

Dewey 270.092

Title The wine o'clock myth : the truth you need to know about women and alcohol / Lotta Dann.

Creator Dann, Lotta, 1971-

ISBN 1988547229 paperback
9781988547220 paperback


Format 284 pages ; 24 cm


Summary "The Wine O'clock Myth takes an in-depth look at the drinking habits of New Zealand women. It's written through the lens of Lotta Dann's own story and her work in the field of recovery and addiction today. It contains evidence-based research gleaned from primary sources, and numerous interviews with experts in many fields. As well as examining the normalising of alcohol in New Zealand, The Wine O'clock Myth explores the glorification that goes on with regards to this drug. It discusses when and how the alcohol industry began specifically targeting women, unpicking the tactics they employ to target female customers. It looks at the rise of the now-ubiquitous 'Wine Mum' culture on social media and the role the alcohol industry and media companies play in perpetuating this. It also investigates the impact that regular, heavy drinking has on women, both physically and emotionally. It looks at the emotional impacts - the numbing, dulling and disconnection that can occur - and the physical impacts:
the problems alcohol can cause in the body and the increased risk of diseases. But while the book offers a big-picture analysis, it also provides an intimate view of the issue by featuring the voices of Kiwi women sharing their personal stories, revealing the pervasive and negative impact alcohol can have on a woman's life. These personal reflections contain tales of emotional disconnection, diminished power, confused thinking and damaged relationships. There are also uplifting stories of the remarkable transformations that can occur when alcohol is removed."--Publisher information.

Subject Alcoholism Psychological aspects.
Alcoholism Social aspects.
Drinking of alcoholic beverages Psychological aspects.
Drinking of alcoholic beverages Social aspects.
Women Alcohol use.
Women alcoholics Rehabilitation.
Women alcoholics.

Dewey 362.292

Title A women's health and wellbeing kete : a DIY Guide / Isla Burgess & Mary Allan.
Creator Burgess, Isla, 1949-
ISBN 9780473505875 pbk
Format 80 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary Alphabetical listing of selected plants which can be used to make traditional medicines or are otherwise efficacious to well-being.
Subject Materia medica, Vegetable.
Medicinal plants.
Plants New Zealand Therapeutic use.
Well-being.
Dewey 615.321

Title The wooden box / Joanne Loveridge.
Creator Loveridge, Joanne Mary, 1950-
ISBN 9780473527419 paperback
Format 414 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Summary "I had always thought my mother's earlier years ordinary but really they were quite extraordinary. It certainly was no fairy-tale story, anything but. Caught in an unseen rip, my father was dragged into the deeper waters of the ocean, leading to his death by drowning. He was thirty-eight years old. He left behind a wife, who was eight months pregnant, with their sixth child and five young daughters. As it was in those days, grief and sadness were not easily expressed and children were protected from tears and sorrow. To us, our father had simply vanished to a place called heaven. For my mother, left to raise her children alone she had little time to express her own grief, or heal a broken heart. This story captures moments in the times of my family's post war days in Wellington, New Zealand. It's a story that challenges life, loss and love"--Back cover.
Subject Mothers New Zealand Biography.
New Zealand History 20th century.
New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century.
Ruby family.
Ruby, Pat Family.
Ruby, Pat.

Creator  Price, Trevor N, (Trevor Nelson), 1937-.

ISBN  9780473531089 paperback


Format  340 pages : illustrations (some colour) ; 21 cm

Summary  "Covers the lives of John and Mary Ann Woods and their 10 children in New Zealand from 1840 - beginning with the Woods family of Norfolk, England … from John Woods’ great-grandparents (1720), to John’s travel to New Zealand and his marriage to Mary Ann Lowe. Also covered are Mary Ann’s predecessors and descendants - the Griffiths family of Flintshire, Wales … Mary Ann’s mother Ann Griffiths married Griffith Lowe and had 5 children. This Lowe family’s travel in 1840 to New Zealand on the ship ‘Bolton’. Included are Mary Ann’s 4 Morris half-siblings. The main family surnames include: Crocker, Evans, Griffiths, Lowe, Morris, and Bartram, Beach, Cook, Gow, Haslett, Kneebone, Marsh, Petley, Reynolds, Thomas, Turner and Woods"--Publisher information.

Subject  Great Britain Genealogy.
Griffith family.
Lowe family.
Lowe, Mary Ann, 1835-1918 Family.
New Zealand Genealogy.
Wood family.
Woods, John, 1828-1882 Family.

Title  Wow / Bill Manhire.

Creator  Manhire, Bill, 1946- 

ISBN  1776563174
9781776563173 paperback

Publishing Details  Wellington, New Zealand : Victoria University of Wellington Press, [2020]

Format  87 pages ; 21 cm


Subject  New Zealand poetry 21st century.

Dewey  929.2

Dewey  929.2
Title Written / Haylee Erasmus.
Creator Erasmus, Haylee.
ISBN 9780473528096 paperback
Publishing Details [Waihi, New Zealand] : [Haylee Erasmus], [2020]
Format 135 pages : illustrations ; 21 cm
Contents Thinking -- Listening -- Leaving -- Finding.
Summary "Written is a self-published collection of poetry and prose wading through topics of heartache, mental health, expression, identity, healing, listening, overcoming"--Back cover.
Subject New Zealand poetry 21st century.
Dewey NZ821.3

Title Yvette Williams : leaping into history / written by David Riley ; illustrated by Chad Robertson.
Creator Riley, David, 1966 June 28-
ISBN 0473470845
Publishing Details Auckland, New Zealand : Reading Warrior , 2019.
Format 47 pages : colour illustrations ; 25 cm
Summary It's the final of the 1952 Olympic long jump competition. Yvette Williams is trying to do something no New Zealand woman has ever done - win an Olympic gold medal.
Subject Broad jump Juvenile literature.
Track and field New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Track and field athletes New Zealand Juvenile literature.
Williams, Yvette, 1929-2019 Juvenile literature.
Dewey 796.42092

Title Zen heart : what I've learned from animals and life / Mark Vette.
Creator Vette, Mark.
ISBN 9780143775027 paperback
Projected Publication Date 2011
Format pages cm
Summary "...The famous animal behaviourist and trainer who captured global attention with 'Dogs Who Drive Cars' and 'Dogs Who Fly Planes' is not just an animal maestro. He's a longtime Buddhist, who brings to his relationships with animals a true emotional bond, enormous respect, and the sure knowledge that we humans are just one piece of this great, interconnected puzzle we call Life on Earth. This is his story, and the stories of the animals he has worked with over the decades. From a classic Kiwi childhood of outdoor activities and sport, with plenty of time on the farm, through a growing conviction that killing animals wasn't for him, to his embracing of Buddhism and his developing work with animals of all kinds..."--Publisher information.
Subject Animal trainers Biography.
Buddhists Biography.
Vette, Mark.
Dewey 636.0835092
**Title**  
The AJ Crawshaw Band.

**Publishing Details**  
[Paraparaumu] : AJ Cranshaw Band

**Format**  
Web site.

**Frequency**  
Irregular

**Subject**  
AJ Crawshaw Band.
Popular music New Zealand.
Rock music New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://www.ajcrawshaw.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351757880002836

---

**Title**  
Applause.

**Publishing Details**  
[Auckland] : Applause, [2020]-

**Format**  
Web site.

**Frequency**  
Irregular

**Publication Numbering**  
Began in 2020.

**Subject**  
Employees New Zealand.
Non-governmental organizations New Zealand.
Well-being New Zealand.

**Links**  
https://www.applause.charity/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351931800002836

---

**Title**  
Assessment and testing for COVID-19.

**Publishing Details**  
[Wellington] : Ministry of Health,

**Format**  
1 online resource

**Frequency**  
Irregular

**Publication Numbering**  
Began with [August 2020]

**Subject**  
COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.

**Links**  
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351807510002836>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Attica.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Otaki?] : Attica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Attica Project (Political party)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.attica.nz/">https://www.attica.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351618740002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351618740002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Cannabis Convo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Massey University Design + Democracy Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began in 2020?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Cannabis Convo is an initiative of the Design+Democracy Project, a research unit established within Massey University’s College of Creative Arts, and is made in collaboration with the good folk at effect. We believe that the issue of low voter turnout is not only the responsibility of governments or councils — it is one that we all share as citizens. The Design+Democracy Project thinks design can make a meaningful contribution&quot;—About&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Cannabis Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cannabis Therapeutic use Law and legislation New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://www.cannabisconvo.co.nz/">https://www.cannabisconvo.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351872700002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351872700002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th>Catherine Chu : National Candidate for Banks Peninsula.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Chu, Catherine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Catherine Chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Banks Peninsula (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chu, Catherine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand National Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://catherinechu.national.org.nz/">https://catherinechu.national.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617810002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617810002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Christopher Luxon : National candidate for Botany.
Creator  Luxon, Christopher.
Publishing Details  [Botany, Auckland ]: Christopher Luxon
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Auckland (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
Luxon, Christopher.
New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Links  https://christopherluxon.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351753190002836

Title  Citizen.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Citizen Collective
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Summary  "We're a collective of chefs, brewers, bakers and innovators who want to reduce food and resource waste. We rescue unloved surplus foods and re-work them into delicious, low-impact food and drink"--home page.
Subject  Brewing New Zealand.
Citizen Collective.
Food waste New Zealand.
Sustainability New Zealand.
Waste minimization New Zealand.
Links  https://citizen.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350113070002836

Title  Covid-19.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Sciblogs
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Summary  "This blog showcases guest work related to the COVID-19 pandemic"--About COVID-19.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Blogs.
Science Blogs.
Links  https://sciblogs.co.nz/covid-19/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350836220002836
Title  COVID-19, information for hospice inpatient facilities.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
          Hospices (Terminal care) New Zealand Safety measures.
          https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351607360002836

Title  COVID-19, information for hospice staff in home and community settings.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
          Community health services New Zealand Safety measures.
          Hospices (Terminal care) New Zealand Safety measures.
          Medical personnel Health and hygiene New Zealand Safety measures.
          https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351748210002836

Title  The Covid-19 lockdown diary : Denise Irvine in a bubble-of-one.
Creator  Irvine, Denise.
Publishing Details  [Hamilton, New Zealand] : Denise Irvine, [2020]-
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand Waikato Blogs.
          COVID-19 (Disease) Social aspects New Zealand Waikato Diaries.
          Irvine, Denise Blogs.
          Irvine, Denise Diaries.
          Women New Zealand Waikato Diaries.
Links  http://www.irvine.co.nz
          https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350421410002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dale Stephens : National candidate for Christchurch Central.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Stephens, Dale (Business director).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Christchurch] : Dale Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Christchurch (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand National Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephens, Dale (Business director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://dalestephens.national.org.nz/">https://dalestephens.national.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617810002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617810002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dan Bidois : MP for Northcote.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Bidois, Dan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Auckland] : Dan Bidois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bidois, Dan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand National Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://danbidois.national.org.nz/">https://danbidois.national.org.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617790002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617790002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Debbie Ngarewa-Packer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[New Zealand] : Debbie Packer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2013?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Activists New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ngarewa-Packer, Debbie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Politicians New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.debbiepacker.co.nz/">https://www.debbiepacker.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351747160002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351747160002836</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Diplomatic immunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Petousis-Harris, Helen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Sciblogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Diplomatic immunity is the blog of Dr Helen Petousis-Harris who comments about immunisation, the science underpinning it and the pseudoscience often spread about types of immunisation&quot;--About Diplomatic Immunity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Immunization Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petousis-Harris, Helen Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sciblogs.co.nz/diplomaticimmunity/">https://sciblogs.co.nz/diplomaticimmunity/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351036570002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351036570002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>The District Court of New Zealand = Te kōti ā rohe.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : District Court of New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>District courts New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand. District Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/">https://www.districtcourts.govt.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351869520002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351869520002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dr Gaurav Sharma.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Sharma, Gaurav (Physician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Hamilton, New Zealand] : Gaurav Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hamilton (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Labour Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharma, Gaurav (Physician)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://www.gmsharma.info/">https://www.gmsharma.info/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351747330002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351747330002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Friends of the Wellington Botanic Garden Inc.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Friends of the Wellington Botanic Garden
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Nameplates (Plaques) New Zealand Wellington Catalogs.
Wellington Botanic Garden. Friends Catalogs.
Links  http://www.friendswbg.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351812120002836

Title  Grave insights Onehunga.
Publishing Details  Onehunga, New Zealand : Saint Peter’s Anglican Church
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Cemeteries New Zealand Auckland.
Inscriptions New Zealand Auckland.
Onehunga (Auckland, N.Z.) Genealogy.
Saint Peter’s Cemetery (Onehunga, Auckland)
St. Peter's Church (Onehunga, Auckland, N.Z.)
Links  https://www.graveinsightsonehunga.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351759890002836

Title  Green School New Zealand.
Publishing Details  [Taranaki] : Green School New Zealand
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2020?
Subject  Environmental education New Zealand Taranaki.
Green School New Zealand.
Links  https://greenschool.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351872680002836
Title  Guidance for transitioning through alert levels for local government.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Internal Affairs], [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with April 17, 2020
Subject  COVID-10 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Public administration New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21347490220002836

Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Takeovers Panel, Te Pae Whirimana, 2020-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with April 9, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346492520002836

Title  Guidance to support implementation of the COVID-19 public health response (air border) order 2020.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with July 7, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Quarantine Law and legislation New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349142650002836

National Library of New Zealand  774  Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa
Title: Heartland NZ.
Publishing Details: Pukekohe: Heartland NZ Party
Format: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2020?
Subject: Heartland NZ (Political party).
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Political parties New Zealand.
Links: https://www.heartlandparty.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351871920002836

Title: How COVID-19 testing works.
Publishing Details: [Wellington]: Ministry of Health, [2020]-
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis New Zealand.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351829270002836

Title: IdealCup: made in New Zealand.
Publishing Details: [Motueka]: IdealCup Limited, [2010]-
Format: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: Environmental responsibility New Zealand.
IdealCup Limited.
Plastic cups New Zealand.
Remanufacturing New Zealand.
Social responsibility of business New Zealand.
Links: https://idealcup.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351932050002836
Title i.e. crazy.

Summary "Frances Duncan (fka Claire Duncan) is an interdisciplinary artist from Aotearoa New Zealand. Her sound designs, music, videos and writing bleed across territories of alternative music, theatre and art. Duncan’s work often explores the textural and semantic possibilities of collaging found/foraged and recycled sounds".

Subject Artists New Zealand.
Duncan, Frances

Links https://iecrazy.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11348929450002836

Title Israel Institute of New Zealand.

Subject Israel Institute of New Zealand.
Israel Politics and government 21st century.
Israel Relations New Zealand.
New Zealand Relations Israel.

Links https://israelinstitute.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351757610002836

Title Katie Nimon : National Party candidate for Napier.

Subject Napier (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Nimon, Katie.

Links https://katienimon.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71351619460002836
**Title**  Kete Christchurch.

**Publishing Details**  [Christchurch] : Kete Christchurch

**Format**  Web site.

**Frequency**  Irregular

**Summary**  "Kete Christchurch is an online resource bringing together records of local events, people, places and events - current and historical"--Home page.

**Subject**  Christchurch (N.Z.) History.
Kete Christchurch.

**Links**  http://ketechristchurch.peoplesnetworknz.info/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11349441220002836

---

**Title**  Labour Tāmaki : Shirin Brown for Tāmaki.

**Creator**  Brown, Shirin.

**Publishing Details**  [Auckland] : [New Zealand Labour Party]

**Format**  Web site.

**Frequency**  Irregular

**Subject**  Brown, Shirin.
New Zealand Labour Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.

**Links**  https://labourtamaki.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351748450002836

---

**Title**  Let's end loneliness.

**Publishing Details**  [New Zealand] : Let's End Lonliness

**Format**  Web site.

**Frequency**  Irregular

**Publication Numbering**  Began in 2020?

**Subject**  Loneliness New Zealand Prevention.
Lonliness New Zealand.

**Links**  https://letsendloneliness.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352402920002836
Title Lincoln Platt : National candidate for Christchurch East.
Creator Platt, Lincoln.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : Lincoln Platt
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Christchurch (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Platt, Lincoln.
Links https://lincolnplatt.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351871700002836

Title Lisa Whyte : National candidate for New Lynn.
Creator Whyte, Lisa.
Publishing Details [New Lynn, Auckland] : Lisa Whyte
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Whyte, Lisa.
Links https://lisawhyte.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71351626090002836

Title Managing haematology and oncology patients during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, 2020-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began with Version 3.0 (March 19, 2020)
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Hospital patients New Zealand Safety measures.
Hospitals Medical staff New Zealand Safety measures.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346541920002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Manuhiri Kaitiaki Charitable Trust.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Leigh : Ngati Manuhiri Settlement Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2019?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Manuhiri Kaitiaki Charitable Trust. Ngati Manuhiri (New Zealand people).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[2] https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351878440002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Mark Crofskey : National candidate for Remutaka.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Crofskey, Mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Upper Hutt] : Mark Crofskey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[2] https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351617700002836 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Megan Hands : your strong voice for Rangitata.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Hands, Megan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Rangitata] : Megan Hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[2] https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA71351766120002836 |
Title: New Zealand Tea Party.
Publishing Details: Auckland : New Zealand Tea Party
Format: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2020?
Summary: "TEA stands for Taxpayers and Entrepreneurs Alliance ... TEA Party has been founded by community oriented, migrant friendly, taxpayer and entrepreneur minded non-career politicians to target the center ground of the political landscape, contesting the queen- or kingmaker position in the 2020 general elections and form a coalition with the largest parliamentary party, bringing about the positive change Aotearoa so badly needs"--about page.
Subject: New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Links: https://www.teaparty.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351869720002836

Title: Northern region COVID-19 preparedness guidance for aged residential care.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Northern Region Health Coordination Centre, [2020]-
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Irregular
Older people Institutional care New Zealand Auckland Safety measures.
Older people Institutional care New Zealand Northland Safety measures.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346542030002836

Title: Northern region guidance for a COVID-19 alert in aged residential care.
Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Auckland Regional Public Health Service, [2020]-
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Irregular
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Early detection New Zealand Auckland.
COVID-19 (Disease) Early detection New Zealand Northland.
Older people Institutional care New Zealand Auckland Safety measures.
Older people Institutional care New Zealand Northland Safety measures.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346542060002836
Title  Northern region guidance for the control of COVID-19 outbreaks in aged residential care.

Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Northern Region Health Coordination Centre, [2020]-

Format  1 online resource

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began with 13 April 2020.

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Auckland Treatment.
          COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Northland Treatment.
          Older people Institutional care New Zealand Auckland Safety measures.
          Older people Institutional care New Zealand Northland Safety measures.

Links  https://www.arphs.health.nz/assets/Uploads/Resources/Disease-and-illness/Coronavirus/NRH
       CC/English/ARC-NRHCC-Planning-Outbreak-Management-Guidance.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213465420000
           02836

Title  Northern region guidance for the prevention, identification and control of COVID-19
       outbreaks in aged residential care.

Publishing Details  Auckland : Northern District Health Board, [2020]-

Format  1 online resource

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began with version 2.0 (May 21, 2020)

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis New Zealand.
          COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
          Older people Institutional care New Zealand Safety measures.

Links  https://www.arphs.health.nz/assets/Uploads/Resources/Disease-and-illness/Coronavirus/ARC/
        NRHCC-ARC-COVID-Guidance-v2-FINAL.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213471329600
           02836

Title  Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) : information for people diagnosed with probable COVID-19.

Publishing Details  Auckland : Auckland Regional Public Health Service, 2020-

Format  1 online resource

Frequency  Irregular

Publication Numbering  Began with April 7, 2020

Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
          COVID-19 (Disease) Safety measures New Zealand.

Links  https://www.arphs.health.nz/assets/Uploads/Resources/Disease-and-illness/Coronavirus/Infor
        mation-for-probable-cases.pdf
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/primo-explore/fulldisplay?docid=NLNZ_ALMA113
        45272620002836&context=L&vid=NLNZ&search_scope=NLNZ&tab=catalogue&lang=en_US
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213464924800
           02836
Title  Nuwi Samarakone : National Party candidate for Manurewa.
Creator  Samarakone, Nuwi.
Publishing Details  [Manurewa] : Nuwi Samarakone
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
         New Zealand National Party.
         New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
         Samarakone, Nuwi.
Links  https://nuwisamarakone.national.org.nz/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352192620002836>

Title  Occupational health guidance for vulnerable community-based self-employed midwives.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, 2020-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with April 9, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
         Midwives New Zealand Safety measures.

Title  Operating your business at level 2 : guidelines for hospitality businesses.
Publishing Details  [Auckland] : Restaurant Association of New Zealand, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with version 2 (May 12, 2020)
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
         Hospitality industry New Zealand Safety measures.
Links  https://www.restaurantnz.co.nz/2020/03/12/advice-for-members-on-the-coronavirus-outbreak/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11346225780002836
Title  PastWord : thinking about history and memory from a New Zealand perspective.
Creator  Morris, Ewan.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ewan Morris
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Summary  This is the blog of Ewan Morris, a historian based in the Wellington region of Aotearoa New Zealand.
Subject  Morris, Ewan Blogs.
New Zealand History Blogs.
Links  https://pastword.blog/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11349970520002836

Title  Penny Simmonds : National Party candidate for Invercargill.
Creator  Simmonds, Penny.
Publishing Details  [Invercargill] : Penny Simmonds
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Invercargill (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Simmonds, Penny.
Links  https://pennysimmonds.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351756570002836

Title  Personal protection for border staff.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with August 20, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Diseases) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-19 (Diseases) Safety measures New Zealand
Flight crews Health and hygiene New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350866720002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Personal protective equipment for disabled people (PPE).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with [August 2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-10 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People with disabilities Services for New Zealand Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective clothing New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351807470002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351807470002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Personal protective equipment (PPE) : information for disabled people.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with August 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People with disabilities New Zealand Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective clothing New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351651820002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351651820002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Personal protective equipment (PPE) for staff caring for COVID-19 patients in hospital.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : Ministry of Health, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with August 13, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospitals Medical staff New Zealand Safety measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protective clothing New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351037560002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351037560002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for taking COVID-19 naso/oropharyngeal swabs.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with August 12, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Protective clothing New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350733760002836

Title  Personal protective equipment (PPE) requirement for community care providers who are providing care in people’s place of residence : COVID-19 7 May 2020.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, 2020-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with May 7, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
COVID-19 (Disease) Safety measures New Zealand.
Protective clothing New Zealand.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346491370002836

Title  Play, active recreation and sport at alert level 2.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Sport New Zealand, [2020]-
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with May 7, 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Sports New Zealand.
Links  https://sportnz.org.nz/covid-19/alert-level-information/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11346071780002836
Title: Play, active recreation and sport at alert levels 4 & 3 : as at 24 April 2020.

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Sports New Zealand.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346102650002836

Title: Progressive Aotearoa.

Subject: Kapiti Coast District (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Progressive Party of Aotearoa New Zealand.

Links: https://www.progressiveparty.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351754170002836

Title: Provision of face masks on inbound international flights.

Subject: Airlines Safety measures New Zealand.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Protective clothing New Zealand.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21348665190002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with April 9, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Psychological aspects New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346162190002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21346162190002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Public Health Expert.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Sciblogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Public Health Expert is the blog of University of Otago public health researchers who research everything from tobacco and alcohol to infectious diseases and obesity&quot;--About Public Health Expert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Public health New Zealand Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science Blogs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://sciblogs.co.nz/public-health-expert/">https://sciblogs.co.nz/public-health-expert/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ.ALMA11350831630002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ.ALMA11350831630002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Puketepapa Community Driving School.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Moutn Roskill, Auckland : Puketāpapa Community Driving School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2018?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>&quot;Puketāpapa Community Driving School is a full-service, community-owned social enterprise dedicated to making driver training and simulated testing more accessible and affordable for youth, women, migrants and former refugees. In December 2017 the PETER Collective, a group of local organisations working together in Puketāpapa to improve education, training and employment outcomes established the driving school as a social enterprise&quot;--about us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Automobile driver education Study and teaching New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automobile driver education teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puketāpapa Community Driving School.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://pcds.co.nz/">https://pcds.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351871840002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351871840002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Title**: Requirements for international airline crew: precautions to reduce risk of COVID-19 infection.

**Publishing Details**: Wellington : Ministry of Health, [2020-]

**Format**: 1 online resource

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Publication Numbering**: Began with June 16, 2020

**Subject**: Airlines New Zealand Safety measures.

**Links**:
- https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21348032660002836

**Title**: Respiratory physiotherapy guidelines for managing patients with COVID-19 infection.

**Publishing Details**: Wellington : Ministry of Health, [2020-]

**Format**: 1 online resource

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Publication Numbering**: Began with September 4, 2020

**Subject**: COVID-19 (Disease) | Physical therapy | New Zealand.

**Links**:
- https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351873000002836

**Title**: Say nope to dope.

**Publishing Details**: Manukau City : Say No To Dope

**Format**: Web site.

**Frequency**: Irregular

**Publication Numbering**: Began in 2015?

**Summary**: "Say No to Dope is a project of a group of organisations and individuals. We oppose any attempt to legalise marijuana. Drug use is both a criminal and a health issue, but any proposal to go soft on drug use, drug growing and drug dealing at any level should be completely rejected. Maintaining its illegality but using a smart arrest policy combined with the coercion of the law is the correct response to drug use. Drug use is a major health issue, and that's why the role of the law is so important. This is not a 'war on drugs' – this is a defence of our brains and health. People should always come before profits. We should say NO to Big Marijuana in New Zealand-- About us.

**Subject**: Cannabis Social aspects New Zealand.

**Links**:
- https://saynopetodope.org.nz/
- https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350831490002836
Title: Scenarios to assist with the isolation or quarantine process at the maritime border.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-

Format: 1 online resource

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began with September 7, 2020

Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
Quarantine Law and legislation New Zealand.
Ships Safety regulations New Zealand.

Links:
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352152580002836

Title: Sciblogs, The Psychology Report.

Publishing Details: [Wellington] : Sciblogs

Format: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Summary: "The Psychology Report is the blog of clinical and health psychologist Sarb Johal"--About the Psychology Report.

Subject: Psychology Blogs.
Sciblogs (Organisation)
Sciblogs (Organisation) Blogs.
Science Blogs.
Science.

Links:
https://sciblogs.co.nz/psychology-report/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350830080002836

Title: Scottish Society of New Zealand.

Publishing Details: [Christchurch] : Scottish Society of New Zealand

Format: Web site.

Frequency: Irregular

Subject: Scottish Society of New Zealand.

Links:
https://www.scottishsocietyofnz.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA71352590330002836
Title Self-isolation requirements for air crew.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Ministry of Health, Manatū Hauora, [2020]-
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Subject Airlines Safety measures.
COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350757210002836

Title Serato : the power of music.
Publishing Details [Auckland?] : Serato
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject Audio equipment industry New Zealand.
Serato (Firm)
Sound Recording and reproducing Equipment and supplies.
Links https://serato.com/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11350839420002836

Title Simon Watts : National candidate for North Shore.
Creator Watts, Simon (Chartered Accountant).
Publishing Details [Auckland] : Simon Watts
Format Web site.
Frequency Irregular
Subject New Zealand National Party.
New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
Watts, Simon (Chartered Accountant)
Links https://simonwatts.national.org.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351763230002836
Title: Snowboxx.
Publishing Details: London : Mainstage Festivals Ltd
Format: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2018?
Summary: "Snowboxx combines the best ski area in the Southern Hemisphere, world class acts on an open air arena by the slopes, legendary après and a jam-packed schedule of totally hilarious activities into one epic week in the mountains, all at unbeatable prices"--home page.
Subject: Festivals New Zealand Cardrona.
       Ski resorts New Zealand Cardrona.
       Snowboxx (Festival).
Links: https://snowboxx.nz/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351882600002836

Title: Stay clear, stay clean, stay kind : helping kids cope with Covid-19.
Publishing Details: [New Zealand] : Kiddets
Format: Web site.
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began in 2020?
Summary: "As the challenge of confronting the Covid 19 virus grows, it's hard to understand what's happening - harder still to explain it to our kids. Pukeko Pictures, has created this free children’s book for pre-schoolers. It’s been written by award-winning children’s book writer and illustrator, Martin Baynton. We hope this free book will be another tool to help parents and caregivers as they give a context for what's happening today"--home page.
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) Juvenile literature.
Links: https://stayclearcleankind.com/
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11352160930002836

Title: Support with food, money, living and staying safe and well.
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began with [August 2020]
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
       Food security Safety measures.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351829220002836
Title  Tania Tapsell : National Party candidate for East Coast Electorate.
Creator  Tapsell, Tania.
Publishing Details  [Maketu] : Tania Tapsell
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Eastland (N.Z.) Politics and government 21st century.
         New Zealand National Party.
         New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.
         Tapsell, Tania.
Links  https://taniatapsell.national.org.nz/
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351867190002836

Title  Te Arawa COVID-19 recovery.
Publishing Details  [New Zealand] : Te Arawa COVID-19 Recovery
Format  Web site.
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began in 2020?
Summary  "The Te Arawa COVID-19 Response Hub was established within hours of the Alert Level 4 Lockdown being announced on 23 March, with marae, hapū, health and community organisations across Te Arawa coming together and mobilising to support whānau within the Te Arawa rohe. An innovative data programme was established which enabled the hub to reach isolated and at-risk whānau and identify the support required by collecting, collating and coordinating data and information. The information gathered will be invaluable for future kaupapa and reaching our whānau in times of need.
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.
         Te Arawa (New Zealand people) Safety measures.
Links  https://tearawacovid19.nz/
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351806540002836
Tim Costley: National candidate for Ōtaki.

Costley, Tim.

[Otaki]: Tim Costley

Web site.

Irregular

Costley, Tim.

New Zealand National Party.

New Zealand Politics and government 21st century.


https://timcostley.national.org.nz/

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA21351763210002836

Welfare: getting the help and support you need.

[Wellington]: New Zealand Government, [2020]-

1 online resource

Irregular

COVID-19 (Disease) Government policy New Zealand.

Self-care, Health New Zealand.

Well-being New Zealand.


We’ve done this before: together, we can do it again.

[Wellington]: Ministry of Health, [2020]0

1 online resource

Irregular

COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.


https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351722720002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>What happens if a test says you have COVID-19?.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Wellington] : Ministry of Health, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with September 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis. COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Winter Pride Queenstown 2020.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Queentstown] : South Pacific Pride Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 2017?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Gay pride celebrations New Zealand Queenstown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links</td>
<td><a href="https://winterpride.co.nz/">https://winterpride.co.nz/</a> <a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351880260002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351880260002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Bounty Island.
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Bounty Islands (N.Z.) Maps.
Digital maps.
Topographic maps.

Title  Contour plan of C.T. 8326; Suva, Fiji / contours & planimetry by Wild A.5; compiled by Photogrammetric Branch, Lands & Survey Dept., Wellington, N.Z.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1944].
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Suva (Fiji) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292440750002836

Title  Index of aeronautical charts.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey
Edition  Edition 6
Format  1 online resource : colour
Contents  Aeronautical charts - New Zealand 1:1,000,000 NZMS 89A -- Aeronautical charts - New Zealand 1:500,000 NZMS 9C.
Series  NZMS 11.
Subject  Digital maps.
Index maps.
NZMS 89A Indexes.
NZMS 9C Indexes.
New Zealand Maps.
Title Rakahanga, northern islands / H.M. Connal, Government Surveyor, 30th April 1906.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Format 1 online resource : colour
Subject Digital maps.
Land tenure Cook Islands Rakahanga Atoll Maps.
Rakahanga Atoll (Cook Islands) Maps.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292440770002836

Title The Snares / produced by the Photogrammetric Branch, Department of Lands & Survey.
Format 1 online resource
Subject Digital maps.
Snares Islands/Tini Heke (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title Snares Islands.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Format 1 online resource (1 map, 1 overlay)
Contents Vegetation overlay.
Subject Digital maps.
Phytogeography New Zealand Snares Islands/Tini Heke Maps.
Snares Islands/Tini Heke (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292441050002836
Title  Tongariro National Park : [skifields].
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1960s?].
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps.
         Ski resorts New Zealand Tongariro National Park Maps.
         Tongariro National Park (N.Z.) Maps.

Title  Wilkies Pools walk / prepared by Dept. of Lands & Survey, New Plymouth.
Creator  New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Publishing Details  [New Plymouth] : [Department of Lands and Survey], [1984?].
Format  1 online resource
Subject  Digital maps.
         Tourist maps.
         Trails New Zealand Egmont National Park Maps.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ada Flat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Land Information New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>Edition 2.06.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Hurunui District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topographic maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dampier Corner.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Land Information New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Selwyn District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topographic maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dunedin city.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 map : color ; 15 x 32 cm on sheet 30 x 42 cm folded to 15 x 11 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Ancillary maps on verso: Otago Peninsula [scale 1:200,000] with Port Chalmers inset -- Dunedin city centre [enlargement].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Dunedin (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roads New Zealand Dunedin Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourist maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Dunes trail / Motu Trails.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Opotiki] : Motu Trails, [2014?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>1 map : colour ; 11 x 35 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Bicycle trails New Zealand Opotiki District Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opotiki District (N.Z.) Maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourist maps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: Mount Elie De Beaumont.
Creator: Land Information New Zealand.
Format: 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Topographic maps.
Westland District (N.Z.) Maps.
Links: http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BX16_TIFFv1-06.tif

Title: Mount Ruapehu.
Creator: Land Information New Zealand.
Edition: Edition 1.05.
Format: 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject: Ruapehu District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title: Nausori.
Format: 1 online resource ; col.
Subject: Central Division (Fiji) Maps.
Digital maps.
Topographic maps.
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA11299650160002836

Title: New Zealand: Marco Polo highlights, city maps = Neuseeland = Nouvelle Zélande.
Creator: MairDumont (Firm)
ISBN: 9783829739504
Publishing Details: Ostfildern : MairDumont, [2017]
Format: 7 maps : colour ; 92 x 67 cm or smaller, on sheet 96 x 71 cm, folded to 26 x 14 cm
Contents: I. Niue -- II. Southern Cook Islands -- III. Antipodes Islands, Bounty Islands -- IV. Kermadec Islands -- V. Auckland Islands, Campbell Island -- VI Chatham Islands.
Language: Legend in English, German, French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Czech and Polish.
Subject: New Zealand Maps.
Road maps.
South Pacific Ocean Maps.
Tourist maps.
Title: Ongarue.
Creator: Land Information New Zealand.
Format: 1 map : colour ; 73 x 49 cm, on sheet 85 x 60 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject: Ruapehu District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Waitomo District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title: Oxford.
Creator: Land Information New Zealand.
Edition: Edition 1.03.
Format: 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject: Selwyn District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Waimakariri District (N.Z.) Maps.
Links: http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BW22_TIFFv1-03.tif

Title: Plan illustrating the operations at Ngatapa
Format: 1 map
Subject: Digital maps.
Fortification New Zealand Ngatapa Maps.
Mahere whenua.
Maori (New Zealand people) Dwellings New Zealand Ngatapa Maps.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872 Maps.
Ngatapa (N.Z.) Maps.
Pā.
Ringa kaha.
Topographic maps
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292320750002836
Title Plan of Hikurangi drainage dist. / R.G. MacMorran, chief drainage engineer.
Creator New Zealand. Department of Lands and Survey.
Format 1 map ; col.
Subject Digital maps.
Drainage New Zealand Hikurangi Maps.
Hikurangi (N.Z.) Maps.
Land subdivision New Zealand Hikurangi Maps.
Real property New Zealand Hikurangi Maps.

Title Plan of Ngatapa Pa (Poverty Bay) : taken by Col. Whitmore with the Colonial Force from the Hauhau under Te Kooti / O.L.W. Bousfield, staff surveyor.
Format 1 map
Subject Digital maps.
Fortification New Zealand Ngatapa Maps.
Mahere whenua.
Maori (New Zealand people) Dwellings New Zealand Ngatapa Maps.
New Zealand History New Zealand Wars, 1860-1872 Maps.
Ngatapa (N.Z.) Maps.
Pā.
Ringa kaha.
Topographic maps
Whitemore, George S. (George Stoddart), 1829-1903.
Links https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21292320790002836

Title Raurimu.
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.05.
Format 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Ruapehu District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Links http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BH34_TIFFv1-05.tif
Title **South Mavora Lake.**
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 73 x 49 cm, on sheet 85 x 60 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title **Springs Junction.**
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Format 1 map : colour ; 73 x 49 cm, on sheet 85 x 60 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Buller District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title **Tahiti and Moorea : from a French government chart of 1903.**
Creator Great Britain. Hydrographic Office.
Format 1 map : colour ; 45 x 65 cm, on sheet 52 x 71 cm
Subject Moorea (French Polynesia) Maps.
Nautical charts.
Tahiti (French Polynesia : Island) Maps.

Title **Tapanui.**
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Clutha District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Links http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/CE13_TIFFv1-03.tif
Title Waituna.
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 73 x 49 cm, on sheet 85 x 60 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Topographic maps.
Waimate District (N.Z.) Maps.

Title West Cape.
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 73 x 49 cm, on sheet 85 x 60 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Southland District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.

Title Whakatāne.
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Topographic maps.
Whakatane District (N.Z.) Maps.
Links http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BE40_TIFFv1-03.tif

Title Woodville.
Creator Land Information New Zealand.
Edition Edition 1.03.
Format 1 map : colour ; 72 x 48 cm, folded to 21 x 10 cm.
Subject Manawatu District (N.Z.) Maps.
Tararua District (N.Z.) Maps.
Topographic maps.
Links http://topo.linz.govt.nz/Topo50_raster_images/TIFFTopo50/BM35_TIFFv1-03.tif
Title: ... financial accounts / West Coast Community Trust.

Creator: West Coast Community Trust.

Publishing Details: [Hokitika] : West Coast Community Trust

Format: 1 online resource

Frequency: Annual

Subject: West Coast Community Trust Periodicals.

Links: http://www.wccomtrust.org.nz/reports/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213515927800 02836

Title: ... summary of funded disability grants.

Publishing Details: [Auckland] : Te Pou o te Whakaaro Nui, [2016]-

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual


Subject: People with disabilities Services for New Zealand Finance Periodicals.

Links: https://www.tepou.co.nz/resources/search/tag/disability-grants
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213452817300 02836

Title: Annual plan ... consultation document


Publishing Details: [Balclutha]: Clutha District Council,

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual

Subject: Clutha District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.

Clutha District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.

Links: https://www.cluthadc.govt.nz/publications/plans/Pages/default.aspx
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213431103300 02836
Title Annual report : for year ended... / Kidney Health New Zealand.
Creator Kidney Health New Zealand (Organisation)
Publishing Details Christchurch : Kidney Health New Zealand
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Kidney Health New Zealand (Organisation) Periodicals.
Links https://www.kidney.health.nz/Newsletter/Archive/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213521523500 02836

Title Annual report July ... to June ... : safety of children in care.
Publishing Details [Wellington] : Oranga Tamariki Ministry for Children
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject New Zealand. Oranga Tamariki-Ministry for Children Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213504410800 02836

Title The Bonus Bonds Scheme : annual report for the year ended 31 March ... / manager: ANZ Investment Services (New Zealand) Limited.
Creator ANZ Investments (Firm)
Publishing Details [Auckland] : ANZ Investment Services (New Zealand) Limited
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Bonus Bonds Scheme Periodicals.
Links https://www.bonusbonds.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213516431400 02836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Business events activity survey : year to ... report / Ministry of Business, Innovation &amp; Employment Hīkina Whakatutuki, Evidence &amp; Insights Branch.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former Title</td>
<td>Convention activity survey 2382-1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2744-323X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with June 2018.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Congresses and conventions New Zealand Attendance Periodicals. Congresses and conventions New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>060.993021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21343711250002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21343711250002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Central focus.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Thorndon, Wellington : Presbyterian Support Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Semiannual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Presbyterian Support Central (Organization) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352705260002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352705260002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Child poverty statistics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISSN</td>
<td>2624-2915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : Stats NZ, 2019-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 2018.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Subject**                       | Poor children New Zealand Social conditions Statistics Periodicals.  
                                        | Poverty New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.  
                                        | Social indicators New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.                                 |
| **Dewey**                         | 362.70869493021                                                                                                                        |
|                                   | https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21318532700002836                                          |
Title  Complaints snapshot ...: a look through your complaints to us: overview of consumer complaints.
Former Title  Consumer issues
Publishing Details  Wellington: Commerce Commission New Zealand Te Komihana Tauhokohoko, [2019]-
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2018/19.
Subject  Consumer education New Zealand Periodicals.
Consumer protection New Zealand Periodicals.
Links  https://comcom.govt.nz/business/consumer-reports/complaints-snapshot
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21342762240002836

Title  Connect weekly: community news with Taupō District Council.
Former Title  Connect with council
Publishing Details  [Taupo]: Taupō District Council, [2012]-
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency  Weekly
Publication Numbering  Began with 5 October 2012.
Subject  Taupo District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
Taupo District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.
Links  https://www.taupodc.govt.nz/council/publications/connect-weekly
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349172600002836

Title  Consultation document for the proposed annual budget (annual plan): year ... of the 10 year plan...
Former Title  Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council Consultation document 2624-1277
Publishing Details  Palmerston North: Te Kaunihera o Papaioea, Palmerston North City Council,
Format  1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency  Annual
Publication Numbering  Began with 2020/21?
Subject  Palmerston North (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349239350002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Counterpoint : Wellington IRMT Branch newsletter.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : Institute of Registered Music Teachers of New Zealand, [Wellington Branch]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Print began with July 2009.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Institute of Registered Music Teachers of New Zealand. Wellington Branch Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music Instruction and study New Zealand Wellington Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music teachers New Zealand Wellington Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213516453800">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213516453800</a> 02836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Cruelty free NZ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Former Title</strong></td>
<td>Mobilise! 2624-0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISSN</strong></td>
<td>2703-6685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Christchurch] : New Zealand Anti-Vivisection Society, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Semiannual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with issue 78 (winter 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>New Zealand Anti-Vivisection Society Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vivisection New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vivisection Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dewey</strong></td>
<td>179.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213516498500">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213516498500</a> 02836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>End-of-year impact report ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Young Enterprise Trust (N.Z.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>Wellington : Young Enterprise Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Young Enterprise Trust (N.Z.) Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://youngenterprise.org.nz/reports-and-impact-statements/">http://youngenterprise.org.nz/reports-and-impact-statements/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213502503100">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213502503100</a> 02836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  Geyser news.
Publishing Details  Rotorua : Netherlands Society Rotorua, 
Frequency  Irregular 
Subject  Netherlands Society Rotorua Periodicals. 
Links  http://www.dutchcommunities.co.nz/geyser-news-rotorua-2/ 
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213502511000 02836

Title  Te hoa Maori = The Maori friend.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Published by George Coutts, Gospel Tract Depôt, [1885]-
Frequency  Quarterly 
Publication Numbering  Began with nama 1; ceased with no. 44 (O ketopa 1897)?
Language  Nama 1-nama 6 text in Māori; nama 7- text in Māori with parallel English text. 
Subject  Hāhi Karaitiana. 
        Salvation Christianity Periodicals. 
Links  https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/hoa-maori

Title  Income support and wage subsidy weekly update : week ending Friday ...
Frequency  Weekly 
Publication Numbering  Began with 3rd April 2020. 
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Periodicals.
        Government aid New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.
        Unemployed New Zealand Statistics Periodicals. 
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA213458512800 02836
Title: Kiwi parent : the magazine of Parents Centres New Zealand Inc.
ISSN: 2703-6693

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency: Bimonthly
Publication Numbering: Print began with issue 150 (February/March 1996).
Subject: Child rearing Periodicals.
Parent and child Periodicals.
Parenting Periodicals.

Dewey: 649.05
Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57l7d/NLNZ_ALMA11351229580002836

Title: Te kopara.
Former Title: Pipiwharauroa
Later Title: Toa takitini
Publishing Details: Gisborne : H.W. Williams, [1913]-1921.
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with nama 1 (Oketopa 1913); ceased with nama 89 (Hurae 30, 1921).
Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Newspapers.
Maori newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.
Nüpepa.
Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/kopara

Title: The ladies' mirror : the fashionable ladies' journal of New Zealand.
Later Title: Mirror (Auckland, N.Z.)
Publishing Details: Auckland, New Zealand : Mirror Publishing Company, [1922-1926]
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with volume 1, no. 1 (1st July 1922); ceased with volume 4, no. 7 (1st January 1926)
Subject: Women New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century Periodicals.
Women's periodicals, New Zealand.
Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/ladies-mirror
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/">http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/</a></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126410002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126410002836</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Mahere-ā-tau ... = Annual plan .... What Greater Wellington is doing in the Hutt Valley.</td>
<td>Wellington (N.Z. : Region). Greater Wellington Regional Council.</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/">http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/</a></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126500002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126500002836</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Mahere-ā-tau ... = Annual plan .... What Greater Wellington is doing in the Kāpiti Coast.</td>
<td>Wellington (N.Z. : Region). Greater Wellington Regional Council.</td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/">http://www.gw.govt.nz/annual-plan/</a></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126470002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s5lt7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350126470002836</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  The mirror : the home journal of New Zealand.
Former Title  Ladies' mirror
Publishing Details  Auckland : Mirror Publishing Company, 1926-
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with volume 4, no. 8 (1st February 1926); print ceased with v. 42, no. 9 (March 1963).
Subject  Women New Zealand Social life and customs 20th century Periodicals.
         Women's periodicals, New Zealand.
Links  https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/ladies-mirror

Title  Monthly benefits update ...
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Ministry of Social Development, Te Manatū Whakahiato Ora,
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with March 2020
Subject  COVID-19 (Disease) Periodicals.
         Government aid New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.
         Social security New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.
         Unemployed New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.
        https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345851310002836

Title  The Māori record : a journal devoted to the advancement of the Māori people.
Format  1 online resource
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (November 7, 1904); ceased with vol. 2, no. 24 (June 1907)
Subject  Maori (New Zealand people) Periodicals.
         Maori (New Zealand people) Social life and customs Periodicals.
         New Zealand History 20th century Periodicals.
         New Zealand Race relations Periodicals.
         Noho-ā-iwi.
         Tāngata whenua.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>National population estimates.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : Infometrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Emigration and immigration New Zealand Statistics Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Links</strong></td>
<td><a href="http://www.infometrics.co.nz/">http://www.infometrics.co.nz/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21343382130002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21343382130002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>National view contact tracing metrics : confirmed and probable cases from ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Wellington] : [Ministry of Health], [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) Diagnosis New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Prevention Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345840860002836">https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345840860002836</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>New Zealand financial behaviour index / Colmar Brunton ; Commission for Financial Literacy and Retirement Income.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>November 2014- [Auckland] : Commission for Financial Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>1 online resource : colour illustrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Semiannual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with [wave one (November 2011)].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Finance, Personal New Zealand Public opinion Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealanders Attitudes Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saving and investment New Zealand Public opinion Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title  The New Zealand illustrated magazine.
Publishing Details  Auckland : Arthur Cleave & Co, [1899-1905]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency  Monthly
Publication Numbering  Began with v. 1, no. 1 (October 1899); ceased with September 1905.
Subject  New Zealand Politics and government Periodicals.
         New Zealand Social life and customs Periodicals.
         New Zealand literature Periodicals.

Title  New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' bulletin : the official publication of the New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' Association.
Former Title  Newsfile (New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders Association) 1175-9402
ISSN  2744-3124
Publishing Details  Auckland, N.Z. : New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders Association, [2002-]
Format  1 online resource : illustrations (some colour)
Frequency  Quarterly
Publication Numbering  Winter 2002-
Subject  Thoroughbred horse Breeding New Zealand Periodicals.
Dewey  636.1322099305
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352140740002836

Title  Newsletter / New Zealand Hospital Pharmacists' Association.
Former Title  NZHPA What's up
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : [New Zealand Hospital Pharmacists' Association], [2015]-
Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began with June 2015
Subject  Hospital pharmacies New Zealand Periodicals.
         New Zealand Hospital Pharmacists' Association Periodicals.
Dewey  615.1060993
Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21320688020002836
Title: N.Z. building progress.
Former Title: Progress (Wellington, N.Z. : 1905)
Publishing Details: Wellington : Harry H. Tombs Ltd., [1914]-
Format: 1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with vol. IX, no. 10 (June 1914); ceased in 1924?
Subject: Building New Zealand Periodicals.
Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/progress

Title: Oranga Tamariki update for care partners : COVID-19 edition ...
Later Title: Oranga Tamariki update for providers and partners Oranga Tamariki update for partners
Publishing Details: Wellington : Oranga Tamariki Ministry for Children, [2020]-
Format: 1 online resource
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Periodicals.
Caregivers Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
Child welfare Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345290230002836

Former Title: Oranga Tamariki update for providers and partners Oranga Tamariki update for care partners
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Began with 12 August 2020?
Subject: COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Periodicals.
Child welfare Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
Family services Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
Links: https://www.orangatamariki.govt.nz/about-us/covid-19/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352908930002836
Title Oranga Tamariki update for providers and partners : COVID-19.
Later Title Oranga Tamariki update for care partners Oranga Tamariki update for partners
Publishing Details Wellington Oranga Tamariki Ministry for Children, [2020]
Format 1 online resource
Frequency Irregular
Publication Numbering Began with edition#1 (19 March 2020); ceased with edition#14 (9 June 2020).
Subject COVID-19 (Disease) New Zealand Periodicals.
Child welfare Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
Family services Government policy New Zealand Periodicals.
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57i7d/NLNZ_ALMA21345290420002836

Title Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Trust : annual report for the year ended 30 June.
Creator Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group.
Publishing Details [Dunedin] : Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group
Format 1 online resource : colour illustrations
Frequency Annual
Subject Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group Periodicals.
Links https://www.predatorfreepeninsula.nz/reports-newsletters/
Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Trust

Title Progress : with which is incorporated the scientific New Zealander.
Later Title N.Z. building progress
Format 1 online resource : illustrations
Frequency Monthly
Publication Numbering Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (November 1, 1905); ceased with vol. IX, no. 9 (May 1914)
Subject Science New Zealand Periodicals.
Science Periodicals.
Links https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/progress
Title: Prospectus / The Southern Institute of Technology.

Former Title: Southern Institute of Technology (Invercargill, N.Z.). Calendar

Creator: Southern Institute of Technology (Invercargill, N.Z.)

Publishing Details: [Invercargill, N.Z.] : Southern Institute of Technology, [2010]-

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual


Subject: Southern Institute of Technology (Invercargill, N.Z.) Curricula.

Dewey: 378.9398

Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350783820002836

Title: Regional plan for Wellington.

Creator: New Zealand. Work and Income NZ.

Publishing Details: Wellington : Work and Income, Te Hiranga Tangata,

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual


Subject: New Zealand. Work and Income NZ Periodicals.

Dewey: 378.9398

Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349986070002836

Title: Register of thoroughbred stallions of New Zealand ...

ISSN: 2744-3132

Publishing Details: [Cambridge, N.Z.] : New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' Association,

Format: 1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency: Annual


Subject: Thoroughbred horse New Zealand Periodicals.

Dewey: 636.132099305

Links: https://www.nzthoroughbred.co.nz/
https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352241250002836
Title: The scope: guided hunting in New Zealand.

Former Title: NZPHGAssn newsletter


Format: 1 online resource: illustrations

Frequency: Irregular

Publication Numbering: Began with June 2008-

Subject: Hunting New Zealand Periodicals.
New Zealand Professional Hunting Guides Association Periodicals.

Dewey: 799.29305

Links: https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350429190002836

Title: Supporting information for the proposed annual budget ...: year ... of the "big picture" - 10 year plan ...

Former Title: Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council Supporting information for the ... plan ...


Publishing Details: [Palmerston North]: Te Kaunihera o Papaioea, Palmerston North City Council

Format: 1 online resource

Publication Numbering: Began with 2020/21?

Subject: Palmerston North (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21349239280002836

Title: Te toa takitini.

Former Title: Reo o Aotearoa (1929)

Later Title: Reo o Aotearoa (1932)


Format: 1 online resource

Frequency: Monthly

Publication Numbering: Began with nama 94 (Hune 1st, 1929); ceased with nama 7 (Hanuere 1st, 1932).

Subject: Maori (New Zealand people) Newspapers.
Māori newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.
Nūpepa.
Tāngata whenua.

Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/toa-takitini
Title: The Waiapu church gazette
Publishing Details: Napier: [Diocese of Waiapu], [1910-1945]
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with vol. 1, no. 1 (July 1910); ceased with vol. 36, no. 9 (December 1st, 1945).
Subject: Christian life New Zealand Bay of Plenty (Region) Periodicals.
        Christian life New Zealand Gisborne District Periodicals.
        Christian life New Zealand Hawke’s Bay Periodicals.
        Church of the Province of New Zealand. Diocese of Waiapu Periodicals.
Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/waiapu-church-gazette

Title: Waitemata District Health Board yearbook ...
Publishing Details: 2013- [Auckland]: Waitemata District Health Board
                      [Auckland]: APN Educational Media, [2012]-
Format: 1 online resource: colour illustrations
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Waitemata District Health Board Employees Periodicals.
         Waitemata District Health Board Periodicals.
       https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21352362750002836

Title: White ribbon: for God and home and humanity.
Format: 1 online resource
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with no 1 (May 1895); ceased with v. 36, no. 7 (August 1965)
Subject: New Zealand Women’s Christian Temperance Union Periodicals.
         Temperance New Zealand Periodicals.
Links: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/periodicals/white-ribbon
Title  Workers first.

Former Title  Union express (Online)

Publishing Details  Auckland : First Union, [2018]-

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Annual


Subject  FIRST Union Periodicals.

Labor unions New Zealand Periodicals.

Links  https://workersfirst.nz/

https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21350202960002836

Title  Xin xi lan hua ren xue sheng zuo wen jing xuan = ... selected essays of Chinese students in New Zealand.


Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Annual

Publication Numbering  Began with 2018.

Subject  Chinese students New Zealand Essays.

High school students' writings New Zealand Periodicals.

Links  https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21318731170002836

Title  Year in review / Blind + Low Vision NZ, formerly Blind Foundation.

Former Title  Blind Foundation (N.Z.) Year in review

Creator  Blind + Low Vision NZ (Organisation)

Publishing Details  Auckland : Blind + Low Vision NZ, [2019]-

Format  1 online resource : colour illustrations

Frequency  Annual


Subject  Blind + Low Vision NZ (Organisation) Periodicals.


https://natlib-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/1s57t7d/NLNZ_ALMA21341966880002836
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Anglers' news.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Nelson, New Zealand] : Nelson-Marlborough Fish and Game Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual plan ... consultation document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Clutha District (N.Z.). District Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Balclutha]: Clutha District Council,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 21-22 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Clutha District (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals. Clutha District (N.Z.). District Council Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual plan .... Information document = te mahere ā tau.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Bay of Plenty (N.Z. : Region). Regional Council (2010- )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>[Whakatane] : Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Toi Moana, [2020]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 x 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>Began with 2020/21.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Annual report ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator</strong></td>
<td>Union Gold Mining Company N.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing Details</strong></td>
<td>South Perth, Western Australia : The Union Gold Mining Company N.L., [1987]-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format</strong></td>
<td>volumes ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
<td>Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication Numbering</strong></td>
<td>1987-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject</strong></td>
<td>Union Gold Mining Company N.L Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title Central focus.
Publishing Details Thorndon, Wellington : Presbyterian Support Central
Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Semiannual
Subject Presbyterian Support Central (Organization) Periodicals.

Title Chairmans address : annual general meeting ... / United Resources Investment Holdings Limited.
Creator United Resources Investment Holdings Limited.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : United Resources Investment Holdings Limited,
Format volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject United Resources Investment Holdings Periodicals.

Title Chatterbox / Enviroschools Canterbury.
Publishing Details [Christchurch] : Environment Canterbury Regional Council, Kaunihera Taiao ki Waitaha
Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Irregular
Subject Environmental education New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.
Environmental protection New Zealand Canterbury Periodicals.

Title Consultation document for the proposed annual budget (annual plan) : year ... of the 10 year plan ...
Former Title Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council Consultation document 2624-1269
Publishing Details Palmerston North : Te Kaunihera o Papaioea, Palmerston North City Council,
Format volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency Annual
Publication Numbering Began with 2020/21?
Subject Palmerston North (N.Z.) Politics and government Periodicals.
Title: The Corstorphine news.
Publishing Details: 1948-July 1955 Dunedin : Corstorphine Community Centre Association, 1948-
August 1955-<1960> Dunedin : Corstorphine Residents' and Ratepayers' Association (Inc.)
Format: volumes ; 29 - 34 cm
Frequency: Monthly
Publication Numbering: Began with v. 1, no. 1 (October, 1948); ceased in 1960?
Subject: Dunedin (N.Z.) Newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.

Title: Cruelty free NZ.
Former Title: Mobilise! 1175-1703
ISSN: 2744-3019
Publishing Details: Christchurch : New Zealand Anti-Vivisection Society, [2020]-
Format: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Semiannual
Publication Numbering: Began with issue 78 (winter 2020).
Subject: New Zealand Anti-Vivisection Society Periodicals.
Vivisection New Zealand Periodicals.
Vivisection Periodicals.
Dewey: 179.405

Title: Field tour notes / New Zealand Land Treatment Collective.
Publishing Details: Rotorua : New Zealand Land Treatment Collective
Format: volumes : colour illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency: Irregular
Publication Numbering: Ceased with technical session no. 18.
Subject: Land treatment of wastewater Environmental aspects New Zealand.
Land treatment of wastewater New Zealand.

Title: ...Grantees booklet.
Publishing Details: Wellington : Fulbright New Zealand Te Tūāpapa Mātauranga o Aotearoa me Amerika
Format: volumes : colour illustrations ; 21 cm
Frequency: Annual
Subject: Educational exchanges United States.
Fulbright New Zealand Periodicals.
Fulbright scholars New Zealand Periodicals.
Fulbright scholarships New Zealand Periodicals.
Title Te Matakokiri Taima.
Publishing Details [Akarana] : Printed by the Voice Printing Co., Ltd., ... published by the proprietor Pekamu Te Rua
Format volumes ; 44 cm
Frequency Monthly
Subject Maori (New Zealand people) Newspapers.
Maori newspapers.
New Zealand newspapers.
Nūpepa.
Tāngata whenua.
Dewey 079.93

Title Minutes of the ... annual general meeting.
Creator New Zealand Grain, Seed and Produce Merchants' Federation.
Publishing Details [Wellington?] : New Zealand Grain Seed and Produce Merchants' Federation Incorporated
Format volumes : illustrations ; 22 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject New Zealand Grain, Seed and Produce Merchants' Federation Periodicals.

Title New Zealand Exchange and Mart : the national classified buyers & sellers monthly.
Publishing Details Auckland : N.Z. Exchange and Mart, Ltd.
Format volumes : illustrations ; 28 cm
Frequency Monthly
Subject Machinery industry Purchasing New Zealand Periodicals.

Title Notice of annual general meeting ...
Creator U-Bix Business Machines.
Publishing Details [Auckland] : U-Bix Business Machines Limited,
Format volumes ; 28 cm
Frequency Annual
Subject U-Bix Business Machines Periodicals.
Title  Prospectus
Later Title  United Bank (N.Z.) Prospectus
Creator  United Banking Group (N.Z.)
Publishing Details  Christchurch : United, [1990]
Format  volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency  Irregular
Publication Numbering  Began and ceased with no. 1 (29th day of June 1990).
Subject  United Banking Group (N.Z.) Periodicals.

Title  Quarterly report to ...
Creator  Union Gold Mining Company N.L.
Publishing Details  South Perth, Western Australia : Union Gold, The Union Gold Mining Company N.L.,
Format  volumes ; 30 cm
Frequency  Quarterly
Subject  Union Gold Mining Company N.L. Periodicals.

Title  Shareholders' newsletter.
Publishing Details  [Wellington] : Markham Developments Ltd
Format  volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm
Frequency  Irregular
Subject  Investments New Zealand Periodicals.
Markham Developments Limited Periodicals.
Real property New Zealand Periodicals.
Stocks New Zealand Periodicals.

Title  SriLanka NZ : all about Sri Lankans.
ISSN  2703-4283
Publishing Details  June 2020- Lower Hutt : SriLankaNZ Ltd
Lower Hutt : Welkin Media NZ, [2020]-
Format  volumes : colour illustrations ; 40 cm
Frequency  Bimonthly
Language  Text in Sinhalese and English.
Subject  Sri Lankans New Zealand Newspapers.
Dewey  305.89148093
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Supporting information for the proposed annual budget ... : year ... of the &quot;big picture&quot; - 10 year plan ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former Title</td>
<td>Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council Supporting information for the ... plan ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Palmerston North (N.Z.). City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>[Palmerston North] : Te Kaunihera o Papaioea, Palmerston North City Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>volumes ; 22 x 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began with 2020/21?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wildlife notes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : New Zealand Wildlife Service, Department of Internal Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 1982?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Birds New Zealand Periodicals. Wildlife conservation New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wildlife notes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : New Zealand Wildlife Service, Department of Internal Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 1982?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Fishes New Zealand Periodicals. Wildlife conservation New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Wildlife notes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publishing Details</td>
<td>Wellington : New Zealand Wildlife Service, Department of Internal Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>volumes : illustrations ; 30 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Numbering</td>
<td>Began in 1982?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Birds New Zealand Periodicals. Wildlife conservation New Zealand Periodicals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>